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ABSTRACT 

desc~ibes the design, construction, and testing of a solar 
receiver using molten nitrate salt as a heat exchange fluid. 

Design studies for large commercial plants (30·100 Mive) ha"e shown molten 
salt to be an excellent fluid for solar thermal plants as it allrws for 
efficient thermal storage. Plant design studies concluded that an 
advanced receiver test was r;3quired to address uncertainties not covered 
in prior receiver te.sts. This recommendation led to the current test: 
program managed by Sandia National Laboratories for the U.S. Department of 
Energy. The lL 5 MWt receiver is installed at Sandia National 
Laboratories' Central Receiver Test Facility in Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
The receiver incorporates features of large commercial receiver designs. 
This report dpscribes the receiver's configuration, heat absorption 
surface (design and sizing), the structure and supporting systems, and 
the methods for control. The receiver Was solar tested during a six-month 
period at the Central Receiver Test Facility in Albuquerque, NM. The 
purpose of the testing was to characterize the operational capabilities of 
the receiver under a number of solar operating and stand-by conditions. 
This testing consisted of initial check-out of the systems, followed by 
steady-state performance, transient receiver operation, receiver operation 
in clouds, receiver thermal loss testing, receiver start-up operation, and 
overnight thermal conditioning tests. This report describes the design, 
fabrication, and results of testing of the receiver. 

*Currently with Science Applications International Corp., Albuquerque, NM 
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FOREWORD 


This repol:t is of work funded by the U. S. Department of Energ'. under 
Contract DE·ACO~·76DP00789. The report is published in thre~ volumes: 

Volume I A Summary Report 

Volume n Appendix I - The Main Report 

Volume III Appendices A . J 

The research and development described in this report was conducted within 
the U. S. Department of Energy's (DOE) Solar Thermal Technology Program. 
The go~l of the Solar Thermal Technology Program is to advance th4 
engineering and scientific understanding of solar thermal technology, and 
to establish the technology base from which priVate indu~cry can develop 
solar thermal power production options for introduction into the 
competitive market. 

In a solar thermal system, mirrors or lenses focus ~un1.ight onto a 
receiver where a working fluid absorbs the solar energy ~s heat. The 
system then converts the energy into electricity or uses it as process 
heat. There are two kinds of solar thermal systems: c~ntral receiver 
systems and distributed receiver systems. A central receiver system uses 
a field of heliostats (two-axis tracking mirrors) to focus the sun's 
radiant energy onto a receiver mounted on a tower. A distributed receiver 
system uses three types of optic~l arrangement-parabolic trough•• 
parabolic dishes, and hemispher~~al bowls-to focus sunlight onto either a 
l:\.ne or point nceiver. 

This report describes the deSign, construction, testing, and evaluation of 
a solar central receiver that uses molten nitrate salt as a heat transport 
fluid. The receiver is a 4.5 MWt salt-in-tube cavity receiver that is a 
scaled down version of a commercial receiver design. This development and 
test program was carried out by a team of companies on a cost-shared basis 
with the DOE. ~he receiver was tested at Sandia National Laboratories' 
Central Receivet Test Facility in Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
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INTRODUCTION 

D. Smith 


Babcock & Wilcox Corp. 


A 4.5·MWt salt-in-tube cavity receiver was designed, built, and tested as 

part of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) solar the~mal research program. 

A preliminary design study was performed by Arizona Public Service (APS) 

Company in 1983 recommended a development plan to reduce the technical risk 

of building iii central receiver power plant. The APS study reco~nended the 

fabrication and testing of a scaled-down salt-in-tube receiver. Responding 

to this recommendation, DOE authorized the Molten-Salt Subsystem/Component 

Test Experiment (MSS/CTE) Program (also called the Repowering Category B 

Program) with contracting and technical management by Sandia National 

I.aboratories. The MSS/eTE program consists of three experiments: 

• 	 A 4.5·MWt Receiver Test 

• 	 A Valve Seal Bench Test 

• 	 A Pump and Valve Test 

This report presents the 4.S-MWt Receiver Test, including the design, 

fabrication, erection, testing, and test results. Separate reports will be 

prepared for the other tests. The MSS/CTE program was carried out by a team 

of companies on a cost shared basis with the DOE. Babcock &Wilcox acted 

as prime contractor for the program with the follnwing subcontractors: 

.. 	 Arizona Public Service 

• 	McDonnell Douglas 


Black &Veatch
• 
41\ 	 Foster Wheeler 


Southern California Edison
• 

The receiver was designed for and tested at Sandia Laboratories Central 

Receiver Test Facility (CRTF) in Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
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1.1 

The de ielopllI.ent of the solar tha~l central receiver (sat) in th«t 

early 19105. The first central receiv~r systli!ms ullu.!;d water as 

fluid, converting it to steam to drive iii turbine Thb 

system is typified by the Solar 1 in CaHfo·rnia. ~ 

of Iluch " system. (i. e. • to e1ouoll , 

, etc.) led to " stu.ly of other fluid~, 

sodium, and air. I t was found that there were economic 

• flow 

IlIOltl!ln-3&lt. 

to 

syatema low pressure non-phase 

generation [1}. Thue systGIllS CQuld 

atore .01a1' energy for power 

on- line storage systems to 

and bufhr the electric: pOWell:' 

generation from cloud transients 

Molten nitrate salt W.!UI found to have a number 

the reedvel'. 

• which led to 

itl .selection lUll the thermal tr.mlllport fluid for numerOl1Sl solar pow~r plant 

A schematic of a typical molten nitrate salt sol~r central receiver 

is shown in 1.1.1. The salt has the advantages of being chemically 

stable at temperatures up to llOO·F allowing generation of high temperatun 

steam for an efficient Rankine cycle and a high haat capacity per unit 

volume for efficient storage of energy as sensible heat. ThEil salt is abo 

rr lativdy • allowing for storage The 

disadvantages of the fluid are its relatively high freezing point (430

470~F), its corrosive nature, and its low conductivity. These difficulties 

are addressed in the design of the receiver and balance of plant. 

The test receiver was incorporated into the existing system at the Central 

Receiver Test Facility (CRTF). In this test system, heat coll.,cted by the 

salt in the receiver is used to generate steam, which is condensed in a 

heat rejection system and its heat transferred to a water/glycol mixture. 

No electricity is generated. This mixture is pumped to air-cooled heat 

exchangers, where the heat is rejected to the atmosphere. 
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FIGURE 1. 1. 1 

CONCEPT OF THE MOLTEN-SALT CENTRAL RECEIVER SYSTEM 


Steam Generalor Subsystem 

Since 1978, severd studies have addressed the dedgn of commEI't'cial-scale 

Illolt:c ... ·salt central receivsl."l't ",nd power plants [2,3,4,5,6,7). In addition 

to the desIgn studies, sev~ral test programs were carried out to develop 

and defllonstrate molten-salt technology. In 1981, a first-generation 

mo1ten·~a1t receiver test was performed on a receiver designed and built by 

Martin Marietta Corp. [8]. !hI' test of this receiver and supporting 

laboratory testing formed the basis for the current receiver designs. In 

1983 through 1985, the Molten-Salt: Electri· Experiment (MSEE) was conducted 

at the CRTF reusing the Martin Mariett" receiver [9]. 

With this work serving as background, recommendations were made to 

fabricate and test a new molten-salt receiver incorporating features of the 

more current design studies. The Solar 100 Conceptual Study [7 J by 

Southern California Edison Company identified a number of areas of 

technica.l risk associated with a molten· salt receiver. The Saguaro 

Repowering Study [6] also identified the receiver as a component with high 

technical risk. The Saguaro report included a recommendation to make and 

test a scaled down receiver with features typical of the commelcial design. 
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Since the and Solar 100 rec~d.ver 

Salt Test 
of companies representing both studies 

experiment included the new ill\calll!dof 4 

down receiver features of both tM snd Solar 100 
designs. This was the of 
funding for the was allocated Laboratories 
(SNL) , which was wieh technical m.anag@II'KlUt of the Th;\\' 
cost of the p~ogram was divided between the DOE .and the 

1. 2.1 

the Study [7] was und~r ccmtnct to DOE by Ii. 

team including Mart:l.n Marietta, IH&ck and V@atch, FlJJ,bcock liM 

Wilcox. and Olin undlllt' contract to Ar1una Public hrvitH3 (APS). The til 

des tgn to repower the power 

Arb\~t1a. with steam by a solar recdver elM 

steam combination. Th@ rece1v~!l:' duigned for the study wu II. 

north- r;-liIhaped receiver. An illustration of this receiver is 

presented in Figure 1.1.2. The receiver employs !I. heat-absorption I.mrf<lce 

made of vertical tubu paintl'ld black for maximum solar heat 

The absorbed power i .. 190 MWth. The receiver hut: Ilbsorption 

are of tube construction, with tubes attached to horlzontd 

buckstllYs for support. The tubes are divided at the receiver verticd 

centerline into two separate control zones, each with its own inlet control 

valve. Each control zone is split into 12 passes connected with headers at 

the top and bottom. Flow in the receiver followed a serpentine path up one 

pass and down the adjacent pass. The tube panels are hung from above, 

allowing gravity to act in the direction "'{ thermal expansion. The 

buckstays move with the panel using a roller arrangement. The receiver 

aperture is surrounded by passive insulation board. 
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FIGURE 1.1.2 

SAGUARO C-SHAPED CAVITY RECEIVER 


1.2.2 Solar lOO Conceptyal Stugy Description 

The Solar 100 plant design was prepared in response to an opportunity 

notice distributed by Southern California Edison (SCE) pre[~nting its 

desire to install a large solar plant on its grid. McDonnell Douglas Corp. 

responded to this solicitation with a proposal prepared by a team of 

compani~s including Bechtel and Foster Wheeler. The receiver designed for 

this study was also a north-facing cavity receiver, but with a power rating 

of 312 MWth . The receiver employed a heat-absorption panel made up of 

vertical tubes painted black for high solar absorptivity. The cavity was 

tilted downward toward the field as shown in Figure 1.1.3, Panel 

construction employed tangent tubes held in place from behind by horizontal 

buckstays. 

The tube panel was divided into multiple passes,with flow passing upward 

through each pass to an upper header. Flow collected in the upper header 

of the pass was then piped to the lower header of the next pass to preserve 

upflow in each pass and avoid concerns about flow stability resulting from 

heated downflow in parallel channels. The panels were hung from above, and 
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SOlAR 100 RECEIVER COt:CEPT 


ELEV. 111' APUlTt.IIItE -...I..
'. 

REeDIER 'ANILS /' ....
•. 

the lateral supports were connected to the rec!Olivet' structuu 
through a links, allowing for the thermal growth. In 
the ,aperture receiver employed "wing " on both sides of 

the opening to absorb flux spillage. First, salt entered the wing 

at 550" F then pro.ceeded to the to be heated to an outlet 

temperature of 105·0· F. 

1.2.3 

The Molten-Salt Electric Experilllent (MSEE) was conducted at the GRIF 

between 1983 and 1985 [10,111. The lIIo1teu-salt receiver, previously tested 

by Martin Marietta Corp., was refurbished and returned to the GRTF tower. 

Piping was installed in the tower to connect the system to a storage 

experiment on the ground [12}. 

A steam generation subsystem was installed [13] to cool the salt from the 

storage subsystem and produce steam to drive a turbine generator. The MSEE 
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was a full-system demonstration capable of generating 750 kW of electric 

power. Much was learned about molten-salt receivers during its testing, 

and Ii list of recommendations for future receivers was developed. 

1.3 Qbjictives 2£ this Receiyer Test Pro~ram 

The overall objective of the MSS/CTE receiver test program was to design, 

fabr:lcate, and test a molten-salt solar receiver typical of the commercial

sized power plant designs and to demonstrate to the 

industry/utility/financial community the feasibility and efficiency of Ii 

molter-salt solar receiver. The MSS/CTE receiver incorporates features of 

new plant designs and benefits from the lessons learned on the MSF.E end 

previous test programs. The objective of the test program for the MSS/Cl'E 

receiver was to demonstrate the features of Ii commercial-scale receiver, 

Imd further, to de fine the operating range, flexib 11i ty, and Urn! tationlll of 

current molten-salt receiver technology. 

Specific objEl\~tives were to: 

• 	 Provide a sound technological base for development of the 

molten-salt solar industry. 

• 	 Provide data to support future design &nd construction plans for 

commercial-sized plants. 

• 	 Demonstrate to the utilities and investment community that the 

major technical issues perceived as risks can be resolved. 

• 	 Demonstrate receiver performance and operation under steady

state, transient, and emergency conditions. 

I) 	 Define the operating rar~e, flexibility, and limit'itions of the 

receiver design. 



... ... ...... •... . .. .oper&tiaa. performance, and rel~_Uityof 

. c~~~lr.c:.l".r .COIIIpGMI'lU. ...might themal cOllldiUaa1a& 

cav1tydoors. ... door HAt.. 

l~.tlpt_ the effectiveaess of the _ur._racy coou'1l& eyet_ 

-alan· 

In'f'eat1late the clurabU:1ty of the panel absorber surface 

coat11'l1. 

• 	 Demonstrate pan9l tube wall conditions compatibl. with a lO-year 

Ufe. 

Verify the abiUty of the receiver themal expansion SyBtea: 

"..ian to IIllow panel Irowth. 

Improve manufacturers' warranty position on receiver performance 

and lif•. 

reduction ..ill plant capital costs by improved 

reduction of design conservatiSlllS. and 



performance of the receiver, and 3) define the operating range. 

fleXibility, and limitations of the design. Results from the test were 

analyzed and are presented in this report. 

1.4 Program Team Qrganization 

The MSS/CTE receiver was designed, built, and tested by a team of companies 

led by Babcock & Wilcox (B&W). The contract for the test program was 

managed by Sandia Laboratories, and the test was conducted at Sandia 

Laboratories' CRTF facility in AlbuquerquE!, New Mexico. 

The team of companies consisted of McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company 

(MDAC), Black and Veatch Consulting Engineers. and Arizona Public Service 

(APS). subcontracting to Babcock & Wilcox. McDonnell Douglas also had 

subcontracts with Foster. Wheeler (FW) and Southern California Edison (SCE). 

The role ~f Sandia Laboratories and each of the team members is described 

in more detail below. 

As program manager. Sandia~Livermore entered into contractual 

arrangements with the project team and managed the project funding. 

It also provided the overall technical direction for the project and 

reported to the Department of Energy. Late in the program, these 

functions were transferred to Sandia-Albuquerque. as the Livermore 

office ended its involvement with solar energy. 

Sandia National Laboratories - Albuquerque 

The site for the test was the Central Receiver Test Facility (CRTF) at 

Sandia National Laboratories in Albuquerque. Sandia Albuquerque made 

the test site available and provided personnel to erect the receiver 

test, maintain the test equipment, operate the test. and collect the 

test data. 

Babcock &Wilcox 

Babcock & Wilcox was prime contractor for the project and entered into 

an agreement with Sandia Livermore to construct the receiver and 



perform the test. Subcontracts were vritten to. Mcoonnell 

Blade &. Veatch, and Arbona. Public Service to support. !M.~ 

provided overall design of the test receiver, of 

the ab~orber , the complete receiver strutture, and the balance 

of the detailed design. B&.iJ fabricate.d and auembled the test 

receiver and managed its erection at the GRTF, and technical 

support for the testing and reduction of the data. It also mad~ 

progress reports to Sandia, and this final report, which 

includlll contributtons froill the subcontractors. 

was rel!lponlll.ible for the collector Held int..rfa.:", 

with the receiver design, including thlir he.t flux, the 

helio.tats, and the receiver aperture. They &180 th~ 

receiver control system, planned the tests, and conducted thlil 

and participated in the data evaluation. Subcontracts were written 

to Foster Wheeler and Southern California Edhon.McDonnell 

Foster Wheeler designed and ilI.de one backwall heat-absorption 

and the wing panels for installation in the receiver. With them., they 

provided test support and evaluation of data related to their 

The utility subcontractors provided technical overview of the p ro5ram 

frolll the standpoint of an eventual end user of the technology. 

Black &: Veatch 
Black &. Veatch assisted with the safety analysis for the test and 

provided consulting services. 

This team. represents a combination of government, industrial, and public 

utility organizations currently involved in pucsuing development of solar 

energy. 
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SECTION 2 

DESCRIPTION OF THE RECEIVER AND TEST FACILITY 

D. Smith - Babcock &Wilcox Corp. 

G. Carli - Foster Wheeler Corp. 

S. Saloff - McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Corp. 

G. Riley - McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Corp. 

The MSS/CTE receiver was designed to demonstrate key features for a 

commercial central receiver design. It converts solar energy to thermal 

emergy using molten salt as the working medium. The receiver, located at 

the top of the CRTF tower, recdves concentrated solar energy from the 

collector field. Molten salt from the "cold" (SSO"F) storage tank, located 

at ground level, is pumped up the tower piping and through the receivor 

wher(! it is heated to 1050"I<'. The salt then flows, through a downcomer into 

the hot-salt storage tank. The test receiver was incorporatod into thEll 

exi.stlng system at the CRTF. Heat collected in the salt is used to 

generate steam. This steam is condensed in a heat rejection system and its 

heat transferred to 3 water/glycol mixture. This mixture is pumped to air 

cooled heat exchangers where the heat is rejected to the atmosphere. 

A complete, detailed description of the MSS/CTE receiver and test facility 

is cont~ined in the following subsections. 

2.1 Recei.ver Subsystem 

The receiver is located at the top of the CRTF tower as shown in Figure 

2.1.1. The concentrated insolation redirected from the heliostat fie ld 

impinges on the absorber panels through which molten-salt flow absorbs the 

thermal energy. The design specifications for the receiver are shown in 

Table 2· I, and equations defining the properties of the utclten 5alt are 

given in Table 2-U. The receiver subsystem consists of the receiver 

absorber panels. cavity enclosure with a two-piece aperture door, 



insulation, heat cold surge tank, ~.ot surge t1!lnk. inst~nt&t:iMl, 

and valves. The general of the receiver is illustrated in 

the artist's concept shown in 2. L 2.. Each of the !Yin haturu of 

the design is discussed below. 

The receiver a C· cavity as shown in 

2.1.3. si~ilar to both the Saguaro and Solar 100 The back wall of 

the cavity is composed of heat-absorption paMls, and the sidewalls, floor 

and ceiling are composed of insulation. At either I"t:ie of the aperture an 

·wing paneh, It which collect the portion 0·£ the reflected solar bealll thAt 

is too wide to enter the aperture. They also the molten salt 

before it enters the lIIain absorption panel. The frame above And bdow the 

aperture and to either side of th~ wing panels is constructed of pass 

cooled in.!!Iulation board, 

FIGURE 2.1.1 

CRTF AERIAL VIEW 



TABLE 2-1 

DESIGN CONDITIONS 

Full Load Absorbed Power 

Salt Inlet Temperature 

Salt Outlet Temperature 

Full Load Salt Flow 

FIGURE 2.1. 2 

4.5 MWth 

550'F 

1050°F 

94,800 lb/h 

5-MW MODEL RECEIVER SUBSYSTEM EXPERIMENT 

MAIN SUPPQRf 
SlUt 

COllECTION 
lANK 

rNSULAT£l~ 
Apt RTUHf: 00011 

iLOW£Rl 



TABLE 2-U 

Molten 	Nitrate Salt (4) 


60' NaNO3. 40\ 


Heat, J/ks-C 1447,5 + 0.1718*'1' 

n..msity, kg/ms 2090.. 0,636*'1' 

Viscosity, mPa-sec 22.714 - 0.120*r 
4

+2.281 	x 10. ",'1' 2 

-1.474 x 10"1*'1' $ 

4 
'rharmd Conductivity 0.442 + 1.954 X 10. *'1' 

W/m-C 
221 to 245 

FIGURE 	 2.1.:; 

LAYOUT 	 OF THE TEST RECEIVER CAVITY 

. 
( :t ,.._______ ... 01
t..__.. 

~wwa~ 



The heat-absorption panel is divided symmetrically into an east and a west 

zone. Each zone is composed of 18 passes connected in a series 

arrangement. Each pass consists of six tubes through waich the total flow 

for the zone passes, either up or down. Passes 1 and 2 are in the wing 

panels and the remaining panels are in the back wall, as shown in Figure 

2.1.3 To facilitate manufacture and assembly, the absorption surface was 

arranged in eight indi,vidud panels consisting of a number of passes. 

These panels are designated 1 through 4 east and I through 4 west. Panel 

I-east and panel lowest are the wing panels; panels 2 through 4 (east and 

west) are back panels. Panels 2 and 3 (east and west) have six passes 

each, and panels 4-east and 4-west have four passes each. 

The heat-absorption panels were supplied by two fabricators; Babcock & 
Wilcox and Foster Wheeler. Foster Wheeler supplied both wing panels and 

one back panel (panel 3 west), and Babcock &Wilcox supplied the balanee of 

five back panels. 

The surface of all panels exposed to solar radiation are painted with black 

pyromark 2500 p.'int, which has demonstrated an absorptivity of 97 percent 

for the solar spectrum. A more detailed description of the panels is 

provided in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. 

Aperture Door 

The receiver aperture door is a two-piece door operated by an electric 

motor and chain drive. The door is fabricated of structural steel with 

insulation applied to its inner surface. The door also has a seal, which 

compresses against the aperture frame insulation board when the door 

closes, sealing the cavity from the outside atmosphere. The arrangement of 

the insulation on the inner surface of the door allows the cavity to be 

heated, without heating the door structure. 



The cold and hot surge tanks are lQ~ated in the inlet and outlet li~s of 

the Salt is pi~d up the to\Nr into the cold s1.u:ge 

tank. In the cold surge tank a 5&1t level is saint&ined with a cover 

of air ahov. it. Th~ tAnk serves to buffer the receiver flow 

control from the salt pu.p by level fluctuations to 

accommodate flow surges. In the t&nk serve. as a reservoir of 

salt to maintain flow for & short time in the event of a pump Salt 

the receiver is piped into the hot surge tank. This 

mixes the stream.!l! from the two receiver control zo~s and is vented 

to a. free levd from which to control flow in th~ 

downeomer. Tha tank abo providu a volulH whn!li .att can accumulatlll for 

brief in the event of a flow blockage in th4!l downcolfi~r, 

is used in the ncdvu to cormec.:t tht! pllUU of th. &bllorbtol:' 

• and to provide lines for filling, 41'1d th<9 

t'eceiv4!lt'. 

An additional line is provided that allows distribution of flow from th~ 

riser to the upper header of .11 passes 10 that salt may ba clrcul.t~d 

downward in all receiver panels in a standby mode. 

Two types of valves are employed in the receiver: 1) the main control 

valves, and 2) the smaller drain and vent valves. The control valves 

selected for the receiver were manufactured by Valtek Inc. The valves are 

1-inch offset-globe-type valves, allowing for drainability of the salt. A 

nested bellows seal, shown in Figure 2.1.4, allowed for a compact bonnet 
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FIGURE 2.1.4 

RECEIvta FLOW VALVE 


VALVE CLOSED 

SECONDARY 
PACKING 

NESTED 
BELLOWS 

Drain/fill valves are located at the bottom of each pair of connected 

passes. Vent valves are located at alternate loeations where passes 

connect at the top. Three-quarter inch valves manufactured by Nupro 

Company, illustrated in Figure 2.1.5, were used for this purpose. 

Heat I!ice and Insulation 

Because the potassium-nitrate salt used in this receiver freezes between 

430 0 and 460·F, the receiver piping must be heated above this temperature in 

order to allow it to be filled. To accomplish this, electric heat trace 

was applied to all pipes, headers, tanks, etc. that contain salt. Several 

types of heaters were used. On piping, mineral insulated cable was used. 

On the receiver control valves. fill and drain valves, and surge tanks. 

strip heaters were used, and on instrumentation, band heaters were used. 



FICUlU: 2.1.5 


RECEIVER VENT AND DRAIN VALVE 


Figure 2.1.6 illustrates these heater types. Eight inches of blanket-type 

insulation was applied over the heaters, with the exception of the cold 

salt piping which has only six inches of insulation. 

Inside the cavity, a radiant heater was installed under a floor grating. 

Tbis consisted of six oven-type tubular heating elements. 
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FIGURE 2.1.6 

HEAT TRACE HEATER TYPES 

a) Mineral Insulated Cable 

......----- A -------eli">! 
......----6-----....1 1/2" 

X 1/2" 

b) Strip Heater 

c) Band Heater 



Salt is to the receiver two vertical cantiliver pumps 

in series; a cold-sa!t PUllip and a boost pump. The ptmps were the S~ as 

those used on as with the MSEE system [ .8.ecause the MSSjCTE t<lst 

receiver had a higher pressure d:':'op req1.lirement than tb4ll KSEE receiver, the 

boost pump was modified to more head. The modifications includ$d 

install a higher motor and ne.... to spin the pump 

faster. and revising mechanical aspects of the pump to allow the 
power 

The receiver ....u instrumented ext.msively. Figure:2 . 1. 7 showIII loclltions of 

thlll instrumentation, which ine1uded thermocouphs, hut: f1\l)( glig~HI, 

gages, strain g~ges, level g~g~s, preslure g.g~. and flow 

mater.. Type-K 'WllIre uscd excludve.ly to !Hasun 

Two of flux gages were used to measure incident flux on the heat 

one air the other water cooled. Level in the 

vented hot surge tank was measured with a bubbler type instrument. 

Differential pressure transmitters were used to measure the level in the 

surge tanks. pressure drop ac!"oss the Foster Wheeler back panel, a.nd to 

measure pressure drop in venturi!; to obtain flow rate data. Absolute 

pressure t!::'l'I.rlsmitters were used to measure the total receiver pressure drop 

and cold surge tank ullage gas pressure, All pressure transmitters, @XC3pt 

the one on the cold surge tank, isolation and oi1

filled capillaries to sense salt pressure. 

http:excludve.ly


FIGURE 2. 1. 7 

SCHEMATIC OF THE RECEIVER SUBSYSTEM 
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The structure of the receiver is a steel framework designed to carry the 

working loads as well as provide access to all parts of the receiver. Four 

levels are provided at the back of the receiver panel for acceS9, these are 

connected by a caged ladder. For protection from the weather .' steel

plate roof was installed on top of the structure, and corrugated siding was 

applied to enclose all of the working levels of the receiver. The CRTF 

articulating crane, which is normally installed at the top level of the 

tower, was installed on the roof of the receiver, along with an aircraft 

warning beacon. 

2.1.1 Babcock &wilcox Panel Descriptio'['\ 

The Babcock & Wilcox Company supplied five of the six back panels of the 

receiver heat-absorption panel. A typical panel is shown in Figure 2.1.8. 



They are typical of those fer the receival: [6 j . 

The main characteristics of t.he are listed in Table laIn. 'nKI 

panels are fabricated of SOO with a wall 

thickness of .065 inches. Panels 2-west:, 2-east, and 3-east each have six 

passes of six tubes each. Panels 4-east and 4-west have four passes of six 

tubes. A thick-walled safe-end tube is welded to the end of each tube. 

which is in turn welded into the header. This safe-end a 

trandtion between the thin tube and thick walled header to reduce atruus 

induced by differential thermal expansion. The safe-ends are welded into 

the headers 

FIGURE 2.1. 8 


ABSOR!ER PANEL CONFIGURATION •• Bo.W PANEL 


Top Headt"f 



FIGURE 2.1. 9 

SAFE-END TO HEADER WELD .- 8&W PANEL 

TUBE-TO-HEADER 
WELD 

TABLE 2· III 

BABCOCK &WILCOX PANEL CHARACTERISTICS 

Six Pass Four Pass 
Description Cavity Panel Cavity Panel 

Design Temperature, ·C (OF) 649 (1200) 649 (1200) 
Design Pressure, MPa (psig) 2.4 (350) 2.4 (350) 
Tube Material Alloy 800 Alloy 800 
Safe-End Material 304 SS 304 SS 
Header Material 304 SS 304 SS 
Tube O.D./wall thickness (mm) 19/1. 65 19/1. 65 
Number of Tubes 36 24 
Number of Passes 6 4 
Number of Tubes per Pass 6 6 
Exposure Tube Length, m (ft) 3.7 (12) 3.7 (12) 
Overall Width, m (inches) 0.7 (27) .47 (18) 
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Each Qf sha.res a C~ upp.er r.Al:~r, wh!.cb llIlII:l:'V6S ta 

co,nduct salt flow fr€.u'!ll one pafuli to the next. A :b atta~b!lld to 1IlIII:i:h 

upper hsacer from which the is Each pass M1!l an 

individual lo,wer header to allow for therlillal fr08 pus to P.!IllIS. 

The piping that connects acent lower passes is in the for. of M 

expansion to, allow each pass to grow downwArd 

The tube lateral support system is shown in 2.1.10. It conststl of 

a. I-section to which the tubes are held by The 
supported off the strt.lctural steel a standoff brac.ket and a UriltH! of 

rollers. The rollers hold the in as it grows dOWDWUd due to 

therm.al The ArranglllHnt allows individu.Iill tubu to 

at different rates allowing tubes to move relative to thE! 

The panels were all ahop fabricated and then &uembbd into II t'~C(!bt0r 

module for to the CRTF. 

FIGURE 2.1.10 

RECEIVER PANEL SUPPORT DETAILS MW PANEL 

ROLLER 
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2.1.2 Ducripti.Qn of the FostuWheelerPanel 

Foster 'Wheeler Company supplied the wingpa.nels 

fabricated in individual modules or subassemblies to far.ilitate handling, 

shipment, and installation. The panels (Figure 2.1.11) are representative 

of those selected in the design study of a commercial~sized receiver. In 

it, small-diameter, thin-walled tubes were chosen to minimize thermal 

stresses. 

Tube size and number of tubes per pass were selected to duplicate the 

thermal/hydraulic characteristics of the commercial-siud receiver design 

[4,7 J • Similarly, the materials for the test panels were selected to 

duplicate the materials for the commercial-sized unit. Thus the two low

temperature wing panels were made using 25.4-mm (I-inch) OD Type 304 S5 

tubes, and the six high-temperature cavity panels were made using 19-mm 

(O.7S·inch) 00 Incoloy 800 tubes. The main characteristics of the wing and 

cavity panels are summarized in Table 2·1V. 

The panels were made of individual tubes welded to the top and bottom 

headers at either end of the panels. The headers, shown in Figure 2.1.12, 

were prefabricated sub-assemblies (made of 304 stainless steel) consisting 

of the header proper and a series of stub fittings. Stub fittings were 

welded to the headers using full penetration welds, then drilled through to 

create a high-integrity connection. The bottom header had two nozzle 

connections for the inlet and outlet piping. The headers were made with 

flat heads to reduce interference with adjacent panels. 

http:Ducripti.Qn


FIG'IJItt 2. L 11 

PANEL CONFIGtJaATIONS 

BOTTOM HEADER t t 
WING PANEL 



FIGURE 2.1.12 

FOSTER WHEELER PANEL-HEADER DESIGN 


SOCKOLETSUPPORT COUPLlNG(TYP)LUG(TYP) 

FLAT END 
COVER 

DIVIDER BAFFLE 

SECTION A-A VIEW B-B 
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'fULE 2-1V 


CHARAC'l'DlS'fICS OF mE i"OSTII. WIIl.D rADl:.. 


Description 	 P.mel r.mel 

..... '''....'''. "C ( 399 (750) 649 
pressure, MPa (psig) 2.4 (350) 2.4 

Tube material 304 5S 800 

Tube stuh material 3.04 S5 304 58 

Header lllaterial 304 S8 304 SS 

Tube O.D. thickness 25.4/1.65 19/1.65 
11m (in.) 1.0/(0.065) 0.75/(0. 
Number of tubes 12 36 

Number of pfUlillea 2 6 

Number of tube. per pa•• 6 6 

tube length, m (ft) 3.7 (12) 3.7 (12) 
OVerall width, m (in.) 0.3 (12) 0.7 (27) 

The are designed to be hung in position from the receiver support 

structure using hangers connected to the top headers (shown in 

2.1.11). The tub•• are held in by III tube support designed to: 

• 	 Prevent 1a~eral tube movement due to wind or seismic loads; 

• 	 Transmit the wind and seismic loads on the panel tubes to the 

supporting steel structure; 

• 	 Permit independent tube thermal expansion (vertical and lateral) 

within the plane of the ; and 

• 	 Minimize longitudinal out-of-plane distortion (bowing). 

When heated by the incident solar flux from cold (ambient) to hot 

(oparating temperature), the panel tubes expand longitudinally in the 

vertical direction and h~rizontally across the panel width. Because of 

differences in salt: flow and heat flux across the some tubes will 

become hotter than others and more. Thus the tube support system is 

http:25.4/1.65


a critical element of the panel design, which allows the tubes to expand 

independently. 

The tube support method in the Foster Wheeler design (Figure 2.1.13) 

consists of a tiebar held in place by support lugs welded to the back of 

the tube (nonexposed side). Each lug ha~ an elongated hole to allow for 

differences in thermal expansion of the tubes. To minimize movement of the 

tubes, cylindrical spacers made of steel tubing are inserted between the 

lugs. At three locations, the spacers are replaced by support collars 

attached to struts pinned at both ends. The loads exerted on the tubes are 

transmitted by these struts to the support structure. 

FIGURE 2.1.13 

TUBE SUPPORT SYSTEM • FOSTER WHEELER 
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2.2 

hch of the bJbelll. inlet ad outlet: heede". 

support.ing links. and. vertical support: be_. 'lIMa buH t u.d u 

a unit. The insulation. and.. Inst.~tation wen a4ded after 

inataUatien. 

The teat .:Leh waa uaad in un""'l' ....... 


specifically to auppol't thb l'cu:elver t.llt. It coruahta of a 

field auhlly.tea (CS). heUoataU. .. aalt the:nNl IItora,e ....In. ........•..... 

(TSS). and SYBtEllU t.o ,enerate steam and heat. A brillf 

description of the teat 11 cont.ftiMd in th€! 

2.2.1. 

The exilliting collector [101 at the CRtr eonalsta of 221 two~&xll 
tracklnl belioatau (19:2 wUl/ld for KSS/CTE) .nd their control .yatea. '(.1nder 

optlllN11 insolation and helio.tat conditionJIII, the beHostat. can concentrate 

approximately 5.5 HVth onto the receiver. 

Each heUostilt has 37.2 1&2 (400 it2) of reflective surface, with II 

reflectivity of approxlutely 80 percent. The structure has mot(n:·drive~ 

azimuth and elevation gimbals, which allow it to track the sun durins the 

day. 

The heHost.ts are operated remotely by the CRTF collector control eyst••. 

Each hel10stat receives azimuth and elevation pointing Inforution once 

every second and responds with 1. ts O'lm status. Comma.nds and da.ta 

transmitted to the individual heliostats are received and executed by the 

heliostat control electronics. The electronics compare commanded position 

to actual position and drive the heliostat via AC motors to the correct 

position. 
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2.2.2 Th@rmAl Storlie Subsystem 

The thermal storage subsystem [10,12] supplies 550·F salt to the receiver 

and receives 1050G F salt for the steam generator. It can also furnish a 
source of thermal energy for overnight freeze protection of the receiver, 

steam generator, and salt piping and for early morning plant start~up. The 

subsystem includes the hot-salt and cold-salt storage tanks, propane-fired 

salt heater, two cold-salt pumps and one hot-salt pump, and cold-and hot

salt sumps. 

The storage system is sized to hold approximately 6 MWth of'thermal energy. 

The hot-salt tank employs internal insulation and an Inooloy liner. This 
insulates the tank shell from the hot salt and allows the use of carbon 
steel for the shell. The tank is also insulated on the outside. The cold
salt tank is made of carbon steel and is similar in design to the hot tank 
except that it does not require the internal insulation and liner becau•• 

of its lower operating temperature. 

The salt pumps are a vertical cantilever design. The impaller and casing 
are suspended below the liquid level in a sump; however, the bearings are 

located above the salt level. 

The steam generator is a forced circulation unit with three major 

components: an evaporator, a superheater, and a steam drum. Salt from the 
hot storage tank flows first through the superheater, where saturated steam 

at 567 G F and 1200 psi from the steam drum is superheated to 1000·F. Salt 

leaving the superheater is mixed with cold salt before entering the 

evaporator. This allows the use of low-alloy, chrome-molybdenum steel in 

the evaporator, whereas the superheater requires more expensive 304 

stainless steel to withstand salt corrosion at the elevated temperatures. 

In the evaporator, the salt is cooled to 570°F by heating saturated water. 

Salt leaving the evaporator returns to the cold-salt tank. Feedwater 



enters the steam drUll!. where it mixes with saturat&d water in tho downco_r 

line to the evaporator. mixture in tho evaporator 

returns to. the steam drUi'll. The evaporator hAS forced-circulation (driven 

by a wi.th a circulation ratio of -,: 1 to avoid tube-wall at the 

outlet. A separator in the steam drum allows saturated steam into the 

superheater. Steam the to achieve the 

design outlet temperature. Both heat 

thermal 

is in the tubes, and the molten-salt is in thOil 

shell. At conditions, the steam generator 11,600 Ib5 p~r 

hour of steA. lit 950~F and 1100 psi and has a of 3,1 MW
th 

, 

2.2.4 

ThC! Heat:: and Feadwater (HRFS) [10J rej4llct~ hut from 

the II! team in the s1;;$.II.m gensntor and hedwatelt 

to the SGS. The includes the cooling towers, circulating water 

pump, deaerGltor, sopray water heat: exchanger, spray water pump, feedwllt:et' 

pump, feedwate~ heater, deminera1izers, chemical feeders, condensate 

pump. and chemical feed pump, The cooling tow~rs consist of six forced

draft, finned-tube water-to-air hea+: exchangers designed to reject seven 

MWth , 

In this test, the deaeTator is used to de superheat and condense steam 

generated by the SGS. It is a horizontal, cylindrical pressure vessel 

designed to operate at 250 psia and 400·F. It includes a steam header with 

mixing spargers near the bottom of the tank, water spray nozzles across the 

top, and two immersion electric heaters, and is used as a direct-contact 

feedwater heater and deaerator. Steam is injected beneath the deaerator 

water level. Saturated wai.er from the deaerator is circulated by a spray 

water pump at 400 gpm from the bottom of the deaerator to the spray water 

h1at exchanger, where it is cooled. It returns to the deaerator through 

the spray nozzles in the vapor space at the top of the deaerator, where it 

condenses the steam. 
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The feedwater heater is a vertical, cylindrical pressure vessel 

internal steam condensing coil. Feedwater from thedeaerator 

through the feedwater heater, where it is heated by ·steam·fromtheSGS. 

2.3 Master Control Subsystem 

The master control subsystem provides for automatic computer measurement 

and control, operator monitoring and control, and test data recording. 

Master c,mtrol of the MSS/CTE receiver and test facility is by digital 

computer systems. This subsystem comprises four independent systems: the 

Bailey Network 90 (NET·90) control system for process control of the 

thermal subsystems; the Acurex Control System for hea~ trace control of the 

thermal subsystems; the Heliostat Control System for control of the 

collector field subsystem; and the Data Acquisition System (DAS) for test 

data retrieval, storage, and evaluation. Each of these systems functions 

independently and each has an independent operator interface console, all 

of which are located in a centralized control room. The configuration of 

the master control subsystem is illustrated by Figure 2.3.1. 

FIGURE 2.3.1 

SCHEMATIC OF THE MSS/CTE CONTROL SYSTEM 
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2.3.1 

The Railey Network 90 control system 

control system used in many different industrial 

to the MSS/CTE receiver and test 

functions for process control of the thermal c~tJ~@"C 

storage, and support): 

1) Automatic procOtss control to ut points), 

2) Safety interlocks/equipment protection, and 

3) cQnt~ol and 

The NET-90 is a distributed digital control system of operator 


interface unit& (OIUs). computer interface unit. (CIU.), a 


communication loop (peL), and proceu control units (FellI). Thli! 


llIyllltf!UI'I U.!IfU' thrae (HUll, on@ em three peus, and the peL. ThCll three azulI!
I 

and CIll an located in the control room, whereas the PCUs an dhtr1butad 

among the for direct control of the and 

proceuea. The l'CL conmu::ts all of these units into Ii single network by 

providing complete commur:cation capability between all points on the loop. 

All of these units are supported by uninteruptible power supplies, so safe 
shutdown is possible if commercial power is lost. 

The OIUs are video consoles that provide access to the entire NET·90 syste;m 

for MSS/CTE operation, control et.gineering, and system troubleshooting. 

Through an OIll, an operator monitors processes and takes control action 

anywhere in the system. An engineer configures and maintains control 

schemes within the three peus via an OIU In add1.tion, custom graphics, 

trending, logging, and archival storage of data an provided by each OIU. 

Printers are connected to t',ro of the OIUs to p~o·. ide hard copies of any 

display, as well as automatic print-out of events as they occur. Three 

consoles are used to provide multioperator access, multistibsystem 

mc~itoring and control, and redundancy in case of an OIU failure. 

In general, the CIU provides the capability to perform various input/output 

tasks for the NET-90 using an external computer. Specifically, the CIU 
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interfacetl the NET-90 with the DAS to retrieve process da.ta; 

by the DAS computer, the CIUretrieves up to 511 ,system 

minute from theNET-90; then transfers the data to the 

the standard RS-232C communication protocol. 

The PCL is a complete and flexible digital communication highway. 

Distributed multiplexing provides high-security data communicetiona over a 

serial two-wire data loop. The loop is capable of supporting up to 50 

active devices (i.e. PCUs , OIUa, CIUs). The MSS/CTE receiver and test 

facility requires only seven devices for successful operation: three OlUs, 

three PCUs, and ona CIU. Redundant cables form the PCL and connect all 

seven devices into a single network. Complete communication among all 

points is provided on the PCL. 

The PCUs are located in the field and are connected with the process 

equipment for distributed digital control. A PCU consists of three main 

elements: power system, control and process I/O module a , and termination 

units. Conuquently, a PCU is fully self-contained 1110 that a failure 

outside the PCU does not cause loss of process control. However, operator 

monitoring and commands through an 01U may be lost A peu provides for 

instrumentation scanning (temperatures, flow rates, limit switches, etc.), 

data communication, control scheme execution, and actuation or regulation 

of field equipment (pumps. valves, motors, etc.) in order to achieve 

control over the performancR of the subsystem processes, as well as relay 

data and commands for data acquisition and OIU monitoring and control via 

the PCL. 

2.3.2 Acurex Control System 

The Acurex Control System is actually a data logger with an expansion 

option that makes it capable of control. It pe~forms two major functions 

for heat trace control of the thermal subsystem; they are: 

1) Automatic heat trace control (relative to high/low set points), 

and 

2) Operator control and monitoring. 



The Ac~rex Control up of a base unit (an Autoda.ta 
remote scanners The stand-alone base unit is 

120 channels. However, wieh Ii. for ten remote scanners, an Acurex 

is capable of 1000 channels. The system uses seven remote 

scanners, four of which are used for the receiver. The base unit and 

scanners are so that heat 

trace zone temperatures can be monitored when loss of co~rcial power 

occurs. 

The base unit is an Autodata with an 12· inch video 

monitor and local which residu in the CRTF control roolll. Also, a 

is connected to the Ten/50 so that systeti events lind can be 

printed out. The Acurex operator control and capability ill 

highly struetuud as compared to the NET· 90s cUSItom 

The rQmot~ scann~rs are Autodata 1016$ that simply read and conv@rt 

thermocouple end effect contact output commands for the Tf!m/50. The 

1016& arft nmote 1/0 racks with input and output: cards. field 

terminations, and digital data communication capability. The 1016. 

communicate with th$ Ten/50 in a star configuration in which each 1016 

communicates with the Ten/50. 

The Ten/50 contains the control logic to switch indiddual heat trace zones 

on and off. The high and low temperature control set points for each heat 

trace zone are to the actual zone temperature measurement to 

determine whether the zone is to be commanded on or off. The actual zone 

temperature is also compared to low and high alarm set points for 

annunciation at the operator console. 

2.3.3 

The heliostats and associated control SYHtem were designed and built by 

Martin Marietta Corporation. Each heliostat pivots on t;10 axes to provide 

both azimuth and elevation positioning. The Heliostat COiltrol System (ReS) 

provides a means for real-time, high resolution, open-loop contr.)l of up to 

512 individual heliostats. A network of five computers calculates the 

http:Autoda.ta


gun's position, steering vector, and mode parameters for each of the 221 

helicstats in the CRTF field. The position commands for azimuth and 

elevation are updated every second for each heliostat. 

The main subsystems in the HCS are 

1) Master control subsystem (MCS): an HP-lOOOM computer used 

primarily as the operator interface to the system. Through the 

use of operator commands or pre-programmed test files, the 

heliostat aim points are sent to the heliostat array controllers 

(HACs) on a I-second update rate. 

2) Heliostat Array Control Subsystem (HACS): four Modcomp 

computers. One of them serves as the Heliostat Array Subsystem 

(HAS) computer, takes tlle operating software from a disk. and 

downloads the programs to three HACs (one for each zone of the 

heliostat field). The communications protocol to the heliostats 

is supported by the heliostat interface modules (HIMe) of which 

there is one per HAC. 

3) The CRTF field consists of 221 heliostats and heliostat control 

electronics (HCEs). There is one HCE per heliostat located on 

the yoke of the heliostat. The HCE supports the field 

communication protocol on the heliostat side. 

4) The heliostat characterization system (HCS) is used to determine 

bias values for each heliostat using a back gazing video camera 

just below the receiver so that precise aiming can be achieved. 

2.3.4 

The purpose of the data acquisition system (DAS) is to collect the MSS/CTE 

data for engineering analysis and evaluation. To accomplish this purpose, 

the DAS performs the following functions: 

1) Data acquisition, 

2) Data storage and archiving, 

3) Data processing and reduction, and 

4) Data display and print-out. 
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These functions are grouped and into tV!) HP~ 1000 
computers. The process data data 

storage, and archival functions, whereas the pos.ttest computer 
performs the data reduction, display, and out functions. Theu two 

computers share Ii disc-drive so that Ii real-time data file h easily and 

quickly accessible by the p.osttest computer system. Thh structure 

facilitates effichnt test data collec.tion and engineering and 

evaluation. 

The Process Data AcqUisition (PDA) cOlDputer system dllt::a 

acquisition, storage, and archival functions for the data 

system. The data acquired relates to plant operation and 

Such data inclUdes subsystem instrUlllentation and control, operator 

and environmental (weather) data. These data were 

tailored for receiver performance and design verification capability. 

The PDA computer acquires data from a computer interface unit as describe1 

in subsection 2.3.1. Data are acquired through the use of tag identifiers, 

or tag IDs, which represent unique data points within the NET·90. A group 

of tag IDs to be acquired is called Ii scan list since the group re!1resents 

a Ust of tag IDs to be scanned (acquired) at Ii specific frequency or time 

interval; a scan list may contain up to 511 tag IDs. The data are acquired 

either in a specified time interval of seconds or minutes or both. Data 

are routinely acquired in i-minute int·ervals. Occasionally, it is 

necessary to acqUire data CI.S often as in 5-second intervals; usually for 

control-related evaluation. Only the first 100 tag IDs are acquired for 

the second intervals because of timing constraints. When both time 

intervals are requested, two different data files are created. 

The data are ~cquired and time recorded in hours, minutes, and seconds, 

then stored on a removable disc cartridge for flexibility. Once a test is 

complete, or the data acquisition process has been terminated, the data are 

archived on magnetic tape for future use and distribution. Also, the data 
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can be copied to the shared disc for immediate use by the posttest 

computer system. 

PQsttest Development Computer System 

The Posttest Development Computer System (DEV) performs data reduction. 

display,and print-out functions for the data acquisition system. There are 

essentially three methods to reduce data and output information: 

1) Raw data prlnt-out, 

2) Plotting, and 

3) Custom computer program. 

These three methods provide the foundation for the MSS/CTE receiver 

performance and design verification capability. 

A raw data print-out simply provides a hard copy of selected raw data in 

engineering units for hand analysis, quick look-up, and system 

troubleshooting. 

Plotting provides the ability to plot up to four data points versus time on 

a single plot. The plot can be either output to the terminal screen for 

quick review or to the printer for a hard copy. The plotting program 

allows the time window and the low and high range values of the data points 

to be specified by the user. Also. mUltiple plots in time for the same 

data points can be generated by simply requesting plot continuation. 

A custom computer program provides the user the ability to develop and 

execute custom programs for special computational analysis needs. For 

example, a statistical analysis program was generated to support 

measurement uncertainty analysis. The user specifies the data file, the 

data point, and time window to analyze, then the program searches the data 

file for the time window of data, performs the statistical analysis, and 

prints out the results. This type of programming alleviates tedious hand 

computations and usually renders quicker results when the particular 

analysis has to be done numerous times. 
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To facilitate the task of 

to the solar at, convenient and coapact discs ~re 

used to transport and distribute test data.. This was 

transferring data from the posttest computer system to a computer 

work station via III serial communications link. The work station 

consisted of an cOllrputel: 

system to the diskettes. 



SECTION 3 

RECEIVER DESIGN 

D. Smith - Babcock & Wilcox Corp. 

G. Carli • Foster Wheeler Corp. 

M. Lanning - McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Corp. 

P. Reed - Babcock &Wilcox Corp. 

P. Bator - Babcock &Wilcox Corp. 

G. Riley - McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Corp. 

One of the major objectives of the test program was to reduce the technical 

risks of building large-scale commercial receivers. To accomplish this, the 

design of the test receiver was made typical of large commercial designs. The 

most criticf" part of the receiver is f,le heat absorption panel. The panel 

must be des ~d to absorb the incident solar flux and to achieve a long 

lifetime. In addition to the panel, a large amount of hardware must be 

designed to support the overall function of the receiver. This hardware 

includes the cavity enclosure and receiver door, piping, surge tanks, valves, 

heat trace, insulation, structure, controls, and instrumentation. Most of 

this hardware can be designed using established engineering principles; 

however in many cases, unique aspects of molten-salt solar design were 

encountered. In these cases, methods developed for the commercial receiver 

designs were used. tempered by the experience gained in previous molten-salt 

testing at the CRTF. 

3.1 Receiver Desi~ Methodology 

The configuration of the receiver is typical of the commercial Saguaro and 

Solar-lOO receiver designs. The basic features of the configuration were 

established at the beginning of the design phase. The configuration was set 

as a cavity-type receiver employing wing panels. with a two-piece door to seal 



the cavity. The oriented t::.<mg.<mt: 
tubes in II pass arrangement.. set the basie 
characteristics of the design. 

The design of the receiver had two basic steps that were to set:: the 

sizing and layout of th. receiver before detailed dedgn of the hardware 
began. These steps were: 

1) 	 Basic of the heat absorption This step set the tube 

sbe and number of tuoos per paSis. and selected & tuba lMt@rid. 

This basic design information vas required in order to establish & 

heat flux limit for the panel, based on considerations of 
Fatigue liMits were based on ASm: "lde Caslt N-47 [14j. For the 

Saguaro receiver, an optillization vas daM trading off tube 

m&terhl and fabrication cost vith panel IIh. and pumping COIilI:: to 

arrive at the best design [61. For the test rec@iver, the WAS 

to match the panel design to the Saguaro characteristics. 

2) 	 Once the panel flux limit was set, the second basic step was 

performed--sizing the cavity. The purpose of this exercise vas to 

locate the heat absorption panel within a cavity, set its height 

and vidth, locate and size the aperture. and set up a collector 

field ailling strategy. The main goals were to Meet the allovable 

flux li.it on the panel, vhile minimizing the panel surface area. 

In parallel with the design of the cavity geometry, details of th.= absorption 

panel were established. including details of panel supports, header design, 

and veld configurations. 

Once both the panel design and cavity geometry were established, the receiver 

structure and piping were laid out, and major components such as the surge 

tanks were located. Then instrument~tion vas located and the heat trace 

system and insulation were designed. As the design progressed. fabrication 

drawings were pr~pared in sufficient detail to allow construction of the 

receiver. 
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3.2 Design of the Receiver Panel and CayityConfiwratl()n 

The receiver panel design must beset ·in order .to allow flux limits 

established. These flux limits then can· be used to layout the receiver 

cavity geometry. The test receiver employs two types of· receiver 

panels; one designed by The Babcock & Wilcox Company I the othe.rby Foster 

Wheeler Company. Because the panels would share a common cavity, they were 

designed with similar thermal/hydraulics. The following sections describe the 

design of both types of panels. 

3.2.1 Babcock &Wilcox Panel Pesisn and Cayity Confiwration 

The design of the Babcock &Wilcox panels is based on matching the thermal 

hydraulics and thermal structural aspects of the Saguaro commercial-design 

receiver. Once the panel design was set, heat flux limits for the panel were 

derived based on simplified creep fatigue analysis. The limits were typical 

of the Saguaro design and were based on 50,000 cycles of fatigue and 100,000 

hours of creep damage at design conditions, which are based on a 3Q-year life. 

The cavity was then arranged to produce flux levels at the panels nearly equal 

to the limit. This would allow evaluation of the panels at fluxes higher than 

thos~ used in the Saguaro design where a margin was applied. The receiver was 

not intended to serve as a lifetime test article, and designing without a 

margin would allow observations of effects somewhat more severe than might be 

expected in a commercial design. 

Thermal/Hydraulics and Thermal Structural Parameters 

The receiver panel was designed to match tr~ characteristics of the Saguaro 

receiver panel design. For the design of the Saguaro receiver, these 

parameters were optimized to achieve a minimum cost receiver. For the test 

receiver, because of its small size, smaller diameter tubes were required. 

The key parameters that were matched were tlle panel temperatures and tube 

thermal stress. Tube temperatures could be matched by matching the thermal 

resistances of the Saguaro panel. This required maintaining the same tube 

wall thickness and matching the molten-salt heat-transfer coefficient. The 

tube stresses could be matched by matching the tube temperatures, and by 



maintaining a tuba 


stressas in the 


gndilint$ And. 


chuacterbt;:ic of a thin-vallad tuba. 11: VM fOQrld that thin-vaned t:~ 


behavior held relatively wll t~s as _11 liS inch in lii_ur, 


vhn. maintaining the .065-incb wlIlll thle~sa. Thb set the lowr bO'l.md OIl 


t\.l.be diameter for the test receivar. 


The heat-transfer coefficient is II function of salt t:1.II.»II 

size and the ult flow·rat@ in ill tube. The conditions of aluH,n!'bfld 

power and temperature rise set the salt flow ratEil for the test 1'f3<:.1vlll1" 

design. Us this ult flow rate, the heat-tranafer co·effichnt of th(l 

Saguaro duign wu matched within 3; few percent six 3/4·1nch tubes per 

pailS in <il two-zone duign. The heat-transfer C{HliffidllInts for the two 

an shown in Figure 3.2.1. Since salt vary with theI 

hut-trans.fer coefficient is plotted :lUI .. function of salt: 

FIGURE 3.2.1 

HEAT-TRANSFER COEFFICIENT •. SAGUARO DESIGN COMPARISON 
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With the heat~transfer coefficients ~ltched, the ..two dimem3ional temperature 

distribution and stress intensity distributions were predicted for both the 

Saguaro and test receiver tubes using the Babcock & Wilcox 157B tube analysis 

computer program. Figure 3.2.2 shows these distributions for a common heat 

transfer coefficient of 1000 btu/h-ft2 and a heat flux of 100,000 btu/h-ft2 • 

The similar!ty in temperature and thermal stress profile is clear. The tube 

stresses presented in this figure are calculated assuming elastic behavior of 

the tube material. The tube stresses calculated using this method are 

proportional to the heat flux absorbed by the tube. 

FIGURE 3.2.2 

R6CEIVER TUBE THERMAL STRESS •• SAGUARO DESIGN COMPARISON 
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Structural Limits 

The structural limits of the panel are set by the tube materials capability to 

withstand fatigue and, to some extent, creep. Thermal stress occurs in panels 

as a result of absorbed heat flux. This stress results in fatigue of the 

tubes because of the cyclic nature of daily operation and cloud passage. In 

addition, operation at high temperature causes damage due to the effects of 



creep. The eoftllbined frOll these Ii:1iIO effeeta WIUI 

simplified method. based on ~ Code Case J~41 The 

for a Ufe of 30 years to be typical tf a e~rdal tMiI 

time. a cOl'III:Iiercial receiver could eX1~elrlE~nce 10,000 start-upa and ~ 
estimated 50,000 cycles due to cloud passage. 

When high heat flux levels are t.he front of a receiver tube 

and , and upon removal of th!li flux I the tube 

crown goes into tension. Secaw;e the Iitrain-hardened tensile yhld IIItresa :l.s 

not exceeded in this the tube lIIatlllrial will eventually cych 

Compressive creep occurs at the tube crown as a t'tluilult of 

operation at high telliperaturE!. With heat flux removed, the tub", crown gou 

into tendon as the tube temperature 1s reduced. Tensile creep does '!lot 

occur. however, because the ma,terial is now at a low 

result, creep can be estimated by normal stnss UhX3t1on in 

only. Ehstic follow-up is pou,ibh in this Iilituation because a 

portion of the tube c.rOS9 section may experience creep. To allow 

is conservatively increased by 50 percent. 

the creep from unity gives the allowable damage due to fatigue. FrOlll 

this, the allowable fatigue strain range may be found using th"! data plesented 

in ASME Code Case N-47, and since elastic behavior is assumed, the associated 

stress range C8;n be found. Table 3· I presents the allowable streu range for 

alloy 800. 



TABLE 3-1 

ALLOWABLE STRESS RANGE FOR ALLOY 800 

Creep Fatigue Allowable 
Temperature Damage Damage Stress Range 

C (F) MPa (psi) 

426 (800) 0.000 1.00IJ 0.384 (55.7) 

454 (850) 0.002 0.998 0.358 (51. 9) 

482 (900) 0.009 0.991 0.332 (48.1) 

510 (950) 0.022 0.978 0.315 (45.6) 

538 (1000) 0.009 0.991 0.300 (43.4) 

565 (1050) 0.078 0.922 0.218 (40.4) 

593 (1100) 0.162 0.838 0.257 (37.2) 

621 (1150) 0.221 0.779 0.235 (34.0) 

648 (1200) 0.352 0.648 0.210 (30.4) 

Fly! Limits 

The thermal stress that occurs in a receiver tube is a function of the heat 

fblX applied to it. This stress may be calcul.ated in detail by using two

dimensional finite element stress analysis codes. However, for the elastic 

case. Ii simple formula based on temperature differences Can be derived. 

Formulas for thermal stress may be written for through wall gradients, and for 

temperature difference between the front and back of the tube. Since both 

effects result in compression at the tube crown, the stresses may be 

superimposed. The temperature distribution in the tube may be calculated 

using simple one-dimensional conduction through the tube wall. For thin-wall 

tubes. this method has been shown to yield results in agreement with more 

detailed methods [3]. This simple formula can be employed to generate a flux 

limit for a tube by calculating the tube temperature and maximum stress as a 



addition to the stnactural limit. <II H.mU: illWi't he on the inside tuba 

the DOlten-salt. A li.it of llOO~F 

is indicahd corrosion. Qat.a for the aolten- sal t [15. This calculation 
wall 

function of he.t flux. for III "A.}t teaperAtm:'~. ~ flus t::hat: r.~_ltJII lB 

the allowable stress ruge is found an it.erat:he pro.eeS$. 

this for the ruge of salt te.,.ra~es. a fiWII. limit: CaB be established. 1.8 

is performed by the kbcoelt & Vilcox Code SRPAN. The heat flux li.it 
derived by this lIMthod is in ),2,), 

flOOD 3.2.3 

HEAT FUlX LIMIT FOR THE AJ,SOOPTION PANEL 
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Clyie,. Layout 

In a cavity receiver, the solar flux in the aperture is highly focused. 

Moving back from the aperture, the flux spreads out over a larger area. For 

the current test receiver, heat flux maps were produced by McDonnell Douglas 

Company using the CONCEN program for a range of cavity configurations. The 

parameters varied, included: the panel height, back wall radius, aperture 

width, number of passes, percentage of the heliostat field used, and the error 

parameters that characterize the CRTF heliostats. Table 3-11 presents the 

different configurations for which calculations were made. For each 

configuration, the aperture height equaled the panel height, and a distributed 

aim-point strategy for the heliostat field was employed based on the aperture 

height. The configuration designated E.2.b was selected because the predicted 

heat flux closely matched the limit curve. 

TABLE 3-U 

RECEIVER ARRANGEMENT MATRIX 

Back 
Panel Wall Aperture 

Height Radius Width Aperture No. of Field 
Designation (ft) (ft) (ft) Passes , Field Error 

1) A.O.c. 14 7.2 6.0 20 100 Original 
2) 10 7.2 6.0 20 100 Original 
3) B.O.c, 1l.S 7.2 6.0 20 100 Original 
4) D.O.a, 12 6.6 6.0 20 90 Original 
5) D.O.c. 12 6.6 6.0 20 too Original 
6) n l.a. 12 6.6 7.0 20 90 Original 
7) D.l.b. 12 6.6 7.0 20 90 Revised 
8) D.l.c. 12 6.6 7.0 20 100 Original 
9) D.l.d. 12 6.6 7.0 20 100 Revbed 

10) D.2.a. 12 6.6* 7.0 20 90 Original 
11) D.2.b. 12 6.6* 7.0 20 90 Revised 
12) E.l.b. 12 6.0 7.0 20 90 Revised 
13) E.2.h. 12 6.0 7.0 18 90 Revised 

*Radius Center 6" North of Aperture Plane 
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with the fl_ 
limIt. In c_ee. ~. &sorbed Ma(; flWl ~ u~ to be to· ~reenc 
of the incident: flux. 

FIG'OIU 1.2.4 


IlIA! I1..llX PREDICTIONS 
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Since the crear.ion of the original design for the KSS/CTE receiver, several 

developments h~ve been made for setting heat flux limits of receiver panels. 

A study of actwl cloud cycles at SoleI' 1 by Kistler [17J showed ths.t the 

equivalent number of cloud cycles experienced during a 30-year lifetime should 

be 20,000 and th.lt start-up cycles could be insignificant. However, work done 

by.Jones 118. 19J indicates that thermal cycling of alloy 800 is more damaging 

than the isothermal deta of Code Case N-47 indicates. In addition, the SRPAN 

computer code used by Babcock 6< ililcox to calculate heat flux limits was 
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revised, and some errors in the code were corrected. 

curve was generated taking these factors intoaceount. Table 

the revised parameters employed in the evaluation, and Figure 3.2. 5 presents 

the revised flux limit. The effects of these changes were. to some extent, 

offsetting but the net effect of the new developments is to increase the 

allowable flux by approximately 10 percent over the original limit employed in 

the test receiver design. 

Material Alloy 800 Alloy 1800 
Cycles 50,000 Cloud 20,000 Equiv. 
Start-up Cycles 10,000 o 
Failure Mechanical Creep/Fatigue Creep FAtigue 
Peak Flux Limit (btu/hrft2) 177 ,000 190,000 

FIGURE 3.2.5 


REVISED FLUX LIMIT 
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The mechanical ....." ..."'... of the :; 

features of the commercial of the 

features include a tangent tube-wall cmt.Stl'uc.tion, lateral supports 

welded tube attachments .nd individual headers. 

design is shown in 3.2.6. i')Qt:ails of the 

Appendix J. 

Flctm.E 3.2.6 

BAnCOCK {,. WILCOX PANEL DESIGN 


(a) 
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The receiver panels consist of combined four and six pass assemblies joined at 

various elevations by a common lateral support member (six tubes compose a 

pass). A configuration of tube clips embraces the lateral support (buckstay) 

with adequate clearance to permit differential thermal movement between 

adj acent tubes. The panels are hung from the top and grow downward when 

heated. Four lateral supports equally spaced guide the downward growth of the 

panel using a system of rollers and guide plates. The rollers track along 

either side of the gUide plate, which is attached to a vertical steel member. 

Patli!il loads are absorbed by this member and are transferred to the main steel 

structure. A bolted connection between the guide plate and the vertical 

member permits adjustment to ensure proper alignment of the panels. 

The lateral support system is an integral component of the receiver having 

speclfic functions. The lateral supports do the following: 

• Maintain panel geometry 

• Absorb lateral loads 

• Guide thermal expansion 

• Control panel deflections. 

The lateral supports also serve a secondary function. Insulation is applied 

to the backside of the panels through connection to the buckstays. This 

approach is straightforward and poses no technical risk to receiver operation. 

'the pressure boundaries of the receiver panel were designed according to ASME 

Section I with supplementary requirements for cyclic-elevated temperature 

applied to establish the heat flux limits (receiver design limits are 

discussed in Section 3.2). The remainder of the panel assembly meets the 

requirements of the Uniform Building Code (UBC) and the Standards of the 

American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC). The design life of the 

receiver is 30 years with the exception of headers, which have a life span of 

three years (the design life of the receiver subsystem is three years with a 

total operating time of 16,000 hours). The panels are capable of surviving 

winds of 90 mph (144 kmfh), which translates into a design pressure of 40 psf 

(1.92 KPa). This value was derived from the 1982 edition of USC using a basic 



wind of 75 Sebm.c ferees. ..re calw.la.ted .. 0.1 , 

grl)W'Jid aeeeleraden in aecordaDce with UIC l'82~·Zone 2. htatb of tlle 

receiver 

supports, flux I.,e and 

EIlCh rae.lvor t~ ill. supported at four lOCM.ti()ntJ 41 wdded tube 

Detail. of the tublll are shown in 3.2.7. The t~ 8'O$orl:l& 

lateral load and acc.Ol\IIIIilcdates therul o·f the tube. The tube 
clip is theufore ded/P'led to tranlinlli:U: only Mclumicd loadlll to tM 

with clearancu specifhd to lee.!!.uu tM MlJit of the tul:Ml 

10wer8 the overall Man tube tompenture 

th.rul tube • the 8i~. of the tuba clip 1s RiniRlzed. 

wClln constructed of Alloy 800 to Mtch tM therul of the 

receiver tub~L 

FIGURE 3.2.7 
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A commercial-scale receiver panel would employ this tube-clip design. Because 

the tube-wa.ll thickness is also 0.065 inches for the commercial-scale receiver 

tube, weld size and tube-clip thickness would not change. 

The heat flux ga.ges are attached to the backside of the receiver using the 

mounting bracket shown in Figures 3.2.8 and 3.2.9. A 3/l6-inch diameter hole, 

formed by indenting the sides of two adjacent tubes, accepts the 1/8- inch 

diam~ter sensor of the flux gage. A pair of U-shaped support lugs are welded 

to the receiver tubes above and below the cavity. The lugs prevent relative 

movement of the dented tubes, which is necessary to protect the delicate flux 

gage sensor. The connecting plate is bolted to the lugs to accommodate 

differential thermal expansion and minimize conduction of heat to the gage. 

Positioning and alignment of the flux gage are accomplished by a 1-3/16 inch 

diameter support tube bolted to the connecting plate. The tube was sized to 

accept the body of the air-cooled flux gage. The smaller water-coohd gage 

uses an additional support tube that is inserted into the' largt'r tube. 

Adj ustment screws are provided to maintain proper position of the gages. 

Insulation was installed between the connecting plates of the mounting bracket 

and surrounding the flux gage sensor to promote maximum cooling of the gages. 

A commercial pane. would incorporate a similar design, although Ii larger 

receiver tube diameter would reqUire some modification to the bracket 

configuration. 

http:tube-wa.ll
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A welded tube attachment was also required to connect the wire cable of the 

displacement gages. This attachment experiences no significant mechanical 

loading; therefore. the design was straightforward. The displacement gages 

are described in the following section. 

Buckstays Ind Spacin,: The receiver panel's buckstay is shown in Figure 

3.2.10. The buckstay consists of a r-shaped section that joins four or six 

receiver passes to form II panel (the four-pass panel design evolved during the 

receiver sizing process when the end passes were eliminated). Each buckstay 

has eight l·inch df,ameter McGill Camrol Bearing (Model CP-l) rollers that are 

attached to a pair of horizontal members cantilevered from the T-section. 

FIGURE 3.2.10 



transfer la.teral loads to the Min support structure. 


receiver curvature, the buckstay is outward at two loeatiOflS. 


Clearances are Mintained by the to allow the t~s to srow 


tharMlly. The bucbtay arrangement, howev~r, limits the uxhrum gap bet::lftlien 


tubes tc 118 inch. (Refer e.G Section 4.2 for dbcussion of tube &aplill.) 


The spacing of lateral supports, or bu~kstays, wa. established tOl limit tube 

deflections. Tube deflections can be either elastic or piIIrmanent. Elastic 

deflections oc.cur during operation _nO rell.ult from a non-uniform of 

the receiver tube. 

Elastic calculations, however, snow this tube to be minimal for 

hterally supported tubes. Plu'manent tube deformations w@rs oburved 

the tftatin, of the MSEE receiver <the majority from 0.50 to 0.75 

and wen considered in determining the support: 4t the KSS/CTE 

receiver. A nominal support spacing of 3' 10" was selected and was cheek~d 

for the meenanice.! loads specified. DisplaeellMlnt gagu were installed to 

monitor tube defr..:mations of passes 4, 5 and 6 in the east zone. 

The buckstay was sized based on mechanical loads (deadweight, wind and 

seismic) and in accordance with the AISC CQde. Fabricabl1ity was an 

additional concern to the designers in specifying minimum weld configurations. 

The buckstay was constructed of 304 stainless steel. 

The use of rollers in the lateral support system is a feature of the Saguaro 

receiver design. The rQllers purchased for the receiver are the standard, 

economical bearing-type. Due to the high operating temperatures of the 

receiver, a high-temperature bearing grease was specified, although predicted 

roller temperatures were below iSO·F. A typical connection is shown in Figure 

3.2.11. 
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FIGURE 3.2.11 


BABCOCK & lULCOX RECEIVER PANEL ROLLERS 




The panels are insulated on the back aide with 8 inches of Kaowool 2600 fiber 

blanket. The insulation is attached to stainleu ste0l frOOI 

each bucbtay using s.tandard pin stud COlmections. Therefore, tM rE~eeiver 

panels support the weight. of insulation. 'l'he insulation ....u in 2-iN::h 

thick layers ....ith overlapping joints to lIIinll11be heat lou from the 

The differenee between the test receiver 

panel Is length. Haxil'!Wlll longitudinal thermal growth of the recEd.ver 11> 

38 !l1III (1 • whereas the lIIa:dlllUill growth of a would be 

approximately 190 !l1III. (1 1/2 inches). The basic characterht1ce cd; the 

panel lateral support system, hovElver, apply to greater pamlll 

The receiver tvo head~r ~iz~~~ 
eA singh 114-m (4.5 inch) diameter header Joins two j)uus (.!Iubpllnd). ni® 

heAder 15 hss than the width of the , 228 mm (9 inchu). to 

avoid interference with adjacent headers. Connection of the recd:ver tubilll1! to 

the header is accomplished using a 22-mm (7/S-inch) diameter transition 

called a jUiliper tube. The wall thickness of the jUiliper tube was established 

to reduce stresses at the tube-header junction induced by differential therm41 

expansion. The connection to the header is a J-groove welded joint. This 

type of connection permits the use of two joint configurations. the radial and 

non-radial tube entry shown in Figure 3.2.12. 
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FIGURE 3.2.12 
BABCOCK & WILCOX HEADER ARRANGEMENT 

.065" WALL 
RECEIVER 
TUBE 

.125" WALL 
AF< "-END 

TUBE 

HEAD R 

The majority of tube entries are the non-radial type, arranged in two rows 

equally offset from the panel centerline. This arrangem3nt was selected to 

minimize eccentric loading to the tube-header connection to facilitate panel 

construction, and minimize the extent of tube ending, thereby reducing the 

overall size at the safe ends. The radial configuration was required for the 

header and tubes. This connection must clear the header and cap and maintain 

accessibility for welding. A tube-to-tube butt-welded joint connects the 

receiver tube to the jumper tube outside the heater length of panel. 

Each pass has an individual lower header to accommodate the differential 

thermal expansion between passes. The safe-end configuration is similar to 

the upper safe end although two additional header tubes are required (per 

subpanel) because of the split header arrangement. The inter-pass connecting 

pipe contains an expansion loop that permits differential vertical movement of 



adj acent. pasaes. The 

portion of the floor. The 

i.nw.lIird and cOI'I!pOse a 

b 

the receiver and therefo·ra will IIWva relativa to the '!'he 

headers. jUlllper t::ubes, and are cOrultr\,W;ted of 304 

stainless steel. 

The 
dUlgn. 

hea~r and safe-end arrangeWl!nt is 

...."~,.. a would 

of the 

certain de ill 

of the receiver, fluid-ulllpentuu nmp ratilul 

were found to be severe, stresses on the tub4-header 
connection. connection 

temperature rap rates important to receival' control and Such 

connection would b. a machined header .tub more uniform 
transitions between the header and receiver tube. the header and 

cap would b. to maxlml~e the allowable fluid·te~per&turG r~mp rate. 

3.2.2 

One of the major concerns in ~slgning solar receivers is their structural 

integrity during a life o·f up to 30 years (for a commerdal 

Receiver normally operate at elevated temperatures and aI's 

diurnal as well as cloud-cover cycles. The combination of 

tempet'&ture operation and cyclic behavior makes these components susH:::eptible 

to creep-fatigue failure. Thus the panels are the most critical receiver 

components from thermal-stress and creep-fatigue points of view. They were 

analyzed extensively to determine the severity of the thermal gra.dients and 

their impact on the structural integrity and creep-fa.tigue life of the 

receiver. 

The theraal/hydraulic analysiS of the panels was made using a finite-element 

computer program/model that divides each tube into IS nodal (14 

elements) along its length. Using the heat flux maps, inlet salt 

temperatures, flow rates, tube-wall and salt properties, and panel geometry. 

the program evaluates all six tubes in each pass. Tube-wall and salt 



temperaturu are calculated at each nodal pqint; ab.o.rb~dp?w.r. 

temperature change. and frictional and gravitationalpussure drops are 

calculated for each nodal element. The outlet lIalt condit.ions from the fJrst 

element are used as the inlet conditions for the next element. The 

calculation continues through all nodes. finally givi~g the outlet salt 

temperature of each tube. The pass outlet lIalt temperature is the weighted 

average of the six tubes' lIalt temperatures. The program analyzes all paslles 

using the outlet conditions of the previous pass as inlet conditions for the 

next pass. 

Panel longltudi.nal tharmal expansion was calculated using the average tube

wall temper.!lture. The thermal expansion is less than 38 mm (1-1/2 inch) in 

the hottest tube. As iii. result of this longitudinal thermal growth, the bottom 

end of the panel moves in and out of its plane by less than 1.6 mm (1/16 inch) 

between t.he cold and hot positions (Figure 3.2.13). By comparison, in III 

27.S-m (90-ft)-long commercial-sized panel, the maximum thermal growth is 

expected to be about 232 mm (9 inch), which results in a back-and· forth 

movement of the bottom end of the panel of less than 6.4 mm (.25 inch). 

FIGURE 3.2.13 

MOVEMENT OF LOWER HEADER IN A FULL-SIZED PANEL 




The program uses one of thrfte correlations to calculate the ~lt:.n~ult 

de]~lld1.ng up.!'m the fl@w -Seider-'fateconv~ctive coefficient, 

Re>21(0), Hauzen (transition: • or Dittus-Bo$lter 

Re>lO,ooo) ,22}. The ult """"'''1<U ~r Uld convective coefficient at 

the design flow increase froa about 14,000 Uld 2843 ··C 

in the wing to about 58,000 • ')0 8529 Y/m:l·"C Btu/h-fe2 • in the 
rear Thus at flow, eha flow is turbulent in all At 

minilllUBl part load (25 percent: of des13D • eha paMl flow is in the 

transition region. 

To determine critical locations in the absorber for stress 

creep evaluation, the peak tube-wall temperatures and front-to-back 

temperature differences (which are proportional to thermal wre 

calculated. The re.ults ahow that a front-eo-back tub. temperatun 

difference of 149"0 (267·F) occurl in PAn 9 (See Figure 3.2.14) At: eh. 

location of the pt'u abllor~d heat flux [0.593 KW/m2(188 x. lOSBtu/h·ft 2 )]. 

The peak tub.·w{d temperature! of 63,S·C (1175"F) occurs in Pau 14, where the 
absorbed heat flux ia 0.487 KW/m2 (143 x 101 Btujh.ft2 ). Metal and salt 

temperature profiles for the hottest tube are plotted in Figura 3.2.15. 

FIGURE 3.2.14 
SCHEMATIC OF THE SALT LOOP 



FIGURE 3.2.15 
TEMPEAATURE PROFILE OF HOTTESTTURE 
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From these one-dimensional analyses, we determined that Pass 2 (Type 304 55) 

and Passes 9 and 14 (Alloy 800) have the worst combinations of tubewall 

temperatures and temperature gradients and hence are the most critical. 

Therefore, these passes were chosen for detailed stress analysis and creep
'" 

fatigue evaluation. Results of the steady-state thermal/hydraulic analysis 

are summarized in Table 3-IV. 



Salt flow rate, 

Peak absorbed heat flux, 

Peak tubewall 

Peak front-to-baek tube 

Salt number 

Salt valodty 

Salt conductance 

. dtff. 

10.7 ltg/s ,000 

0.593 

635"C (1115 

149 ~C {267 

14,000 to 58,000 

,000 btu/h 

1.2 to 2.& (4.0 to 8.6 ft/s) 

2843 to 8529 ·C 

(500 to 1500 Btu/h-ft ll •• 

In the of the puuure boundary I all of the 1:iiiIi.......Iib.IiiJiIW 

SectiOn VIII· 

Divhion 1, were satisfied. In addition. because of the highly cyclic nature 

of receiver operations, the fatigue criteria of Sect~~n VIII-Division 2 for 

temperatures in the sub-creep regime were satisfied. For elevated-temperature 

design, there are no well-accepted criteria for creep-fatigue evaluation of 

solar plant components. (A Solar Energy Standards Committee appointed by the 

ASHE is working on a Solar Code.) 

The only widely acceIlted criteria for elevated-temperature creep-fatigue 

evaluation a~e those set forth in Section III and Code Case N-47 of the ASHE 

Code [23 J • Because they were written for nuclear components with their 

inherent higher risk level, the criteria are unnecessarily conserv~tive for 

solar application:;, Their use in solar receivers could lead to excessively 

conservative designs and may result in significant cost penalties. Hence the 

Code Case N-47 criteria were used with some modifications. They were deemed 

conservative enough to provide a reasonable level of safe~ and reliability. 

The inelastic fatigue curves (Figures T-1420-lC of Code Case N-47) were used 

in conjunction with inelastic strains approximated from ~n elastic analysis. 
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The rationale and justification for this approach were discussed by Narayanan, 

Rao, and Carli [24J. 

A two-dimensional steady-state thermal stress analysis was performed using the 

finite-element computer program NONAX [25] and a finite-element model of the 

tube cross section. The model (Figure 3.2.16) consisted of 114 isoparametric 

two-dimensional solid elements. 

114 

FIGURE 3.2.16 

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL 

i~_ 
AXIS OF SYMMETRY 

Because we assumed the flux to be symmetric, only one-half of the tube cross

section was considered in the analysis. The salt's bulk temperature and 

conductance from the thermalfhydraulic analyses as well as the absorbed heat 

flux were used as inputs in this analysis. The results of the analysiS are 

listed in Table 3-V. 
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The 1UlII:~. _;lNll;S oeelKr~ 1il 'allis 

9 • 'lllN!1t'e the s&lt the pEiI.III.k tW&*W&U 

temp4rollll.ture occuued In Pus 'lllN!re the heat nUll was low. Thb 

combination of factors helped reduce ~-v.l1 thenal stresses. 

The prototype receiver vsa for three 

lifetime. the receiver is eltpected to encounter 

and fever than 5000 cloud cyclu. 1"he results of the 

3-V) indicate that the creep And 

more d\an adequate. 

Ufo for each of tM ust: b 

TABL! 3-V 

CREEP- FATIGUE EVl!JJ.iATlON 

Tubewall material Type 304SS 1n<::010y 800M Incoloy MOH 

Absorbed hut flUl(. 
MW/m' (Btu/h-ft') 

0.205 
,(00) 

0.593 
(188,000) 

0.487 
(154,000) 

Salt conductance, 
kW/m'·"C (Btu/h-ft2 ·"F) 

2.95 
(519) 

7.50 
(1321) 

8.49 
(1494) 

Salt bulk temperature, 
"0, ("F) 

297 
(566) 

432 
(809) 

524 
(976) 

Maximum front-to-back tempera
ure difhrence, "0 (er) 

98 
(176) 

149 
(267) 

111 
(199) 

Maximum metal temperature, 
• 0 (. F) 

395 
(742) 

580 
(1076) 

635 
(1175) 

Maximum effective stress, 
MFa (kip/in.2) 

209.6 
(30.4) 

331. 7 
(48.1) 

166.7 
(24.2) 

Elastic strain range 0.00117 0.0019 0.00097 

Inelastic strain range 0.00129 0.0021 0.00107 

fatigue life (Nd} , cycles >1,000,000 15,000 >1,000,000 

Creep-rupture time (Td) , hours 

s·y' 
on pressure stres.s: 

>500,000 

>1,000,000 

>300,000 

>1,000,000 

>45,000 

>500,000 



The test receiver employs a distributed aiming strategy to even out the solar 

flux on the heat-absorption panel. This section describes the development of 

the aiming patterns for the CRTF that were employed during the test. Also 

described are the warm-up patt~rns used and special patterns developed for 

loss testing. 

3.3.1 Normal Operational flttern 

The cavity and panel geometry for the Category B receiver were determined 

using the McDonnell Douglas CONCEN computer code. Total incident power, flux 

distributions, and spillage were predicted by CONCEN in order to determine the 

best receiver geometry and aim strategy to meet the design requirements. 

Several iterations were evaluated on the design day, February 21 at solar 

noon. 

Results from CONCEN established a base-line heliostat-field configuration and 

aiming strategy consisting of aim points located along the receiver's vertical 

centerline in the cavity's aperture plane. The exact location of each aIm 

point, shown in Table 3-VI, is based on the radial distance between each 

heliostat and the CRTF tower's vertical centerline. Assuming the CRTF 

heliostat field is symmetric, this resulted in 96 aim points. or one aim point 

for every two heliostats. 

TABLE 3-VI 

Heliostat Vertical Aim 

Heliostat Radial Location Vertical Aim Displacement* 
(meters) (meters) 

30 -1.20 
60 0.30 
75 -1.10 
90 -0.90 

lOS 1.10 
135 0.90 
165 -0.40 
190 -0.20 
210 -0.20 
240 0.10 

* referenced from the aperture horizontal centerline 
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In or(ku~ to ....'....Jl,UA up t:..t ttl.. 1n the can 
control system, th& 8&.1111.11.1'115 &!I!::l"Jlh,1\"\t brie~!:lllC tM ~_J'"''''.''''''''' 
fhld down into eight groups, e&Cb IU:d~ _ . Ail& 

were still det&udned £ro& 'TAble. 3-vt. the elllact loe_dons "1:'. baaed 

on each group#s a:verage radial distamee froe tM b1mer's vertical centerline. 

Verification of this vas vith SAndi&'s HEllOS computer 

code. Flux distributiOM and incident power were and to 

obtained froll CONCEN. The relilultll, shown in 3.3.1, were 

consistent with the ted uneertainthl:. .pproltimataly 10 percent 

u timated for the H.ELlOS and COOCEN cOllliputer codes. 

FIGURE 3.3.1 
RECEIVER FLllX IHSTRlBUTIONS 

Panel No. 2 Panel No. 3 Panel No.4 Wing Panel 

West West West West 


17.8 16.8 15.8 
(20.1) (18.9) (17.6) 

15.8 12.5 
(17.0) (13.1) 

8.4 
(8.8) 

8.1 5.1 2.6 
(6.3) (3.6) (1. 3) 

59.0 63.2 62.6 
(58.4) (59.7) (59.3) 

5.4 5.5 6.6 
(5.7) (6.7) (7.0) 

62.0 58.3 44.3 
(59.3) (57.3) (46.4 

6.6 6.6 5.7 
(6.9) (6.8) (5.5 

41. 7 31.5 19.7 
(38.9)(29.5)(19.8) 

4.7 3.8 3.1 
(5.0) (4.4) (2.9) 

HELIOS predictions 
(COHeEN) predictions 

8.2 3.4 
(2.8) (1.6) 

30.8 13.9 
(17.6) (10. 7) 

3.9 1.7 
(2.2) (1.3) 

Note: 



The base-line CRTF collector fiele.: configuration,shown in Figure 3.3.2, 

consists of 191 heliostats targeted at eight separate vertical aim points. 

Each heliostat is shown with its corresponding aim-point group number. 

FIGURE 3.3.2 

FIELD CONFIGURATION 
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Figure 3.3.3 depicts the relative location of each target point positioned 

~long the receiver's vertical centerline and Table 3-VII presents the location 

of the aim points. 



FIQlU 3.3.3 


ROOMAL OPERATION -- AIH~POIft lOC.ATIONS 


TABLE 3·VII 


AIM-POINT LOCATIONS 


Location (Ft.)
Aim Point (w.r.t. aperture center) 

0.442913 
.1. 42716 
-3.33005 
-0.41010 
3.297244 
0.803805 
-1.00065 
-0.67257 

3.3.2 Sunrise Warm-Up Pattern 

Preliminary development of a sunrise warm-up pattern for the Category B 

was accomplished by using the CONCEN computer code. The 

panel temperature· for warm-up was SSO·F, with a maximum 

temperature of lOSO°F. Based on predictions using blackbody 



radiation equilibrium temperatures, an incident flux of 5.6 to 32.0 kW/m2 was 

required to obtain these panel temperatures. 

A trial-and-error procedure was used to obtain these flux levels by selecting 

specific heliostats and aim-point coordinates. Rased on CONCEN predictions 

using an insolation immediately after sunrise of 550 W/m2 (estimated for 7:30 

a.m. on February 21), a base-line configuration of 33 heliostats and several 

aim points, each located along the aperture's vertical centerline. was 

obtained. 

Based on experience from the MSEE test program, 33 heliostats were considered 

insufficient for achieving this flux level and for warming the panels in Ii!. 

reasonable amount of time. This may be the result of incorrect calculation of 

shading and blocking in the CONCEN code; these effects are very important near 

sunrise. Therefore f a base-line configuration was developed for the warm 

pattern, shown in Figure 3.3.4, that included a much larger percentage of the 

field. the total number of heliostats targeted on the receiver was 144, or 68 

percent (out of 212) of the available CRTF collector field. The aim-point 

group numbers are also shown for each heliostat. 

FIGURE 3.3.4 


FIELD CONFIGURATION FOR SUNRISE WARM-UP 
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were also modified. Instead of the aillllr the cM\~e'fU;QiII 

of the aperture. 23 target locations the receiver were selected 

shown in Figure 3.3.5. The coordinates of theee Ilia are 11\ 'l'ablll! 

3-VIII. The objective was to evenly distribute the flux over 100 percent of 

the surfaces to nrlliliVGlImt: "cold" or "hot spots." 

FIGUR! 3.3.S 


AIM-POINT l..OCATIONS* FOR SUNRISE WAlK-UP 
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TABLE 3-VIII 

AIM POINT COORDINATES SUNRISE WARM-UP 

Aim Point Coordinates 

1 .27 67.50 
2 .27 67.50 
3 .27 65.40 
4 -.23 65.00 
5 -.23 66.20 
6 -.23 67.50 
7 .77 67.50 
8 .77 66.20 
9 .77 65.00 

10 -.93 65.00 
11 1.47 65.00 
12 -.93 65.40 
13 1.47 65.40 
14 -.93 65.90 
15 -,93 65,90 
16 -,93 66.40 
17 1.47 66.40 
18 -.93 66.90 
19 1.47 66,90 
20 -.93 67.40 
21 1.47 67,40 
22 -,93 67.90 
23 1.47 67,90 

The aim points selected for specific he1iostats were based on the heliostats' 

"line pf sight" into t.he receiver cavity. For example, front row he1iostats 

were designed to warm the top and upper corners of the cavity panels, back row 

heliostats the bottom and lower corners of the cavity panels, etc. Included 

were seven aim points located along the two "wing panels." Results from this 

configuration are discussed in detail in Section 5.2 

3.3.3 Late Morning and Midday Warm-Up Pattern 

Initially, several mic~~y warm-up patterns for the Category B receiver were 

modeled using the DOMAIN computer code developed by the Solar Power 

Engineering Company (SPECO). The results from DOMAIN were based on achieving 

incident fluxes of 33 kW/m2 during solar noon, at an insolation level of 950 

W/m2. The incident flux of 33 kW/m2 was determined analytically by SPECO to 

generate panel temperatures of 1000'F. 



Several configurations vere tested at tM at'!}" to 

used by DOHAIN. Test da.ta from 

developed 

not uniformly distributed. due to tiDe constraints, the 

discrepancies bet:veen DOHAnt and the test data could TKlt: be !resolved. 

Therefore. the heliostat pattern obtained for late morning and 

midda.y warm-up was exclusively fro. actual test results. 

The final late and warm-up pattern field configuration, show 

in Figure 3.3.6, was determined a trial-and-error pr~,edure. Heliomtats 

and aim points were selected and their effect on panel and ramp 

rates evaluated between 9:30 a.m. and solar noon. Modifications were made to 

eliminate any ~coolti or Rhot by reselect1ng heHostats 4ind 

the aim-point locations. 

FIGURE 3.3.6 


AIM-POINT LOCATIONS FOR LATE MORNING AND 

MIDDAY WARM·UP 
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Shown in Figure 3.3.7 are the baseline aim-point locations obtained for the 

late morning and midday warm-up pattern. The coordinates of these aim points 

are given in Table 3-IX. The primary method for developing these specific aim 

points was based on each heliostat's "line of sight" into the receiver cavity. 

Front row heliostats were targeted at the upper sections of the cavity panels, 

outside heliostats targeted in the corners, etc. This was the same procedure 

used for determining the aim-point locations for the sunrise warm-up pattern. 

FIGURE 3.3.7 

LATE MORNING AND MIDDAY WARM-UP 


AIM-POINT LOCATIONS* 
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'fABU 3-U 

AIM-POIN'r COOlU>Iii.\1"IS MIDDAY 
Ai. Point Coordinateull 

1 1.2 68.0 
2: 1.2 67.3 
3 1.2 66.5 
4 1.2 65.8 
5 -1.2 67.3 
6 1.0 67.S 
'1 0.5 67.2 
8 0.5 66.0 
9 0.25 6S.3 

1(1 -0.7 68.0 
11 -1.0 67.5 
12 -0.5 67.2 
13 ·0.5 66.0 
14 -0.7 66.0 
15 -0.25 65.3 
16 0 66.1 

17 0 65.4 

3.3.4 

Flux-on loss was conducted with the heliostat field divided into two 

50 percent groups. This configuration was designed to reduce the incident 

power to the receiver by half in order to determine thermal losses at design 

conditions. These two groups were based on the normal operational pattern 

descrlbed in this section. 

Also, the he1iostat field was further divided into four 25 percent groups, 

inc1udingthe two 50 percent grO'..1ps. This configuration was designed to test 

receiver algorithm under transient conditions. Incident power was varied 

75 and 100 percent increments based on the desired intensity of the 

All of the groups use the normal operational .!lire-point locations. 

are described in more detail in Section 5.2:. 



3.4 

3.4.1 

The pressure boundary of the receiver inc~udes both a hot and cold surge tank. 

The general tank designs are shown in Figure 3.4.1. The tanks were sized in 

accordance with ASME Pressure Vessel Code, Section VIII, Division 1. 
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design to Section 1.6). 

The cold tank is constructed 0.£ 15.9-_ (5/8 carbon steel 

into & cylindrical shell 76.2 Cill. (3.~ inch"'s) in dialll.eter. 

heads and oriented 

tank ~""~"'K noz~les) is 

salt supply , air 

, the overall height o·f 

2.54 IIIIi (Ii. 33 ft). Nouhs include 

The tank Waul dud to withstand a 

pressun of 1.69 h (S~5 1'9 at a Uillpeuture of 343"C 

included Ii corrosion allowanc.e of O.l8 _ (0.015 

The hot tank 1s constructed of 0.64-c. (O.2S-1nch) stainless st~~l. Th~ 

size iii! identical to the cold except for the wall thickneu. 

Noule!! lndude tvo supplhis, , overflow, vent, and a 1"V.,1 senaor. 

the tank h vented to the wh@n , thiokMU WIUl 

established bliSUJd on a 

of 579-C (1075"'), 

preuure of 0.552 Pa lind a umperatlJu 

lit eorrodon dlow.tmea of 0.38 tIIllI (.015 foehn), 

theA vortex inhibitor hi installed Ilt 

uniform flow through the tank. The tanks are supported by four support feet 

bolted to the m~:l.n support structure. 

3.4.2 

The receiver four flow-control valves and forty isolation 

valves. Two flow-control vl!llves are to operate in tn ililliCh 

of the two valve stations that control flow to each zone of the receiver. The 

isolation valves sere to vent and drain the receiver. All valves arc air-

and receive position from the process control unit. 

and fabrication are in accordance with ANSI B31.1. 

The receiver flow-control valve is the 2.S-cm (I-inch) 300#-class valve shown 

in Figure 3.4.2. The valve type is a Valtek Mark Eleven with an offset in the 

to permit self draining and Ii nested bellows seal The 

bellows s,eal is .11316 stainless steel construction housed withh. 

the 



The receiver flow-control valve is the 2.S-cm (I-inch) 300#-class valve shown 

in Figure 3.4.2. The valve type is a Valtek Mark Eleven with an offset in the 

body to permit self draining and a nested bellows seal arrangement. The 

bellows seal is a 316 stainless steel 2-ply construction housed mostly within 

the valve body. 

FIGURE 3.4.2 

RECEIVER FLOW-CONTROL VALVES 




This compact bellows arrang...nt pr~t.a better 

above the bormet in an laclated. and. inhlb1 til 

A receiver isolation valva is ahO'l!m in 3.4,3. T'he vahe type 

selected for this service 1.8 the 2-e. 0/4- "'UU" SerlG. l.lhWfil 

valve. The for thia val"le include toxic: and corrodve 

fluids. The bellows is constructed of 116 stdnllilss steel &1'14 is located De/iE' 

the vdve body. The cOIapaet is leu th:m 451 (20 

aakl'Ul this valve suitable for use in the recdvllir wh.n ilIp.l1iCI!l h at 

The use of the Nupro valve gnatly the 

and T'he valve :hi dninabh.. 

flGUIE 3.4.3 

RECEIVER ISOLATION VALVES 




3.4.3 

Receiver piping includes supply, return, recirculation, vent, and drain lines. 

Design and fabrication comply with the rules of the ANSI 831.1 "Power Piping 

Code." Design conditions for the major piping are presented in Table 3-X. 

TABLE 3-X 


DESIGN CONDITIONS 


Piping Description Pressure kPa (psig) Temperature ·C (OF) 

Supply 3689 (535) 343 (650) 
Return 552 (80) 579 (1075) 
Recirculation 2344 (340) 343 (650) 
Vent and Drain 2344 (340) 579 (1075) 

Cold· salt piping (low temperature) is constructed of carbon steel and hot

ult; piping (high-temperature) is constructed of stainleu steel. Details of 

the receiver piping arrangement and specification are presented in the B&W 

drawings in Appendix J. The piping arrangement was established to preserve 

accessibility to the receiver hardware and to provide adequate space for the 

large amount of insulation to be installed. Additionally piping flexibility 

was checked to ensure that stresses did not exceed acceptable levels. Pipe 

hangers consist of rod, variable spring, and constant load hangers. Rigid 

calcium silicate insulation was used at each pipe support to minimize 

conductive heat loss. 

Receiver panel vent and drain piping represents a significant portion of the 
piping system. These lines, including the vent/drain collection headers and 
valvas. were included in the receiver module design as shop fabricated 

hardware. This approach had several advantages. 

The receiver panels (connected by the vent and drain piping) were 

hydrotested and inspected as a single unit. 



3.5.1 

• 	 Panel Vl!m.t .and drain valves ver. ~bd ~t to lIu,e-etioo. 

• 	 fabrication was over field installation 


cost Ilmd $chedule 


of the in 01"001" ttl 

of 1'«1<: flIive r 

hydraulics wu done to set the preSSUll'eS of tM system; pump 

neCeSl!Ulry to overcome lOIUl.•ul and Met thermal of the 

ncdvar; and abe the hot and cold aurge tank•. 

In oroor to IIMHtt lIet for t.hilt te.t, the receiver was 

to _teh tha conditionll of the Solar Pl!tnt 

prOe~HlH!I 

SRPAN4A , Verdon dn1&n cod•. 

code WlUl UIIUHi to calculate the pnuure drop acrou CHiCh half of the nedvlilr. 

The supply walJ for shock and functional lOluHul and stAtic 

head. The surge tanks (both hot and cold) were shed hued on 

failure mode III and control requirements. The control valvu were sh:~d and 

purchaud in order to control flow through the l'IIIH:eiver and mdntain preu\,u:", 

in the cold surge tank. Analysis for all componenu WIUI done for. iii range of 

operating condition8 in order to cover worst C/iist operation of the 1:"1!l(:eiv$t'. 

TheslIIi conditions include and low power, a range of inlet temperliitures and 

hot and cold flow. 

The receiver subsystem pressures include receiver panel pressure drop, control 

valve pressure and system piping (receiver riser and downcomer). These system 

pressures are governed by friction and shock losses, static head and required 

valve pressure drop for control. The receiver subsystem is vented to 

atmosphere at the highest point in the hot surge tank. The following sections 

discuss the pressures. 



The thermalfhydraulic analysis of the receiver panels was made using the 

computer code SRPAN4A that divides each pass into 12 elements and 13 nodes as 

shown in Figure 3.5.1. Each element represents 1 foot of heated tube length. 

Using heat flux maps, inlet and outlet salt temperatures, salt flow rate, 

tube-walland salt properties and panel geometry, the temperatures (OD, IU, and 

salt), absorbed power, tube stresses, and pressure drop are calculated for 

each node. 

FIGURE 3.5.1 
SRPAN4A MODEL 
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The pressure drop calculated for the receiver is calculated node by node for 

the heated sections of tubing, using the changing salt properties as it 

increases temperature while flowing through the receiver. The pressure drop 

is also calculated for each unheated section of the panels. These sections 

include the safe ends at the top and bottom of each tube, the headers and the 

inter-connecting pipe which connects one pass to tha next. The properties of 



the various reca:bor pallillli aactions aM ~l'ftr tul!)l~:a is :U,at:e4i:. 'fu,l. 
XI. 

TAILS l-X! 

HEADEll. ll!i'l"U.-~I!fG 'UIHG Am) '11JaIHG PROrmtTlU 

Surface Inside Shock 
Dl~tllr toll III 

(I.) 

Inlet of P.s. .000237 .8441) 24.0 .50 


Outlet of 'au .000231 .8440 24.0 1.0 


Inlet of PA!lH~ .000l56~ .S610 20.0 .737 

Outbt of Paslll .0003S'S .50610 20.0 1.23 


.0003565· 3.152 0.0 0.0 

.0001565 3.152 0.0 0.0 

Top of Pass .00035.65 3. .152 0.0 0.0 


Sotto.1'II of PtUUf .0003565 3.152 0.0 0.0 


Top of Pass .00900 2.0 0.0 0.0 

Bottom of Pass .000237 .5010 0.0 0.0 

Top of Pass .00900 2.000 0.0 0.0 

104.0 3.013ottOOl. of Pass .00871 2.067 

144.0 

.ooo:ns .6400 144.0 

.000237 .8440 
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a total pU88ure drop of 160.' pal at. 80624 
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FIGURE 3.'.2 
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level in the cold surge unk (FCVISl). 

The four receiver flow-control valves arlit sltuat@d 1n tvo 

run.. The valves are sized to operate with either OM V/ilVfl or two 

valvu in Each valve is to handle full flow of 

4 '4025 lh/h at An inlet preuuu of 21:14 1'be preuure ellch 

vdve At hi about: '70 &1:: 10 jjHu'cent of full IItrok€l, Of eh.. 70 

• 40 at 100 percent, with 30 pI! 

for control. 

Thill cold surge unk 10vel control valve FCV151 h Ii rcfurbhhed valva u!iI~d 

during NSEE. li>uta to & in for the cold boolt p~ 

up!lu;ruam of tbe valve, it walll n41HHIISliuI.ry to t:h~ vdv«l dU4\i to the 

increallUi 1n outlet pressure of the boost pump. Tha pr!ulsut'e thru the 

vdve plus the lo.!!!s and head in t!",C!i riser piping sets thol! boo~t pump outlet 

preSlJun. The. nominal op.e.rating conditions for the refurbished valv~ are .I 50 

pd pressure drop, at. 94,050 Ih/h and 4 salt temperature of 550"F. Au of the 

flow-control valves and t:h~ hvel-control valVEI arot Mark One valves 

fro~ Valeek. Table 3·X!! summarizes the valve characteristics. 

TABLE 3-Xn 


RECEIVER CONTROL VALVE CHARACTERISTICS 


Size Cv Trim 

.12,Receiver Flow-Control Valves 1" 8.1 


FCVIOl, 102. 103, &: 104 


Surge Level-Control Valve 2" 19.3 1.25 


i'CV151 


http:n41HHIISliuI.ry


Figures 3.5.3 and 3.5.4 summarize the valve position and pressure drop, 

respectively as a function of flow rate. 

FIGURE 3.5.3 


VALVE POSITION VS. FLOW 
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FIGURE 3.5.4 
PRESSURE DROP VS. FLOW 
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The balance of the system includes the receiver riser and downcomer piping. 

The riser piping in the receiver subsystem consists of the piping from the top 

of the tower (elevation 300 ft) to the inlet of the cold surge tank (elevation 

309-1/2 ft). There are 31 feet of 3-inch schedule 40, Al06, grade B carbon 

steel. The frictional and shock l~sses account for 1.56 psi of unrecoverable 

pressure loss. 

The new downcomer piping between the hot surge tank and the top of the tower 

consists of 37-1/2 ft or 3-inch schedule 40 type 304 stainless steel. This 

piping connects into the existing downcomer piping which begins at the top of 

the tower and runs to the hot storage tank. 

3.5.2 EUIDI2 ReQuirementii' 

The pumping requirements for the Category B receival.' were determined based on 

the system pressure drops described in Section 3.5.1. The receiver system 

requires flow from two vertical cantilever pumps set up in series. These two 

pumps were used during MSEE and have been re-worked for uSe on MSS/CTE. Based 

on the required head for the Category B receiver and the flow and head from 

the cold pump, the boost pump was modified to meet the new receiver 

requirements. The first pump, the cold pump, receives flow from the steam 

generator subsystem then pumps it on to the boost pump which then supplies 

flow to the remainder of the receiver subsystem. 

The cold pump was manufactured by Lawrence Pumps, Inc. and is designed to 

s\tpply 120 gpm and 205 feet of head (185 pda). The minimum flow required by 

the pump manufacturer is 10 percent of design flow. This is set to prevent 

overheating and possible overloading of the pump shaft and bearings. The 

manufacturer's pump curve is shown in Figure 3.5.5. 
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The boost pUl'ltp requirements were established to meet the required receiver 

flow as well as flow recirculated from the boost pump to the cold pump sump. 

In addition to these requirements, an additional 15 percent margin was 

included. In order to establish the desi :0:"'. point flow for the new boost pump, 

a design point inlet temperature of 550°F with a maximum absorbed heat load of 

5.0 HWt was used. Based on this, the boost pump was redesigned for 124 gpm 

and 450 feet of head (367 psia) at the design conditions. This includes 25 

recirculation flow to the cold pUl'ltp sump and 15 percent margin. The old 

boost PlIflI.P design as compared to the new boost PlIflI.P is indicated in Table 

3-51 



TABLE 3-XIII 


BOOST PUMP 


Old Pump New Pump 

Design Flow, gpm 100 124 

Design head, feet 185 450 

Impe11ar Diameter, inches 1:2.5 12.5 
Motor Horsepower, hp 40 125 

The to~a1 available head curves for the boost pump and the cold pump are shown 

in Figure 3.5.5. 

3.5.3 ~ubsystem Design Pressur~§ 

The receiver subsystem piping and components have been designed for maximum 

operating conditions. Design pressures have been established for two classes: 

1) all ground level components and 2) all components above the top of the 

tower. 

The ground level components are defined as all piping, and valves downstream 

of the boost pwnp. A maximum boost pump outlet pressure of 750 psig WaS 

established and the valves FCV151 and FCV199 refurbished to the new boost pump 

deshn. The riser piping is also included with the ground level components, 

and was checked to determine if the existing piping would handle the new 

design pressure. As a result, no changes to the existing piping were 

required. 

The remaining components are included with the top of the tower components. 

These include the- cold surge tank, receiver flow control valves, the receiver 

and all piping downstream of the cold surge tank. The surge tank, valves and 

receiver were designed for a maximum operating condition of 535 psig at 600°F. 

However normal operating conditions are 284 psig. The cold surge tank 

pressure relief valve was set to 535 psig and meets the requirements of ASME 

B31.1 
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3.5.4 

The receiver subsystem contains two tanks, one lit the inlet of 

the receiver. the other at the receiver outlet. The cold surge t.1mk ill 

situated upstream of the receiver flow-cont.rol valves and serves as 1& bufhr 

tank to control flow from the cold boost: pump to the recdver. It also sernll 

as a source of emergency flow to the recl/dver. The hnk 15 wlth 

bottled air. The hot: surge tank (or hot colhction tank) is! situated 

downstream of the recdver and serves as a bufhr for flow to the eh(l 'l:U1 

stofage The hot tank b vented to 

volume al the cold surge tank. 

The CST was lIIi:nld for two purpoaas; fint &III GI, !H.'lUree of flow control from the 

cold boost pump to the receiver and second as a source of emerg«mcy flow to 
lI! :If ~ 

the receival:'. The tank 1&1 40 ft and contains 30 ft: of nlt with 10 ft of 

cover gill. The tt.h.e W/iIi$! determined in order to provide flow to the rece!vitit' 

in the cue of an emergency condition. Th~ulle conditionl5 would eith(!lt' be lou 

of power to the system and heHostat field or lou of flow to the receiver 

from the cold boost pump d\le to loss 'Jf power ot' due to a pump trip. The tank 

has been sized to provide emergency flow for IJ. period of 90 seconds. This is 

sufficient time to allow the back up power supply required by the Saguaro 

design) to come on line and the field to be defocused. The air supply to the 

CST is provided by bottled H2 and is controlled through an air 

check valve. The emergency flow system can be operated with or without an 

active bottled air supply. Without the bottled air supply, the pressure in 

the tank would maintain flow to the receiver for a longer period of time 

allowing the salt flow to decay naturally. The back up air supply would be 

used on a commercial plant however it is not necessary for the CRTF field 

which operates on a diesel power supply with commercial power for back up. 

The emergency flow protection supplied by the CST was analyzed using a Babcock 

& Wilcox computer code LOP (Loss of Power). LOP analyzes the compressible 

flow through the piping from the air bottles and solves for the pressure and 

temperature of the air in the bottles and the CST and calculates a receiver 
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COLD SURGE TANK BLOW DOWN 
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The hot surge tank (HST) was designed to the same volume as the cold surge 

tank. The HST serves as a buffer tank to the downcomer in case of blockage i.n 

the line. In the case of downcomer blockage the tank is sized to collect salt 

from the receiver for 90 seconds to allow for the field to be scrammed and 
11 

flow through the receiver to be stopped. The tank is sized to hold 30 ft of 
3 

sal t and 10 ft of air I but is vented to atmosphere and is provided wi th an 
11 

overflow drum should the salt volume exceed 40 ft . 

Both the hot and cold surge tanks are designed to ASHE Pressure Vess.el and 

Boiler Code Section VIII I Div 1. The cold surge tank is designed for a 

pressure of 535 psig. The hot surge tank is designed for the stadche.l1dof 

the salt 



dedgn in an effort to achieve 

3.6.1 

Because molten salt has a 

piping that will contain the salt BUSt be nrl~n4~aE.ea 

prevents salt from and tha UMlI. To ehh, 

electric heaters are to all !BOlten-salt components. In past IIIOltltn

salt experiments great with the ope1:'&ltion of 

the electrical heat trac.€i>. This 

syst:em for the current test, Th4) haat trace s.yst'elll a tty 

product rated .for the service. and Iii conservative th0r1llal and elect:ric!!.l 

a reliabl~ 

Thue of heaters were uud in the tlUle rliu:eiver, upon the 

application: mineral insulated cable. heat0rs, and band heaters. On all 

I.U.UJ.IlI:l, headIiH's, and on safe snds of' hellt- panels. mineral insulat.d 

cable was applied. Hinual insulated cabh, (or HI cable) shown in 

3.6.1 con.iltlll of III metal sheath encasing a mineral insulation (usually 

magnedUlll oxide) ..... ith a reabtance ..... ire heater at its center. At the end of 

the heater, a cold lead is attached consisting of III similar metal sheathed 

cable with lit conductor. Th.., ruhtance heater wire is brazed to thlll 

cold lead conductor and the case is seuled with Ii sted brazed to the 

CIlliHl of both cables. This al!l~embly is referred to lUll the "hot and cold 

junction. II At the end of the cold lead, flexible electrical leads are 

attached ..... ith a fitting. When powered, the cable heats with a uniform 

watt density its length. Mineral insulated cable can be made in very 

long sections, thus easily installed on piping. The disadvantages of this 

type of installation are that to replace a failed cable, insulation must be 

removed from the entire line. 

http:nrl~n4~aE.ea


FIGURE 3.6.1 

MINERAL INSULATED CABLE 


MAGNESIUM OXIDE INSULATION 

METAL SHEATH 


CONDUCTORS 

A) Heater Cable Construction 

~~~----~.t-TOTAL HEATEDI LENGTH (FEET) 

F=~-c·===LO~~·~ 

B) Assembled MI Cable 

Several manufacturers produce MI cable. Although all types are similar in 

most respects, each type has aspects of its construction that make it unique. 

The approach used to select a cable manufacturer for this test was to ask 

several vendors for specific information about the materials, constructions, 

and rating of their cable. Based on this information (with some consideration 

of price) Pyrotenax cable was selected. 



For heating valves and tanka. ·beat.r~ ~lte Wiled. beact:e.lrl!! lin:••_ 

by coiled resistor wire in it IId.!Mlral lns:ul.aUOItI bloek. 

then eneasing it in til. IMlt&! sheath. TeI'l'llinal are attaci..,,~ to th. heater 

wire and penetrate the 3,~ 2. 

FIC'UR! 3.6.2 

STlIP HEATO 

1/2" 

X I 

This type o·f heliter is useful for providing Ii amount of h~at to a small 

area, such as Ii valve body. With Ii. large component such as the surge tanks, 

the heaters can be placed on the surface of the tank in a pattern that allows 

conduction in the tank to unifoI'l'llly distribute the heat. Because of their 

compact size, failed heaters are easy to through small penetrations 

cut into the insulation. 

Sand heaters,. shown in Figure 3.6.3, are similar in construction to 

heat.ers, except are formed in a circle •which allows them to be 

to flanges. This type of heater is used on the isolation of pressure 

transmitters in the system. 



FIGURE 3.6.3 

BAND HEATER 

3.6.2 Thermal aDd Electric Q,aign of Hilt Trace 

The controls for the receiver heat trace system are bas." on temperature 

feedback and on/off control of the heaters. In previous molten*salt systems, 

passive systems were used that allowed the heaters to run continuously. 

Problems developed when some heaters ran hotter than anticipated. and some 

components. particularly valves, could not be kept hot under all conditions. 

Modifications to the insulation were required to balance temperatures, and 

variable weather co~ditions caused wide swings in temperatures. With active 

control, a controller is required, along with relays to cycle power on and 

off, but the system is able to adapt to actual insulation, and to varying 

weather conditions. The system also allows for conservative design with 

respect to heater sizing and insulation. Heaters and insulation can be 

designed for severe conditions and design margins can be applied, assuring 

that the piping can be kept hot under a wide range of conditions. 



The design of the heat trace ayat_ for tM receiver l.DV@;lvea thenul 

electrical zone and irun:allat:ion 1It@~. Thenul 

of the heaters that insulat:h.lQ thie'ilnes$ and be known. To 

minimize the electrical of the r&ceiver. 8 inches of insulation ~as 

specified for all heated surfaces. To blanket-type 

insulation ~as Heat lou bued 

derating the "catalog a factor o·f 2. Thill W/lUI based 

experience with fbld- installed insulation on other Then h<lu.t 

losses were 

temperature of o"r. On t.op of thb, & 15 

loss calculation. 

The electdcal of the helat trace involved selection of 141 cablalll and 

heaters w1th the proper resistance to obuin tM proper of heat. 'rha 

system vaa deaipd for nO-volt powtIlr' in order to a••ure a h4l&ter 

element 11fe: a watt denaity limit of 50 watts p&r foot v•• let for the MI 

This is IGa~ than the limit set the manufacturer, but 

reasonable in of pnvlous molten-salt with MI cmbh. 

Redundant (unpowered) cables wero installed in all locations for un in the 

event that the cable failed. 

The compommts requiring heat trace wen divided into a number of "zon€ilil. ~ 

Each zone WIliS controlled. 'I'he system wu divided so that each 

zone had 1) a common thermal conQition and 2) similar components. 

In addition, piping and components that contained flowing salt while in normal 

operation were separated from those containing stagnant salt. This al1~ed 

zones with flowing salt to be set to turn off when in operation. This 

resulted in a total of 62 zones for the receiver. Control of each zone was 

performed by the Accurex control system. One thermocouple was designated for 

control.in each zone, with a set point of 525"F and a dead band of lO"F. Many 

other thermocouples were included in each zone for monitoring temperatures and 

detecting cold or hot spots. 

fo.r installation in the field. The design 

to be strapped to the then covered with stainless 

stock). The foil was attached to the with small 

http:control.in
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resistance spot welds. Insulation ~as then installed 
also called for the cold leads to be installed in the field. Redundant 
that were accessible were sealed and not .terminated. This reduced the 

of cold leads required. 

Detailed drawings of the heat trace system were prepared and are included in 

AppendiX I of this report. 

3.7 DOQr ang Seal 

The receiver door and seal arrangement is based on the features of the Saguaro 
design. The door is vertical and biparting. with an initial motion outward 
(away form the aperture) in the opening direction and a final motion inward to 
compress a high-temperature seal in the closing direction. The inner surface 
of the door is insulated. which thermally isolates the door structure from the 
high-temperature cavity. The lower door serves as a counterweight for the 

upper door, but the upper door is slightly larger using gravity to maintain a 

positive seal. The door i. opened and closed through a drive mechanism 
consisting of a 1.5·HP motor, double shaft, sprockets, and chains located 
above the door. The door is gUided by tracks positioned on either side of the 

door and behind the aperture insulation. In normal operation the door is 

automatically controlled: however. manual operation is possible using a 

handwheel. The receiver door is shown in Figure 3.7.1. 



FIGUk! 3.7.1 


RECEIVER. DOOR. 




'the receiver door minimizes heat loss from the cavity during non-operational 

periods; thereby, increasing energy collection to the receiver. The ability 

of the door system to effectively seal the cavity is an important design 

consideratir)U. 

The door system was designed and fabricated in accordance with AISC standards. 

Design loads considered include deadweight dynamic, wind and seismic. The 

door is constructed of A36 carbon steel plate and structural channel. Seal 

brackets are bolted to the perimeter of Ell.ich door unit. Eight inches of 

Kaowool insulation is attached to the cavity side of the door structure using 

standard ca.paci tance discharge welded pin stud connectors. rhe door seals 

border the insulation providing additional st.pport and protecting the 

insulation from the env1.ronment. The weight of the door is carried by the 

chains and transferred to the main structure through the drive shafts and 

sprockets. A system of rollers and four steel tracks guide the dOOl iii 

travel. The original design employed sixteen 2.S-nun (l.O·inch) diameter flat 

tr.ead bearing rollers; eight primary rollers would follow a machined slot of 

the door tracks and seal the door, and eight secondary rollers would track a 

surface normal to the aperture plane to ensure vertical alignment of the 

doors. Following installation of the receiver door and tracks, tracking 

probbms were discovered. The tread width of the primary rollers was 

inadequate to account for the dimensional variations of the tracks, main 

structure, and door, which resulted in the door's inability to track properly. 

The primary rollers were replaced with eight flanged rollers having wider 

treads. To use the existing connections and tracks, the replacement rollers 

were sized accordingly and machined at a local fabricator. Oil-life bushings 

and washers were used to reduce roller friction. Standard flanged rollers are 

readily available for a future application. 

The door tracks consist of four 1.9-cm (0.75-inch) thick structural angles 

with machined slots to guide the door's movement. The tracks were sized to 

accept a 2. 5-cm (l-inch) diameter roller and 241 em (95 inches) of door 

travel. The tracks are attached to the main steel columns located on either 

side of the aperture. 
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The door seal. shown in 

core of Kaovool blanket enclo/lled in Ii stainle!llis .lit:e~d, rei:nf<tI'Ctll'!i 

fabric. The seal is avaHable \mder t.he trade 

Enclosed Round. The seals are attached and 

that bolt to the door. 

FIctliRE 1.1.2 

DelIVER ~ SEAL 

SSITCH 

KAOWOOLFIBERGLASS BLANKETCLOTH CORE 

The clearance between the upper and lower door sections is sensitive to the 

door's position relative to the aperature. This is due to the angle of door 

closure. An additional seal was later installed at the interface of the upper 

and lower door sections to overcome an approximate 1.9-cm (0.75-:i.nch) gap that 

remained following door closure. The gap apparently was the result of a 

dimensional stackup, including oversized door seals, between the door rollers 

and the cav! ty face. Because this seal experiences greater ac tion than the 

door/cavity seals, future designs should employ a seal of high resilience and 

make provision for seal adjustment. 



Each door is alevationally adjustable to obtain a uniforminwllrd motion of the 

seals to optimally seal the cavity. Door track adjustment was not possibb as 

the tracks were welded to the main structure. 

A commercial receiver door would be much larger in size than the door of the 

test receiver and would require provisions for seal adjustment and 

replacement. Adjustable door tracks are also recommended, possibly offering 

an alternate approach to ajusting the door seals. 

3.8 Receiyer Control System 

The design of the receiver control system was based on the need for automatic 

and operator control, equipment protection and safety, and operator monitoring 

of the receiver subsystem. Also, since this is an experiment, the control 

system is designed to monitor addl.tional parameters for purposes of verifying 

the receiver design and performance. Accordingly, the design produced 

requirements and specifications relative to four m'.in areas: control and 

instrumentation, equipment protection and safety, monitoring instrumentation, 

and operator control and monitoring. 

Control of the receiver subsystem is divided into two areas: on-line and off

line. On-line control deals strictly with solar absorption activities, 

whereas off-line control deals with salt fill and drain, overnight 

conditioning. and other auxiliary activities. Control instrument~tion deals 

with sensors (i.e .• thermocouples, pressure transducers. flowmeters, etc.) and 

final control elements (i.e., valves, motors, etc.). The control and 

instrumentation design effort is concerned primarily with the on-line 

activities. 

3.8.1 On-Line Control 

On-line control is designed for automatic control of the receiver over its 

entire operating power range. The automatic control design entails stability, 

transient response. and instrument location and type analysis to provide II 

stable. responsive control-scheme. The receiver control scheme design 

consists of outlet salr temperature control and surge tank level control. 



Feedback control. or 

proportional- .Ln''''''Il'.E"II' 
control, 

controller. 
incorporates four ttmilll, constants, or , as. follows: 

1) KSC - Overall Gain 

2) KP Gain 
3) Kl Galn 
4) lID - Derivative Gain 

uaaa a sUndar"" 

Tbis eontro11 IlU: 

that is 

difference between the actual proceu variable and the desired viilua. or iIIflt 

point. ThCii PID controller is functionally by the 

equation: 

Output ... KSC [KP + KI x J de t lID x d/dt} DROll. 

Diffennt colllbbatioM of the PID tOl'1ilS are u.@d ,ta,,''''''''' on tM 
application. 

Control of the receiver-outlet salt temperature is to maintain the 

outlet salt temperature constant during incident power changes on the receiver 

panels caused by diurnal and weather conditions. The experience frOOl 

operation of Solar One in Barstow and from the MSEE test is integrated into 

the design of the outlet temperature-control of the MSS/CTE receiver. 

Detailed des:l.gn was accomplished by using a receiver computer 

simulation developed by McDonnell Douglas. 

The receiver is divided into two control zones, east and west, so two control 

loops for the outlet's salt temperature are requireG. These two control loops 

operate independently but have identical configurations. This configuration 

is called the receiver control algorithm (RCA), which is illustrated in the 

block diagram of Figure 3.8.1. As illustrated, the RCA is composed of six 

components: 

1) Flow-rate control, 

2) Flux feed-forward control, 



3) Average back tube temperature control, 

4) Outlet temperature control, 

5) Outlet temperature set-point generator, and 

6) Back tube temperature set-point generator. 

FIGURE 3. 8 • 1 

RECEIVER OUTLET TEMPERATURE CONTROL ALGORITHM 

Flu,;: 
Gi'iuges 

(6) 

Temperatufe 
Setpomt 

O"Uo1 Sa" 
T.fT1I""AMt 

This composition results in a mu1ti1oop control structure containing three 

closed loops (components 1,3,4) and one open loop (component 2) that 

provides optimum temperature control performance in terms of clOUd reaction 

and response time. The set-point generators Automatically derate the 

receiver (component 5) when required and improve the outlet temperature set

point response time (component 6). The function and capability of each of 

these control components are described below. 

Salt Flow Control 

Flow control is required to minimize hydraulic coupling between the two 

control zones and to reduce flow loop calibration drift and component aging 

effects. The flow controller uses flowmeter feedback to maintain the 

desired salt flow rate by regulating the valve stroke through a 0-100 
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percent strob c~. l.eeh of the dot.. ecut:rol e~~t:JI 

cOllirputes II flow rate. !helle thr.. flow rat•• &.n ~ to g.~:r.t. & flow-
rate set point for the flow cotltroller. the receiver ..,.,""",.. ,..,,,......... 

is controlle.d regula.ting the flov rate ...h ..."'....h each contrOol ZOoM. 

much IlIOn quickly than the outlet lItalt beca.us.. IWl.UUU 

receiver panel not just: outl&t conditie>ns. 'lhenfou, their 

use for control is considered "anticipatory." which 18 ~'ulJ()<:lated 

with open&loop, feed-forward type of control. However, the ullIe of back tube 

temperature III 1. Ii feedback (dosed-loop,; control loop whlh 

remaining anticipatory. aince the temperatures are a result of internal, as 

wliln &1 external. prOCe811iUIIUi (Le .• heat-transfer coeffident lind ar••• salt, 

and metal • otc.). The ulile 0·£ flux gag.. is the trU4ll op~n· 

loop, hed· forward control beeaus. the incident flux on the 

recllliver 18 & result of external processes only (i .•.• sun position, clouds, 

number of helloltats in track, etc.). 

Anticipatory control illlprove. temperature control since 

transient information is known and utilized more quickly. Flux gages are 

particularly fast and have tilll6 constants of 0.25 seconds. These gages 

provide knowledge of the incident flux density or the relative amount of 

power to be absorbed. 

Based on this, a flow rate for salt can be computed for the measured power. 

Since a flux gage measurement is localized and subject to calibration drift, 

the use of flux measurement is not exact. 

back 	tube controller (PID) is employed to anticipate 

the serpentine flow and improve outlet 



temperature set-point response. Nine thermocouples are utilized, located on 

the back of a tube in every other pass. Since the tube wall is relatively 

small and the thermocouple is placed on the back of the tube (away from 

incident flux), the temperature measurement should represent the bulk salt 

temperature within the tube at that point. The nine back-tube temperatures 

are averaged, or equally weighted, even though the simulation showed a 

little advantage to selective weighting. Average weighting was selected 

because of the risk associated with the highest weighted thermocouple 

failing and causing a high-temperature excursion. There was some concern 

that the change in average temperature with changes in flux distribution 

within the cavity, would adversely affect control. This could only be 

resolved with actual operation. 

The back tube controller uses only the proportional and derivative (PD) 

terms for control. In this configuration, the controller respond. to rapid 

temperature variations or transients. Consequently, this controller 

improves control by anticipating potential changes in the outlet temperature 

using temperatures along the flow path before the salt actually reaches the 

outlet. 

Back Tube Temperature Set-Point Generator 

The back tube controller's set point is a function of the outlet salt 

temperature's set point. It is known that the average back tube temperature 

will change when the outlet temperature changes during steady-state 

operation. However, even with a constant outlet temperature, the average 

tube temperature will vary with different flux distributions. The actual 

relationship between outlet temperature and average tube temperature, and 

sensitivity to flux distributions, is not thoroughly understood at this 

point. Consequently, the design of the back-tube temperature set-point 

generator is simply conceived as making the back tube temperature's set 

point proportional to the outlet temperature's set point. 



The outlet salt tellllptlr&tur& controller 18 "·'""ja.,,,,",n to Mg.lu::e the 

temperature error that results frOlf! the iMxae.t control. The 

controller ensures that an outlet 

point. All three terJWli of the PID 

plus-deriv&tive. 

respect to flow rate, the controller lUI a 

function of actual flow rate. These gain functions are illustuUd 

by Figure 3.8.2. The overall gain (KSC) function. is liMar, 

whereas the integral (KI) function is not. The function i. linear at 

high flow ratea but: dlilcrtl4!l.!I!e!!l near raU (12,000 

Iblll/h) . Thh dhcontinuity rapruents the future th&t 

prevent. the controller froll\ continuing to l.n:telll:'ln:. up 1n an uncontrollable 

dtuation; the receiver cannot be tel2I'D'n'lJ~tu,r@ controlled wh~n v.r:y Utth or 

no flux is The.e adaptive rr''>.ra.,,,,,,,, .. of tM 

tempentura controller over the full range of. receiver 
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The outlet-temperature ganerator. wich is II!fOre COlilll*)ftJ.y koown as 

the sliding aat·point: me.eb.1mi.SiI ill! to vary the 

t.o prevent 

high outlet temperature excursions, which cauaa the receiver to off

line. Thie autOBatic generator consists of four parta: 
1) lIas (Error 

2) Up-Ramp Rata Limit 
3) Rata Limit 
4) Kinimum Limit 

Thas. parts. produce a aet.-point , which O-paratEIIII alii fellon. The 

bias determinas whan the set. p0-1nt w111 to deenalil!!! and how much «n:ror 

the controller wl11 intaarata upon (intaarator windup). A biaa of 50·, 1111 

added to the actual outlet IIdt temperatun, then through a 
limiter. The hip IUllt-point limit is, of course, the rated of 

l050 9 F. and the low limit 1. the minimum derated .at of 850"F. When 

the outlet temperature 1~8 below 1000",. tha lII.t point w111 to 

decre.ae. After the hlab/low absolute value limiter, the is 

throuab a hiab/low rate limiter, which limits the rate (OF/s) at: which th~ 

ut point can deerea.e and increase. This determiMIiI how rapidly the let 

point wlll derate and return to rated condi tions . These rate Utli ts IlU 

determined by temperature ramp rates, which keep stresses within 

The delign established the rate limita to b. .75°F/•. 

~Qntrol of the Suq;e Tank I&vel 

Control of the surge tank level is designed to maintain the level of both 

the cold and hot surge tanks at a set point during receiver operation. A 

detailed design was accomplished by using a computer simulation developed by 

McDonnell Douglas for the receiver subsystem. 

The receiver has both a cold and a hot surge tank so that two level-control 

loops are required. These two control loops operate independently and have 

different loop configurations. 

http:decre.ae


The level control of the cold surge tank is configured to maintain the 
desired (set-point) level by regulating the riser line valve stroke via a 0
100 percent stroke command and using level feedback. Level control is 
achieved using a simple, single-element control configuration, which uses 

proportional-pIus-integral control. 

The level control for the hot surge tank is configured the same as for the 
cold tank, but two controllers are required. Salt flow from the hot surge 

tank is regulated by two control valves; one valve allows flow to the cold 

storage tank and the other to the hot storage tank. Each valve has level 
control capability, and the controller with the lower .et point i. in 
control. The set point for the other controller ts aut~matically biased 15 

inche. higher. The controller at the lower set point and control is 
automatically determined by the salt temperature at the bottom of the 
downcomer. The level set points are automatically switched to salt flow to 
the hot storage tank when the salt temperature exceeds 750·F and flow to the 

cold storage tank drops below 700·F. This control structure has the 
additional benefit of helping to prevent overflow of the hot surge tank, 
since one controller backs up the other with a IS-inch higher set point. In 
case of a problem with one valve, the other will take control at the expense 
of putting hot salt in the cold tank or vice versa. 

Qontrol Instrumentation 

Control instrumentation is required to provide process data for the control 

configuration. The control scheme of the receiver requires thermocouples, 
flux gages, flowmeters, level transducers, and control valves for on-line 
automatic control capability. 

Each of the two temperature control loops requires nine back-tube 

thermocouples, one outlet salt in-stream thermocouple, six flux gages, one 
flowmeter, and two control valves. The required location of this control 

instrumentation within each control zone is illustrated by Figure 3.8.3. 

Each of the two surge-tank level-control loops requires one level transducer 
and one control valve, except for the hot surge tank, which requires two 
control valves. 
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The control instrumentation must: be 

prOCfUll!! in order to effectively lIiOnltor and control Any procGI!IIII. 

Therefore, the tiM response of control instrumentation is critical for 

ac::hieving stable and fast tnnsient ruponse. til!le is 

stated in terms of a tll!le constant, which b the til!le required for an 

instrument to reach 63 percent of the final value of a step change. The 

back tube thermocouples require II time constant of 1 second or less, whereas 

the outlet salt (instream) thermocouples require a time constant of 10 

seconds or less. These thermocouples have grounded tips and small sheath 

diameters to achieve these rapid response til!les. The level, flowmeter and 

flux instruments require a tiBe constant of 2 seconds or less. 

sizing and characteristics of the control valve relate to the 

seat. or trim. The valve characteristics are 

of 



associated with the trim and are standardized by the use of (valveCv 
coefficient) versus stroke. The C and the pressure drop across the valvev 
for a particular stroke determine the flow rate. Each valve is designed for 

an equal percentage type of trim characteristic. 

The valves for temperature control are sized to provide one-half of the 

rated total flow rate (because there are two control zones) with a 70 psi 

drop across the valve at 70 percent stroke. This produces a valve trip 

capacity design of 8.1 Cv at 70 percent stroke. 

The valves for level control are not designed items, since they existed for 

previous experiments. However, they were verified to be adequate for this 

experiment. These valves have equal-percentage type trims. 

Qomputer Simulation of the Receiyer Subsystem 

The computer simulation of the receiver subsystem was a valuable tool for 

formulating the control requirements, since it provided insight into the 

natural dynamics (behavior) of the receiver. The RCA was developed using 

this simulation. For design purposes, a nominal cloud was selected so that 

direct comparisons of control performances could be made as changes were 

made. The nominal cloud for this design was 1776 feet in length (twice the 

width of the he1iostat field), travelled at 22 feet per second, had a west

to-east direction and zero transmittance. This "design cloud" in effect 

produced a transient in which the incident power went from 100 to 0 percent 

in 20 seconds, remained at 0 percent for 60 seconds, then went from 0 to 100 

percent in 20 seconds for each control zone. 

The simulation was run numerous times with various control gains for each 

control component (with all components operational) until the best response 

was achieved. "Best response" in this case was considered to be a small 

temperature overshoot (less than 2 percent) and the point at which the 

outlet temperature remained closest to the set point. This simulation 

effort produced the control gains for each component as listed in Table 3

XIV. 



TABLE 3~XIV 


iECElVU CONTlIDL AlCOI.lmH CAINS 


SIMULATION RESULTS 


East Zone West Zone 

KSC - .09 0.10 
Outlet KP ... LO LO 
Temp Kl - 2.0 2.0 
Controller KD '" 0.06 0.06 

KSC .. l.0 1.0 
Back Tube KP - 0.32 0.35 
Temp Kl - 0 o 
Controller KD "" .0115 .0125 

KSC "" 0.5 0.5 
Flow-nte KP 0.9 0.9 
Controller leI ... 40.0 40.0 

KD "" 0 o 

The simulation was also used to compare control perfoI'l1Ulnce of various 

control schemes. Controller gain changes became necessary to l1Ulintain 

contral stability in these cases. A control perforl1Ulnce index was 

postulated for comparative analysis purposes. The index is based on the 

amount of off· specification salt produced. Specifically, the index is the 

time integral of the outlet temperature error and salt flow-rate multiple. 

Table 3-XV represents the results of using different control configurations 

relative to the design cloud transient. The best performance is produced 

with the use of all three control components and weighted back-tube 

temperatures. This is the base to which all others are compared. The use 

of average back tube temperatures is only marginally worse (5 percent). 

Elimination of flux gages reduces performance by 51 percent, and not using 

back tube temperatures reduces performance by 92 percent. Using flux gages 

by themselves produced the worst control performance, with a 152 percent 



reduction. The time response of each case is provided by Figures 3.8.4 

through 3.8.17, where both temperatures and flow rates are shown. 

Case 

TABLE 3-XV 

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON TABLE 

Control Mechanism Used Performance 

Outlet Back Flux , Degradation 

Normal Wght 

Normal Avg 

Normal Avg 

2 x Gain Avg 

2 x Gain Wght 

Normal 

Normal 

90,181 

94,935 

164,714 

141,570 

136,122 

(base) 

Normal Normal 

Normal 

Normal 

151,258 (bad overshoot) 
1/2 Gain 172,726 

172,726 
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FIGURE 3.8.7 
MSSCTE RECEIVER CONTROL FLOW RATES 

AVERAGE BACK TUBE TEMPS CLOUD @20SEC, 1776FT @22FPS 
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FIGURE 3.B.8 
MSSCTE RECEIVER CONTROL OUTLET TEMPERATURES 

NO FLUX FEED-FORWARD CLOUD @20 SEC, 1776FT @22FPS 
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FIGURE 3.8.10 
MSSCTE RECEIVER CONTROL OUTLET TEMPERATURES 
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FIGURE 3.8.12 
MSSCTE RECEIVER CONTROL OUTLET TEMPERATURES 

NO BACK-TUBE CONTROL 
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FIGURE 3.8.14 
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FIGURE 3.8.15 
MSSCTE RECEIVER CONTROL FLOW RATES 

NO BACK TUBE CONTROL 
CLOUD 1776 FT, 22FPS @20SEC 

CASE 6 
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FIGURE. 3.8.17 
MSSCTE RECEIVER CON'mOL 'fEMPE:RAl'URES 
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3,8.2 

Off·line control is to support the receiver's on-line capabil 

It includes overnight conditioning, salt fill for start·up, and salt drain 

for shutdown. These support functions are operator controlled and could 

potentially be automated according to operating procedures. Off-line 

control provides the capability to control receiver hardware temperatures in 

all salt contact locations and the operational requirements of the salt 

fill, drain, and circulation. Several methods are designed into the 

receiver hardware to accomplish this task for economic evaluation. 

The heat trace and its control play an important role in regulating receiver 

temperatures, but they are operated independently by the Acurex control 

system. The NET-90 provides additional monitoring and control of the 

temperature mainly for the receiver cavity'S exposed panel tubes. Also, the 
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NET.90 provides remote control of the salt flow paths using open/close 

isolation-type valves with limit switch feedback. 

Contk21 instrumentation is required to provide process data for operations 

personnel and to provide process manipulation for controllability. The 

support functions require thermocouples, pressure gauges, level transducers, 

and control valves for off-line control capability. 

The additional temperature monitoring and control capability requires 24 

thermocouples distributed on the back of the receiver tubes and a relay 

contact for control of the cavity heater. 

Remote control of the salt flow paths requires approximately 40 open/c1os. 

isolation-type control valves. Each of these valves requires two limit 

switches to verify valve closure and full opening. resulting in 120 pieces 

of control instrumentation to be connected to the NET·90. 

3.8.3 EQUipment Protection and Safety 

The equipment protection and safety (EPS) capability is designed to 

automatically prevent or terminate (trip) the receiver'S operation or its 

specific equipment when adverse or unsafe conditions are detected. Unsafe 

conditions arise because of hardware mechanical limits. working fluid 

(molten-salt) limits, equipment overloads and failures, and control system 

failures. Therefore. safety relief valves, burst discs, circuit breakers, 

etc., are mechanically installed for absolute protection and safety. 

Alarms are configured Within the NET-90 to inform operations personnel when 

a limit is being approached and/or a failure has occurred. This information 

mayor may not provide opera~ions personnel with enough time either to 

correct the problem or to shut down the subsystem in an orderly fashion 

before the automatic EPS system takes action; it is dependent upon the 

particular mode of operation of the plant at the time and the specific alarm 

condition. 
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receiver to Wl10lcelc:nlPt:Ii!iQ control for up to 15 Dlnut... Thh should 

allow enough tise for to ahut down the neelV1r 

Abo. in the ..... , ......... event that 'Un-90 control hih, a local valve control 
IiItation 18 the NET-90 and all valvo actuatolt'l f(Jt' local 

unual control 



TABLE 3-XVI 

EQUIPMENT PROTECTION 4 SAFETY FUNCTIONS 


RECEIVER SUBSYSTEM TRIPS 


TRIP TRIP INSTRUMENT TRIP 
IDENTIFIER CONDITION IDENTIFIER LEVEL ACTION REQUIRED 

RS-TED 	 EN'ABLE/DISABLE Switch EPS 
for RS·EPS Functions • AUTO ENABLEs when 

either outlet salt 
temp exceeds 650·F 

RS-RESET RESET Switch to CLEAR for 30 seconds 
all RS-EPS Trips • 	AUTO DISABLEs when 

both outlet salt 
temps fall below 
550·, for 10 min. 

OPERATOR 
• 	Set to ENABLE or 

DISABLE or RESET 
lUI required 

TR181W 	 West Control Zone TE126 EPS 
Salt Outlet Temp High • Defocus he1iostats 

• 	OPEN east &west 
control valvculI; 

TR181E East Control Zone TE152 overridden by TR18S 
Salt 	Outlet Temp High &TR187 (LT161 bad 

quality only) to 
.,. 	 . .. ....... __ .... _ .....
.. 	 CLOSE 

TR184W 	 West Control Zone Tube TE122 >1070°F 
Temp High for 30 S 	 TE1l9 >1050 0 F 

TE116 >1030·F OPERATOR 
TE114 >lOlO·F • Control receiver 

as required from 
TR184E East Control Zone Tube TE148 >1070 0 F NET·90 consoles 

Temp High for 30 S 	 TE146 >1050°F 

TE144 >1030·F 

TE142 >1010 of 


TR183W 	 West Control Zone Loss FCV10l PV <8 KLBH EPS 
of Salt Flow for 10 S · Defocus heliostats 

OPERATOR 
TR183E East Control Zone Loss FCV103 PV <8 KLBH • Determine whether 

of Salt Flow for 10 S salt freeze or bad 
PT 

· Control receiver 
as required 



----------------------------------------- ----------------------------------

ilmJIPlUlIT ROT'lCTIc. it SAft'ff f'UI£n~ 

UCIlVD; ItRftI'nlX DIn 


(Conti_d) 


TRIS2 TSS Cold-Side Trip Dl f'E:OG IPS (IS)
Qi PCU-IO Failure feU-IO - Defocus heHcuJtats 
Qi Fdlure of U (NEIl' Pbnt 
surge tanka levGI Loop
controla 

liEu. TSS Trip$: 

TR211 
 IPS (TSS) 
TR212 - STOP boost: p~ 
TR273 • CLOSE FCVl51 
TR215 
TR276 OPDATOI 

• 	 Shut down receiver 
and TSS cold-side 
lUI required ho. 
NET-gO eOMoh 

I 	 I 
TRUS Hot Surge Tllnk Level I LT16lA >55 In. I IPS 

HIgh I I - Defocus hellostats 
(Doium't: I ----------------.---.-.-------------.-.- 
nquire I LTl61A >85 In. I EPS 
RS-TED , I - CLOSE both east & 
ENABLE) I I west control valve

1-----------_·_------------------------_·_
I OPERATOR 
I - Shut down receiver 
I from NET-90 console 
I 

......... III '" ora ............................................................... _ ... "' .............. ___ ... __ ... __ ...... __ ...... _ .. _ .......... _ ................ OR ........ CD 


I 
TRl86 Receiver Door Not Open ZSH.DR Open I EPg 

Contact I - Defocus heliostats 
I
I OPERATOR 
I - Shut down receiver 
! from NET-gO console 
I 



EQUIPMENT PROTECTIO~ & S.~mFUNCTIONS 

RECEIVER SUBSYSTEMTRlPS 


(Continued) 


TRIP 
IDENTUIER 

TRIP 
CONDITION 

INSTRUMENT 
. IDENTIFIER 

TRIP 
LEVEL 

, < 

ACTION REQUIRED 

TRl87 Bad Control Input 
Quality for 5 S 

TE126 
TE152 
PT130 

BQ. 
BQ 
BQ 

EPS 
- Defocus heliostats 
• OPEN east &west 

PT140 BQ 
DI/L(PCUIO) BQ 

control ",alves: 
overridden by TR185 
&TRl87 (LTI6IA
bad quality only) 
to CLOSE 

LT161A BQ EPS 
- Defocus heliostats 
- CLOSE east &w.st 

control valv•• 
after eight
seconds 

ZSH.DR BQ EPS 
- Defocus hellostats 

···---···.·----··.·-1-········.···.··----
I OPERATOR 
I • Shut down receiver 

BQ - Bad Quallty 	 I from NET-90 console 
I - Employ instrument 
I technician 
I 

TR188 Bad Control Output FCVIOI BQ BPS 
Quality for 5 S and - Defocus hellostats 

FCVl02 BQ 
or OPERATOR 

VTClOl <450°F - Shut down receiver 
and from local valve 

VTCI02 <450°F station and NET-90 
or consoles 

FCVIOI BQ - Employ instrument 
and technician 

VTCl02 <450°F 
or 

FCVI02 BQ 
and 

BQ - Bad Quality VTClOl <450°F 
same for 103/104 



PIOT~OR & s.um"Y __"0:_'" 
UCElVU stmSY$'f!B 

TR189 Bad Control Module 
Quality for 5 S 

CIS·28 - Module Type • Slot # 

iQ - Bad Quality 

L<"ss of FCUlZ 
• Power Supply Failure 
- Double MFC Failure 

All DO go to off 
state such that 
valves go to fail 
position: 

All digital valves 
fail closed (FC) 
Except FCV171 (FO) 
All AO go to 4 rnA 
so that valves 
go fully open 
(FCVIOl-104) 
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us 
- Defocus helio.tats 

OPERAtOR 
• Shut down r~ceiv~r 
fr~ lOCAl valve 
station and NET·90 
cOMoles 

1n.tru!!ll~mt 

IPS 
· Defocus helio.tats 
• OPEN eaat &W0lt 

control vdvel 
oV61l:,ridden by 
&ml87 (LT161A 
bad quality only) 
to CLOSE 

OPERATOR 
· Shut down receiver 

4S required from 
NET·90 consohs 

· Employ instr~nt 
technician 

EPS (Failure Con
figuration) as 

- Defocus heliostats 

EPS TSS 
- STOP boost pump 
- CLOSE FCV15l 

OPERATOR 
Shut down receiver 
local valve station 
- CLOSE FCVI71 



EQUIPMENT PROTECTION & SAFETY FUNCTIONS 

THERMAL STORAGE SUBSYSTEM TRIPS (COLD SIDE TRIPS ONLY) 


TRIP TRIP INSTRUMENT TRIP 
IDENTIFIER CONDITION IDENTIFIER LEYEL ACTION REOUIRED 
TR271 OUtlet Boost Pump PT180 <400 EPS (TSS) 

Pressure Low 6HI2. PSIG • STOP boost pump 
BP ON • CLOSE FCV15l 

- TSS cold-side trip
signal to RS 

TR272 Cold Sump Level Low LT201 <12 In. 
IPS (RS) 

.. ----.----.- ••••• --- •••••••.••..••.••••. ------...... • Defocus helioatats 
TR273 Loss of Boost Pump Sf ON 

AW! 
BP.ZSH Open 

Contract 
Hardwired: 	 High Vibration 


Low/High Current 

Low Oil Level or Air Pre.sure 

CP OFF 

Lo.. of Power/Breaker 


TR276 Bad Control Output FCV201 BQ OPERATOR 
Quality for 5 S FCVl51 BQ • Shutdown ISS cold

FCV161 BQ sid. and receiver 
as required from 

•••• - •••.•.•••••.••••• -.............................. NET·90 conaolea and 
I local valve 

TR275 Bad Control Input I LT161 BQ .tations 
Quality for 5 S 	 I LT180 BQ • Employ instrument 

1 PT182 BQ technician 
1·················_························ 

BQ - Bad Quality 	 I LT201 BQ Same 11.8 above plus: 
1 BPS (TSS)
I • CLOSE FCV201 and 
1 FCV211 
I • STOP cold sump 
1 pump 

TR274 Cold Sump Level High I LT201 >55 In. EPS (ISS)
I . CI..OSE FCV201 and 
I FCV2l1 
1·············_------ .. ----._-.----._ .... 
I IPS (TSS)
I LT201 <49 In. - OPEN FCV2ll 
I I· FCV201 to AUTO 
I I· Reset TR274 to 
I I CLEAR 
···_·····_· __ ···--··1·---------------_···

I OPERATOR 
I - Acknowledge alarm 
I and monitor 
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3.8.4 

Monitoring instI'tlllllentation h into the control system to 

information for verification of the receiver's and 

Some of thb infol1lll&t.ion is beneficial for the operator to use in control 

and monitoring &s well, but: t.he 000$ not attempt to separate the two 
ulllles. 

The different 

are 

1) 

2) Prelllilure ..........&"', .. 
F1Wi:. lj/ll;1i1,g,iI~1i 

Floweten. 

into the control systQm 

3) 

4) 
5) 

6) 

Unear u ......J./IO.".UIKHH, 

Strain "'..'..11\..... 

Gauges, and 

Thili inatr\IJHntation represents approxillUil.tely 100 additional instruments 

that provide information, compand to ISO for controlling the receiver. 

3.S.5 

The operator control and 

interface unit (OIU) of 

monitoring 

the NET·90. 

is based on the operator 

This unit is connected to the plant 

communication loop for operator access to the receiver subsystem, as well as 

to all the other thermal subsystems, from the central control room. The 

design pertains to the required configuration of an OIU to provide complete 

control and monitoring capability by the operator. 

The NET-90 handles all of its communication, control, and monitoring 

capabilities by the use of tag identifiers, or tag IDs. Specific data and 

control points are associated with a tag 10, which is nothing more than an 

alpha-numeric name. These tag IDs are configured into a master tag list 

from which areas and groups of tag IDs, trends, and custom graphic pages are 

configurable for control and monitoring. Groups of tag IDs are designed for 



both engineering and operational concerns. Area 1 is designed to contain 

the engineering-related groups, whereas Area 5 is designed for operational 

groups. Some operational groups are ,preconfigured trends so that the 

operator can easily and quickly observe process operation over time. 

Custom graphics are designed to mimic the layout, geometry (2-D only), and 

interrelationships of the equipment to improve the operator's familiarity 

with the process and decision making when op~rational problems occur. 

Generally, three types of graphics are designed to focus in on a particular 

operational aspect. They are receiver start-up, on-line operation, and shut 
down. 

Alarm conditions are announced at an OIU through flashing alarm indicators 

in areas, groups, and custom graphic pages. These alarms are designed to 

print out as they occur, and operator commands are also printed to aid in 
cause-snd-effect analysis. 

3.9 Instrumentation 

Instrumentation of the receiver was installed to allow verification of 
aspects of the receiver design, and measure it's performance. 
Instrumentation included 

Thermocouples• 
Pressure Gages• 
Flux Gages• 
Flowmeters• 
Displacement Gages• 
Strain Gages• 

The location of the instrumentation is presented in Figure 3.9.1 which is a 

schematic of the receiver piping. The instrumentation was selected to be 

compatible with the'molten-salt and high flux solar environment, as well as 

with the Network 90 control system and the practices of the CRTF. 
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FlGUlil.E 3.9.1 

RECEIVER PIPING INS'I1WH!mATION SCHEHATIC 

l_"'" 
.flie1't'T'lOC.~ 
a flwo. ,_ 

"Ot~~g
","""",it_ 
flSl<_~ 

3.9.1 Thermocouples 

All thermocouples installed in the receiver were type K (chromel-alumel), 

sheathed thermocouples. Host of the thermocouples were the ungrounded type. 

however grounded thermocouples were used to achieve quicker response for 

measuring inlet and outlet salt temperatures of each control zone. The 
ungrounded thermocouples employed weld pads which were attached to the 

outside of the pipin& or back side of the receiver panel by spot welding. 

Those were used for ,,, ·;,itoring panel temperatures and control of heat trace. 

The grounded thermocouples were installed in the salt flow, passing through 

a compression fitting in the pipe wall. 

3.9.2 Pressure Gales 

Three absolute pressure transmitters and six differential pressure 

transmitters are used in the receiver. The transmitters sense pressure 

and.generate a 4-20 milliamp (rnA) electrical signal proportional to the 

pressure range for which the transmitter is calibrated for the Network 90 

control system. 



Twenty-four-vo1t de power is supplied by the control system. One ·of the 

differential transmitters is used to measure the pressure drop in the Foster 

Wheeler panel. The others are used as level and flow sensors, which will be 

discussed later. Absolute pressure transmitters are located at the inlet of 

each flow control zone (downstream from the control valves) and at the top 

of the cold surge tank. 

To sense salt pressure, all of the transmitters except the surge tank 

pressure transmitter employ remote seals consisting of a thin stainless 

steel diaphragm. Salt pressure is transferred to a high temperature 

silicone oil (sy1therm) across this diaphragm. The transmitter senses the 

oil pressure at the end of a capillary tube connecting it to the oil side of 

the diaphragm. Figure 3.9.2 illustrates a typical differential pressure 

transmitter. The cold surge tank pressure transmitter is connected to the 

air space in the tank, and thus no isolation diaphragm is used. 

FIGURE 3.9.2 


PRESSURE TRANSMITTER WITH REMOTE SEALS 


LOW SIDE 

HIGH SIDE 

CAPPILLARY 
TUBING 
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3.9.3 

Two types of flux gages weere used 1.n the receiver; air cooled aoo water 

cooled. These are illwn:rated in 3.9.3. The gages geMrate oil 

millivolt signal proportional to the flux incident cn their 

The gage factor for each gage was detenliliMd by 
each one in the solar furnace Ilt the CRTF. The sIMll diameter ex.tended 

of each gage is designed to extend through the receiver betwtlum tubes. 

FIGURE 3.9.3 

SOLAR. n..ux GAGES 

COPPER 
CONDUCTOR 

SENSOR 
TIP 

FINNED 
HEAT SINK 

(A) AIR COOLED 

COOLING 
WATER TUBES 

SENSOR 
TIP 

(B) WATER COOLED 

3.9.4 Flowmeten 

Venturi type flow meters were installed in the riser line upstream of the 

cold surge tank and in each flow control zone inlet. The venturis, shown in 

Figure 3.9.4. were installed in vertical piping runs to allow for drainage. 



They were fabricated of stainless steel,and sized to produce a nominal 

differential pressure of 200 inches of water at full flow. 

such as those shown in Figure 3.9.2 were used to sense the differential 

pressure signal, and produce a 4-20 mA signal for the Network 90; A 

software zero offset calibration as configured into the Net-90 to allow 

correction for the static head of salt in the gage (since it was oriented 

vertically), and for drift. 

FIGURE 3.9.4 


SALT FLOW METER VENTURI 


PRESSURE 
TAPS 

3.9.5 Displacement Gases 

The displacement gages employed a fine cable wrapped around a spring loaded 

drum. As the cable moved in and out of the gage. the drum turnod a 

precision potentiameter. The gage included the appropriate circuitry to 

generate a 4 to 20 mA signal for the Net-90 proportional to the extension of 

the cable. These gages were connected to several panel lower headers to 

measure the thermal growth of the panels, and to several tubes to measure 

their horizontal movement. 



3.9.6 

Two types of strain gages, resistance and 

locations on panel 3-west (the Foster Wheeler 

were connected to a bridge circuit and 

, were used in various 

nw resililtanee g&ges 

a in the millivolt 

range. The capacitance gages were connected to an 

created .Ii Signal in the 0 to 10 volt de range. Neither V,UII 

compatible with standard Network 90 in the control syst". !lAO 

were recorded on a digital strip chart: recorder. 

3.10 

The receiver structure willa largely shop fabricated to fIlei.Htate Held 

erection of the receiver hardwa:re. 

The major substructure servos as & shopping fixture for the receiver module 

oontaining the panels. cavity atructurlll, vent and drain piping, and valvea. 

The receiver module is shown in Figure 4.1.5. Two smaller structures 

consisting of columns and bracing were also fabricated and eventually 

supported field·installed hardware such as the tanks, piping, roof and 

grating. The welded structures were erected on Ii steel foundet:l.on of the 

lifting IIIOdule in the CRTF tower. Interconnecting members and bolted 

connections, field installed, complete the structure. A sheet fMltal 

.molosure and roof were installed to protect the receiver components frOl!l 

the envirofllllent. 

The various levels of the receiver are accessible using a caged ladder. The 

structure is constructed of A36 carbon steel using standard rolled shapes. 

Design and fabrication are in accordance with AISC Code, eighth edition. 

Design loads are discussed in Section 3.2. 



SICTION4 

P. Reed - Babcock & Wilcox Corp. 
G. Riley - McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Corp. 

4.1 $bop Fabrication 

Receiver components requiring shop fabrication include the panels, .urge 

tanks, and door. The majority of piping and structural steel was also shop 

fabricated to facilitate receiver erection. The largest single component to 

be shop fabricated is the receiver module which contained the panels, cavity 

structure, and panel vent and drain piping and valves. The 8&W pana1. and 

the receiver module were fabricated at Hydro Dyne in Massi10n, Ohio. The 
.urge tank., door, and the balance of structural steel were fabricated at 

Bi-Con Services in Cambridge, Ohio. 

4.1.1 Fabrication of the Babcopk &Wilcox Panel' 

The receiver panels were fabricated in accordance with the ASME Pressure 

Vessel Code Section I, (Power BOilers). Non-destructive examination of the 

panel welds was in accordance with ASME Section V with additional 

requirements identified by the B&W drawings. 

The receiver panels were fabricated in 2-pass units (subpane1s) consisting 

of one common header at the top and two headers at the lower end. The 

subpane1s were then assembled into either 4-pass or 6-pass panel assemblies. 

With the buckstays positioned on the subpane1s, the tube clips and 

instrumentation attachments were welded to the panel back surface. Welding 

was manual using tungsten inert gas. 



Panel welding was cOlutidered a critical proc••• a.t f.hdeaUom 

Because of 1:he ~r of welds aM cancera over to thin
wall tubing, edditlonal ~ noli:1lla1 

requirements of ASK! Section to emNre weld 
included the subRittal of tube butt welds aM tube attechiMnt welds 

to MW for detailed elit&llllinat:1on and a 
of all panel welds, The receiver to 
510 psig (1.5 UIIMS the operating Wling dUd.nenUna 

vater. Pnssura was h.ld for a sufficient. ~unt of 1:.1.. to Ii11 

pressure bounder}' IiIInd attachiMnt welds. for bak... Thue l(lj&ks wn 

detected at tube to h••der connections, and re-hydrotuted. 

During field exection of the receiver. the .,st.. was hydxoteated 
dx pinhole l.ak. at various tube attachiMnt welda. lewn... 
were not di.covered earlier beea~. the leak. wre small, not 

immediatdy W&t.u. and the hydrotut tl.. va. lneufficitmt to detect 

this alae of a leak. The field hyarote.t val moro thor~ ~ off.rod 

bettlllJ:' condidonA for inspection. 

Additional pinhole leaks Vflre dhcovered through an air tut. A hdium le.k 

check vaa also although no nflw leaks were detected. A total of 

twenty four leaka vere discovered involvinl the 3&W and FW cavity 
The leaks were by grinding the defecta and replacing tl~ weld 

filler metal. The vere checked vith an air teat and a final 

hydrotut. 

The leaks werl! the direct result of burn caused by 

withdrawal of a weld torch. The nature of the tube leak is illustrated in 

Figure 4.1.1, Proper welding technique requires a downslope of current 

before removing the weld torch to prevent a build-up of heat that 

weld quality. 



FIGURE 4.1.1 

PINHOLE LEAK RESULTING FROM BURN-THROUGH 


PINHOLE 

BURN-THROUGH 
(MELT-THROUGH) 

An automated welding process is recommended for a commercial size panel. 

Automated welding offers better control over heat input to the welds, 

repeatability, and potential cost savings. 

The gas leak test was effective in identifying all defects and their precise 

locations. Also known as the "soap bubble test," the gas leak test is easy 

and inexpensive to perform. This test is recommended for commercial 

receiver designs to ensure weld integrity. 

Excessive heat generated from the tube to header connection welds created 

unacceptable panel distortion particularly in the safe-end region. To 

minimize heat build-up, these welds were constructed incrementally with the 

headers and receiver tubes clamped in position. Weld distortion is a 

fabrication concern to a commercial size panel, although a larger panel 

would be less susceptable to this type of distortion. 



The sbe and .....1........."""'. of the t.ube indentatlcme are crlUcal t:o 

the flux PI1111's. It of in&mt:at:iou in eube. 
opening in the wall for the flux pae Mnsor. The receiver tube. wen 

indented prior to and"lIl bas.ed cn of the 

indentations. Upon co.pletion cf the velds. uny of the tube 

indentations were dbcovered to he out of tolerance. A rl(\e~d 

approach, cf tube indent...tiona, h to eoo~truct 

the tube indentationa to 

the tubes away from the and the secOM tube nlaUvQ to the 

indentation of the first tube, The pcsition of the gage support 11 then 

baaed on the actual indented opening. 

4.1.2 

Foater Wheeler fabricated two wing pan.b and one nar for the lIohr 

central receiver. Thes. three wen fabric:at:&d &nd 

te.ted in iMlvidual module. to and 

instdlation. 4.1.2 showl the for the 

panel and rear supplied by Foster Wheeler frolll the plant at Dansville. 

New York. 
FIGtJ'ilE 4.1. 2 


PANEL CONFIGURATIONS 




The panels were made of individual tubes welded to the top and bQttom 

headers at each end of the panels. The tubes were supported from the back 

by a series of tube clips attached to independent tube support assemblies. 

Panels were hung in place of support lugs welded to the top header. 

The wing panels were made using 304 stainless steel material for the tubes, 

headers, tube end stubs, socko1et couplings and tube clips. The rear panel 

tubes were lncoloy 800 material. and the headers. tube end stubs. socko1et 

couplings and tube clips were made from 304 stainless steel material. 

Instrumentation attachment parts for all panels were made from 304 stainless 

steel material. Tube support assemblies, support beam and shipping frames 

were made from carbon steel material. 

The tubes were bent to the various configurations required for each panel 

tube. In parallel with the tube bending operation, the top and bottom 

headers' subassemblies were made. 

The header subassemblies included standard-wall thickness stainless steel 

pipe. flat end covers, support lugs and hold back lugs. The pipe was cut to 

length; the ends were beveled. holes drilled for tube and sockolet coupling 

attachment and the thick walled tube stubs were attached and drilled. The 

flat end covers and divider baffles were machined from round stainless steel 

bar. 

Each header was assembled with divider baffles and sockolet couplings 

manually welded in place. The bent tubes were fit up tangent to tangent and 

welded to the headers. After all tubes were welded, the flat end covers 

were installed and welded to the headers. Support lugs and hold back lugs 

were attached after all welding of the pressure parts had been completed. 

All pressure welds were dye-penetrant inspected at the root pass and final 

weld pass. A typic•.l detail for a rear panel header is shown in Figure 

4.1.3. 
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IlEAl. PARI. ~ 


FLAT lEND 
COVER 

DMDIRIA"U 

SUPPOftT 


LUG 

VIEW B-1 

The tube cu.ps were then welded to each of the tubes at the duignated 

locations. After installation of all tube clips, the tu~ 

support anembly was installed and adjusted. A typical tube clip and rear 

panel support are shown in detail Figure 4.1.4. At this point. the parts 

for the displacement gauge attachment and flux gauge attachment were welded 

to the back of the tube panels. The completed panels were hydrostatically 

shop tested, drained and shipped to Babcock & Yilcox in Ohio for 

installation in the receiver module. 



FIGURE 4. 1. 4 

TUBE CLIP & REAR PANEL SUPPORT 

4.1.3 Receiyer Module Fabrication 

The receiver panels and immediate piping and valves were shop assembled into 

a single shippable component called the Receiver Module. The Receiver 

Module would facilitate field installation of the receiver system and permit 

a shop hydrotest of the receiver panels. A welded steel frame was 

constructed to house the receiver panels, header inter-connecting piping, 

panel vent and drain piping and valves, cavity enclosure, panel hangers, and 

the door drive mechanism. The shipping frame would later serve as part of 

the main support structure. The Receiver Module is shown in Figure 4.1.5. 



FlGUlt'! 4.1.5 


RECEIVER. KOOOLE 




The Receiver Module was fabricated in accordance to the following codes: 

ASME Power Boiler Code Section I (pressure boundary), AISCCode (structural 

steel), AWS Dl.l (welding), and ASME Section V (inspection). The Receiver 

Module was hydrotested at 510 psig and Code stamped to ASME Section I. 

The structure and pressure components were fabricated in parallel. Due to 

its size, the structure was constructed on its backside (the approximate 

size being 3.7 m (12 ft) width by 3.4 m (11 ft) depth by 11.6 m (38 ft) 

height. The cavity enclosure was constructed within the framework of steel 

and prior to panel installation thereby reducing potential for damaging the 

receiver tubes. The wing panels (supplied by Foster Wheeler) were installed 

from the top (aperture side), and lateral support pads welded to the 

structure. The cavity panels were .installed horizontally and entering the 

cavi ty through the open cavity floor. The panels were then aligned using 

the bolted connections of the roller guide plates (B&W panels). With the 

vent and drain headers and valves positioned within the receiver module, 

inter- connection piping was installed completing Receiver Module 

fabricating. Temporary supports wers installed to protect the receiver 

components during shipping including adjustable nylon straps that supported 

the panels and inter-connecting piping. Shipment to the CRTF was by truck. 

Other shop assembly at the receiver panels did not succeed in satisfying the 

specified 0.32 cm (0.13 inch) maximum clearance between panels. Because of 

the horizontal position of the Receiver Module, the process of aligning the 

panels was cumbersome. Realizing that field adjustment of the panels would 

probably be necessary following erection, panel gaps exceeding the specified 

limit were accepted. Panel adjustment is discussed in Section 4.2. 

4.1.4 Tanks,Door & Structure Fabrication 

Shop fabricated receiver components included the surge tanks, receiver door 

and tracks, and two structural steel assemblies. In support of the receiver 

erection schedule, these components were fabricated in parallel to the 

receiver module. 



The surge tanks were fabricated in to II.SU Saetion Vin Dhbion 

I , Pressure Vessel Code. and in aeeordance t@ ASME Section 

Preuure boundary welding ineh:.ded a seaa weld in the eben, head to sbell 
circumferential 

welds are full penetration. Velds were inspected 'ruling spot 

examination and visual examination. The cold tank was shop hydrote.ted to 

5537 kPa (803 psig). The hot tank was hydrate.ted to 827 kla (120 

The receiver door and tanks were fabricated in accordance to American 

Institute of Steel CONltruetion (AISC) Code. Each door lIIIection va. 
constructed on large tables that. served as: a reference plane. A aurveyo1:'ll 

transit WIUI used to level the tables and auure that thfl dbllendonal 

requirements of the door had been met. The <U.lN!nlldoM betweem door rollu 

connections are critical to door operation. hcause of the welded 

construction of the doors, a toleran<:e was impoud on thb dl!1Wi1ndon. The 

door of & commerc1aloscale receiver would be condderably larger and requln 

some lIuums of adjusting roller or track p(),I!lit:l.on. 

Receiver door accessories include tracks and seal support brackets. Door 

tracks were fabricated from four A36 structural angles. 2.86 em (1.13 inch) 

slots were machined into one leg outlining the path of door travel. Seal 

brackets were constructed of 0.32 em (0.125 inch) carbon steel A 

bolted connection between the bracket and door was necessary for attaching 

the seal. The brackets were shipped loose And installed at the site. 

In addition to the structure of the receiver module, two structural steel 

assemblies were shop fabricated to form the suports for the working levels 

behind the receiver panels. Structural steel was fabricated in accordance 

to AISC Code. Each assembly consisted of three columns joined by diagonal 

bracing and platform support members. A caged ladder was constructed and 

attached to the' steel framework of the one assembly. Pre-fabricated 

structural steel also included surge tank support steel and inter.connecting 

support members with bolted end connections. These members were for field 

installation to connect the support assemblies and module. 
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4.2 field Erection 

Field erection of 
integrated effort between Babcoct&Wilcox 
Two Babcock. & Wilcox resident engineers unaged 
and directed site work of contractors. CRTF nr'~VJ'UM.U 
the receiver and provided overall 
Contractors involved with the receiver erection include electrical. 

mechanical. and insulation. 

The erection phase began late in September 1985, with the placement of the 
receiver module in the CRTF tower. Long lead matedais were ordered early 
in support of the erection schedule and included valves. a refurbished boost 
pump. and a Network 90 control system. The majority of construction 
activity was performed at ground level. The installed receiver was moved to 
the 'tower top in July 1986. At this time, final connections were made and 
a checkout of h.at trace and Network 90 controls performed. In parallel to 
receiver installation. the supporting subsystems were pr.pared for 
operation. These subsystems are thermal storage system (TSS) , steam 
generator system (SGS) , heat rejection and feedwater system (HaPS). 

collector field system (CrS), and master control system (MCS). Operational 
checkout of the receiver began with cold salt flow in September 1986. 

Schedule 

An erection plan was developed as a joint effort between Babcock & Wilcox 
and Sandia National Laboratories to identify critical construction 
activities and predict overall installation time. The plan was refined 
using computer scheduling software based on the critical path method (CPM). 
Activities were identified and span time. estimated relyingheavllyon input 
from CRTF. Material delivery dates were obtained from vendors., As 
construction progressed, the schedule was updated to reflect completed work. 
The critical construction activities were pIping installation, heattiacing, 
insulation,andpre,.operationalcheckout of heat trace and controls: 



The USe of a computer 

updating the schedule to 

and determine manpower 

necessary near the end of the conatruetion 

receiver checkout and start 

process manpower l1aited. 

critical &ctivities 
&Chedule bec_ 

when the combined t::Aaks of 

Measures taken to ensure during MSS/CTE construction inelude 
Itatulil meetings, 

checkout. and written nroeaaur•• 

status conducted at CRTF, were effective in 

construction and schedule conflicts, in aided the 

to-day planning. The were attemded <Ii1vf!ryooo involved wU:h 
the receiver construction lnduding CRTF 
techniehnlil, o!lUld contractors. da11y 8tatuII! 

are rEilcol1llHnd&d between the responsible construction personnel and 

contractors. 

reviews were conducted prior to receiver erection to 

problem areas. 

and were attended by the 

review team of selected 

The reviews were internal to Babcock and Wilcox 

and project and iii. 

and expertise. 

Receiver hardware was inspected upon delivery to verify that the correct 

materials and quantities were sent and free of A complete file of 

hardware specification documents, and copies of the purchase orders were 

maintained at the site for this purpose. Special attention was given to the 

purchase of stainless steel piping regarding carbon content. Low carbon 

stainless steel is used by industry and therefore easy to obtain. 

Because the high operating temperature of the receiver exceeds lOOO"F. the 

Code requires the use of high carbon stainless steel. To avoid 

accidental substitution of the low carbon stainless steel, this requirement 



was emphasized to the piping vendor. Upon delivery, material certifications 

were reviewed. 

Equipment failures often occur during initial operation and result in 

schedule delays. To thwart these delays, early checkout of equipment was 

0mphasized. A water test of the boost pump was performed at the vendors 

shop and was witnessed by engineers from Babcock & Wilcox and Sandia 

National Laboratories. The pump was also operated following installation at 

CaTF to verify pump performance in its operating environment. Although the 

pump water test was accepted, problems surfaced later during the initial 

operation at caTr which involved an undersized keyway on the pump shaft and 
pump impeller vibration. Vendor involvement was necessary to diagnose the 

problems. The problems necessitated pump removal, disassembly, re-machining 
the keyway and replacement o£ the pump impeller. The early checkout of the 
pump permitted timely repair of the pump. 

Vendor presence is recommended during installation of equipment, where fit~ 

up or assembly is critical, and initial operation to verify perlormance. 

Additionally. a warranty should be obtained that covers initial operation of 

critical equipment such as pumps, valves and instrumentation. During 

MSS/CTE construction, many warranties had expired before the equipment was 
operated. 

Procedures were prepared to control. the installation of many receiver 

components. Written procedures are rl!commended fc~ the installation of 

hardware such as heat trace. insulation. receiver paint. door, and 

instrumentation, where receiver performance depends on the method to which 

the hardware was installed. The procedures should be reviewed prior to 

equipment installation. 

4.2.1 Module Placement and Structural Assembly 

The receiver module placement is shown in Figure 4.2.1. The receiver module 

was placed on a foundation of steel beams bolted to the tower's lifting 

module. The backend structural frames and connecting members were erected 

using the hoist cranes located within the tower. Selected structural 



_lIIheu were not:. ereeted allwins the .urla ~ 'to' ~ lwered 

into position. Access Irating and handrail were lnatalled ~ifil the 

receiver safe. It. lO-tou capacity articulating eraDS well welded to tM roof 

steel. 

the crana was derated to a two, - ton capacity. the crane vas 

installed pri_rily for use on top of eM tOYer. tM craM was "MC 

extElnalvely Co,Mtruction. To, protect tbe receiver compoMnts, a 

steel plate roof was laid and qeal welded to tM of the receiver. To 

avoid the possibility of damaling heat tra~e cable all structural welding 

to heat trace inatallation. 

FlcmtE 4.2.1 


RECEIVER MODUl..E DICTION 




Pand Ali p1IM!nt 

The receiver panels were aligned following erection of the receiver module 
while the panels were easily accessible. Panal alignment was accomplished 

by adjustment of the panel lateral supports to obtain a uniform absorber 

surface geometry and provide adequate clearances for thermal expansion. 
Several gaps remained in the receiver following adjustment that exceeded the 

specified limit of 0.125 inch. 

The largest gaps existed between panel assemblies and were the result of 
shop welded header piping which restrained adjacent passes. Because the lap 
size was not great enough to impact receiver operation or performance. the 

tube clearance requirement was relaxed to accept the as-built condition of 
the receiver. A similar procedure would be used to align the panels of a 
commercial receiver. The panels would be aligned following erection and 

prior to installation of inter-connecting piping. 

The receiver panels were painted at CRTF with Pyromark 2500 which is a flat 

black paint designed to improve the absorptivity of the receiVer. Because 

the receiver tubes were in the as-drawn condition. the surface was roughened 
by sandblasting using a 60 mesh garnet abrasive and wiped with 

trichlorethane to prepare the surface for painting. Three coats of pyromark 

paint were applied by spraying and cured according to the manufacturers 

recommended procedure. The curing process involved initial air drying at 
ambient temperature for a minimum of 18 hours. Usi", the electric heaters 

in the cavity, the panels .were then heated to 250°F for a two hour period. 

The temperature was increased to 4S0°F at a rate not exceeding 3.S·F/min. 

and held for a period of one hour. Final paint vitrification was 
accomplished by heating the receiver to 1000°F and holding for a minimum of 
10 minutes. 

An inspection of the paint following the low temperature cure revealed that 

the paint surface was extensively crazed-cracked and exhibited poor adhesion 

in many areas. Evaluation of the painted surface indicated that the crazing 



was the result thicknel!ls. Thre@ eoats 

applied in the The was lC rMlliO'ved 

wire wh€uI·l brush and hand-s.and.ed The reeeher 

painted with one coat of thickneu of 0.0:001 

inches. Thickness measurements of indicated that: th<l! 

dry film 

inches. • the p<llnt coverage on the :r~.lv.r 

with no thin are&8 obvious. Based on tftel'£El: rllilults. the C04'lt of 

A pdnt should be for: /I, cOIIIMrdd ncdver which 

controls of Th. should be t •• t&d to determine 

th. ratio of the dry fUR th:l.eknus. 

Commercial Ibe would be and cured in a controlled 

environment sueh IfUI a furnaclt. 

4.2.2 

ncdver module, "urge tanks, and tower piping. Connections to th. receiver 

module consist of inlet, outlet vent and drain header nozzles. The 

tower r15er. downcomer, And drain piping was modified above the top of the 

tower to IiICCliipt the HSS/C'I'E receiver piping confiluration. Bolted flanged 

connections were used at the recdver/tower interface to facilitate final 

connection of the receiver to the 

Piping was fabricated and installed by a local contractor, Gardner-Zemke. 

The piping was specified on the drawings of Babcock & Wilcox. Material 

procurement was conducted at CRIF by Babcock &. Wilcox resident engineers. 

Pipe material included AI06 carbon steel used in the low temperature line 

(6S0°F) and 316 stainless steel used in the high temperature lines (107S0F). 

Piipe welding and inspection was in accordance to ANSI B31.1 Code. 

inspection was performed by a local independent test lab and consisted of 

100 percent radiographic examination of all stainless steel pipe welds equal 

to or greater than two inches in diameter. 
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The majority of piping which included valve bodies, flow venturia, and 

instrumentation connections was shop fabricated and delivered to the site in 

spool pIeces. The spool pieces were then welded into place and temporarily 

supported with wooden blocks. Rigid calcium silicate pipe supports were 

later installed by CRTF personnel subsequent to heat tracing. 

The receiver system was hydrotested at 1-1/2 times operating pressure. The 

receiver is vented in operation; therefore, to hydrotest the piping, the 

receiver discharge lines were temporarily capped isolating the hot surge 

tank from the system. Because of the higher design pressure of the 

receiver, cold surge tank, and supply piping, a second hydrotast was 

required upstream of the receiver control valves. The entire pressure 

boundary was thoroughly inspected during the field hydrotast. Numerous 

pinhola leaks were discovered on the backside of the receiver panels 

involving tube attachment welds. 

A detailed inspection or the receiver panels followed to determine the 

extent of the tube leaks. The weld defects were field repaired and the 

mystem re-hydrotested. The receiver tube leaks are discussed further in 

Section 4.1.1. 

4.2.3 Instrumentation 

All receiver instrumentation was field installed to minimize the potential 

for accidental damage. The majority of instrumentation was procured by 

Babcock & Wilcox and installed by CRTF technicians. This instrumentation 

includes receiver and heat trace control thermocouples, heat flux gages, 

displa,cement gages, valve and door limit switches, and flow/level/pressure 

transmitters. Foster Wheeler procured and installed the thermocouples and 

strain gages on the panels they supplied (refer to subsection 2.1. 2). 

Wireways and signal cabinets were installed by an electrical contractor 

under' the direction of Babcock & Wilcox engineers and CRTF technicians. 

Signal wiring was routed behind the receiver and to the junction boxes in 

the module gallery. Electrical schematics were developed at CRTF to define 

the routing of signal wiring and identify terminations. The schematics were 
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alao \.uu~fu1 later 1n. chee~t of f:ba .twclrk 90 o~t:ftb to tI"OUibl."ot the 

aystem. PreliUntte tl'annUtte.l's and heat nUll laae,. 'IN!:'. eallbt'a1:ed 

at CRTr prior eo in.stallation. 

A Network 90 distributed proeess contl,'ol .,.t.. vu 1nstaUed tM 

receiver construction which replacfMi the beon controls ~d in 

previous teata.. The controls hardware included three Proc.SIlI Control Un1U 

(FeU) • 3 Interface \mit (tIll). and three Interface Units 

(OIU) And WIla dud to control and I'IlOnltor the five at a:fr. 
Installation of the reoeiver control 18 de.cribed in Section •. 3. 

A pre-operational checkout of receiver ~ontrol. aM instrumentation WA.I 

perforlHd after the receiver VA. moved to the top of the tow%:' and find 

connection ude. Th. specific checks perfol'lUd are described in sWlection 

4.3.4. 

4.2.4 

The heaten installed in the receiver include lIineral in!liulaud cable. strip 

heaten, and band heaten. The mineral insulated cable (HI cable) was 

applied to all piping, receiver headen, and Slife ends. Strip or cartridge 

type heaters were applied to the flanges of the pressure transmitter 

connections. Radiant heaters Vere later installed in the cavity floor 

during operational testing consisting of oven heater elements. 

The heaters were installed by the CRTr technicians and in accordance to 

Babcock &Wilcox drawings. Power viring and the power relay cabinets were 

installed by the electrical contractor. 

The HI cable was supplied by Pyrotenax (Pyrotenax USA inc., 35 Washington 

St., Perth Amboy, NJ 08861) and purchased in bulk. The cable arrived at the 

site in coils with the ,tCl'tal length and power density specified. Upon 

installation, Pyrotenax vas contacted to terminate the cable. 

The heaters wereThe strip and band heaters were supplied by Chromalox. 

readily available and installation was straightforward. The Chromalox strip 
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heaters were easily adaptable to the small flat surfaces of the Nupro valve 

body (Nupro Company, 4800 E. 345th St., Willoughby, OH 44094). Considering 
the 1aq~e number of valves employed by the receiver, the strip heater 

grea.tly simplified the task of "heat tracing" the valves. Band heaters were 
specified for a.ll transmitter connections to provide a uniform heating of 

the transmitter diaphragm. 

The power relay cabinets were fabricated at a local electrical supply shop. 

Four cabinets were required by the many heat trace zones of the receiver. 

Each cabinet was located within the receiver structure at an elevation 

corasillltElnt with the heat trace zone. which it serviced. 

Heat trace control was accomplished by the existing Acurlx control system. 
Due to the limited number of control zones available within the Acurex, and 

the need to heat the transmitters individually, temperature controllers were 

used for each transmitter. 

The task of heat tracing the receiver demanded three months of heater 

installation and checkout. The receiver system, with its exten.iva network 

of piping and valves, required 67 heater control zonel (35 with HI cable and 

32 with strip heaters), exceeding the requirements of any previous 

experiment. The original design used 57 heater zones. The additional zones 

were applied to the riser, downcomer, overflow piping, Foster Wheeler panel, 

lower header and safe end, and the pressure transmitter.. Drawing. were 

developed by Babock &Wilcox which specified heater size and configuration. 

Each HI cable was custom bent using a 1/4-inch tube bender and attached to 
the piping with metal banding straps. All structural and piping was 

completed prior to heat trace installation to avoid the pos.ibility of 

damaging the sensitive HI cable with weld splatter. 

Strip heaters were attached to either side of the Nupro valve bodies using 

bolted connections. Uniformly spaced on the tank surfaces, these strip 

heaters were attached using stainless steel shim stock. Shim stock, 3 mils 

thick, was capacitance-discharge welded to all components heat traced 
isolating the heaters from the insulation. The heaters would otherwise 

overheat as the insulation would impede heat transfer to the salt containing 
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where the heat trace cable the insulation. 

installations are. in Figure 4.2.2 4.2.4. 

FIGURE 4.2.2 
RECEIVER HEAT TRACE 



FIGURE 4.2.3 

HEADER HEAT TRACE 




FIGtlI..& 4.2.4 


PANEL SAn !lm HEAT DACE 




MI cable was field terminated by two Pyrotenax techni,cians. The task 

involved the fabrication of a hot-to-cold junction which joined a five foot 

length of cold lead cable to each end of the heater cable. The hot-to-cold 

junction consists of brazed connections joining the cable wires and 

sheathing of the two cables. The brazed connection joining the cable 

sheathing required a stainless steei fitting. Strip heaters were terminated 

using mechanical connections, and ceramic insulator beads were installed 011 

the nichrome wire leads. 

Each MI cable installed was tested.and actual power density documented. 

Checks included megger and continuity to verify that the cable had not been 

damaged during installation. Cable ends were then sealed with silicon to 

prevent the entry of moisture. Hot-to-cold junctions were also checked at 

the time of installation. All defective junctions were replaced and 

retested. Refore any of the receiver components were insulated, each cahle 

was powered and amperage recorded. Heat trace zones were checked under 

power for controllability as they were in·sulated. Checkout continued until 

all zones were operating properly and were capable of mainta1.ning 

temperature. 

Various heat traCe failures occurred d~ring checkout of the heat trace 

system. Although three hot-to-cold junctions failed during initial 

operation, only one had failed after several months of operation. Many 

juncticns, however, were rejected during installation which was attributed 

to the difficulty in field terminating the cable. Shop terminations 'are 

recommended to improve the quality of the connection and reduce the 

potential for failure. 

Chromalox strip heaters originally had brazed terminations. Extensive 

failures occurred during initial checkout resulting from poor connections:. 

Replacement heaters were installed using mechanical connections. 

Four Chromalox strip heaters failed due to salt leakage at the control 

valves. The leakage was corrected and new heaters were positioned on the 

v,.!lve bodies to avoid contact with salt, should any future leak develop. 
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The original heaters specified for the tr&nUliitteTs were Cal I.od heaten. 


These heater were with band heaters to 


heating of the transmitter diaphragm. 


Numerous pressure transmitters were !1aI~g,e<1 frOfB overheating of the 

oil in the capillaries of the transmitters. An attempt to maintain 

temperature uSing available variacs control) was unsuccessful. 

Individual temperature controllers were then added to each transmitter 

heater zone controlling diaphragm temperature between SlOor and 520·F. The 

transmitter supplier. Rosemont. recOfBIIlended that the temperature not exeeed 

600· F. Consideration should be given to the use of transmitters with higher 

temperature capillary fluids such as "HAK.n 

Many of the safe end heaters Were incapable of maintaining temperature. 

Heaters were installed on the headers and the receiver tubes where the tube 

bends converge into the plane of the panel. Tube bends received heat via 

conduction. Insulation WAS modified as necessary to improve the condition. 

In the ca•• of the Foster Wheeler lower header. insulation was removed and 

strip heaters were installed to create an oven effect, the large tube bends 

heated radiatively. The oven heater arrangement was effective in heating 

the safe end tubes and is recommended in future designs. 

Heater replacement was a major effort requiring th~ removal of insulation 

and shim stock, and in the case of KI cable. new terminations. Heat trace 

failure, usually results in operational delays. Redundant heaters provide 

some relief but are costly to the heat trace system. Because of the variety 

of heater sizes used, an inventory of spare heaters and parts was not 

practical to maintain. Additionally, terminating the KI cable requires 

.special. skill. Future heat trace systems should include some provision for 

heater replacement. Heater elements with mechanical connections are 

recommended for difficult areas such as the header-safe end region of the 

receiver; Compact heater elements using mechanical connections should be 

used to the maximum extent in future electrical heat heat trace systems to 

prOlllOte uniformity of hardware and improve serviceability. 
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Heat trace drawings should contain all necessary information to. install 

test the heat trace. The location of junction boxes,wireways, and 

cabinets should be noted on the drawings. In difficult applications, a· 

description of the cable routing would be helpful tominimiz0 the potential 

for damaging the cable. 

Redundant protection of individual heaters should be considered to prevent 

overheating in the event of a failure of a primary controller. 

4.2.5 Insulation 

An insulation contractor installed the majority of the receiver insulation. 

Kaowool blanket insulation was used extensively throughout the receiver and 

was applied in two- inch thick layers, with exception to small pipe sizes 

using one-inch blanket. Insulation was attached to the door, cavity, and 

panels using standard stainless steel pin studs and washers. Piping was 

wrapped and the insulation secured with wire ties. The insulation was 

protected from the environment by the ribbed metal siding that enclosed the 

receiver structure. Exposed piping was encased with aluminum jacketing. 

The face of the receiver cavity (surrounding the aperture) was covered with 

two-inch insulation board. Super-rigidized HS board, supplied by Babcock & 
Wilcox was selected for the test r~ceiver. Bolted connections were 

countersunk and covered with refractory cement. For additional protection, 

the surface was covered with an insulation coating. The receiver cavity and 

aperture is shown in Figure 4.2.5. 



FIGURE 4.2.5 


RECEIVER CAVITY 




Calcium Silicate molded pipe insulation was used at pipe supports. In many 

of the supports, insulation and pipe clamps required some modification to 

improve fit-up. Pre-fabricated pipe supports are recommended for future 

designs offering simple installation. 

Insulation details were provided on Babcock &Wilcox construction drawings. 

The drawings were revised as necessary to show the actual construction. 

4.2.6 Electrical 

Electrical construction consists of installation of power wiring and 

control/instrumentation or signed wiring. An electrical contractor was 

responsible for the installation of electric power wiring and assisted CRTF 

technicians with the installation of signal wiring. The electricians were 

licensed and certified per the latest National Electrical Code. 

Power wiring was required for receiver heat trace, door motor, flux gage 

cooling system, ventilation fan and interior lighting. Electrical hardware 

installed by the electricians include conduit, wireways, power relay 

cabinet, junction boxes and the motor control center for the boost pump. 

Conduit and wireways were field routed and supported from the receiver 

structure. Heat trace lead cables were terminated into junction boxes 

located behind the receiver panels, above and below the receiver cavity. 

The heat trace cable and the wireways in these areas reduced accessibility 

to the receiver considerably. 

Signal wiring was required for control of heat trace, receiver valve and 

door, and instrumentation. Network 90 control wiring was routed to the 

process control module (PCM) located in the gallery below the receiver. 

Heat trace control wiring was routed to the Acurex scanner also in the 

gallery. Electrical schematics were developed and maintained at CRTF for 

the purpose of routing and terminating control wiring. Checkout of the 

electrical hardware was performed by CRTF technicians and in conjunction 

with checkout of the receiver heat trace and control systems. Modifications 

to the control wiring were documented in the receiver control electrical 

drawing. 



4.2.1 

4.3 

The receiver door vas installed in the construction 

sufficient time for checkout and '!'ile tower cranes were WIled to 

erect the door and tracks. Insulation and seals were installed to 

erection. A surveyors transit vas to level and each track. 

Door level and elevationsl turnbu.ckles 

located at each door support and attached to the drive chain. This 

ustment was critical to door Initial of the door 
was a handwheel attach@d to the gear reducer. Power 

and automatic control was installed mechtmical checkout of 

the door. 

Probbms encountered 4liirection that modification includ. the 

door seal and the door rollers. The modifications consisted of a 

second door seal and replacing the original rollers with 

modifications are deseribed in Section 3.7. 

A final checkout of door operation was performed during initial receiver 

cure us:l..ng the cavity radiant heaters. The cavity was heated to 

SOO"F and the seals inspected for signs of leakage. The seals 

appeared to be effective in maintaining cavity temperatures during the paint 

cure. 

Installation of the receiver control system involved hardware, software, and 

control graphics. Also, functional check-out was part of the installation 

to ensure proper operation of the control system. The hardware, software, 

and control graphics relate specifically to the NET-90. This installation 

incluGed not only control but all other required functions to operate and 

monitor the receiver. 
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4.3.1 HArdware Instal1atign 

The hardware for the receiver control system is the process control unit 

(PCU) of the NET-90. A PCU consists of control and process I/O .modules, 

card cage, power supplies, and termination units. The hardware installation 

for the receiver PCU requir~d only integration of the module and termination 

unit, since the other hardware was already installed in the cabinet at the 

factory. Also, installation of the hardware required setting the cabinet in 

place within the receiver control module and supplying l20-volt power. 

Power is provided by an uninterruptible power supply. The control and 

process I/O modules are housed by a card cage called the module mounting 

unit (MMU) , which provides power and communication for the module. To 

achieve proper data communication, each module is assigned and installed 

with a unique address. The address is established by setting dipswitches 

located on the module. Some modules have additional dipswitches to 

establish desired options. 

The termination units provide the interface between the modules and field 

wiring and perform process I/O filtering and isolation. Dipshunts are used 

to establish the required I/O type (i.e., 4-20 milliamps, 1-5 Vdc, 24 Vdc, 

220 Vac, etc.) for each I/O point. Each termination unit has terminal 

strips for attachment of the field wiring and a cable lug for 

interconnection to the corresponding I/O module. 

The initial hardware installation consisted of setting the module'S 

dipswitches, placing the modules in the MMU, setting termination dipshunts, 

terminating field wiring, and connecting intercomponent cables. Once this 

was complete, the PCU was powered up and functional check-out was performed. 

4.3.2 Software 

The software of the control system was installed in the receiver's PCU 

hardware control modules. These are "smart" modules, which interpret and 

command I/O modules, execute control schemes, and communicate data and 



cORIlIWnds for the operator interface unit.• 

tasks are 

The software configuration vas installed the use of 1BeDW.i, prompts, ItM 

fill-in-the-blanks. Firmware like this is c~n in modern control systems 

to install custos software. This method enables standard, load 

sheets to be used for ease of prog,lrUiII3l,ng 

Installing the software for the I/O modules. is straightforward. lIIinee 

perfor. Ii known task for any installation. Consequently. their 

configuration is prestructured so that only filling in the blanks is 

necessary for the II10st part. However, the control modules are mora 

flexible, since control schemes vary from one installation to another. 

The software that implements the receiver control $cheH is installed 1n the 

multi· function controller (NFC) module. ThiR software the control 

scheme in the form of basic mathematical, logical, and 

functions. These functions, or Bailey functions, are preformatted and 

operate according to the NFC's firmware structure and progrumling defined by 

the control engineer. 

There are about 90 Bailey functions available to configure the control 

scheme, and each function is identified and configured by a unique function 

code number. Each individual function configured within an NFC is uniquely 

represented by a block number. The MFC has 2048 blocks. of which the first 

30 (0·29) are fixed blocks (system defined) and the remainder (2018) are 

user configurable. The MFC executes these blocks in sequential order from 0 

to 2047 over and over again as fast as possible. 

The methodology of software configuration for a digital controller, such as 

an MFC, is important for proper and effective closed-loop control. Since 

the MFC executes the blocks sequentially, it is imperative that the input to 

each block be defined by a previous block so that cycle-time time delays are 

eliminated. This establishes the basic control structure of first sampling 

the inputs, executing the control functions in order of solution, then 

driving the outputs. 
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The MFC performs more than closed-loop control. It performs fUnctions such 

as engineering calculations, equipment protection functions, and on/off 

controls, which are termed'non~closed-loopfunctiQns.' It was necessary to 

establish a general block structureby functionally grouping blocks so that 

additions, modifications, and trouble-shooting could be done easily and in a 

logical manner. An important consideration for block grouping, or 

configuration grouping, was that blocks 1025 thru 2047 could notbe 

configured to perform external input or output functions because of firmware 

restrictions. Consequently, the non-closed-loop functions are located in 

blocks 1025 and higher, and their corresponding I/O functions are located in 

the lower blocks, since a cycle-time time delay (0.25 seconds) was deemed 

inconsequential. 

The basic block structure that follows was initially developed according to 

the configuration methodology when the amount of I/O and closed-loop control 

was first established. 

Jll&CKS 12IUi~RIPTlmI 
o - 29 System Fixed 

30 - 249 Inputs 

250 - 799 Closed-LOOp Control 

800 - 1024 Outputs 

1025 - 2047 Other Functions 

This basic block structure was further subdivided during detailed 

development of the configuration. The effort culminated in a more inclusive 

but still general block structure, shown in Table 4-1. This table 

represents the configuration structure used to install the required detailed 

software in the MFC of the receiver. 

4.3.3 Control Graphiss 

The control graphics for the receiver were installed in the OIUs to provide 

the operator with customized control and monitoring capability. These 

custom control graphics mimic the receiver's equipment layout, geometry (2-D 



only). and 

up, on-line, and shutdown. 

A control graphics pase, displayed on the CItT. consists of static and 

dynamic items. The 5t&t.ic items are fixed descriptions, """""''', and 
component symbols. whereas the dynamic items change to tM 

process, control scheme. and inputs from the operator. These items are 

displayed in one of eight selectable colon. Any oM graphic may contain up 

to 100 dynall'lic items. All static items on a an considered 

"background. It whereas all dynamic items are considered "foreground. H 

Each of the nine control graphics installed for the receiver were initiated 

on sectioned paper. Using these paper graphics, the background WIUI entered 

first, then the foreground. Several modifications were required for each to 

achieve the desired configuration. Entering control graphics required a 

special detachable graphics keyboard, since the operator's keyboard dou not 

have the special graphics keys required. 

TABLE 4·1 

GENERAL BLOCK STRUCTURE OF SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION 

ID..QCK NUMBERS 

o • 29 
30 • 59 
60 . 156 

157 • 188 
189 • 199 
200 - 249 
250 - 349 
350 • 449 
450 • 549 
550 . 649 
650 - 79> 
800 - 824 
825 . 849 
850 - 1024 

1025 - 1099 
1100 - 1499 
1500 - 1799 
1800 - 2047 

llESCRIPTION 

Controller Fixed Blocks 
I/O for Control Interface Slaves 
Digital Input Group~ 
Analog Input Lists 
Module Bus Inputs 
Operator Inputs 
CONTROL - Analog West Zone 
CONTROL - Analog East Zone 
CONTROL . Digital West Zone 
CONTROL - Digital East Zone 
CONTROL - Spare Blocks 
EPL I/O 
Trending 
Exception Reports 
Digital Valves (Open/Close) Logic 
Calculations 
Automation Logic. 
Equipment Protection Logic (EPL) 
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4.3.4 Functional Check-Qut 

Once the control system was installed, functional check-out was performed to 

ensure proper operation of the control system before the receiver was 

tested. The functional check-out of the hardware installation consisted of 

verifying that the I/O modules were operating correctly and the input values 

and output signals Were proper. This check-out was very involved, because 

it is time consuming to achieve the goal of ensuring complete functional 

operation of the hardware. 

The functional check-out of the software consisted of verifying that the 

conversion to engineering units was proper and that the control and 

equipment protection logic functioned properly. This was performed by 

simulating inputs, then verifying outputs and actions that are taken 

automatically. In particular, the functionality of the temperature control 

algorithm was verified by configuring a simple thermodynamic model of the 

receiver within the controller module, then interfacing the model to the 

algorithm. This particular check-out was instrumental in discovering and 

resolving functional problems before the receiver actually operated. 

As in any installation, several problems were encountered and resolved. 

Many of these problems were a result of inadequate documentation by the 

manufacturer, which is not uncommon, so that trial-and-error, experience, 

and common sense prevailed to resolve them. Some of these solutions 

resulted in modifying hardware and software installation, and others 

required computer chip upgrades by the manufacturer for certain modules. 

During operational check-out of the system, the operators requested changes 

in the control graphics to improve the operator's control and monitoring 

capability. 
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SECTION 5 

S. Saloff, H. Lanning & G. Riley 

McDonnell DQuglas 

Astronautics Corp. 

The testing of the receiver was divided into two phases: 1) pre

operational check-out; and 2) operational testing. Pre-operational check

out was done to confirm the proper operation of the receiver, and perform 

initial tuning of the controls. Operational testing was divided into seven 

specific tests designed to collect data on the perfotlllllnce And capabilities 
of the receiver. 

S.l 

Operational check-out tests were performed on the receiver. These tests 

were performed to "shake down" the system, develop and verify heliostat 

warm-up patterns, familiarize the test crew with the receiver fill and drain 

sequence and modify these sequences as required. The check-out tests were 

also used to verify emergency flow response of the receiver system and 

perform cold and hot flow tuning of the receiver control valves. These 

check-out tests were essential and were made before performing any of the 

operational tests. 

5.1.1 Heliostat Patterns 

Operational check-out of aiming strategies for the heliostats. developed in 

was required before beginning to evaluate the performance of 

Check-out testing was performed for three heliostat patterns: 

normal operation, (2) sunrise warm-up, and (3) late morning/midday warm~ 



Normal Operation 

The baseline heliostat configuration and aim strategy described in Section 

3.3 for normal operation was based on four main design requirements: (1) 

total incident power of 4.84 MW, (2) predicted absorbed power of 4.5 MWth, 

(3) design flux levels of 600 kW/m2, and (4) minimization of spillage 

losses. 

Several check-out tests were conducted to verify that the aiming strategies 

generated symmetrical flux distributions at solar noon. In addition, peak 

flux levels were monitored to assure the maximum design flux of 770 kW/m2 

was not exceeded. The technique for determining the flux distribution was 

based on data obtained from back-tube thermocouples, nonvective-cooled flux 

gages, flow-rate measurements, and finally, a visual examination of the beam 

projection on the receiver cavity. 

To verify that the aiming strategy produced a symmetrical flux distribution, 

the base-line configuration was tested within 30 minutes of solar noon, when 

the incident power on each half of the receiver was theoretically balanced 

(based on a symmetrical heliostat field). 

Preliminary operational test results obtained in December 1986 indicated 

that the absorbed power was biased toward the west-half of the receiver 

requ1r1ng an aim-point bias of 0.27 m east of centerline to balance the 

absorbed power on the receiver at solar noon. This configuration was 

retested in March of 1987 after a 2-month schedule delay. A quick-look data 

evaluation then indicated that the absorbed power was then biased toward the 

east half of the receiver at solar noon. Further testing is required to 

determine the cause of this apparent shift between December 1986 and March 

1987. 

A new vertical aim-point location was selected, this time only 0.17 m 

east of centerline. Here again, the absorbed power was still slightly 

biased toward the east half. As a result, a decision was made to relocate 

the aim points on the receiver centerline for the remainder of the test 

program. This shift back to the centerline was large enough to bias the 
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The baseline heUostat Ilmd aiz strategy ~scribed in Section 

3.3 for normal was based on four main d<r!:sign (1 

total incident power of 4.84 MY, (2) predicted absorbed power of 4.5 MWth, 

(3) flux levels. of 600 and (4) minimization of 

losses. 

Several check-out tests Yere conducted to that the II 

flux dhtribul:ion~ at sol...... noon. In 

flux levels were monitored to assure the _:dmum 

\\l\U not exceladed. The techniquE! for flux distribution Wlil.l'> 

based on data obtained from blil.ck-tube • convec:tivliI-c:ooha flux 

gages, flow- rate mealllurlllm.U'lts, and finally, a vbual exu:!.nation of the b••• 

projection on the receiver cavity. 

To verify that the aiming strategy ft~"R"~ flux distribution, 

the bau -line :lcm was tested within 30 minutu of solu noon, 'When 

the incident power on each half of the receiver w.as 

(based on a symmetrical heliostat 

Preliminary operational test results obtained in December 1986 indicated 

that the absorbed power was biased toward the west-half of the receivu 

an bias of 0.27 .:! east of centerline to bdance the 

absorb.d power on the receiver at solar noon, This 

retested in March of 1987 after a 2-month schedule A quick-look data 

evaluation then indicated that the absorbed power was then biased tOHard the 

east half of the receiver at solar noon. Further testing is required to 

determine the cause of this apparent shift between December 1986 and March 

1987. 

A new vertical aim-point location ~as selected, this time only 0.17 m 

east of centerline. Here the absorbed power was still slightly 

biased toward the east half. As a result, a decision was made to relocate 

the aim points on the receiver centerline for the remainder of the test 

program. This shift back to the centerline was large to bias the 
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absorbed power from the east to the west half of the receiver. Although ~he 

aim-point locations did not balance the power distribution at solar noon, 

time constraints prevented further refinement to the normal operational 

heliostat pattern before the start of testing. 1 

Finally, a visual examination of the beam projection on the upper and lower 

surfaces of the aperture frame indicated a satisfactory vertical 

distribution of the beam. 

The collector field configuration used on the final day of operational 

check-out is shown in Figure 5.1.1. From the base-line configuration 

describ('M, in Section :3.:3, 189 hellos tat. I 2 nonoperational, were used. 

FIGURE 5.1.1 


NORMAL OPERATION 

ACTUAL FIELD CONFIGURATION 
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gages from the collector field 5.1.1. 

FIGURE 5.1.2 
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The sunrise warm-up pattern was developed to warm the receiver panels above 

the freezing point of salt within approximately 15 minutes and at the same 

time to distribute the incident flux evenly over 100 percent of the receiver 

surface. As discussed in Section 3.3, preliminary work was completed by 

McDonnell Douglas using its·· CONCEN computer code. Predictions made by 

CO!ITCEN indicated only 33 heliostats were required to warm the receiver 

panels from ambient to IOOO°F. However, after discussions with Sandia a!1d 

on-site McDonnell Douglas personnel, it was felt that 33 heliostats were 

insufficient to warm the receiver panels immediately following sunrise. It 
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should be noted that approximately 75 percent of thehe110stat 

targeted on the l<lSEE receiver for the early morning warm-up pattern. Also, 

experience gained during helioscat pattern development during the MSEE 

program indicated the aim-point locations selected by CONCEN, all located on 

the centerline of the cavity, were not capable of evenly distributing the 

flux to all areas of the receiver panels. Therefore, a new sunrise warm-up 

pattern, described in Section 3.3, was developed and tested on the receiver. 

Preliminary test results indicated the aim points were correctly located, 

although a few modifications were made to the collector field. The final 

configuration was shown in Figure 3.3.~. 

Pre·operational~check·out of the sunrise warm-up pattern indicated the 

panels could be brought up to temperature within approximately 10 minutes 

following sunrise. The actual temperature distributions, before and after 

warm-up, are shown in Figure 5.1.3. 

FIGURE 5.1. 3 

SUNRISE WARM·Up··TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION ON THE RECEIVER PANEL 
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The averag~ tempe:rature ramp r&te on tM reeei'WIr tubes was 

lOOeF/min. (1.6· 

Development of the "'..........,,' warm-up pattern was also bas&d on ust 
data. Several trial-aDd-error iterations. were to obtain th{) warm-

up pattern shown in l.3.3, 3.3.6, and 3.3. 

wum-up WiUl in October of 1986. 

telll.plllraturilS bet:Wee.n 500· and lOOO"F. Howver, whan thh WIIU't'IHJ;p 

was retut:ed 1n Janu£lry of 1987. back· tube t,lHllpentuxu and flux 

,.,~ d&u indicated the aim points were bhnd tcwud thtll WG!it:, 

there 1.1 no ilUUlwer for thh apparent IIhift in tho locations, 

except for drift in the and of ind1vit;1u&l 

hel10stata , 

The old aim- lot&t:1ons wl!ln bhud towllird the eut until the 

<lnti flux dhtrlbutions WUG Tue 

minutes at:; lola%.' noon with 22 heliostats on t. The tempera tun 

dililtr1butions acrou the nceiver p&t'lfllliI, shown afur warm-up in 

5.1.4, between 500' and lOOO"F. temperature ramp utu willn 

WO°F/min. 0.6"F/IiI) with an inlil':lbtion level of 950 \.11m2. 

FIGTJRE 5.1.4 
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5.1.2 R~~eiver Salt Fill and Drain Seguences 

One of the objectives during the pre-operational check-out tests was to 

develop fill and drain sequences for the receiver. To expedite this 

process, the base-line fill and drain sequences developed in the MSEE were 

used. In the MSEE program, both manual and automatic sequences were 

developed and used. Due to the time involved to configure the NET·90 

computer for automatic sequences, only the manual sequences were used from 

the MSEE program. These sequences were then specifically modified to 

accommodate this receiver, which is comprised of two separate control zones. 

In the section on fill, the trace heaters that were used to preheat the 

critical components in the salt system are discussed, followed by the warm

up techniques for the receiver panel. In this receiver experiment, unlike 

the MSEE recdver, the cold surge tank was pressurized during the fill 

sequence. In the section on drain, the critical component temperatures are 

again discussed. During the drain sequence, the cold surge tank can be 

vented; the benefits are discussed. Finally, the drain times involved in 

draining the receiver are noted. For Q detailed sequence of the receiver's 

fill and drain, refer to the receiver start-up and shut-down procedures 

(ROP#2 and #3) in AppendiX D. 

Receiver Salt Fill Seguence 

In any receiver fill operation involving molten-salt (which freezes at 

approximately 450"F) the first critical sequence is to verify that the 

components are above the freezing temperatures of salt. These temperatures 

are controlled by an active computer system; however, the control room 

operator has to verify them before starting the fill sequence. The computer 

does not lock out control of critical components if temperatures are not 

above freezing for salt. This verification begins with the salt valves, 

particularly the bellows region in the valves which is their most fragile 

part. Keeping the salt lines, particularly the downcomer, above salt 

freezing temperatures is critical, because if the receiver is filled and the 

downcomer becomes plugged with frozen salt, it would not be possible to 

drain the receiver. The headers in the receiver, the cold and hot surge 

tanks, and the vent lines from· the surge tanks must also .be above salt's 



freezing temperature. Once the 

above for ult, the next step is to thAt the Iliff 

the receiver is The CAn be ~r6neA~~'Q Iii@v@t'&l ~ey~. 

On clear up the p&nel to 

above the temperature for salt. On or elear 

days I cavity heaten that are located in the floor of tht", receiver ca.n b€! 

used to the receiver pam!!l with the door eloIIHl:ad. F!oth of these 

techniques were 

preheat the receiver 

Onee the hardware teiiperatures are verified to be abovlll for <talt, 

the actual receiver salt~fill sequence The receiver i. flood f111*d 

both the riser and downcomu And all the tub~UI in 

the It is very to monitor the various temperatur•• 

this till to that critical events are The first 

to monitor is TEl61 just abon thill hot tank on the downeolHr, 

Thh is inside tha piping and reactl wh.n th0 salt 

p~ssel acrols it, the operator that the lalt 15 now procQ6ding in 

the :riut' and dOWTlcolller towoI'Ird the: tower. in eh!!! tOWI1lt' on the 

riser and do.wnco.m!lu· .n'!!! then lIloniton.d lUI thlll salt progresses up th@ tower 

toward the cold surge tank. Once the salt reaches the cold surge t~nk, the 

level indicator in the tank (LT151) reacts, that the salt 1s at 

that level. At this S if ehe sun were to , the door could beI 

closed, and the would still nma:l.n above the fnn tem114H'llture of 

salt 

Next the sale temperatures are monitored in the receiver, the~e 

temperatures indicate when salt has filled the receiver and 

enters the hot surge tank. Once the level indicator for the hot surge tank, 

LT161, indicates a 56-inch salt level, the receiver is completely filled and 
. 1 f'll the receiver ';'0the remainder of the recel.ver sa t- 1. process 

serpentine flow. Upon obtaining the 56- inch level in the hot surge tank, 

the drain valves are closed and the purge valves are sequenced closed to 

establish the flow through the receiver, The path of the salt 

r4s~r, through the receiver . returning to theis now f rom hflow t.e ~ ~ 

,._ t"'~ dO'·"!"comer. t:o establishing serpentinestorage tan_ u... w-. 



flow through the receiver, operating conditions in the surge tanks are 

established. 

First, the level in the hot surge tank is reduced to 30 inches and the hot 

tank level control is activated. This allows plenty of volume in the hot 

surge tank to allow surges in level. 

After this, pressure control in the cold surge tank is activated, ca1.\sing 

the riser throttling valve (FCV 151) to come open and raise the cold surge 

tank pressure to 300 psi. Then air is charged from air cylinders into the 

cold surge tank to establish a normal operating level of 80 inches. This 

p1'ovldes enough pressurized air in the system to maintain flow in the 

receiver for approximately 90 seconds, in the event of a pump trip, and 

allows time to remove the heliostats from the receiver. 

Before beginning the salt drain sequence in the receiver, it was extremely 

o1'11;ioa1 that all the hardware temperatures bf! verifhd to be above the 

fre~:dng temperature of salt. The stagnant dl'ain lines, in which salt does 

not flow during the actual operation of the receiVer, must be checked to be 

abov,~ salt freezing temperatures. 

The actual drain sequence was a modified version of the manual drain 

sequence used in the MSEE program, with one major difference. The cold 

surge tank in this experiment was vented, allowing the pressure to be 

reduced before it was dra:i.ned. This simplified the drain process and 

avoided a potentially damaging two-phase flow that could have occurred 

through the control valves when the system was under higher pressure. Also, 

it shortened the drain time, because the control valves and all the drain 

and purge valves could be fully opened, allowing a faster drain of the 

receiver. The final drain time was approximately 20 minutes. This salt-

drain duration ensured all of the receiver's residual salt was completely 

drained. 
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The emergency flow time for the cold tank r~sponse illustrates the initial 

immediate drop in cold surge tdnk pressure ~ue to the tripped pump and the 

time required for the flow-cor-trol valve in the riser to be commanded and 

actually to close. Closure of this valve is critical and is an important 

design issue. It must preserve enough pressure in the cold surge tank to 

achieve the time required for emergency flow. After this initial immediate 

pressure decrease, the pressure and level in the cold surge tank and the 
sal.t flow through the panels naturally decay until terminated by an 

operator. 

5.1.4 Cold Flow Tuning of the Receiver Controller 

Cold flow tuning of the receiver controls W9.:i performed to achieve Itable 

operation and fast response of the receiver's molten-salt levels. flow

rates, and pressure£. The receiver's salt flow path and relative control 

valve locations are illustrated in Figure 5.1. 6. Cold flow "tuning" 

consisted of establishing five control loops in three specific areas: 

1) Cold Surge Tank Pressure Control (FCVl5l), 
2) Panel Salt Flow Control 

11) West Zone Flow Control (FCVlOl) 
b) East Zone Flow Control (FCVl03), 

3) Hot Surge Tank Level Control 
a) Flow to Hot Storage Tank (FCVl6l) 

b) Flow to Cold Storage Tank (FCV162) . 

These loops were tuned to provide fast response time yet stable control 
over the entire operating range of the receiver. 



F1CUR!,; S.L6 

REC1UVn COLD F'LOW LOOP 

the cold surge tank controls W(!lre to cantlol on the 

level; however, initial proved the level transmitters to b~ 

unreliable. Therefore, the cold surge tank was changed to pressure control. 

This was acceptable since pressure and level control are essentially the 

same for a closed volume and an ible fluid (salt) with Ii cover 

gas. To prevent salt from being forced into the top of the tank or from 

being drained empty in an attempt to maintain pressure, the level signal 

wa.s used to override the valve command open (low level) or closed (high 

the functional block of this pressure control loop is 

illustrated in 5.1. 7. 



FIGURE 5.1. 7 


BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE PRESSURE CO~1TROL LOOP 
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Controlling the flow rate of the salt through each control zone was critical 

to achieving control of the outlet salt temperature. The flow rate of salt 

is physically manipulated by modulating control valves to achieve control of 

the flow. Each control zone had two fail·open, modulating control valves 

plumbed in parallel for redundancy. Each parallel valve was designed to 

accommodate flow rates over the entire operational range plus 10-15 percent 

over design point. However, during initial receiver operation the redundant 

control valves were damaged, (temperature problems resulted in bellows 

damage), so that tuning ar.d operation were performed with only one valve for 

each zone. 

The "tuning" procedure to control the flow rate of salt and its results are 

presented as a whole, since the tuning process for each control zone is 

identical. Because the control valve is the physical interface between the 

controls and the process, valve characterization is important. "Tuning" a 

zone consists of calibrating and characterizil"lg the valve, then of 



linearizing the control software for optimum capability to control flow over 

the entire flow range. 

The following is the procedure used to establish optimum flow control for 

each control valve: 

1) Calibrate Valve (Stroke Command Ya Actual Command), 

2) Characterize Valve (Flow Rate n Stroke Command). 

3) Linearize Valve Characteristics, and 

4) Tune Flo~ Controller. 

was done by adjusting the zero and s~an of the valve 

actuator so that the 0-100 percent stroke command from the control systeM 

generates a corresponding 0·100 percent actual valve stroke. To provide 

full-closure and full-opening of the valve, calibration is actually done so 

that a 5 percent open command results in 0 percent actual, and a 95 percent 

open command results in 100 percent actual. Calibration in this way assures 

that the valve can be commanded fully closed and open. F~.gur(l 5.1.8 

illustrates this valve calibration, where percent valve command (~ CO) is 

the control output from the control system, and percent valve position (ZT) 

is the actual measured stroke. 

FIGURE 5.1. 8 

CONTROL VALVE STROKE COMMAND VS.ACTUAL 
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would drift. s (fol' no a.pparltnt re&son), n\I:IMro~ 

recallbrations necessary. Also, the valve ~tuat;or would limit 

(cha.tter) ±5 percent stroke about the stroke cO>I'IImand, the 
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The the valve design 5,1..9 

shows both the and actual curves for the current 

As can be seen, the actUAl curve is less than that 

have the same relative or contour, known as the C characteristic. v 
The C charac.teristic is the standard IliWthod of specifying control valvu. v 

This valve was with an perclimtagCII 


characteristic, 

FIGURE 5,1. 9 

CONTROL VALVE ACTUAL C CURVE VS. SPECIFICATIONv 



The flow curve has more practical implications relative to c~ntro1s. Since 
the valve is regulated from 0 to 100 percent to control the flow rate, it is 

desirable to have a linear relationship between the control system command 

and the flow rate. This would provide an equal change in flow rate with an 

equal change in valve command over the entire flow range, important to 

achieve the optimum c&pabi1ity to control flow and ultimately the outlet's 

salt temperature. 

~igure 5.1.10 illustrates the flow curve in which' CO ts the control output 

command from the control system. The valve calibration i8 an integral part 

of this flow curve dncs the curve is a function of the control lIIyllltem 
command and not actual valve pct'sition. Linearization of the valve flow 
characteristies became necessary because the curve was highly nonlinear. A 

one-to five slope (d~lta flow/delta' CO) change over the flow ran,. existed 
for the valve. This caused a control problem, because the flow controller 

was tun€ld for the higher gain region, causing poor response 1n the low-gain 

regions. If the controller had been tuned 1n the low-gain region, control 

instability would have occurred in the hieh-gain region. 

FIGURE 5.1.10 
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the flow curve to' b4! 1ifMlUlr . 
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The linearization curve is implemented in the control software by Ii function 

generator, which may contain up to six coordinates to produce Ii piecewise 

linear approximation. Figure 5.1.11 illustrates the actual linearization 

curve and that used for control, approximated by the function generator. 

The actual linearization-curve points could have been run through a curve

fit program to generate Ii polynomial function that could be used in place of 

the function generator. However, since the valve calibration is an integral 

part of the linearization curve and the calibration tends to drift 

regularly, the linearization curve must be updated often. Modifications to 

the function generator are much easier to make than those to a polynomial, 

simply because the polynomial requires the generation of a curve-fit, and 

the error produced by the function generator is insignificant. 

Figure 5.1.12 is a block diagram illustrating the resulting control loop 

configuration. The function generator is inserted between the flow 

controller (PID) and the valve command signal to provide control loop 

linearization reSUlting in optimum control of the salt flow rate. 
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.. faJilt

flow control The flmt controller 

illustrated. in 5.1. 12, u!utd 

The derivative talC'll! was not WIIEHi baCAWila of noise 

flow measurement. The WIle o·f a PI controller fQr flmt control is 

for most industrial 

Control responsill WillS hh€id by flow 

the flow range. Since. the ruponse tirM> of the How was faster tha.n 

the data s},st&!ll could reoord, response aM 

done soldy from thl£l control con,ltole. 

The Ild'fort found that the 

the dmulat:l.on tHUI.:rly matched the 

however was. much IH.tch 

a high (h1 lth 

th~ 

actual flow rllilSpOn:lUl WIU not qui tf! liS good /JiS • thlll £law c:emtrol 

performance was tEl to chhve control of th(!; outlet'!(; lUi 1t 

t61mperl!l.tun, which Wlill the o·f ehh 

Salt level control in the hot surge t.~k wa~ ana of two 

control VAlvf<ls at the bottom of the dOW'rtcomer. When t.hf! gdt temperdltuu lilt 

the bottom of the downcomer exceeded 750°F, automatic switched the 

level control to FCV161 for salt flow to the hot storage tank. When the 

temperature fell below 700·F, the automatic switched the level control 

to FCV162 for flow to the cold stonge tank. This level control switching 

was accomplished by changing the level set points of the controllers for 

each valve. The valve that is to control level operates with iii controller 

set-point for the desired hot surge tank leveL The other valve controller 

receives a set-point 15 in. higher. As long as level is controlled at the 

lower level, the second valve remains closed. If the valve fails to 

eontro1, however, the second valve provides protection from th& 
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hot sur,_ tank. 

as designed 

transition. 


FCY162 leyel control tuning for salt~low ~othe c:oi{~~or.g~ 

hot surge tank was accollplbhed with the receiver in.erpen~.1n. 

valve characteristic of flow rate versus valve .troke cOIIQland 

determined. Even though the characteristic curve was nonlinear. it 

adequately linear for control purposes. This level control ".~ asiJl!ple I 

single-element control loop. The level controller. (PID) used proporti()n~l

plus-integral (PI) terms for control. The derivative (D) term"as not 

neeeuary. since responae was adequate without it. Level s.t-point step 

chang.. were made to confirm fast response yet stable control without 

oscillation. 

fey] 61 level contrgltuning for salt flow to the hot atoraae tank was done 

with cold salt, then verified when hot salt was first produced. The tuning 

constants for cold .alt were found to be the same for hot salt. 

This level control was a .imple. aingle-element control loop and uaed the 

same controller terms (PI) as FCV162. Level set-point chang•• were also 

made to achieve a fast time response that was atabl. and nonoscillatory. 

The valve characteristic. were not determined, .ince level re.ponse was 

excellent over the entire flow range of the receiver. 

Iran,ient Test for Maximum Flpw 

Once each individual control loop had been tuned, it was important to check 

that all the loops worked tbgether properly. The recei.ver temperature was 

controlled by the salt flow rate ;~o that the appropriate amount of cooling 

was provided for the exposed solar tubes. Thus, the flow rate through the 

receiver was regulated to maintain the outlet'S salt temperature as incident 

solar energy varied. As the flow rate changed. the cold surge tank pressure 

and hot surge tank level controllers were capable of maintaining set-point 

toachieva complete control of the receiver'. flow. 
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A I!Ulxilll'l.B flow tr&nflient teat vaa devised to tM. 


the receiver the flow controllers for .,&e:h control Z~ 


(FCV10l 6; ore used eo induee the trMldfd.eat. '!he flow controllera 

were flow rate (half for ••eh 8ft"I;d the eo.atrQh 

were allowed to stabilizlII at 100 'SIC, fCV162 _ 

30 inches, FCVIOl FCVIOl - 48,000 OPe. III table , the flov 

controllers at were !IIet to lIIini_ flow for M 
IJIIIlconds then to I!Ulxi_ flow for 10 s.e~., wen 
IJIIIlt back to, flow. The thAI flow trcl'ulshint w4Uj 

conddered did not occur and 

uintained. 

S.l. 5 

Hot flow hot: SId t) the reedvel" I controll \lin 

to achieve .tabla control and fASt: response for the nce1vlt!r's two 

ult outht tl'l!mpfllraturu. Hot flow <land.ud of ch..racteriz the 

receiver'l natural response behavior and .~tabl th~ 

Reedvel"' a Control (RCA) , 'I'M.s wu dOM with dear

ecmdition.. so, that all param4lteI'll were known and 

insolation ....u available. The primary goal of hot flow was to 

esta.blish temperature control in order to cloud 

transient whElu final centrol tuning would b. 

Characterization of the receiver's natural response to temperature WAil 

import.ant to verify the receiver's teaperature control tuning and 

thermodynamic model (simulation). It was performed by making flow set-point 

step changes at two constant incident solar power levels of 50 and 100 

percent. These power levels were relative to the percentage of the design 

heliostats tracking the receiver. This characterization is known as the 

open-loop response. 

Since a percentage of the field was used, actual incident power on the 

P~~W.~ varied from test to test. This resulted in test data at various 



absorbed powers. Only one case is discussed, because all cases indicated 

the same result. 

A natural outlet salt temperature response for one control zone at 100 

percent field was performed as follows: The salt's flow rate was step

decreased in steps from 4,300 to 3,800 1bs/h and the outlet's temperature 

was allowed to stabilize at its final value. The temperature response curve 

was evaluated to determine the time delay and the time constant values. A 

straight line was drawn through the inflection point (maximum slope) of the 

response curve and through the initial (994°F) and final (1054-F) values. 

The 20 seconds from the time the flow set-point was stepped and the initial 

and inflection lines intersect represents the time delay. The 65 seconds 

from this SIlme intersection to 63 percent of the final value (1032"F) ill 

considered the time constant. 

Under the same conditions. the simulation produced a 40-second time delay 

and a 74-second time constant. Comparatively, the actual natural response 

has 50 p~rcent ~ma11er time delay and a 12 percent smaller time constant. 

The time constants compare favorably, however, a factor of 2 in time delay 

existed. Thh in turn indicated the ability to increase the simulation 

control gains by • factor of 2. 

Pnliminuy Recel.veX' Control Algorithm Tuning 

The Receiver Control Algorithm is comprised of three basic components (see 

Figure 3.8.1) for temperature control: flux feed-forward, outlet salt 

temperature controller (outlet controller), and back-tube temperature 

controller. These components were activated and tuned in a specific manner 

so that all three would ultimately be activated and work together properly. 

Initially, only the flux feed-forward and outlet salt-temperature controller 

were activated. Since the flux on the panels was relatively constant, the 

flux feed-forward was producing a constant (bias) desired flow rate. In 

this configuration, the flux feed-forward component produced a desired flow 

rate proportional to the average panel flux, and the outlet controller 

corrected this flow rate with a plus-or-minus value. The corrected desired 
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flow ra.te was the required salt flow n.t® to 

temperat:u.re equal to the outlet salt temp~ l'atl.lre set 

The tuning constants of the outlet controller wtn:€l initially !!let according 

to simulation results. The receiver was. brought tOo steady-state at 100

percent power, then the outlet controller set-Jlloints WEU'@j changed in steps 

for fine tuning. The ultimatE! outlet temperature respot\~ul to a !!let-point 

changE! is Ulustnud in Figure 5.1.13, where a 27-percent oVl!lnhoot, rille 

tilne of 1. 6 minutes, and 4. 7S-minuu !u~t,tling ti._ were lichiev\l'}d. Thh \<I'U 

dontIl. again, at 50-p6rc.ent power. where a ::lO-percent OVEluhoot. rise time of 

2.8 minutes. and 6,. 5-minute s.&ttling tlm~ wt>I'e achievl!ld. 'The difhnmc~ in 

the relipOn!!lIU~ W!lS .!iIttribut:o!l.ble to the difhrent power levi!h, s1ncill th~ 

dynamics of the proc€lu change with power, or actually with flow I'I1tllJJ. 
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Then power was ramped off and on the receiver to simulate a cloud passing 

over the field. The out:.et controller was set with a constant set--point and 

the heliostat field was symmetrically reduced from 100 to 50 percent 

tracking, then returned to 100 percent once the outlet temperatures 

stabilized. The time response achieved was a 20-percent overshoot and 6.0

minute response time. 

Next, the controller for the back tube was activated so that the receiver's 

cont.rol algorithm was fully enabled. The tuning constants for the back 

tube's controller were set according to the simulation results. The tuning 

conmtants for. the outlet controller were increased by a factor of 2 from the 

gttins found when the baek-tube controller Was disabled. The ability to 

double these gains was because the back-tube controller added considerable 

damping and corresponding stabHity, alii found from the simulation effort 

(see Section 3.9). 

SGt·point changes to the outlet temperature were made to tune the complete 

RCA. The tuning constants were changed to achieve the best pouib1e 

response.. The reSUlting !HIt-point step response at lOO·percent power is 

illustrated :l.n Figure 5.1.14, where a 6-percent overshoot, rise time of 1.67 

mInutes and 2.33-minute settling time were achieved. The corresponding 

response by the simulation is shown in Figure 5.1.15, where a IS-percent 

overshoot, rise time of 1.67 minutes, and 4.0-mlnute settling time were 

achieved. The actual response was better than that simulated, since the 

natural response was found to be better and the control gains were higher. 

A complete evaluation of the receiver's "controllability" is provided in 

section 6.5 on MSS/CTE receiver performance evaluation. Hot flow tuning 

primarily provided confidence in our ability to control the receiver so that 

testing could progress into operational tests without uncontrolled 

temperatures. 
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5.2 Operational Tests 

Seven specific operational tests were developed in the MSS/CTE test plan to 

accomplish the program objectives of this experiment: 

1) Steady-State Performance, 

2) Simulated Clouds, 

3) Flux-On and Flux-Off Thermal Losses, 

l~) Maximum Transients, 

5) Optimum start-up, 

6) Overnight Conditioning, and 

7) Optimum Operation. 

Six of the seven tests were completed. Number 7 was deferred to the 

continue.d testing portion of the program to be performed by Sandi-a National 

Laboratories. Each of these tests is described in the following 

subsections. 

Characterizing the steady-state performance of the receiver is eS!Hmtial for 

determining the overall efficiency of a cavity-type receiver. Steady-state 

performance consists of (1) steady-state absorbed pO')Ter and (2) steady-state 

thermal losses. This section deals exclusively with the operational testing 

associated with item (1). Specialized tests determining "flux-on" thermal 

losses, item (2) is covered entirely in Section 5.2.3. 

To Cletermine steady-state absorbed power, the receiver was operated using 

the normal operational heliostat pattern described in Section 3.2. Testing 

was accomplished over a lO-day period in order to determine the receiver's 

performance from early morning through late afternoon. There were three 

requirements necessary to establish the receiver in a steady-state 

condition: (1) east and west half outlet temperatures controlling at the 

design set-point of l050°F, (2) clear-sky conditions present throughout the 

test and (3) the maximum number of operational heliostats on target. The 

duration of each test depended on weather conditions and/or the amount of 
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5.2.2 

cold salt in thelnllal stQrai"'. AbSQrbe4 ~r I11IIIUMIIUred in ehh 

test WI1$ to incident power calc:ulatilcd with the ml.lOS compuur co:" 

[26 J to estilU.te tbelnllal 10$ses. !!lOre detail. are in Section 

5.2.3. 

The to ilulintain tEH'lllp4U:ature control of the rllcdvor in 

cloud passages is an factor relative to the overall 

Therefo!'e, 

to address the contl'ol1abH of thfl receiver's 

outlet sal~ temperatures. In this testing addressed th~ 

receiver control (RCA). 

The odsind t... 1:: plan W,118 IIIOdified to accol'lllliOdate !l 

test schedule. Thill w.U! IlliMe the tuning results of the 

hot: flov with the simulation ruults. Tn':! pbn WlUI 

furthl1l'l:' modified b~cauu of limitations on helioltat control: thlJ he1l0lltAI: 

eontrol aygt~m wal incapable of executing C:Olltlli.llnaS and procu&ing 

enough to the test definitions. 

modIfications did not however, compromise the objectives of this test:. 

The issue of receiver temperature ramp t'''1te limitations arose during ~nitial 

of the receiver. 'rhis issue is because of thermal llItreu 

which the 

receiver'S lifetime. A temperature ramp rate lim! t of ±O.7S·F/s was imposed 

to bdng stress within limits. How~ver. in order to test and 

demonstrate receiver controllability in cloud tra.nsients, the receiver 

temperature ramp rate limit was not adhered to. The salt outlet 

temperature's set-point ramp rate limits remained intact. It j,s anticipated 

that the receiver temperature ramp rate limitation could be reduced in a 

commercial receiver by improved header design. 

important issue during transient was thermal stress on 

tubes, which also the receiver's lifetime. This issue was not 

new, and its magnitude ....as of concern from the beginning. High stresses in 
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the tube3 are generated when the salt flow rate is disproportionate to the 

incident flux on the tubes. This problem manifests itself during heavy 

cloud transients, when the outlet temperature degrades significantly from 

set-point. When this occurs and the cloud clears, the temperature controls 

suppr~~s the flow rate for some time even though high fluxes are present. 

Controlling in this fashion provides rapid temperature recovery from clouds 

and maximizes the receiver's output at the expense of tube fatigue. To 

significantly lessen tube fatigue, a new control strategy was developed in 

which the integrity of the original RCA was maintained. 

The whQla issue of a receiver's lifetime and stresses is thoroughly 

addre~~ca in the thermal/structural evaluation Section (1.1.1). 

To accommodate the compressed test schedule. stress requirements. and 

h,:::!.iostat control limitations, the transient testing was performed in three 

categories: 

1) Partial Power Transient, (100 ••> 50 ••> 100 percent of heliostat 
field), 

2) Simulated West-to-East Cloud Transients with Heliostat Field, and 
3) Natural Cloud Transient. 

These three test categories provided the required test data for control 

performance evaluation. 

The following paragraphs describe these testing categories and their 

methodology and concerns. The controllability evaluation section (6.5) 

presents the test re&ults and their evaluation. 

Eartial Power Transients 

Partial power transients were initially done to perform final control tuning 

of the RCA. The partial power transients ware performed to determine the 

controllability of the receiver at different power levels and transitioning 

from one level to anothar. In general, this testing provided information 



On low power of the receiver. this 

determined the linear respons€l of the. receiver lilt different power levels. 

To provide detlil for this 

symmetrically divided into four groups of 25 percent. 

was important so that panel flux distributions verI:) 

!J~try 

preserved, 
as would be the ca.8e under low power conditio.ns. 

possible, but lon of s}1'III!OOtry occurs to SOfOO 

Other percentages are 

Two heliostat groups of 25 percent were used to provide deta rdative to one 

condition: 50 percent power. These two groups were removed from and th€ln 

a.imed ba.ck on the rec.oive:r around solar noon, when insol"ti()n h 

constant. Since l: of the heUostat field was used, th~ actual 

incident power on the receiver WIU also a function of insolation for Any 

particular test day. The variability of insolation from to did not 

impair these te.ts. 

Two sets of data were acquired. One set wu for power trat\!1hm: 

controll~bility, in which the two groups were removed then back on 

with a constant outlet temperature set: point. The other IiUit wall 

acquired for temperature set-point response in which the two groups were 

removed, temperatures were allowed to settle, then changes to the outlet's 

temperature set-point were mAde. These data provided information relative 

to the linear response of the receiver for both incident power transients 

and outlet temperature set-point changes under rated and dera.ted conditions. 

Simulated Vest-to-East Cloud Transients 

A simulation of a west-to-east cloud passage was performed to verify the 

temperature controllability of the receiver under a known and controlled 

transient. A west-to-east cloud transient was chosen because the prevailing 

winds are in the ,.rest-to-east direction and because this transient can 

produce the worst case situation for control. Also, the McDonnell Douglas 

receiver simulation effort used a west-to-east cloud passage to design and 

develop the RCA. 



Originally, the he1iostat field was to simulate the west~to-east cloud used 

in the design. However, the through-put limitations of the he1iostat 

control system (HCS) prevented the silllulation of the design cloud. 

Consequently, the simulated cloUd was slowed down so the HCS was able to 

perform the transient. The simulated cloud used for this test had the 

following characteristics: 

1) West-to-east direction, 

2) Speed of B ftls (5.5 MPH), 

3) Width of 1100 feet, and 

4) Trllnsmittl!l.tlce of 0 percent. 

Even though this simulated cloud differed from the design, it produced a 

worst case transient for control performance evaluation. 

The heliostat field is comprised of 28 north-south columns of heliostats, 32 

feet apart. Each column starting from the west was commanded off the 

receiver every four seconds. Once all heliostat beams were off, they were. 

commanded back on the same way. Because of randomness within the HOS, thb 

test procedure, in and of itself, produced some variations in the test 

results from one test to the next. Therefore, each new control 

configuration to be tested was usually subjected to three simulated clouds 

in order to establish a true trend. 

The advantage of using a simulated cloud transient was the ability to 

compare different control strategies on the same basis, since the same 

transient was used. Several different control strategies were tested and 

all are relative to the design RCA. The following is a list of strategies 

tested with a simulated cloud: 

1) Design configuration, 

2) Design configuration without sliding set-point, 

3) DeSign less back-tube control, and 

4) Design less flux control. 



ODe 	 fOUlld to cOfttrol t~rAtunJi 

f!)f lQ)SO",. 

Three tests with simulated clf!)Ud transients wr. run without the 

set .. point Oft previows in the so th<lt a 

constant of 1050'" was All three t.elJtll: resul ted 1n Ii 

temperature trip hol!ostats • the 
set-point Mehanbm is in or~r to prevent temperatU 1'8 

The WAS modified to determine whethilll::' 

tlilmperature control could be achieved without the use of flux j!;ollUgU or back 

tube temperature :lnst~ntation (#3 & #4 on paS(!l) . In both CAIlH'UI 

the outlet controller WIIUI ae tiVl!l. The controller 

constants though in ordlllr to mdntdn Thu. 
wen mad. to dmulation results for whieh the overall 

twice iUl high when the back-tube control was aeUv. and half /lUI IllUcn when 

the flux iud-forward control W&8 aetive, Thue two modifhd ioftlli 

were tut:llid and both UliultCid in high- UBlfHU'il.ture 

vfilfy limited trandent @IIeh) oImo warrants further 

BeC.lI.\.!$.. fil of the tt.be .tress problem, the outlet flux fnd· 

forward control configuration iii 1& but. 

The RCA design configuration wu tested with the 

containing different plu'ameter values. Thue paUmeters determine th. 

spud with which the outlet temperature is uturned to rated temperature 

(1050·F) U Wfll1 as how much deut€!d sdt «1050' is produeed. Since 

temperature ramp rates became a problem during testing, the set-point ramp 

rates were limited in order to bring actual ramp rates within allowable 

limits. Even though these design ramp limits were violated somewhat. 

Natural Cloud Transients 

The actual p~rformance capability of the RCA was determined by its ability 

to control receiver te.mperatures in natural cloud transient condition!!. 

were p~rformed with natural cloud transients. 



5.2.3 

Steady-state thermal losses, mentioned in Section 5.2.1, were important for 

determining the overall efficiency and design effectiveness of the receiver. 

Measurement of thermal losses from the reciever, however, was difficult and 

required speciali~ed testing techniques. 

Losses can be measured or estimated two ways. First, by comparing measured 

absorbed power with a calculation of incident power. The other method, 

described in this section, does not rely as heavily upon predictions. 

This sEletion descr:l.bu two'methods for determining the operational "flux-on" 

thermal losses, neither of which requires -the absolute total incident power 

to be known. Both methods, however, requir.e testing to be conducted within 

1 hour of solar noon in order to minimi?c ~hange& in the performance of the 

collector field and in insolation. Steady wind conditions and a constant 

insolation above 950 W/m2 are essential for successfully completing each 

test. 

Ban:9D HethQd (Hethod of Complimentary Partitions) 

This method [35] maintained the design outlet temperature of l050°F 

throughout the entire test and thermal losses are relatively constant for 

different power levels. 

The normal operational heliostat pattern described in Section 3.2 was 

divided into two alternately spaced, symmetrical groups, each representing 

50 percent of the total incident power available to the receiver. Each 50

percent group was individually targeted on the receiver at opposite sides of 

solar noon to average cosine and shadowing losses. Both groups were 

simultaneously targeted on the receiver at solar noon. In each case, the 

receiver was allowed to achieve and maintain steady state for approximately 

20 minutes before adding or deleting a group. The test matrix. shown in 
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Table 5-1. the tilM tabla for 

state for each test condition. 

TABLE 5-1 

METHOD OF BARRON TIHE TABLE 

Incident Till$ from Sohr Noon 
ITEST I Group I Power (,) (H:Kin:S.ec) 

1 1 50 ·0:40:00 to -0:20:00 

2 1 \\ 2 100 ·0:10:00 to +0:10:00 

:3 2 50 +0:20:00 to +0:40:00 

Thermal loues calculated from the IHthod of "ColllplelHntary Partitions" 

lacked consistency and were much lower than expected. Flow-rate uncertainty 

was attributed to be the most likely caus., and as Ii result, iii second method 
was developed. 

In the constant flow method, the flow rate was held constant by manually 

fixing the valve positions for II. given incident power level. The receiver 

was operated at steady-state conditions at incident power levels of 100, 50, 

2S and 0 percent. 

Figure 5.2.1 depicts the technique used for determining thermal losses by 

maintaining constant flow. First, steady- state absorbed power was 

calculated and curve fit as a function of incident power. Next, a line 

tangent to the cur,,-e was determined at the flux-off loss point and 

extrapolated out to the 100 percent incident power level. The difference 

between this tangent line and the 100 percent field absorbed power is the 
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'flux on' loss. Th@ total thermal losses were then calculated by summing the 

"flux- off" and "flux-on" components. 
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Although this method initially showed promise. further testing revealed a 

flaw in this technique. First, as the average salt temperature inc~eased. 

the pressure drop through the receiver decreased. This decrease in internal 

resistance increased the pressure drop across the flow-control valves and 

therefore slightly raised the actual flow rate through each half of the 

receiver. Since the flow rate did not truly remain constant, this method 

was dropped in favor of the Method of Complimentary Partitions. 



Measuring flux-off thermal losses additional inform&tlon for 
determining the overall This m&thod is 

rela.tively accurate and simple to the m&thods U$(ld for 

"flux-on" thermal losses. Although "flux-off" lou, _<'IIl.sure_nU do not take 

into account inCIlIlllses in radiation, convection, and conduction lOl!l9!lil9 that 

occur a.t higher temp$;ratu1i:'61s, it <II basc~Hn4! for 
calculating the "flux-on" thermal lossu. In ehb method was aho 

uuful for tht' II.d'fectiv~m{uu. of the CAvity door in the 

thermal losses whim the recdve.r ia in conditions . 

Seven of "flux-off" lou data were collected at IUiverd flow utu, 

covering a of wind conditions with the doors cloUd, cracked, 

and open. Each test was run with the receiver in & It~ady·st&te "cold 

flow" condition. The duution of IUl.ch test WIUI 5 to 10 

minutes. be when the temperature drop licrou each half of the 

receiver beeame constant. 

5.2.4 

In this tut: the receiver wu kept above the freezing of salt: by 

keeping the door closed and circulating cold (570"F) salt in the receiver 

from the thermal storage subsystem located on the ground. Hot salt (>750"F) 

from the hot storage tank was made available to be blended with the cold 

salt as required to maintain the temperature in the receiver panel above 

salt freezing temperature. 

Objective of the Test 

The objective of this test was to determine the most efficient method to 

maintain the receiver in a warm condition overnight to permit rapid morning 

start-up. 
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Before starting this test, the trace heat of the receiver and all the piping 

were turned on and verified to be operational. Also, the inventory of salt 

in both the hot and cold storage tanks was verified to provide the energy 

required for overnight conditioning. Since this test was performed on a 

cloudy day, the cavity heater for the receiver was turned on the night 

before and verified to be on. 

In this test, a normal fill sequence was used to flood fill the receiver 

through both the riser and downcomer completely through the purge valves. 

However, there was one exception; FCV159, the valve that allows IIUl.lt to 

enter the hot surge tank from the top of the receiver was closed, requiring 

the salt to flow downward through the receiver in a parallel manner, thus 

keeping the receiver panels warm. During this test, if the inventory in the 

cold storage tank Were not adequate to provide the required energy to keep 

the recei.ver warm, hot salt from the hot storage tank would be blended in 

the cold sump and pumped through the receiver. 

Subsequent to filling the receiver and starting the downward parallel flow, 

all trace heaters in the salt loop were turned off except those on the 

valves and the stagnant lines. This minimized the electrical parasitic.!! in 

the salt loop. Following the overnight hold condition, all control circuits 

for the trace heaters were turned on and a normal drain sequence was 

performed. 

During this test, continuous weather data were recorded; ambient air 

temperature, barometric pressure. relative humidity, and wind speeds and 

direction. The primary data recorded were salt inlet and outlet 

temperatures from the receiver, back tube temperatures on the receiver 

panels, salt inlet pressures, flow rates, pump currents, currents of the 

active trace heaters, and cycling of the trace heaters. The final output in 

evaluating the data was to determine the energy required to maintain the 

receiver in a warm condition, ready to be started immediately in the 



morning. This &nergy WAS to be with the alternate ~thods of 

start-up, including heaters and SU'lIU'i!M! helioilU.ts, to 

determine the most efficient wlAy to maintain the reeel~r in II "'am 

condition overnight. 

This test was performed using both the cold-salt puap and boost pump located 

at ground lev&1. Thb resulted in exceasive and added e,Mrgy to 

the cold aalt. B.ecaulile of the additional entu'!y. the tem~utun of the 

cold salt increased throughout the te5ct, and hot 11111.11: to 

the cold 8alt to maintain vas not 

Small Nupro vdvu were uud in this rece:l.ver. thh tut t tM val.... 

bonnet Umpol"aturu deereAua to below the point for sal t. Before 

terminating the test and drdning the receiver. the salt flow 'ilia. 

and thb allowed the templu'.tuns. of the valve bonnets to inc!:'(U1U 

above the freezing point of ..I t; to allow 

SOO·' is considered hot enough to 

the low valve bonnflu is dheuued in Section 6.4. 

5.2.5 

Optimizing performance is essenti.al for determining the maximUlll amount of 

energy the recdver h capable of collecting on a daily, monthly and 

b&sis. This the optimUlll use of the daylight hours for start-up, 

shutdown, normal operation Ilind cloud transhnts. 

Since only a few test days were devoted to optimization. the procedures 

presented in this section. which eover only optimum start-up and normal 

operatior, should be considered preliminary. It is currently planned to 

cover optimization in more detail during the "Continued Tes~ing" phase 

schedule for the summer and fall of 1987. 
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Start-up 

The objective of optimum receiver start-up is to efficiently usethe(sol~r) 
insolation available immediately after sunrise. This could be accomplished 

using two different approaches. 

In the first approach, it is essential to war~ the receiver panels above the 

freezing point of salt before beginning start-up. This can 'be accomplished 

by developing the sunrise warm-up pattern described in Section 3.2. Thi. 

pattern is targeted on the receiver at sunri•• , warming the panels from 

ambient to minimum of 475°F and maximum of 10SO·F. At this time, the 

receiver is established in serpentine flow and the normal operational 

heliostat pattern is brought on target. 

In the second approach, if electric cavity heaters are used, the receiver 

can be established in serpentine flow anytime before sunrise, but preferably 

only a few minutes before in order to minimize parasitics. This approach 

enables the normal operational heliostat pattern to be targeted on the 

receiver at sunrise, allowing the working fluid to absorb the solar energy 

that would normally be used to warm the panels. Although this approach is 

attractive because of its simplicity. the energy gained from establishing 

the receiver in serpentine flow before sunrise must be weighed against the 

energy consumed by the cavity heaters. Both approaches were evaluated on a 

preliminary basis during testing. Further discussion on these approaches 

can be found in Section 6.4. 

In addition to optimizing start-up with cavity heaters or heliostats, 

modifications to the normal operational pattern are required to efficiently 

distribute the flux on each half of the receiver. During early morning. the 

east half of the receiver is subjected to higher incident fluxes due to the 

"cosine" effect. This causes an absorbed power imbalance, requiring extra 

time for the west half of the receiver to ·stabUize. Therefore. in order 

to optimize the incident power distribution, heliostat aim points were 

biased 0.25 m west. Although this increased the fluxes on the west half of 

the receiver, spillage became a factor since the heliostat field was . no 

longer aimed along the vertical centerline of the aperture. As a result. 



future work in this area will the individual 

in order to balance incident power while Ilu.n.u!!:J.': 

Daily Operation 

Lack of testing time prevented .. detailed evaluAtion of optimized receiver 

performance from sunrise to sunset. Here only preliminAry 
was Accomplished. 

Operating the receiver efficiently throughout the .ay possibly 

modifying the heliostat dill points to compensate for the "drift" in absorbed 

power. As mentioned in the previous section, the east half of the ncdver 

is subjected to. higher inc1dent fluxes during hOlOever I AS 

the dAy progresses t this flux distribution shiftll fre>1ll the eAst to. west: half 

of the rec&:i.ver, theoretically balanc::i.t'\g /lit solar noon. Therefore. to 

balance the incident power on both halves of the nceiver throughout the 

entire I heliol!lut: aim point:5 were bl&ud 0.10 from 

welt to east. 

To minimize spillage that occurs from changing the bias of the entire 

collector field throughout the day, heliostats need to be targeted 

individually. Although this may provide improvements in receiver 

performance, the dh.advantages of a complicated aiming strategy lIIay outweigh 

the gains in performance, if any exist. Further testing is needed to 

determine if daily optimization of heliostat aiming strategies provides III 

reasonable increase in annual performance. 

5.3 Operability. Procedures. and Lesr-ons Learned 

Many concerns about the operability of solar thermal central receivers 

during start-up, normal operations, shutdown and emergencies have been 

resolved during past experiments, particularly the most recent Molten-Salt 

Electric Experiment. The previous procedures and lessons learned were 

evaluated, and applicable portions were incorporated into this experiment. 

The primary focus here will be on the operability of the receiver with 

regard to the dual panel receiver in this experiment. 
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5.3.1 

Operability during early morning or sunrise and midday start-up is discussed 

in this section. Start-up of the receiver occurs subsequent to warm-up of 

the receiver panels. The warm-up can be accomplished using he1iostats, 

cavity heaters, or overnight conditioning with cold-salt flow. 

Sunrise Start-uR 

Start-up of the receiver at sunrise or shortly after sunrise can be 

accomplished one of three ways; using the early morning he1iostat pattern 

discussed in Section 5.1.1, using cavity heaters, or overnight conditioning 

with cold-salt flow discussed in Section 5.2.4. From an operational 

standpoint, the overnight salt flow conditioning would be the quickest way 

to start up the receiver, because the receiver would already be in cold-salt 

flow and would only require establishing serpentine flow and sequencing the 

heliostats with operational aim points onto the empty receiver panel. The 

second fastest method would be to use the cavity heaters, which would allow 

pr~heating the receiver panels before sunrise. With both of these methods, 

serpentine flow could be established prior to sunrise allowing energy 

collection to start at sunrise. If the heliostats Were used to warm up the 

receiver panels, the early morning warm-up pattern would be used as 

described in Section 5.1.1. This method requires an additional 15 minutes 

before the fill sequence, and delays start-up past sunrise until both warmup 

and fill sequence are complete. In addition, two different heliostat aiming 

strategies must be used ~hich complicates the start-up procedure. 

Midday Start-up 

Operationally, the midday start-up of the receiver is essentially the same 

as for early morning, except that when using the heliostats to warm up the 

panel. a different he1iostat pattern would be used. However, about 20 

percent of the early morning warm-up pattern would be used during the midday 

warm-up of the panels. The cavity-heater panel preheat technique and the 

overnight salt flow method would remain the same for midday start-up of the 

receiver. 
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Normal shutdown, eiHrgency shutdown due to power out4lge and 

failures, and lessons. le&.:r:n.d from these are disc1.I.Ssed in this 

section. 

Normal shutdown included verifying component 

normal drain sequence of the receiver. and t.he receiver following 

the draining, Sefor. removing the heliostau from the receiver. the outlet 

temperature aet point was down t.o control the t.emperature ramp rate 

of the rE'H.:e1v~t tubu shutdown. In addition, component temperatures 

were ve:dfhd to auure they were above the freezing point of salt. 

Subsequently, .'!l norul drain sequence was initiated by opening all the drain 

and purge valve~. the cold surge tank, and allowing the receiver and 

the to the ground level tank, 

After cOlllp1etely the receiver, a posttnt visual inspection wu 

performed. This involved inspecting the receiver panel for potential salt 

leaks, buckled tubes or any other unusual condition that may have occurred 

during testing. When severe conditions were noted, a posttest meeting was 

held to dhcuu these conditions and determine the correctiv!!! action 

uquired. 

When an emergency condition, such as a power outage, occurred during normal 

operation of the receiver, emergency procedures were used to shut the system 

down. Uninterruptible power supplies were employed throughout the digital 

control system, such that system monitoring was preserved. Thus during a 

power outage, although the salt pumps stopped operating and other pieces of 

equipment ceased operation or went to their failed position the actual 

shutdown and draining of the receiver progressed normally because the 

control system remained powered, and sufficient residual compressed air was 

available to operate valves. 
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The use of uninterruptible power supplies throughout the digital control 

system was a major improvement. 1bey eliminated many panic conditions 

generated by power outages and equipment failures and allowed for a 

virtually normal shutdown of the receiver. 

A second important improvement relative to MSEE concerned the cold surge 

tank vent. During the draining sequence in the receiver, the cold surge 

tank is vented from 300 psig to a-t.mospheric pressure, eliminating the 

potentially damaging two phase flow through the concrol valves. 

5.3.3 Control and Monitorins by the Operator 

In this section the primary discussion focuses upon the digital control 

system and its use and operation in controlling and monitoring the processes 

of this experiment. Also discussed are the various computers used in system 

monitoring temperatures and their interaction with the process control 

system. Finally, the discussion centers upon operators in the control room 

and on computers monitoring the overall process of this experiment. 

Digital Control 

The process digital control system was a major piece of equipment in this 

experiment and it provided control and visibility of the processes in the 

control room. It allowed the operators to both control the process and 

monitor all the critical parameters and take appropriate action as required 

to control the experiment. 

Even for a novice who had never operated a digital control system, the 

system was very easy to use and master. In our particular experiment, the 

oF-erator used only manual sequences. Auto sequences were not used e'i ther in 

the fill or the drain sequences, primarily because of the time required to 

input the sequences into the process control computer and perform the 

required check-out. 
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The pril!Ul.ry lesson learned 

ease of use, its short: 

programmed by individuals without a 

the control llIyatlllll:! llIas i tlJl 

curve. and eM f&<:t that i.t can ~ 

auto sequences can be 

workload of the operator. 

be made while the prC'bceu 

into thb system 

And finally. certain 

Second, 

• ea.!ling the 

to the software can 
is in 

In our particular expel"illlent, control was divided. among three separate and 

independent computers.. These computer systems were the proceu 

control system (NET-gO), the Acurex heat-trace control system, and the 

heliostat control system. The main huon buned wu that these individu,d 

computer systelI<s should be integrated into one master system. This would 

allow operators to monitor and control the entire plant uaing a 

system as well u facilitate plant: lIut<.lml!ltion and improve sylium Op0ut::!.on. 

The control rOom operators monitored the plant proc~ssing using three OlD's. 

Having three units allowed the operator fleXibility in monitoring uverl'll 

different subsystems simultaneously or in monitoring a trip page on one of 

the 01Us, with an overall system on another and a subsystem on the third. 

This flexibility is invaluable in effective and rapid operator control. 

Additional flexibility was obtained throughout the use of dynamic color 

graphics on an OIU which allowed direct operator inters.etion such as opening 

and closin& valves and changing set-point valves. 

The primary lesson learned was that at least one OIU per subsystem with 

dynamic color graphics is required for secure and effective operator control 

and monitoring. In addition, the need for an integrated master control 

system became readily apparent because of verbal chaos in emergency 

situations and awkwardness in normal situations. 
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5.3.4 [iual Procedures 

In this section the iterative process employed in developing the final 

procedures used in this experiment is described. In addition, the 

applicability of these procedures to a commercial scale central receiver 

power plant is discussed. Finally, several lessons learned in procedure 

development are addressed. 

Molten-Salt Electric Experiment 

During the later phase of the M~EE Project, an integrated systems operations 

program was conducted for approximately 1 month. The experiment was." 
operated 7 days a week :for a minimum of 12 hours a day. The operations were 

designed to simulate as closely as possible those of a commercial utility 

power plant, and also to develop operating procedures and control strategies 

similar to those that would be employed by an electric utility. The 

development of these new procedures for the integrated systems operations 

testing occurred in five areas: 

1) Heliostat early morning warm-up pattern, 

2) Receiver early morning rapid start-up, 

3) Heat-rejection feed-water subsystem early morning rapid start-up, 

4) Steam generation subsystem early morning rapid start-up, and 

5) Simul~ted turbine generator start-up. 

For this project, only the receiver's early morning warm-up pattern and its 

start-up operating and shutdown procedures were developed and refined. 

Each of the subsystem procedures was divided into four basic sections: 

pretest check list, operations, posttest check list, and emergency 

procedures. For the pretest check list, both control room and field check 

lists were developed, with the control room operator and field technicians 

coordinating their activities by radio. The control room pretest check list 

activities consisted of verifying that the temperatures of salt systems were 

acceptable and the control system and components were configured for start

up. As each of the field technicians in the various subsystems proceeded 



through the field cheek 

equipment lilY as 

The operations of each nr·oeaaurm vas controlled frOl.'ii the cOfttl:'(J)l 

room by the console operators. the field 

technicians lIere Avere of cdtical 

Subsequent: to POlltU3t check 118\:8 ~r. for each of the 

the field techniciana &nd the control room to IH!'&CUre eha 

Tbi!! control room operator then IllEH!ured the !l!l4ster control system 

and the control room 

The tests required to finAlize thJil Wfilre obtaln-fld 

from three condition.: and $hutdown. 

Proceoul'U used in the 

norm<iil start-up hd:tostat: pattern, lind the heat!,'!:!:'•. In the 
operation.ll of the proceduns both state and 

transient conditions wen used in finalizing the proceduus, as well as 

.emergency conditions during fill sequences, normal operations, and drain 

sequences. The shutdown portion included the normal dra1n of the t:eceiver 

and securing the receiver subsequent to the final drain. 

The final operating procedures developed from this experiment can be applied 

to commercial solar central receiver power plants because the configuration 

of the receiver would be similar. In a commercial solar receiver, heaters 

would be used to preheat the piping, valves, headers, etc. Even if bellows

sealed valves were replaced with packing-sealed stems, trace heaters would 

be required and the pro<:edures would be similar. 

The pro<:edures involved in filling sumps before operating the pumps can also 

be applied to a commercial-scale plant. Procedures in pressurizing the 

receiver'S cold-salt surge tanks would apply directly to commercial-scale 
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plants. Finally, the procedures in operating cavity or radiant heaters in 

the receiver woulJ also apply. 

The primary lesson learned from the finalized procedures used in this 

experiment is that they can be applied to commercial scale power plants with 

a central receiver design. Therefore, if large scale test facilities or 

demonstration plants are designed and operated, these procedures could be 

applied to those facilities and refined to its particulars with minimal 

foreseen effort. 



D. Sml.t.h -Babcock & WHeox 

M. - McDonnell Astronautics 
JR.. " Sandia National L&lx:n,atoriu 

XL Boehm • of Utah 

G•. Astron&utic~ Corp. 

The function of a 1II0lar nce:l.v~r h to. absorb th~ solar energy mad<i1J 

available to it fro!lll the collector field. In thhl fiieet:lon of tM report, th<ll 

capability of the telt rec(}iver to eol10ct energy is sxamined bUf}d on th4'! 

data from the teats, Tha measure of this r~H::fi)ivfir' to abllorb 

th~ solar energy from the coll@ctor fidd was itlil , d~d'in(!d lUi t1\l 

thermal output divided by the power available at Hill ap~';.'tun The 

receiver's thliH:mal output was ca1culated from the !lIlEHUUnmilm\::$ of ~.!ll t flow 

rate, and inlet and outlet temperature, The power available at the aperture 

plane was not measured, however, so the receiver's efficiency had to b~ 

calculated by indirect means. T'...o methods were used to calculate the 

efflciancy: 1) YIlE'llUlured output divided by calculated thermal input, and 2) 

thermal loss measuremecnt by the "Baker modification to the method of Barron," 

The "Barron~ method infers losses from m~asured thermal output at two 

different power levels and employs an analytical characterization of tM 

receiver. The method of calculated input power was used to predict tll", 

receiver's efficiency as a function of time of day, whereas the "Baker 

modification'" is limited to application at solar noon. Sections 6.1 and 6.3 

present these measures of efficiency. The performance of the receiver is also 

evaluated analytically in Section 6.2 by using a computer modeL This work 

supported the "Baker IlIOdification" loss evaluation, but also stood alone as a 

measure of the receiver's expected efficiency. 

Important to a receiver's ability to collect energy are its characteristics 

when started. The test receiver was operated in three modes for start-up. 
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These three modes are discussed in Section 6.4, and comparisons are drawn 

based on energy collected, energy consumed, and start-up times. 

Another aspect of a receiver's performance is its control. Section 6.5 

discusses the receiver's controls and their ability to function and collect 

energy during clear and cloudy conditions. Section 6.6 summarizes all aspects 

of the receiver's performance and discusses its capability to collect energy 

on an annual basis. Chapter 6 concludes with a discussion of the 

uncertainties of measuring the receiver's power. 

6.1 Steady-State Evaluation 

This section reports the results of the test receiver's steady-state 

performance evaluation. Its performance at solar noon is presented first. 

followed by a discussion of the receiver's performance as a function of time 

of day for the 9 hours during which a 1050"F outlet temperature could be 

maintained. Steady-state evaluation of the receiver at solar noon is 

important because (1) it establishes the maximum performance characteristics 

for the receiver and. (2) it provides a comparison between the actual test 

data and the desi.gn predictions for the receiver. 

Steady-state test data were collected on 14 days between March 30 and April 29 

(of 1987). Solar noon data were collected on 7 of these days. Figure 6.1.1 

presents the times when data were taken for steady-state evaluations. The 

period of the test was within the 40 days after the spring solstice of 1987. 

During this time, 12 to 13 hours of sunlight are usually available between 

sunrise and sunset. To account for variations in daily insolation, all the 

test data were normalized to the insolation curve obtained on March 31, 1987. 

This curve, shown in Figure 6.1.2, depicts the insolation history from 4 hours 

before to 4 hours after solar noon. This was the best full-day insolation 

data obtained during testing. To account for daily changes in the heliostat 

field, all the test data were also normalized to 192 heliostats, representing 

the number of heliostats used in the design predictions for the receiver. 

Receiver efficiencies are predicted in this section using the method of 

predicted energy input vs. measured receiver power both at solar noon and as a 
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funeUon of tiJ:ie of Abo a of ttbe e..:t~we.t: bt.. 
of the CRTF collector f:1dd. "rM data collected $~ .videnee that dw 
receiver power vas biased to dw west. 
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STEADY-STATE DATA POlIn'S 


To determinE! the steady-state absorbed power at solar noon, the receiver was 

operated with a salt outlet temperature of l050°F with the maximum number of 

base-line heliostats on target (see Section 3.2). The absorbed power was 

measured during a IO-minute window centered around solar noon. The data 

obtained during each test were averaged and corrected for hot-salt flow 

calibration (see discussion in Section 6.7) and then normalized to 192 

heliostats and to a solar noon insolation of 1065 W/m2 taken from the 

insolation curve shown in Figure 6. 1.2. These results are presented in 

Table 6-1. 
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FIGURE 6.1.2 


IDEAL DAY SOLAR INSOLATION 
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TABLE 6-1 
MEASURED AND NORMALIZED RECEIVER SOLAR NOON POWER 

MEASURED NORMAL! ZED* 
HELIOSTATS INSOLATION RECEIVER POWER (MW) RECEIVER POWER (MW) 

DAY ON TARGET W/m2 EAST WEST TOTAL EAST WEST TOTAL 

03/30/87 189 1067 2.16 2.46 4.62 2.19 2.50 4.69 
04/03/87 187 1047 2.14 2.40 4.54 2.23 2.51 4.74 
04/08/87 189 1029 2.21 2.42 4.63 2.32 2.55 4.87 
04/10/87 190 1048 2.19 2.38 4.57 2.25 2.44 4.69 
04/15/87 187 1055 2.18 2.39 4.57 2.26 2.48 4.73 
04/17/87 187 1034 2.17 2.34 ,4.51 2.26 2.48 4.77 
04/18/87 186 1040 2.16 2.37 4.53 2.28 2.51 4.79 

AVERAGE POWER 2.17 2.40 4.57 2.26 2.49 4.76 
*192 Heliostats, 1065W/m2 



The average measured power from th~ nceiver was 4.51 ~ eM G:<::t'tllll&lized 

average is 4.76 MY. Of note is the fact that then was a 111 imb.4lance 

absorb.ed power 

further in Section 6.1.l. 

The efficiency of a receiv'!r is defined as the energy collected, divided 

the energy available to the receiver. ~ energy av.Id.1able to tho receiver is 

the energy reflected the collector field at the 

For the receiver, two m.lUlsures of The fint wu 

the "receiver d&fined &s the absorbed power divided th4'l power 

within the receiver aperture ( the , this is 

standard definition of nceiver efficien.cy. The $.0cond !Hasun wu the "total 

receivElI: efficiency, It which is the absorbed: power divided the totd power 

arriving at the aperture Thh number will be lower beclAl.ul;!! it trutIJ 

the external spillage a5 a loss, but it indicates how w~ll thQ rec.iv~r is 

matched to th0 he110stat field. 

Study sollU'~nocm datil wen uken on 7 days betw.en Hs.rch 30 89) &md 

April 18 10.8). Grcn field power w.u cdcubted each day.IUI the dinct: 

normal insolation times the mirror area. for the active CR'rF heHostatli for the 

day. This number was then reduced first by shading, blOCKing, and cosine 

losses as determined by the HELlOS (26) program. The power was then reduced 

by the mirror reflectivity and by the atmospheric transmiuion, which wen 

taken to be .807 (based on Ii ll'ifHiilH.u:ement taKen on 6) and a. value of .995 

(provided by HELlOS respectively). 6.1.3 presents a stair-step 

for the aver4ge conditions. 

The efficiency calculated for the receiver was 88.7 percent. while the total 

receiver efficiency was calculated to be 83 percent. The uncertainty in 

these numbers is relatively high. This results from uncertainties in the 

HELlOS predictions of incident power. and uncertainties in the measurement 

of absorbed power. (Uncertainties in power measurement are discussed in 

Section 6.7.) Uncertainties in calculation of receiver efficiency are 

discussed in Section 6.6. 
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FIGURE 6.1. 3 
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6.1. 2 

During the test period of March 30 to April 29, the steady-state absorbed 

power for a full day's operation was measured over a range of 9 hours, 

beginning 4 1/2 hours before, and continuing to 4 1/2 hours after solar noon. 

During this period, the incident power on both halves of the receiver was 

sufficient to maintain an outlet temperature of l050°F at the minimum flow 

rate of 12,000 lb/h. Table 6-11 presents the normalized total absorbed power 

for the test receiver as a function of time of day, based on correlation of 

all of the data. 



TA!,L,E 6-11 

DAILY PO'iiD 


Solar East West Total 

Time Power Po~er Power 


(M'V) 
07:30 1.22 0.83 2.05 
08:00 1.54 1.21 2.14 
09:00 1.97 1. 76 3.73 
lO~OO 2.19 2.13 4.32 
11:00 2.27 2.36 4.63 
12:00 2.25 2.43 4.73 
13:00 2.14 2.51 4.65 
14:00 1. 93 2.44 4.37 
15:00 1.60 2.22 3.82 
16:00 1.09 1.80 2.89 
16:30 0.75 1.49 2.24 

Theoreti~lll1y. the abs.orbed power fot' each half of the reed'IeI' should hav~ 

balanced at solar noon. However, test usults indieat$d th~ actWiil abllorb~d 

power balanced Anl~lI'Cl.X 90 minutu before solar Mon. Thh is! further 

illustrated in 6.1.4, which the absorbed power for uch hdf 

of thfl receiver liS III funetio.t1 of time of 

FIGURE 6.1. ", 


RECEIVER POWER. AS A FUNCTION OF TIME OF DAY 
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Section 6.1.3 discusses the sensitivity of the power distribution to aim

point location in more detail and explains the reasons the absorbed power 

was not balanced for each half of the receiver at solar noon. 

To calculate the receiver's efficiency as a function of time of day, steady

state data points were analyzed at even-hour increments both before and 

after solar noon. Data readings recorded every minute were averaged over 

lO·minute intervals to establish each steady-state point. To eliminate 

daily variations from the data, all data were normalized, as described in 

Section 6.1. The measured power was based on the measured temperatures and 

flow. The input power of the receiver wu calculated from a table of CRTF 

collector field performance parameters provided by the HELlOS program. This 

table (Table 6-111) provides cosine, shadowing, blocking, and spillage lOMS 

as 11 function of day and time of day for the test period. 

TABLE 6-IIl 

HELlOS COLLECTOR FIELD PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 


Day Hours 
from Noon 

Cosine Shading 
6. Blocking 

Spillage & 
Prop·I·eion Total 

89 
89 

0 
1 

0.946 
0.938 

1.000 
1.000 

0.930 
0.926 

0.710 
0.701 

89 
89 
89 

2 
3 
4 

0.915 
0.876 
0.823 

0.999 
0.970 
0.849 

0.911 
0.884 
0.840 

0.672 
0.607 
0.474 

89 4.5 0.792 0.724 0.813 0.376 

119 
119 
119 
119 
119 
119 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
4.5 

0.921 
0.913 
0.890 
0.851 
0.798 
0.767 

1.000 
1.000 
0.998 
0.975 
0.873 
0.768 

0.931 
0.926 
0.911 
0.881 
0.833 
0.804 

0.692 
0.682 
0.653 
0.590 
0.469 
0.382 

Based on these data, the performance of the CRTF collector field was 

predicted for each of the steady-state data points. Gross power of the 

collector field was defined as the mirror area of the collector field times 

the direct normal insolation. This represented the maximum power that could 

have been intercepted by the field if all mirrors were directed normal to 

the sun's rays. This value was first reduced by predicted shading of the 



mirrors hel1oet..t:s, ~f r$nect:~ 

helioststs. and by the cosine effaet due to 

to bisect the ba~an the sun and the recaivfll". TbeSJe effects w.rEil 

in t.he ooU1:8. 

A reduction was ~sd& for .1rror 

mirrors at the CRTF had a 

and transalssion. 

of 88; percent when clean. 

of the test, th0 

aUd 

of the .1rro<lt's Wl!I.f! lIKIu1.u:ed at 80.6 

tr'IU'Ismis.sion loslUls of 5 

were $sH_ted and taken into accoUnt. the solar liiJoergy that 

reached the of 

8\.u:facelS outsld4'lt the 
powr fell 

aperture, where iii 

6.1.5 prtllumts 

recdver bued on .dl of 

rlillultll!l. the receiver' 

pre!l.ents the neeiver's 

the b•• le Krecelver 

on the wing 

th~ rl'J:c.6iver aperture, 

Tbh 15 cdlea 

dther on the 

of it "as absorbad. 

the of the 

the iii state dAt& 

so_ fell on non

exterrutl 

O'r ilu\tl'll'fld 

collector 

Baud 

The 

tM rec<!Iiv(lt' 

fhId and t:h~ 

upon then 

6.1.6 

as a function of the time of day. Both 
,K (th. ratio of absorbed power to the power 

and into the aperture, exclul!live of external 

could be calculated. 

(the ratio of receiver power 

to the power at the plane) are Then is Ii hir 

amount of scatter in the data in this plot. It III&Y be the result of several 

factors, 

wind, 

LU"~(I'~ variation in 101se. due to weather conditions of 

etc., and random errors in the lIKIaSUrE'lllKlnts. The receiver 

efficiency also shows very little variation as a function of time of day, 

but the total efficiency (including spillage) showed significant variation. 

To understand this trend, it is useful to look at Figures 6.1.7 and 6.1.8. 

Figure 6.1.7 presents efficiency as 

this plot, it is apparent that receiver 

variable. 6.1.8 shows thermal 

a function of absorbed po"er. From 

pow~r is the significant independent 

loss (including reflected loss) as a 

function of absorbed power. Apparently, losses from the cavity are lc'....er at 

lower levels. almost in proportion to power level. This could be the 

result of lower surface temperatures within the receiver when at 

lower powers. For total receiver loss (including spillage) the 



loss must increalle as a function of time of .day, with higher.pillage when 

the sun is lower in the morning and evening. This trend is seen. in Figure 

6.1.9 which shows losses plotted as a function of time of day . Figure 

6.1.10 presents a stair-step diagram for the energy collected during the 9 

hours from 7:30 to 4:30 solar time. The energy collected ~uring the 9 hours 

of steady-state operation was 35.7 MYth based on the normalized data. This 

number was based on an outlet temperature of l050°F for 9 continuous hours. 

Early morning and late afternoon energy collection is discussed in Section 

6.4. The average total efficiency and the average receiver efficiency 

(exc1uding spillage) for the 9 hours was ca1cu1ated as 79.7 and 88.1 

percent, respectively. These are lower than the solar noon efficiencies 

because the efficiency varied with the time of day, as shown in Figure 

6.1.6. 

FIGURE 6.1. 5 


DAILY COLLECTOR FIELD AND RECEIVER PERFORMANCE 
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FIGURE 6.1. 6 

RECEIVER EFFICIENCY VS. TIME OF DAY 
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FIGURE 6.1.8 

RECEIVER LOSS VS. POWER 
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FIGURE 6.1. 9 

RECEIVER LOSS VS. TIME OF DAY 
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FIGURE 6.1.10 
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6.1. 3 

Because both the receiver and the CRTF collector field were symmetric, it 

would be expected that the east and west zones of the receiver would have 

collected the same power at solar noon and would have behaved the same on 

either side of solar noon. During the initial check-out of the receiver, 

however, this was found not to be the case. With the b~liostats aimed at 

the vertical center line of the receiver aperture, the appatent measured 

power from the receiver's west zone was higher than that of the east zone. 

No reason for this exists in the receiver's geometry. but it was suspected 

that errors in flow measurement and small errors in the field alignment 

might be responsible. An investigation was conducted to determine the 

sensitivity of tIle receiver's power to aim-point locations. 



The heliostat's aim points for this receiver were distributed along the 

vertical centerline of the aperture, as discussed in Section 3.2. During 

the receiver's check-out, the aim points were shifted in an attempt to 

balance power between the two flow control zones. The receiver was operated 

a t solar noon with aim points on the vertical centerline, and with aim 

points displaced 6.7 inches to the eas t. The results of these tests are 

shown in Figure 6.1.11. With aim points on the vertical centerline, power 

was biased 230 kW to the west. With the aim points moved 6.7 inch~s to the 

east, power was biased 240 kW to the east. Based on linear interpolation, 

power would balance with an aim point 3.3 inches to the east. Clearly, the 

power balance was quit!! sensitive to aim-point location. Because this 

offset was small, and because the accuracy of the flow measurement was 

limited (therefore limiting the accuracy of power measurement. see Section 

6.7), it was decided to conduct testing with the aim points at the aperture 

centerline and accept the anomaly in the data. 

FIGURE 6.1.11 


ABSORBED POWER SENSITIVITY TO AIM-POINT LOCATION 
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Numerical models of the thermal characteristics of the receiver' 

tools to evalull.te test data I'lnd 

capabilities for future design In the 

current design details or future design on the receiver's thermal 

performance 

performance 

can 

for 

be evaluated. Accurate of the 

energy transff!!r that occurs within the receiver. 

realistic mo<ieb of the 

The e~rgy tran~f~r 

th41 recliliverinvolves 

is to and include the dominant I'Iechanisms in the s 

acceptable manner. Section 6.2.1 presents a brief overvhw of thb 

numerical model (CAVITY2), including inherent in the mo~l, and 

fina.lly a more detaUed dbcuuion ()f the eod@ methodology. Section 6.2.2 

presents both lccd (spatially resolved) And global cavity) ruult":$!. 

Cdculated local variables include: ult front liIurhee 

temperature, inner w<II;l1 of the tube:, convective flul(, absorbed 

for 1& number of different condieions. C10balflux. and 

results from the model include: radiative losses, convective lossos, 

abserbed power, 

temperature, and the 

to maintain a lOSO"F 

6.2.1 

receiver thermal efficiency, area-averaged surface 

salt-mass flew rate in the east and west zones required 

salt outlet temperature. 

Given the solar flux distribution on the surff.ce of the receiver's cavity 

(as calculated, for example, by the HELlOS code [26J) and the desired inlet 

and outlet s.alt temperatures I the code performs steady-state energy balances 

on lecal elements of the receiver in an iterative technique. The model 

presented here includes molten-salt energy absorption (radial tube 

conduction and axial salt advection), gray (one-band) radiative transfer 

between surfaces and the aperture of the receiver (with no atmospheric 

participation), and convective energy transfer to the atmo~phere at a local 

level. The !!IOdel is based on an earlier code, CAVITY, developed at SNL, 

Livermore [27}. To achieve numerical stability, underrelaxation is 

6-15 



required. Some material properties are temperature dependent, although the 

radiative properties are not, and furthermore are taken to be gray values. 

Assumptions inherent in this model include: (1) the cavity is at steady

state; (2) only the receiver cavity is modeled (the wing panels were not 

included); (3) all cavity surfaces are homogeneous, gray and diffuse, and 

the air within the cavity is nodiatively non-participating. (No attempt has 

been made to include "microscale" effects, such as the scalloped nature of 

the absorbing tube elements. The elements are modeled as flat planes, 

although corrections have been made for non-planar flux surface areas when 

determining the energy absorbed by the salt.); (4) non-absorbing surface 

elements transfer energy convectively with the atmosphere and radiatively 

with other surfaces; (5) absorbing surface elements transfer energy 

convectively with the atmosphere, radiatively with other surfaces, and 

advectively with the flOWing salt; (6) each surface element is characterized 

by a uniform temperature and uniform net heat flux; (7) conduction through 

the tube wall is radially onetidimensional (no axial or circumferential 

conduction) and therefore conduction between tube elements is neglected; (8) 

fluid flow in the tubes is fully developed, with no phase change: axial 

conduction in the fluid is neglected. 

A more detailed discussion of the model methodology follows. The receiver 

cavity is configured using 292 discrete elements. The program SHAPEFACTOR 

[28] was used to generate the shape factors necessary to quantify the 

radiative transfer between each element. Once the receiver cavity geometry 

is defined, the inlet and outlet salt temperatures and solar incident flux 

on each element are specified (from HELlOS), an initial estimate of the 

absorbing panel front surface temperatures is made, and the convective flux 

for the nonabsorbing elements are initially assumed to be zero. The primary 

calculation loop consists of the following steps: 

1) 	 Radiative Analysis: A single-band (gray) radiative exchange analysis 

using the net-radiation method (as discussed in [29]) predicts the net 

non-radiative energy transfer for the absorbing elements and the 

surface temperature for the nonabsorbing elements. To achieve 

numerical stability, all radiosities in the radiative calculation are 

6-16 




"relaxed" 


factor 


2) the curre;nt s;urfa.::e tel!!\perllture estimates, 

convective transfer for each elel!!\ent is calculated 0I:li! of three 

submodels: 1) globally derived convection: a unifo.rm heat

transfer coefficient is calculated too Siebers and Kraab~l 

correlation PO). Thb method pror.&tes the convective flux over the 

surface elel!!\ent tG}~rature and ensures en",,!:'!y 

conllll!ll'vation. It IINst be noted that this submodd is terlMd Ii 

"global tt sublllcdel, the convective energy transfer is hd at !l!a<:h 

local energy balaMI\!!, 1 t h tll!:rmod a convec t:LV<ll j!;ubmodel 

becllu.fua it 1. based on a corrli!llation. Local convection: 

locally 

relationship Nu - O. 052Gro ':HI [31}, for which the sc&lu au 

tAken to caMel (ldantically if the exponent 15 1/3). Nu 18 the N'tlUdt 

number and Cr i~ the Crashof nUlllb0t', at'll! Elvduat::li\d At 

ambhnt temperaturtH'L Thh method a heat: transfer cCH,:ffichnt: 

and convective flux that is more sensitive to local surface hmpeutuu 

conditions than the global convective estimates. Both the and 

local convection submodela use a constant ambient I'HI the 

convective sink 3) No. convection: due to. the 

and uncertai.nties associated in the local convective 

coefficients, the receiver' thermal characteristics had been 

previously evaluated with no convective transfer. This option can be 

used for comparative purposes, 

3) 	 Local Energy Balance: The net non-radiative flux estimates for the 

absorbing elements are updated to account for the convective loss. The 

energy available to radially conduct through each tube and into the 

salt is determined by an energy balance on each absorbing element 

panel. 

4) Convergence Check: These net non-radiative flux values are checked for 

convergence with the estimates from the previous iteration. 

6-17 
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5) 	 Hitch-Specified Conditions: If convergence has not been achieved, 

following iterative loop is initiated to determine the flow rate of 

salt mass (based on average salt temperatures) necessary to produce 

outlet salt temperatures that match the specified values: 1) A local 

convective heat-transfer coefficient (for the energy transfer from the 

tube's inner surface to the salt) is calculated, based on the current 

salt-mass flow rate estimate and local temperature-dependent 

properties. The correlation used is Nu - max(4.364,O.023Reo· 8 PrO· 4 ), 

where Re is the Reynolds number and Pr is the Prandtl number [27]. 2) 

Next, local fluid temperatures ar'e updated based on the current man 

flow rate and energy conduction through the tube into the salt, Qeond' 

3) The inner wall temperature is updated based on Qcond' the fluid 

heat-transfer coefficient and fluid temperatures, accounting for the 

tube perimeter surface area, (Note that since the elements are 

radiatively modeled as planar surfaces, the cross-sectional area is 

used for all radiative transfer.) Steps 1-3 are repeated to give the 

salt'. convective heat-transfer coefficient, inner tube wall 
'.temperatures and fluid temperatures that are consistent with Q d and con 

the salt-mass flow rate. 4) The salt-mass flow rate is updated if the 

calculated outlet temperature is not equivalent to the desired salt 

outlet temperature. Steps 1-4 are repeated until the desired salt 

outlet temperature is achieved. 

6) 	 Update and Iteration: The outer tube's surface temperatures are 

updated and iterated to be consistent with Qcond and the tube inner 

wall temperatures. Repeat steps 1-6 until the tube'S conductive energy 

converges. 

6.2.2 Results 

Global results are presented in Table 6-lV for a number of different 

conditions. All results apply to day 120 with solar insolation of 1.05 

kW/m2. Solar incident flux levels for 100 percent field conditions are 

predicted by HELlOS with 191 heliostats on-line, providing 4836 kWof power 



at the receiver apE'lrture. Field Inc~tkt flm:: levels of 50 perc.eftt ara 

taken to be half of the full~f!eld values. Unless o~rvise 

parameter used in ~ inel~ 

weighted to, tM 

(0.948) and Itaowool ceramic fiber insulation 

presented in Table 6-1'11 are 901&r power incident on the 

which include po'lHtr includes internal on the 

~ 

of Pyl~rk 

~.I.''>u<!I''1. valMs 

surfac.es, 

walls of the receiver, :[",11., it b tM ~er 

power lost 

the power 
abSlQrbed by the salt, convect!v. transfer to the 

atmosphere. Qconv; power lest 

receiver's therDal 

to .ollar inc.ldant pwer; 

over all 

and 

conditionlll 

on III 

Itrultiple-band 

that will provide 1050·' outlet ule under th$ 

It Itrust be atruud that thele 

radiative • whieh is leu 

, although the distributions, 

are baliliild 

than a 

effects and 

globd vOilues should. not vary 



TABLE 6-IV 

GLOBAL RESULTS 

Moon, 1001 field 
Glob.l Couvection 

Q (kW)
• 

4113. 

Q (kW)
G. 

~UG 

Q (kW) 
COllY 

149.0 

Qrad(kW) 

260•• 

11(%) 

till. 52 

in) 

909.1 

iii (Ub/h)• 

45.39 

iii (Ub/b) 
w 

~5.U 

Mooft, 1001 Field 
1/2 z Globel Convection 4836 ""7. '~.O' :&7:& •• la.1I2 983.6 U ••3 ..s.G7 

Moon. 1001 Field 
2; x Glob.l Conveetlen 4113& .3U 268.0 :&3:'.3 89.55 84111.0 44.41 

Moon, 1001 Field 
Ko Convection 4835 ~544 0 291.8 9S.97· 1070 46.5 

Koon, 100% Field 
Loo.l Convection 48S8 44111 1110.' 259.7 91.31 G03.11 45.28 

Moon, 1001 Field 
Global Conv, @k.OWOOlqQ.l ~836 ~425 152.11 157.11 81.51 122.S 45.39 

Noon, 1001 Field 
Global Conv, @ -0.7

kIIO'fIIOOl 
411311 ""lS 1115.1 2SS.4 91.31 971.7 45.211 

Noon, 1001 Field 
Glob.l Conv/Ho Intern.. l Spill..e 41St! 4309 123.9 220.0 811.11** 102.8 44.23 

Koon, 1001 Field 
Global Conv, PyrOGlllrk 
Conductivity Included 4836 ~.u~ lS2.7 2119.0 91.28 923.9 45.27 

11:00 ...m., 1001 Field 
Glebal Convection 4102 4303 1~5.6 253.0 91.52 89S.8 U.3S 

Koon, SOl Field 
Gleb.l Convection 2421 2119 121.9 180,0 87.53 799.2 21. 73 

"If alob.l conv.ction 10•••••re included b••ed on i - 1072. 'F(l91.9kW),., • 89,9%, 

··Predicted intern.l apil1... is 187kW. 



The base-line case is taken to be solar neon. 100 ~rcent field with tti(Jl 

global convection subililod01 t.lt'tiform heat. t.ransier eneff1cient: 

determined thA Siebers and Kraabel It tb"u:lU.l of 

just over 91 percent with absorbed power of 4.426 KV is Th~ 

largest. thermal loss mechanism is radiative transfer. convective 

transfer is of the same order of The difference in ult

mass fl<,w rates between the east and west zones is due to. very small 

asymmilltric effects in the cal.;ulated intern",l v~lues. Absorbed 

power and salt mass flow ratu coltipare well w11::h data 

the ••allured maxi.tim absorbed power at solar noon WIU 4.76 l'fw 

normaliud for inlloht:1on of L06S kW/m' &nd 192 l',elio~t:ats on-line). To 

dEltemint.l the sensitivity of the recdver's thermal to 

convective losses, two additional cases werEl run: a case in whieh the 

convective heat-transfer coeffichnt: (still auumed uniform and appUed 

locally) was taken to be half of thllt predicted the Sieb~n and Krubel 

cornb,tion; and 11\ case in which the hea.t- transhr c011iffident WIIS t!lken to 

be twice that of the Sh.ben and Krubel prcdtction. S:!.n(l$ thlli 11IU1:hc@ 

temperatures to different values in each cas~, the 

Q values in Tab10 6·IV are not exactly half or double those of the ba~e 
conv 

caSillo T varhs by about 70· F, with a corresponding change in efficiency of 

a few percent. If no convective transfer is allowed, T increases by more 

than 150·F, with some surfaces as hot as 1500"F. The 

at'tific:\,a1.ly increalu!s in this case since the increased radiative lou does 

not fully compens.ate for the lack of convective loss. As noted in the 

footnota to the Table, if global convection losses are included based on the 

predicted I for no convection, 'If decreases by -1. 5 percent from the glob"'l 

convection case. The local convective submodel, as described in the 

previous section, predicts slightly higher Q and slightly lower I, withconv 

essentially no change in 'If from the global convection prediction. 

The base value of the Kaowool insulation emissivity, (kaowool is 0.3. Two 

cases were run to determine the impact of the radiative properties of the 

material ~f the nonabsorbing walls (the material constitutes a significant 

http:at'tific:\,a1.ly


~':ii.cion of the cavity's surface area). The Kaowool emissivity was changed 

to 0.1 and 0.7. These values were applied to all cavity surfaces other than 

the Pyromark-coated absorbing salt panels. Interestingly, both cases 

Produced higher T (and therefore higher Q and slightly lower ~) than the conv 

base case. When tkaowoo1 - 0.1, the walls are more reflective and the 

nonabsorbing elements are at more uniform temperatures, producing a net 

increase in T. When tkaowoo1 0.7, the nonabsorbing elements have a 

greater temperature range, also giving an increase in T. Similar results 

are obtained when the local convection submode1 is used. 

If internal spillage is not accounted for, Qabs drops and ~ decreases sines, 

although T, Q and Q d are lower, the spillage energy (approximately 183 conv ra 

kW) cannot be absorbed. Comparing Q b between this case and the base case a iii 

indicates that an appreciable amount of internally spilled energy is 

~ventually absorbed by the salt. An exact value cannot be obtained from 

this comparison because the temperatures of the nonabsorbing surfaces vary 

considerably, reflected in the T values in Table 6·IV. 

Since the thermal conductivity of pyromark is not well known, most runs did 

not include the effects of its conductivity (i.e., the temperature 

difference between the absorbing surface and the tube's outer wall is 

neg1ect.ed). The effect of the current conductivity estimate of 0.4 W/mK on 

the. thermal performance of the receiver was determined using a coating 

thickness of 0.025 mm (0.001 inches). As indicated in Table 6· IV, T 
increases slightly (approximately lS·F) with a very small change in ~ (0.24 

percent). The temperature drop from the absorbing surface to the salt 

approximately doubles because, although t,,-a Pyromark is -65 times less thick 

than the alloy 800 tubes, it is -50 times less conductive. The smaller

than-expected effect of Pyromark's conductivity on the global values is, in 

part, due to the fact that approximately 62 percent of the cavity surface 

area is nonabsorbing surfaces, much of which is typically at higher surface 

temperatures than the absorbing panels. 
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Conditions at 1 hour before so.lar noon, as n: 00 <I .Ia.' 1INIll:'e 

virtWilly rdentical to those at solar noon. 'the 501111' incident fluj( wall 

slightly lower. with a corrClsp<'ndlng oocrease in the t~rature of eha 

nonabsorbing surfaces. which is :r:eflected in the f values in T",'0 Ie 6· IV. 

Results for so percent incident flux levels (representative' of conditions 

during flux~on loalll testing) indicate that losses decrease. but 00 not 

decrease in proportion eo the incident power level. 

absorbing paMl·.!II fro.nt li1Iutface temperatures rllll'lk'llin at lev.h Mar those for 

100 percent field power (assuming eha outlEtt salt tel'!Perature rEllLlinlll 

constant), whereas the nonabsorbing surface temperatures drop significantly. 

Thill lIIuueats that correction for non-constant loue. in the I4r1'on flux·on 

lou technique 18 MC.....ry. Fer eX&llPle, & 50 pl!lrc~nt reduction in 

incident flux produce. & 26.3 parcent d~crease in heat 10.s, saintaining eh~ 

sau outlet tel'!Psratura (888 Table 6·IV). 

Comparing these pr.dic~ion. to the results of other global 108s 

fUltisate technique. u8!/ld in HSS/CTE, it appears that theu lou "dun an 

above those estisated from flux-on loss testing, but are similar to those 

••timated f1'011 a IMltlsured output technique, in which the solar incident flux 

is calculated from HELlOS predictions and the absorbed power is measured, 

producing the loss figures. The lou estimates in Table 6· TV appear 

reasonable when cOI'IPared to the design efficiency, recognidng the 

uncertainty in the measured data from the experiment. 

Figures 6.2.1 thru 6.2.23 show local distributions of data that correspond 

to the global results in Table 6-IV. 



FIGURE 6.2.1 


SOLAR INCIDENT FLUX (kW/m2) 

SOLAR NOON, 100% FIELD 
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FIGURE 6.2.2 


SOLAR INCID~~T FLUX (kW/m2) 


11 a.m.. 100% FIELD 




FIGURE 6.2.3 

SALT TEMPERATURE (OF) 


SOLAR NOON, 100% FIELD GLOBAL CONVECTION 




6.2.4 

FRONT SURFACE TEHPERATUli.E ($ 

SOLAR NOON, 100, FIELD GLOBAL CONVECTION 



FIGURE 6.2.5 

FRONT SURFACE TEMPERATURE (OF) 


SOLAR NOON, lOOt FIELD (2X) GLOBAL CONVECTION 




FIGURE 6.2.6 

FRONT SURFACE TEMPERAI1.1RE ( 

SOLAR NOON, 100\ FIELD (1/2) GLOBAL COfWECIION 



FIGURE 6.2.7 

FRONT SURFACE TEMPERATURE (OF) 


SOLAR NOON, 100% FIELD NO CONVECTION 




FIGURE 6.:2.8 

mONT SURFACE TEMPERATURE (. IF) 

SOlJ\.R NOON. 100, FI E.LD LOCAL CONVECT! ON 



FIGURE 6.2.9 

FRONT SURFACE TEMPERATURE (~F) 


SOLAR NOON, 100% FIELD GLOBAL CONVECTION KAOWOOL·ABSORPT-0.1 




FIGURE 6.2.10 

FRONT SURFACE TEMPEiilATh'RE:. (. 

SOLAR NOON, 100\ FIELD GLOBAL CONVECTION KAOWOOL ABSORPT-Q. 7 



FIGURE 6.2.11 

FRONT SURFACE TEMPERATURE (" F) 


SOLAR NOON, lOOt FIELD NO INTERNAL SPILLAGE GLOBAL CONVECTION 




FIGURE 6.2.12 

}'ROt.l' SURFACE: '!EMPEllATh1tE (& F) 

SOLAR NOON, 100\ FIELD GLOBAL COh"VECTlOO PiiR~ CONO. INCL. 



FIGURE 6.2.13 


FRONT SURFACE TEMPERATURE (OF) 


11 a.m., 100% FIELD GLOBAL CONVECTION 




FIGURE 6 .. 2.14 

FRONT SURFACE TEMPEM'I'tt"RE (. F) 

SOLAR NOON, 50\ FIELD GLOML CONVEC1'ION 



FIGURE 6.2.15 

TUBE INNER WALL TEMPERATURE (OF) 


SOLAR NOON, 100~ FIELD GLOBAL CONVECTION 




FIGURE 6.2.16 


CONVECTION FLUX (kIJ/m2) 


SOLAR NOON, 100% FIELD GLOBAL CONVECTION 


FIEL[' 



FIGURE 6.2.17 


CONVECTIVE FLUX (kW/m2) 


SOLAR NOON, 100% FIELD LOCAL CONVECTION 




FIGURE 6.2.18 

ABSORBED FLUX (kW/m2) 


SOLAR NOON, 100\ FIELD GLOBAL CONVECTION 




FIGURE 6.2.19 


ABSORBED FLUX (kW/m2) 


11 a.m. I 100% FIELD GLOBAL CONVECTION 




FIGURE 6.2.20 

ABSORBED FLUX 

SOLAR NOON, 50\ FIELD GLOBAL CONVECTION 



FIGURE 6.2.21 


ABSURPTION EFFICIENCY 


SOLAR NOON, 100% FIELD GLOBAL CONVECTION 




FIGURE 6.2.22 


ABSORPTION EFFICIENCY 

11 a.III., 100, FIELD GLOBAL COI\'VECTION 




FIGURE 6.2.23 

ABSORPTION EFFICIENCY 


SOLAR NOON, 50% FIELD GLOBAL CONVECTION 




Before these figures, S~ it.elllllS BUst first be atddressed. First, 

the figures show distributions on views of either the receiver's 

surfaces unfolded (side panels out, floor dO'l!>'1l, up). or the 

absQrbing panels Note that: the cylindrical aspect of the absorbing 

panels is maintained so that the "'''''''''''.L:t. near tha sides appear "narrower" due 

tQ the viewing angle. S,,"cond, the distributions are meant to be primarily 

informative in terms of tl:ends, while as u pouibb. 

Efforts Were made to maintain a consistent scale when feasible, al though the 

highest and lowest values were changed to reflect the maxima and minimll for 

each figure. An interpolation routine is used to generate the 

distributions, and care must be used when interpreting the distributions, 

because there is only a single data value at each ele;aent. Finally, it must 

again be mentioned that these results are produced by a single-band 

radiative model, and the spectrally varying radiative properties were 

approximated by gray values. This is particularly important when 

considering the fibrous Kaowool insulation, which constitutes all surfaces 

other than the absQrbing panels. For example, preliminary results from lit 

C1.1rrent 2~band analysis of the base-line case indicates T drops by -50'F and 

~ increases by -1 percent (due to the higher reflectivity of the Kaowool 

insulation in the solar spectrum). The only effective changes in the 

analysis are the radiative propetties of the surface materials--the 2-band 

analysis used both solar-weighted and infrared-weighted values and the 

single-band analysis used a single gray estimate. 

Seven different parameters were investigated: 

1) 	 Solar Incident Flux: Figure 6.2.1 presents the solar incident flux as 

predicted by HELLOS fQr solar noon and includes internal spillage 

(energy passing through the aperture but incident on surfaces other 

than the absorbing panels). The distributions are essentially 

symmetric as expected, with the west (right, as pictured) side having a 

slightly greater incident flux. Conditions at 1 hour before solar noon 

were 	comparable (see Figure 6.2.2). 
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2) S~lt Temperature: The salt temperature plotted in Figure 6.2.3 is seen 

to monotonically increase in temperature as it flows in ,the east and 

west serpentine patterns from the prescribed inlet temperature of 573°F 

to the prescribed outlet temperature of l050°F. The salt-mass flow 

rate and salt temperature predictions are quantities that should most 

closely compare with directly measured data. The agreement between 

flow-rate data and predictions has already been discussed. The salt 

temperatures correlate well with measured data for the back-tube 

temperatures. For example, data from April 15, 1987, for Barron flux

on loss tests (half-power, full-power, half-power) indicate reasonably 

constant back-tube temperatures for the center panels between 600-750°F 

and the side panels between l030-l050°F, comparing welt with those 

indicated in Figure 6.2.3. Of course, since the salt outlet 

temperature of l050°F is maintained, this is not the most severe test 

of the numerical model, but does indicate the integrated absorbed power 

levels are appropriate. 

3) 	 Front Syrface Temperature: Figures 6.2.4 thru 6.2.14 indicate the 

temperature distributions of the absorbing panel's front surface are a 

function of the salt's temperature distribution and the incident flux 

distribution. That is, the surface temperature increases with Qs' but 

remains above the salt temperature at that point. Toe nonabsorbing 

element's temperatures are affected by convective heat transfer and 

radiative properties. As discussed above, these surface temperatures 

decrease when the global convection is doubled (Figure 6.2.5) and 

increase when it is halved (Figure 6.2.6); they significantly increase 

when no convection is allowed (compare Figures 6.2.4, 6.2.9 and 

6.2.10). The local convection submodel (Figure 6.2.8) produces a 

greater temperature gradient across the nonabsorbing elements due to 

the greater temperature-dependency inherent in this analysis. The 

absorbing panel's temperatures remain relatively constant across these 

cases because their temperature is dominated by non-convective energy 

transfer. The effect of changing the Kaowoo1 absorptivity/emissivity 

on the uniformity of the nonabsorbing wall temperatures is indicated in 

Figures 6.2.9 and 6.2.10 as discussed earlier (compare Figures 6.2.4 
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and 6.2.6). The effe·cts of other parameter:fi O!-l thfl' lccal frent; !!uYfllce~ 

temperature distributions were also inveu:igated. I f no internal 

spillage occurred, the nonabsorbing wall temperatures dr 

significantly (as much as 440"F. Figure 6.2.11). Including the 

Pyromark conductivity in the analysis produced III relatively uniform 

increase in the temperatures of the absorbing panel's surface (Figure 

6.2.12). Conditions at 1 hour before solar noon were very similar to 

those at solar noon, with II very slight decrease in surface 

temperatures (T decreased by nOF. see Figure 6.2.13). Pown 

conditions of 50 percent (Figure 6.2.14) decrease the nonllbsorbing wdl 

temperatures. a1 though the absorbing panel temperatures remain 

relatively constant. 

4) 	 )'s;mpeuture of the Tube's Inner Wall: The distributions are generally 

slmilar to the temperature distributions of the front surface, with 

values between the temperature of the local front surface and of the 

local salt (see Figure 6.2.15). The maximum allowable innfU:' wall 

temperature of the tube is 1112"F, above which the nitrate salt becomes 

chemically unstable and very corrosive. For all conditions 

investigated. the inner wall temperatures of the tube were less than 

1080"F. The effect of including the thermal conductivity of the 

Pyromark coating on the tube's inner wall temperatures WIiiS small, 

because the salt temperature was constrained. Therefore, the front 

surface temperature increased. 

5) 	 Convective Flux: The distributions (Figures 6.2.16 IiInd 6.2.17) 

generally followed the temperature distributions of the front surface 

with the local convective submodel values having a greater dependence 

on the surface temperature than the global convective submodel values. 

6) 	 Absorbed Flux: The distributions (Figures 6.2.18 thru 6.2.20) were 

similar to the incident flux distributions and were symmetric. The 

distribution shapes were the same within 1 hour of solar noon. 
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7) In general, the absorption efficienciesA~12rRt1QD E~fl~lgD~X: 

Figures 6.2.21 and 6.2.23) were greater than 90 percent. The 

absorption efficiency, as defined earlier, reflects all . methods of 

energy transfer, so that when the efficiency is greater than 1 percent 

it is due to modes of energy transfer to that element other than direct 

solar incident flux. That is, when the efficiency is greater than 1 

percent, the contributions are due to the cavity environment (external 

environment efficiencies cannot be greater than one). The efficiencies 

at 1 hour before solar noon (Figure 6.2.22) are very slightly lower 

than those at solar noon. There is no discernible effect of altering 

the nonabsorbing element absorptivities from 0.3 to either 0.1 or 0.7. 

There is a significant difference between the 100 percent field and 50 

percent field incident power efficiency values. The 50 percent field 

efficiency values (Figure 6.2.23) are markedly lowe~, since solar 

incident energy is halved whereas the raaiat.:ive 6ud convective losses 

remain relatively constant, constrained by the desired salt 

temperature. The energy available to be absorbed is much lower, 

resulting in low efficiency values. 

Flux-off radiative losses out Qf the cavity were calculated as a 

function of assumed isothermal absorbing panel temperatures and are 

plotted in Figure 6.2.24. The nonabsorbing walls are taken to be 

adiabatic. The area-averaged temperatures for the cavity and for the 

nonabsorbing element are listed in Table 6-V for these conditions. 

These data and those in Table 6-IV were used as radiative loss 

estimates in independent global convection loss modeling. 



6.:2 gr6at4!lr than 90 perc$t\t:. ~ 

"'......".L......". li5 defined Il'arlilu' > r.nec:t:s aU JH.tnoos of 

energy so that 'ir..en the is greater than 1 pereent 

it is due to modes of anergy tr~f.r to that dement otbar th.an direct 

solar incident flux. That: is, when the is greater than 1 

percent:. the contributions III.!!'. due to the 

emvircmaent efficiencies cannot be gn:at(lrt' tha.1 ')r'.e) , The efficiencies 

at 1 hour before solar noon 6.2. 

than those at: solar noon. There is no discernible effect of 

the nonabsorbing ele!llent from {). 3 to d thar 0.1 or 0.7. 

There is a significant difference between the 100 percE-nt field and 50 

percent field incident power values. The 50 percent field 

efficiency values Cngure 6.2..2.3). 

incident energy is halved whereas the radiative and convf:\ctive lou~1l 

remain t'$latively constant, constrained by th$ desired ~alt 

temperatun. The energy available to be absorbed 11 uru.eh lOlfMl1'. 

t'iIIsultlng in low efficiency vahuiuiI. 

Flux-off radiative losses out of the cavity were calculated a. a 

function of assumed isothermal absorbing panel temperatures and are 

plotted in Figure 6.2.24. The nonabsorbing walls are taken to be 

adiabatic. The area-averaged for the cavity and for th4! 

nonabsorblng element 4re listed in Table 6-V for these conditions. 

These data and those in Table 6-IV were used as radiative loss 

estimates in independent global convection loss modeling. 



FIGURE 6.2.24 


CAVITY RESULTS FLUX-OFF RADIATIVE LOSS 
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TABLE 6·V 

FLUX-OFF RADIATIVE LOSS 
T (OF) T (OF)Tabs*CF) Qrad(kW) cavity nonabs** 

450 21, 97 382.9 341.2 
475 24.49 406.1 363.2 
500 27.21 429.3 385.2 
525 30.16 452.4 407.2 
550 33.34 475.6 429.2 
575 36.77 498.7 451.2 
600 40.45 521, 9 473.2 

*abs .. Absorbing Panels 

**nonabs - Nonabsorbing Elements 



6.2.3 

The current effort for the 

the global receiver's. thermal is Im?mriant: within lI. few p-ereent 

to most. parameters fron.t surface te!!llperat\n:."elll of the 

nonabsorbing surfaces vary with the of 
convective submodel used. efficiencies indicate th" effects of 

the enviroment of the cavity eoolosun. of t:!~ tul:wi' inner 

wall r&mdned under lOiiO·r, the nitrate sodt rel'l4inea 

stable . alhet locd distributions 1II01"e th&n th,fl 

global results. Results for 50 percent field conditions indicat:. iii. 

correction for non~const:ant losses in the !arron flux-on lou mflthod is 

required. 

The detdl is shown to be 

That h. if Itdc: elltimatell of 

dgnific<ilnt conv.ct1v€!l 

radiative tran!!fer 1ft the oomin&nt lou IiIl~H:hanlllllill and tho 

tflmp€!Iratuu is controlled by th~ dUiriild outlet ult tlll!'IIp.rlitur@!, 

simplifiQd radiative may suffice. If additional informatiQn 

desired, such as local temperature distributions, a desired mod.l is 

warranted. the receiver design or the effeets of 

or material on the receiver'S thermal eonditions both 

models that. realistically portny the energy transfer, 

damonstrated by the •• results. 

These conclusions were based on Ii II -bank radiative 

indicated that radiative losses are the dominant lou mechanism in this 

c~vi ty receiver. York is currently underway on a semi- gray two- band 

analysis to account for the spectrally varying radiative properties of the 

cavity materials. Also, infrared camera measurements of the front surface 

temperatures are currently in progress and may provide experimental data to 

compare directly to model predictions. This will be a more severe test of 

the numerical model. 
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This section presents the results of thermal loss evaluations performed on 

the test receiver. Losses from the receiver were measured in tvo modes: 

(1) with the heat flux off the receiver ("flux off") both with the receiver 

door closed ("door closed") and with the door open, and (2) with the door 

open with operating heat flux ("flux on lt 
). The overall goal of this portion 

of the testing was twofold. First. we wanted to measure the receiver's 

thermal losses at the design point. Second. we planned to infer convection 

Lones from the reeeiver so that these losses could be compared with 

empirical correlations. 

Information about heat lou is very important to the designer and operator 

of a solar central receiver. Understanding thermal losses allows 

configuration of iii more cost-effective receiver and heliosta.t field. 

Insight into the losses also allows better understanding of critical 

choicu. such as whether to select a cavity configuration or an external 

rec.iver. The losses also affect the day-to-day operation of receiver•• 

including development of realistic procedures for dealing with cloud 

transients, overnight: conditioning. and other aspects. 

There has been interest in understanding heat losses from central receivers 

since the current thrust of work on central receivers was initiated in the 

1970s. Convection. radiation (both reflection and re-radiation), and 

conduction modes are present. As indicated by Boehm [321. the understanding 

that has emerged is that (1) radiation losses can be (but perhaps not 

easily) analyzed in a straightforward manner with existing theory and 

calculations, (2) conduction losses should normally be small enough to be 

ignored, and (3) convection losses are not well understood. Existing 

understanding of convection losses in experiments has been sunimarized by 

Boehm [32] and appropriate design correlations are presented by Siebers and 

Kraabel [30]. 

Although many attempts have been made to measure the thermal losses in 

central receivers. they have been hampered by a number of issues. For one. 
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the desire to infer lOl!ll!les from the differene:e bet.w..n incident: aDid 

power has been thwarted beeause the ineldent ~r b4s not b4!en 

!.Ilel.umred. Instead, the ineioont pover hes heen e~ut\l!'r 

codes. This results in high UDee.rtaindes in the therad 10•• 

data. 

receiver, but with no hellit flux on the receiver. uncertll4inti81l1 

in the use of a flux-off los.s is on ehb method of 

evaluation Are found to he lower. which 1.1 &1:'IotOOr 

iasue. Loues measured in thb Wti'J, however, uy not he of 

losses at norul conditions. since tEI!lIIIperature in 

the direction from tho~e found in normal , and the 

tel'lliHtrature hveb &t which the datA are taken .In'. low$llr than 

o,f the teat. p~domed a.n billow. In additibn, th4 

reducetd data foX' hlA&t: lO,liUilli are 1II1.1m1Nrized, An of uny ~d~HJ of 

heat transfer from the , back , and 15 ftft(1C')uny 

6.3. Two IlpprOIIU:lM.!!I to the h(jc.!lt-lou evduat1!!1nll IIU 

nported, ~ is th{!! tnditional flux-off method. The other 11 a lIOn 

COrK:.e;lved flux-on called the Ba.ker Modification to the 

Barron Method. The latter allows flux-on losses to be evduilited without 

requiring the incident power on the receiver to be lll<lUl.sured or estimAted. 
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FIGURE 6.3.1 

DIAGRAM INDICATING THE VARIOUS HEAT LOSS MODES 

INCLUDED IN THE PRESENT ANALYSES 

HEAT FLOW MODES 

CAVITY 
CONDUCTION 

WING 
CAVITY 
RADIATION 

WINO RADIATION 
CONVECTION 

REFLECTION 

CAVITY CONDUCTION Empirical determination from flux-
off data, ratioed for temperature effects. 

CAVITY RADIATION From Sandia calculation." 

CAVITY CONVECTION Determined from our calculation! 

WING CONVECTION From our calculation. 

WING RADIATION From our calculation. 

USEFUL POWER From our calculation. 

REFLECTED POWER Implicitly accounted for. Not 
in flux-off tests. 

·Uses Sandia estimate of tube surface temperature for flux-on 
data evaluation. 



'Where possible, 


are given. Thb A'l<,,,,,,,,-i 

panels) and Mc:urate, MthodIJ If!>!: 


lI..r8 Howe'Vltlr, Siebers and Kraabel 

POl have given some guidelines for eorr&latioM for convective 

losses separately for external and 

between the data and the rec~nded 

given. 

The combined naturE! of the receiver/'s 0xtE!'rnal 

the lou evaluations. 

nature of the receiver is III fOB, attempts are ude 

isolate the lou aspects of the cavity from thou of the 

where temperature s«msorll were located and the 

tGsts. this was handled in aome lllituatlons. This 

i. discussed where it ia In each section. 

Critical to th& inferenee of conveetivo losns by any Mthod is tMi u.. of 

an eltimaee of the radiative losse.. For the work, e.timat~. of 

cavity :radiation have been IUlue by Sandia National Laborat::orial~ 

peuonnel. Docl..IIMntation of thb work is givliln in Section 6.2. Elltimatu 

of radiation loas for the wings are described later. 

6.3.1 

A series of experimental evaluations was made with no flux on the receiver. 

In this mode, het salt enters the receiver at apprOXimately 525°F, flows 

through the receiver, and exits the receiver at a lower temperature than it 

to the various IIlOdes of heat loss present. Boehm,entered. This is due 
this type of test can be quiteNakhaie, and Bergan [32J showed that 


effective in estimating the thermal losses from central receivers. 


Since these types of tests are performed with no flux on the receiver, 

operation in this l"l!Ode can occur during a wide range of weather conditions. 
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It is therefore possible to gather a 

conditions, allowing correlation 

environmental situations. 

great deal of data from flux-off 

of losses with a wide range of 

Typical flux-off data are shown in Figure 6.3.2 for one limited time period. 

The pertinent temperatures are given for two salt flow rates. These 

particular data were taken for cases in which the receiver doors were open. 

Other os,sea were taken with the doors closed and with the doors opened 

IilHghtly (doors "cracked"). In addition, some data in each of the oases are 

for high-mass flow rates and others 

magnitude of the mass flow rate 
are 

is 

for low-mass flow rates. The 

important in flux-off because this 

variable will, in turn, affect the reSUlting value of the salt temperature 

difference in flowing through the receiver. 

FIGURE 6.3.2 

TEMPERATURE VS. TIME TRACES FROM A TYPICAL DOOR·OPEN FLUX-OFF LOSS TEST 

Door open (Ta := 46 of) 
590 

560 
Low mass flow rate High mass floW' rate 

Ul 
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'"':::l...., 
eo 540'"' Q) 
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8 530Q) 
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520 + ; East win. inlet temperature 
• : West wing inlet temperature 
.. : Surge tank temperature : 

510 IC: East panel outlet temperaturie 
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losses fT~ tho ~rdl 

losses. This was waYlil to' Illiltil'lililte 

the temperatures of the salt flows into tho 

Problems arose with MasuraMnt. Thesl(; datil hav$ a 

effect on the overall results because the overall temperature dlffannc"i 

(between the inlet to the receiver and the outlet from tM ncdvel.'") Viii. 

quite small. 

cavity 10$868 for purp<HHllL However. fo·r much of the testing, tM 

al!£lt between the outlet from tM and the inlet to 

the cavity were not recorded on the uln data A~quisition _Yfl.t;em, 

Thh that .aduu. of the uin '. inlet templu'litUl:'@$ be 

by the b"ek~tublt Since the overall umpe",.ture 

change of tho ult in ltl traverse the roc «liver wag sull 

UlIlpillt'l£turftll WAil to b* an accurau utimate of the ult: 

b6ltween th(l. @xit froll the wing Iilnd the entnnc@l to th<ll 

Anoth."r pl'oblelB with temperature melUlure~nt vas accuracy. Offset errortll 

were found to exist by the 1n the cold s\ll::,ge tank with 

the temperatures at the inlet to both the Theoretically the.e 

three lIlea~urelllents should not differ at any on. 
tim@, but it was found that they did not sgree between 5 and 10~ 

These offset error resulted in uncertainties in the calculation of 105ses 

from the data. When flux-off losses are determined with high flow rates, 

uncertainties due to the temperature offsets will be A 

combination of the inlet and cold surge tank temperature values was used to 

infer the inlet telliperature to the receiver, where needed. 

Conduction LoSSIi!§ 

The present receiver had an insulated enclosure (doors) that could be 

positioned to cover ambient exposure of the active surfaces. This allowed an 

estimate of "conduction" losses through the shroud to be lI'Ulde. The 
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used in estimating conductive losses was to measure the heat loss from the 

salt when the doors were closed. By calculating the loss through the doors 

and subtracting that amount from the total loss with the door~ closed, the 

"conduction" heat loss could be inferred. In this calculation, the thermal 

performance of the door was assumed to be dictated by its insulation. The 

appropriate temperature difference was assumed to be a value between the 

average temperatura of' 1'1111 t :mrl the IImhi ant: t:p.mpp.t'/lt.ut'e. 

'I'he term "conductive" is placed in quotations becaulUi it is a simplification 

to call the reSUlting quantity "conduction"; there may be infiltration both 

through the shroud assembly as well as around the doors, in addition to what 

would commonly be called conduotion through the shroud. Final lou 

evaluations made with the door "cracked" compared to "closed" showed 8. great 

increase in thermal loss. However, there still could be door-gap 

infiltration with the door "olosed." 

To dllltermine a correlation between the "conduction ll losses and wind 

velocity. the door-closed heat losses were plotted against wind velocity. 

When this plot was done, a strange relationship was demonstrated, in that 

some of the "conduction" losses at high wind speed were actually 

conlilidenbly lower than those found at low speed. Further study indicated 

that the data at the higher wind speeds were taken with the salt-mass flow 

rates set at very high values. Although this fact should not make much 

difference with ideal instrumentation, in real systems the high flows will 

make errors in the temperature readings even more important when the heat 

losses are calculated. Hence, the data taken when the flow rates were very 

high were judged to be less precise and were eliminated. The resulting data 

are shown in Figure 6.3.3. 
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We wanted to evaluate the th.rm~l loss fr~ the and to isolate this 

portion of the receiver from the for the fl'~x· off condi,tions. 

To do this. the temperature of th~ salt between the wings and the cavity had 

to be inferred. The inlet temperatures to each side were e~timated from the 

wall temperatures in the wing panels and the panel itself as shown below. 

For the west panel: 

F01C 

and on the east 

T. - 590-1/3(590-58]) - 587°F. 
l.W 



where TE and TE133 are tube back-wall temperatures at the wing panel103 
outlets, and TE and TE134 are back-wall temperatures midway up the first104 

cavity passes. 

With the tempersltures determined, the total heat loss (Qt) from the cavity 

panels could be estimated. 

~tm heat loss from west panel + heat loss from east panel; and 

The subscripts i and 0 refer to inlet and outlet conditions, and the 

subscripts e and w refer to east and west. 

The radiation haat loss (Qrad) was calculated from the following 

correlat:lon, which wu the best fit of data furnished from Sandia 

calculaUons (see Table 6-V in Section 6.2): 

fkre Qrad is in Btu/s and T (the average receiver absorber temperature) is 

in OF. 

Conduction loss from the cavity shroud (Q d) is defined as the energy lost con 

to the environment through the shroud walls, ceiling, and floor. In other 

words. this is all heat loss except for the useful energy and the loss 

through the aperture. This loss was estimated from tests of the loss with 

the doors closed. From these cases, a door-closed heat loss given by the Qt 



Thermal conduction lossequati~n above is denoterl as (Qt)door closed' 

through the door for these cases was then estimated as 

Here kd is the thermal conducti.vityof the door insulation (k ... 0.3)
oor door 

2Btu/h ft of/in.), A is the area of the door (A - 108 ft 2), 6 is the 

thickness of the insulation on the door (8 in.) Tr is the average 

temperature of the receiver, and Too is the ambient temperature. The 

conduction loss was then estimated for the door-closed conditions from: 

was calculated from the available door-closed data. A curve fit wasQcond 

generated to represent the calculated values for use in general data 

reduction. The follOWing was found: 

Qcond- 7.36 + 1.52 V. 

Here Qcond is in kW and V is the wind speed in m/s. For the small 

temperature variations typical of the flux-off cases, temperature difference 

effects were not obvious in the data. 

The convection heat loss from the cavity (Q ) is found from the total ·conv 

loss. decreased by the quantities already discus"'_'d; 
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One question that arbes is 't.I'bedwr the c~UOft-lo.:I term should b4J 

adjusted to acc.ount for deer lou!!".; ~n applied to t:ho (u h 

the clitse here) to when it is applhd to the wboh ueeiver 
is the basis of its could for orOne IIU'gUIl that 
approaeh with FroM the su,teer of the data (IIGe 


6.3.3) it 15 elur that c:.on~e:rn for pr€1c.bion in thb VfJ!,'t:y 


1s not warranted. 


6,3.2 

Before giving a d.t~lled of the method u.s.a to evaluate data for 

the flux-on c..... it should be T.oted that a number of t'IlilllUltlll of 

andyt1ed calculation. the CAVlTY2 code wen furnished Sandia, 

They included tabulations of utimlltu of the av~r&g. lIi.u:faclll temperatun, 

radiAtive 10;". from the • convective lou from the • ami totd 

lou from the Thue quantitiu wen .. a function of 

the time of day and ±l hour from solar noon, 50 and 100 
percent incident powu, for 191 hdiostats on target and for dther 950 or 

1050 W/m2 direct normal insolation. A discussion of then calcul.itions ill 

in Section 6.2. !t should only be noted that estimates of these 

were available for any conditions pertinent to this test from a 

lineAr interpolation or extrapolation of calculated data. 

Another important point is that for the flux-on situations evaluated, it was 

less apparent that the salt temperatures between the wing panels and the 

cavity panels could be inferred from the panel's back-surface temperatures, 

as was done in the flux-off data analysis. Hence, we used the approach here 

to evaluate the total thermal losses from the complete receiver and then 

inferred the convective losses from the cavity by calculation. This is 

described further below. 

As a bit of background about the experimental method used, the first step 

was developed during the of the MSEE flO} receiver. Because there 



is a large uncertainty in the determination of the receiver's incident power 

during normal flux-on conditions, Dan Barron of McDonnell Douglas suggested a 

method of evaluating losses, referred to as the "Barron Method." A 

discussion of this method is given in Boehm, et a1. [34). In simple terms, 

two cases are considered. One is with the full he1iostat field focused on 

the receiver, and the other is with 50 percent of the hellos tats on the 

receiver. If it is assumed that both cases can be operated with the AAmi 

&L&L~~~~~~~~~~~~&&~~' the total heat loss (which should be 
the same for both cases, because the losses are driven by the difference in 

temperature between the receiver surface and ambient temperature) will be 

the same for both cases and will be given by: 

Qloss- Qu,high- 2 Qu,low' 

where is the total heat loss, and Q is the useful power absorbed byQ1oss u 

the receiver fluid. 

Baker, of SNL, Livermore, noted that the assumption of a constant receiver 

surface temperature with variations in incident flux is not an easy 

condition to meet in normal situations. In fact, the operational scheme 

used with many receivers (and that normally used here) attempts to keep the 

outlet salt temperature constant. Because the flux varies widely, this will 

result in considerable variation of surface temperature. Baker [35] 

proposed a method to incorporate surface temperature variation indirectly by 

accounting for losses that varied with the incident flux. His contribution 

is called the Baker Modification to the Barron Method (or simply the Baker 

Modification) in the following discussion. 

In the Baker Modification, it is assumed that three separate cases are 

evaluated for each loss test. The first and third use complementary numbers 

of heliostats and the second uses the, complete field. For the test 

performed in the present program, the number of he1iostats used was always 

50 percent in the first and third cases, and all were used in the second 
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case. Hence, <Ii 


land 3 denote the 50 percent incident power cases. 


Total thermal loss at the full-power case is then found from 

the u1e in each of the three caseliL IRl is the ratio of the individual 

heHost.at flux pUaBMlters in cue 2 divided the in cau 1. 

and IR3 is the corresponding ratio between case. 2 and 3. The in 

the top and bottom of the IR ntiot!l are determined by the produce DtHWI 

udlaeiot'l. incidrmt upon the hdioilt8Ae £1eld and th& hdiost&t 

value. The latter WIIS. a.uUlIIEHi to be the .a'~& for £11 caus in a given run. 

un iI the ratio of the totd thermal lOlHlu in eues 1 and 2. And un is 

ths ratio of the cllIIe 3 lollUlu to the cue 2 lonu. Thut. 

found from calculated estimates of the thermal losSI!!s. A cd tical 

aUUlIIption of the method is that. although the absolute values of the lones 

may not be known with better accuracy simply from calculation. the ratio of 

the louu betwul'l cases may be known wi th better accuracy. Thus the two 

ratios are then used to find a better estimAte of the thermal losses at the 

full power condition vb the equation given above. If un - un '" 1 and un 
.. IR 1. the RlibI' Modification reduces to the Barron Method. as it 

should. 

The equation given before the previous paragraph is the starting point for 

the evaluation of the thermal losses. As noted there, the key experimental 

quantities needed for the evaluation are the mass flows for the two sides 

and the corresponding temperatures entering and leaving the receiver. From 

this, the useful power can be determined for each minute of the test. A 

typical plot of these data is shown in Figure 6.3.4. It is interesting to 
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note the significant fluctuations of the useful power with time. This is 

due in la.rge degree to the fluctuations in the mass flow rates. 

Once the total thermal loss is found, the convection loss from the receiver 

(wings plus cavity) can be inferred from the following relationship: 

The radiation from the cavity was estimated from a table of SNLA data (SM 

discussion of the cavity heat-transfer calculations in Section 6.2). The 

other quantities, including the wing panel convection, were calculated from 

methods incorporated in the data reduction routines and are describfld below. 

FIGURE 6.3.4 
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of ti.seful ~r Vii. t.illM Jote t.he 

half·power, &.M for I&k4!lt' 

Modification of the ia:n:on Method. 

The convection of tb. wall ilHiltillMt.ed frOll rlJco~~d correlat1onlll 

by Shbe.u and Krliuilbel !stiut.u. of b¢th natuul lind forced 

in the nonlinear 

IUJj follows: 

... (un 

,:0 1/3.:2, 

In thus oiLnd 

the nWlher of the flow over the • hued upon the 

wins width, .!tnd k h the conductivity of air. 

Radiation of the wing was estimated half the interaction is with 

the ambient temperature and the other half is witb the temperature of the 

sky. The latter quantity, related to ~he ambient temperature is shown 

below: 

4J/2
- q ( A"ing[ 2 T,w:mg• - T skyw 

where the temperature of the is given by [36]: 
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T - 0.0552.T_l . 5 
sky -

Conduction loss from the receiver was estimated from the correlation 

described earlier, except the amount of loss was linearly scaled upward to 

account for temperature effects. 'rhus the conduc tlon loss could b. found. as 

a function of wind velocity and the difference between the average salt 

temperature in the receiver and the ambient temperature. 

6.3.3 ~ayity Convective LOia Estimate. (from Prediction.) 

One of the main reasons to determine heat losses during a test of a central 

receiver is to be able to evaluate existing data correlations and possibly 

to improve on them for use in future designs. Th~ approach and the 

correlation used here are given below. 

There are several components to the total heat loss, as is discussed above. 

Wing and cavity panel radiation, conduction. and wing panel convection are 

calculated !llil discussed earlier. Here the method used to predict the cavity 

convection is described. Some elements of the general approach that are not 

applicable to this configuration are not given here. See the full 

description in Siebers and Kraabel [30]. 

First consider the contribution of natural convection. A heat-transfer 

coefficient for natural convection is found from the following correlation 

recommended by Siebers and Kraabel, which results in the equation: 

h - 0.81 (T - T )0.426,
ncJo r "" 



T is the surfaee temperat.ure iN>.lde the For tM flux

off experiments. this was assumed to be ••11 l'EIltJ!r;!'t!umt:ed by tM 

average salt temperature in the ~n it to the flux-on 

it was inferred from Sandia. calculations. This result must 

then be corrected for ita effect on • as Siebers and Kuabel aho 

note: 

63 ... h 
net 

Here temperature. are in·O and heat-tr.lu1sfer coefficients are in C. 

The area ratio rel.teli the indde cavity aru below III the 

top of the to the totd indde area. For ehb thlll 

ratio is about 0.73. The natural convection lou is found froll thh value 

and frolll the total heated ana. This latter is thfi toed i:nddlii 

area of th. 

To find the contribution of forced convection. we agdn use the correlation 

recommtmded by Sieben and Kraabal for the Nusse1t number and the heat~ 

transfer coefficient. 

and 

The Nusselt and Reynolds numbers are based on the width of the aperture, Va' 

and properties are evaluated at the film temperature, If - (Tr + To)/2. The 

correlation is assumed to hold independent of the wind direction relative to 

the receiver. 



Finally, the combined convection heat transfer is found from the general 

form suggested by Siebers and Kraabel [30J: 

Again, note that T is the representative temperature of the cavity surface, 

estimated as was described earlier. This convective loss is used with 

estimates of the other heat flows to compare it to the experimentally 

determined values. 

6.3.4 Results and Discussion 

Results found during the testing are shown in reduced form in figures in 

this section. In all cases, the data for a period of time have been 

averaged, and these averaged data have been used in processing the results 

shown. This point should be kept in mind during the discussion that 
follows. 

First consider the flux-off results (see Figure 6.3.5), Here total heat 

loss from the cavity is plotted against wind speed. The data are divided 

into two sets, for wind directions from the front of the receiver and wind 

directions from the back. Although the data are limited, the losses whet! 

the wind is from the back appear to be somewhat less than the corresponding 

wind-from-the-front cases. 
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It is also of interest to examine the inferred convective losses from the 

ca.vity with ..... ,"',..,.'"' to wind speed and to comparisons with predictions. These 

two aspects are illustrated in Figures 6.3.6 and 6.3.7. 



FIGURE 6.3.6 

ESTIMATED CAVITY CONVECTIVE LOSSES FOR ALL FLUX-OFF CASES 
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FIGURE 6,3,7 

CAVITY CONVECTIVE LOSSES FROM TESTING AND THE PREDICTED LJSS 
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Consider the effects of wind on eomrecti"lle losses; i!l~e 

6.3.6. A plot: similar to on~ in 6.3.5. is her\ill, hut now 

only the convective losses are shown. Since the calculated ndillt: iOf' irs 

independent of wind 

Figure 6.3,5 are now 

losses, There is nov & 

the small variations in toul heat Inss shown in 

tran.dated to 

cU.•tinction betlHlen the "wind- from- front" 

and Kwind·from-hehindK cas&s. 

To UIl!! how "'ell the ~__..",.. correlation. would the actual data, not@ 

convective lolUl till6.3,6, and 7. In 6.3..6, the 

shown for fU&ch 

already discussed, 

the teat 18 plotted 

there Wlllll1"O 

datil point. in addition to the dlita 

In 6.1.7, the convective h.&1:: 101. from 

the pndicted cavity canv.etive heat lQn. If 

accurate ol!!.ta, and & aec\,u:,at@ 

ut of correlations, wen uud by whleh to eompare th" ~.ata would hU 
on III line through the origin with a unit It can bG _un frofll the 

plot that BOllIa of the experi~ntd data. are and flIO~ 

underpndicUd. However, all the datil for cases in which the wind :I...!I coming 

from behind the 1'IIIceiver an overpndicted. 

Figure 6.3.8 completu the presentation of the flux-off data. In this 

figure, a comparhon iii between the convective logs, conductive lon. 

and radiative lou from the cavity only for: flux-off testing. It is clear 

that the convective loss is dominant, in contrast to what is found for the 

flux·on tests discussed below. Results for: the total configuration (wings 

plus cavity) would be si.ilar, but with the radiation being decreased 

slightly and the convection being increased slightly compared with the 

cavity results shown here. 
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Next consider the flux-on data shown in Figures 6.3.9 and 6.3.10. The first 

of these plots gives the total thermal loss (radiation. convection. and 

conduction) for the wings and the cavity. whereas the second of these plots 

shows the cavity convection loss only. All five experimental data points 

are shown as a function of wind speed, indicating both the experimentally 

determined value as well as the calculated value in each case. In all 

cases, the predicted loss is greater than the measured value. The scatter 

in the data is a result of the basically large value of uncertainty (more 

discussion of this point is given below) associated with the experimental 

technique. If the half power case shows too high a power, or the full-power 
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ease shows 'too low II paver, but .ither is wi thin the ran,., thb 

kind of scatter will result. Wind direcUcm is shown listed Mar fJach 

experimental data reint. 
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FIGURE 6.3.10 


FLUX-ON CAVITY CONVECTIVE LOSSES 
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Results of possible errors in the technique are readily apparent when the 

cavity convective losses are examined (see Figure 6.3.10). Here estimates 

of all of the other contributions are subtracted from the total loss to find 

the cavity convective contribution only. Although estimates of the cavity 

convective losses are obviously positive, three of the five Qxperimental 

points indicate a negative loss (thus really a gain). In general this kind 

of unreasonable result is due to overestimation of some or all of the other 

heat loss modes. To see one reason why this unrealistic result might occur, 

examine Figure 6.3.11. Here all of the component estimates for one data 

point are shown. Note the dominance of the cavity radiation in the thermal 

losses. Since the convection is relatively small and is inferred by 

subtracting all other losses froDI the total thermal loss, any overestimation 

of any of the flows, but particularly the radiation, might cause the 



convective loss to appear This value undeI'lin~s the very 

high uncertainty associated with co,nvective 10ll$ @St:~l'jM"tes for flux-on 

cases. As was done in 6.3.10. vind directiem (in degrees) is shown 

for each experimental point. Attempts to correlate the convective loss vith 

vind direction (distinguishing between wind from the front and wind from 
behind) met with no success. 

FIGURE 6.3.11 

DISTRIBUTION OF HEAT-LOSS CONTRI8UTIONS 
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Estimates were made about uncertainties in the convective losses calculated 

from the experimental data. They yielded estimates of approximately 50 

percent for the flux-off cases and approximately 80 percent for the flux-on 

data. Previous flux-off data have had similar uncertainties [32], However, 

the data presented here for flux-on testing have lower uncertainties than 

those presented for the MSEE receiver [30J. The reason for the improvement 

in the latter situation is the use of the Ba.ker Modification. 
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6.3.5 Discussion of the Dat~ 

One of the most common problems associated with experimental efforts on 

solar central receivers before the Category B program was that the data were 

too limited both in the numbers of the various parameters monitored 

(incident fl~x, flow rate of the coolant, wind speed, temperatures at 

appropriate locations, etc.) as well as the amount of separate data cases 

evaluated. There was an attempt in the present program both to enlarge the 

numbers of sensors used and to perform tests over longer elapsed time. 

Although this was generally accomplished, there are still limitations in the 

data. Some of the limitations resulted from an unanticipated shortened 

period of testing due to surface coating of the receiver, the pump, and 
other problems. Other limitations resulted from the lack of ability to log 

all data on the NET·90 system. Other specific problems are noted below. 

Accuracy of all data was hampered by not having recorded the temperatures 

between the wings and the main paneh. A differential thermocouple between 

the inlet and outlet of each half of the main panel would have been quite 

valuable in reducing errors in the dat8. 

Variations in controlling the flow rate affected the scatter in the data. 

Had the flow rates been steadier, errors in the final results would have 

been decreased. 

The efforts to evaluate loss would have benefitted from the ability to 

measure (rather than calculate) the temperatures of the heated surface. It 

was hoped that an infrared camera could be used on this test to infer the 

temperature distribution on the surface. Since most of the losses are 

affected by the front surface temperature, this is a particularly important 
variable. 

Insufficient data were taken to allow better convective correlations to be 

developed. Future tests should be designed so that considerable amounts of 
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data be taken to allow 

parameters to be evaluated. 

in & 

vllriety of condition•. An &tte~t was tt.> :i,r'.·fet' t:M conduetlve 10•••• 

from the receiver loS!! evaluations w:i th tM r@ceiver doors 

closed and 

r&1.mlting data uy b. biased to be than &1"Cll dUll to 

door-infiltration frOla the door!!. Ewm with the 

condl.lA::tiv. lOlllllU l£ppear to ba small, This. is in with fi\arUl'>r 

Idu.1 about these loutUl, 1t is found that the flux-off d4ta an both 

under- and by th~ 

wind direction is from behind the receiver. the 

cornll!l.t1.ons 

the heat loss for flux-on sltu~H;ions. Effect8 of wind direction 

l£te difficult to ascertain. uncertainties in the flux-off 

convective loss d4.ta appeand to b~ about 50 percent. 

TIlE! Saker Modilicatio·n to the Barron Method of flux-on tutlng hu been uud 

te; thermal lou evaluations froll!. the tut data. It appC\I'&n that the 

Baker Modification decreues uncertainties 

Barron Method over 100 p<!It'cent) to 80 percent. Flux-on 

testing. however, is not without its problems. Estimates of the convective 

loss from the cavity based on flux-on loss data showed that only two out of 

four points yielded a loss. Part of the explanation of the higher 

number of inconsistencies in the latter category is that the other therlllal 

losses from the cavity may have been overestimated. 



Some improvements in the experimental techniques could allow evaluation of 

the effects of the important variables. Included should be a salt

temperature-sensing differential thermocouple across the active panels in 

the receiver. Surface temperatures should be measured, and steadier control 

of the mass flow is recollllllended. 

6.4 £yaluation of Qyernight Conditioning and Start-Up 

The receiver's piping and panel must be heated to a temperature above the 

freezing point of salt before the salt flow may be started. otherwise the 

salt may freeze and block the pipes. The receiver's piping 1s generally 

insulated and heated with el~~tric heat-trace cable to keep it hot, but the 

rsceiver's panel presents ~ special ~roblem. The methods investiiAted to 
heat the panel were: 

1) Panel warm-up using helloatats, 

2) Panel warm-up using electrie cavity heaters, and 

3) Continuous molten-salt circulation. 

In this section, the three methods will be described and compared based on 

the energy they consume, the solar energy collected, and the ease of 

operation. Start-up energy requirements are summarized in Section 6.4.4. 

6.4.1 

Early morning start-up using heliostats to warm the receiver's panel was 

accomplished at sunrise on May 21. Figure 6.4.1 shows the receiver's 

absorbed power as a function of time and notes significant points in time 

during the start-up. (Note that at approximately 8:00 a.m. a communication 

problem within the collector's field controls caused a heliostat scram. 

Recovery from this took 10 minutes. Yhere necessary, data have been 

interpolated through this time period.) Heliostats of the early morning 

warm-up pattern were tracking the receiver at sunrise (6:32 MDT). Fifteen 
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. temperature during heat up. Figure 6.4.2 IlIIhovs 
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colllllct1on b.&an. Thb occurred aplProximately 36 lIim.n:•• after .undae for 

the Hay U test. At thh point, the power of the helioilitat W&M not 

hiah tlnOuih to allow nttc1 outlet teflipoutun £0.'1' the fli1nil!l:Ufli flow nu of: 

12,000 Iba/h peu:' 1J:OM, Thh .l&1t h either retUl'Md to the cold tank, or 

IIIIlInt to the hot tank, dependilll upon iu telll1leratuu, the enu'IY 

in tn. Itora,. 

The rated outlet tIIImpflratuu WAS achieved 86 minutu after .IIunriu on the 

eut zone. and 95 fliinutu after lunrise on the west zone. Thh ill ahown 1n 

Figure 6.4.4. 



FIGURE 6.4.1 

EARLY MORNING START-UP RECEIVER POWER 


SOLAR START-UP 
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FIGURE 6.4.2 

PANEL WARM-UP TEMPERATURES 
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FIGt:fJitE 6.4.3 

RECEIVER PANEL INS'l'R.~ATION 

FIGURE 6.4.4 
EARLY MORNING START-UP RECEIVER OUTLET TEMPERATURE 
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The result was that in the first 95 minutes of operation, 18 kWh was 

collected at a salt temperature less than 750·F, and 944 kWh was collected 

at temperatures between 7S0°F and lOSO°F. The salt with a temperature less 

than 7~O°F is sent to the cold storage tank, warming it, and the salt above 

7S0°F is sent to the hot storage tank. This degrades the temperature in the 

hot storage tank somewhat, depending on current inventories. At 95 minutes 

past sunrise, the receiver operated in normal sun-following mode, controlled 

by the receiver's control algorithm. 

Operationally. start-up with heliostats was found to be a fairly complex 

operation. Two heliostat warm-up patterns were developed to accomplish such 

a start-up; an early morning pattern and a midday pattern. Each pattern 

consisted of a select group of heliostats and appropriate aim points as 

described in Section 3,3. The early morning warm-up pattern employed 68 

percent of the heliostats in the field to achieve warm-up in the 15 minutes 

afeer sunrise. To use this pattern, warm-up had to be started within 

approximately 15 minutes of sunrise in order to limit the flux on the 

receiver to 33 kW/m2 and thus limit the stress on the receiver's tube to an 

acceptable value. The midday warm-up pattern was designed for use within 2 

hours of solar noon and employed 22 heliostats, or 12 peroent of the field. 

During this time, the field power was relatively constant. No warm-up 

patterns were developed for the approximately 2.5 hour period between 

sunrise and mid-day. These patterns would need to be developed for 

operational flexibility in a plant that required solar start-up. 

Receiver warm-up was a manual operation requiring a great deal of attention 

to the temperatures of the panel and interaction between the receiver 

operator and heliostat field operator. Often, real-time adjustments in the 

collector field configuration had to be made to prevent a portion of the 

receiver's panel from exceeding lOOO°F, while waiting for other regions to 

reach SOO"F. If partially cloudy conditions existed, the problem became 

more difficult, and there existed a risk of over-heating or over-stressing 

the receiver unless close atte:',tion was paid to solar conditions and to the 



receiver's temperaturllu;:. The 

solar start-ups. If nonuniform panel temperatures. • the heHostatll 

could be taken to and the door close:d t@ allow te~rat:ures to 

equaUze without IIUch 10$$ of total energy in the: 

The method of heating the receiver to the point of 
routine "'''', .... " .. without 3ny 

difficulties, It did, however, Hmit8l.tioM on 

affect: the amount of energy eollecud. lind cany with it ~ome 

rhks. 

6.4.2 

In order to faelUtate cMckina out the :1.n 

thEl test prograli before the start of 1501&:1:' i'Jfi,""lt".t' iii IIIl1it of tubular 

heatlllu walll lIOunted in the floor of the reedv.r cavity. Six e~rcld 

oven-type eleruntlll wen uud, mounted b6neath & steel grid to 

facilitate on the floor. The dorunts consumed 11. IS kW of 

electric power. and with the cavity door closed were of 

a cavity temperature of 550 ft F'. By leaving them powered overnight, it was 

possible to start salt flow before sunrise and have the full collector field 

track the receiver at sunrise. A start-up like this WIlS 

on April 8. 6.4.5 shows the receiver'. absorbed power Vii. solar 

time. During thb start-up. sufficient: field power was not available to 

achieve rated salt outlet temperature from both zones until 78 minutes 

after sunrise. (The reason that this start-up time is different from that 

6.4.6 showsfor solar start-up of May 21 is discussed in Section 3.2) 

receiver outlet temperature plotted as a function of time during the start

up. 



FIGURE 6.4.5 

EARLY MORNING START-UP RECEIVER POWER 


CAVITY HEATER START-UP 
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FIGURE 6.4.6 
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During this start-up 926 kWh was collected in the first 78 minutes. Of 

this, 132 kWh w.!!.s collected in salt with 8. temperature below 750 Q F which was 

sent to the cold-salt storage tank, and 812 kWh was collected at a salt 

temperature between 750·F and 1050°F which was sent to the hot-salt storage 

tank. 

The cavity heatt'r 1lI&de receiver start-up a simple operation, and salt flow 

could be established with the cavity door closed under any weather 

conditions. This would allow collection of solar energy under parrially 

cloudy conditions, when it 'liQuId be difficult to start the receiver 
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with a solar w~rm-up. As a side benefit to the test program, it also 

allow~d start-up O~ fully cloudy days so that flux-off loss tests and 

simulated overnight circulation tests could be performed on cloudy days 

without impacting the time available for solar operation. The disadvantage 

of the heater was that it was a significant parasitic electrical load. 

6.4.3 OVernight CirculatioD 

As discussed previously, both the panel and the piping must be above the 

freezing temperature of salt. Inthe previous sections, two methods to heat 

the receiver panel were discussed. Both of these methods required that the 

receiver's piping be heated by the electrical heat-trace system. The test 

program investigated a third method to allow receiver start-up; by 

maintaining salt in circulation in the receiver from one day to the next. 

This method offers the advantage that the receiver's piping, along with the 

riser and downcomer, are kept warm with minimum use of electrical h~.t 

trace. 

The flow path for overnight circulation differed from normal operational 

flow, as salt flowed downward in each of the receiver panels. There are two 

advantages to this method of circulation. First, salt enters and leaves the 

receiver passes through the vent anJ drain piping, allowing salt flow to 

keep this piping warm and thus eliminating the need to power its heat trace. 

This leaves a minimum of receiver piping left with stagnant salt. The 

second advantage is that all panels are in downflow which prevents buoyancy· 

induced circulation in the panels. 

During overnight circulation, total flow in the receiver is controlled with 

the riser throttling valve. The hot surge tank is kept in level control, 

and the·downcomer valves regulate flow out of the receiver as in normal 

operation. 



Kay 6, then 22. On 6, circulation was. in! tiated with full 

receiver flow (approxiIllNIt:ely 90,000 After conditionfl were 

reached, flow was reduced in inerelHnts until it was insufficient to 

the receivers hot.. 

When thb the tel&~ratures below the S2S"r heat· 

trace set point, and the helle-trau::" syst(/,!I& activated itself to maintain 

piping temperature.. For this test, salt was circulated from the 

the main salt PUIlIpS, which generate much IOOre pressure than 

for downflow circulation. The eXceu head was throttled the riser flow

control v&br.. As,. reault of the eXCfUIS energy put into the salt by the 

pumps, the salt :I:nventory rose during the teat. Figure 6.4.7 

showlil the of one of the receiver's vent lines during th0 tnt. 

FIGtlU6.4.7 


OVERNIGHT CIRCULATION HEAT TRACE TEMPERATURES 
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When flow was reduced to 12,000 lbs/h, one of the receiver vent lines was 

starved for flow. When this happened, the line cooled and the heat trace 

began cycling to maintain temperature. Based on this event, it was 

estimated that a flow of approximately 20,000 lbs/h was required to maintain 

good flow distribution in the receiver. 

With a total flow of 20,000 lbs/h, all lines with flowing salt were kept at 

salt temperature, and heat trace did not operate on these lines. A problem 

was encountered, however, with the Nupro vent and drain valves. This type 

of vglve is shown in Figure 6.4.8. When salt was circulating in these 

valves, the valve bonnet region, where the bellows seal is located, cooled 

to approximately l50"F below salt temperature. This occurred becaua. the 

bonnet region could not be fully insulated, since the valve actuator was 

located close to the top of the valve bonnet. The valve is heated by small 

strip heaters mounted on the valve bodies. Normally, with stagnant salt in 

the valve, or with the receiver drained, the body temperature was maintained 

high enough to keep the bonnet at 550"F. With salt flowing through the 

valve, however, the body temperature was maintained at salt temperature and 

the bonnet temperature fell due to heat loss to the actuator. In a future 

installation, care must be taken to insulate and heat trace all valves so 

that salt flow keeps the valve bonnet hot, or heaters must be applied 

directly to the valve bonnet to maintain its temperature. For this test, 

the valve heat trace was turned off manually by reducing its set point, 

allowing the valve bonnet to get cold. Care was taken not to move the valve 

while in this condition. This was not required since the valves were open, 

allowing eventual draining of the receiver. After the receiv<lr was 

drained, the valve temperatures recovered. 



FI.GURE: 6.4, 8 

FUO......... "" 
VALVE 

With the drain and vent-valve heat trace turned off, the heat-trace power 

requirement was reduced to 3.3 kW. The receiver was operated in this 

condition for approximately 2 hours on May 22. During this time, heat trace 

operated only on the stagnant drain lines for the cold surge tank and panel 

outlet lines, the cold and hot surge tank vents, and on the pressure 

transmitter isolation diaphragms. A small &mQunt of flow was maintained 

through the receiver flow-control '\"alves by opening them slightly, 

eliminating the need to operate the heat trace on these lines. Because the 

control valves employed a nested bellows arrangement near the flow stream, 



as shown in Figure 6.4.9, the bellows temperature stayed at the temperature 

of the flowing salt and no heating of the valve was required. 

FIGURE 6.4.9 


VALTEK RECEIVER FLOW-CONTROL VALVE 


VALVE CLOSED ___-VALVE OPEN 

SECONDARY -__. 

PACKING 


NESTED 
BELLOWS 

The salt pumps consumed 130 kW of power to maintain circulation. (This 

calculation is based on current measurements and assumes a 100 percent power 

factor.) Because the main salt pumps were employed, they used more power 

than would be required if a small pump sized fo~ the job were employed. The 

ve~tical cantilever pumps are very inefficient when operated at low flow. 

At full flow, the pumps consume 144 kW of electric power, maintaining 95,000 

Ibsjh flow at a pressure of approximately 500 psi. To maintain overnight 

circulation at 20,000 Ibsjh requires a head of only 200 psi, largely due to 
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static heads. Thb :represents 8 •. 5 perc.nt of tM POW'llll" ()f 

full-load operation. Assuming the . ill. 511:411 ~11:_ 
si.zed for circulation would only COUS\.lliDll,\ 12 W. (8.5 percent of 144 

Table f)-VI pusents am energy balance fo):; nIt eirculatiOifi to 

normal heat-trace load. The normal neat-trace load for the receiver is 33 

kW for the 12 kW for beaten, and 39 ltv for riur and 

downcoll'lu piping. By chcubtlo.n with .. .11:411 PWIlt> would 

require 15 kY of electdc: po.wer. An additional 69 kV of thermal power 

would be elter.tcella from the thermal stora,e to. uklli up t.hertl'l41 

10.ueIII. Thh could be extraettHS by eoo11ng the cold-salt or 

blending a ~ma.11 amount of hot lIalt into t.he cold pump lump during 

reeir;z'11.:ltion. 

TAiL!: 6·VI 

OVERNIGHT CIRCULATION ENERGY BALANCE 


NOl'lfl&l Salt 
Heat Trace Circulation 

Electrical RherjDowncomer 39 kW o kW 
Heat Trace Load Receiver 35 kW 3 leW 
Receiver Cavity Heater 12 kW o leW 
Salt PUlllpin, Power o leW 12 leW 
Salt: Stonge Thermal Lou ~ 
Total Electrical 86 kW 84 leW 

Total Thermal o kW 71 kW 

Although the total energy to keep the receiver warm is the same, the use of 

stored thermal energy is preferable to the use of electric heat. 

Operationally. circulation in the receiver is only moderately complex. The 

transition from norm,al operation to circulation requires only repositioning 

the vent and drain valves and venting excess air from the cold surge tank. 

Returning to normal operating mode is simply the reverse. An operator is 



required to monitor the system and handle any upsets. For this reason. this 
test was only performed on cloudy days when the control room was being 

ma.nned. A higher degree of automation, with provisions to shut down the 
salt pump and drain the receiver in the event of a problem. could 

potentially eliminate the requirement for an operator. 

Overnight circulation does not eliminate the need for either heat trace or a 

method of starting the receiver from a cold condition; however. it does 

minimize dependence on them. and combines the advantages of being constantly 

ready to collect solar energy while requiring minimal parasitic electric 

consumption. 

6.4.4 Com~ftr1son of Start-Up Methods 

The differences in the three overnight receiver operations and their 
associated methods for morning start-up fall into three categories: energy 
consumed. energy collected. and ease of operation. With respect to energy, 

each method has different parasitiC power requirements and collects 

different amounts of thermal energy at start-up. Solar start-ups require no 

electricity to heat thlll cavity. but miss some solar energy collection. 
Start-ups using the cavity heater collect extra solar energy. but at the 

cost of operating an additional electric heater. Overnight circulation from 

the ground minimizes electrical consumption by substituting stored thermal 
energy for electricity powering heat trace. This requires pumping power but 

the bulk of this power goes into heating the salt. again substituting 
for heat trace power. OVernight circulation also places the receiver in 

position for maximum energy collection. Operationally the methods 

differ greatly. affecting the amount of operator interaction required and 
the procedures needed for start-up. Solar start-ups are relatively 

complex. requlrlng special collector field configurations. Cavity 

heaters require fill and drain sequences. and continuous circulation 
requires that transitions be made between serpentine flow and down-flow 
circulation. 

Table 6-VII compares the power consumption of the three methods. The energy 

consumption based on a l2-hour overnight hold is also shown. 



'!'JUR.B i-VII 

C'iJMPlUU~ OF ~Jt ,. ~y ~S~l.Oli 


I"OYD/~Y 


solar Cavity 
Start-Up Helllit.er Circul&t:.ioft 
(kif/kWh) 

Receiver heat trac. 
electric: consumption 35/420 JS/420 3.3/39 

cavity h8 .. t.r el.c:trie 
c:orul\unpt ion (.') 12/144 0 

Pump illtlectdc: CODlllumption 0 (} 12/144'" 

Ri.er/Downc~r heat t.rlu::. 
electric c:on.~pt.ion 39/468 39/46& 0 

Stored thcu:mal en.rlllY 
consumption 

'4!asS 87/10l2 15/190 

o o 

"'Projected valu•• 

Relative to a solar start-up, operation of the cavity heater consumes 144 

kWh more electricity overnight due to the lones from the cavity itself. 

When operated, the cavity heater increases the power consumption of the 

receiver by one third. Overnight circulation, since it also heats the 

cavity, will consume the additional power as well, but this power will come 

from stored thermal energy. 

The energy collection capabilities of the methods are less straightforward 

to compare. The overnight circulation method and the cavity-heater methods 

are equivalent with regard to energy collection, because they both allow the 

receiver to be ready to collect power at sunrise or whenever sun is 

available. Solar start-ups normally just delay start-up in the morning for 
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approximately 36 minutes while the receiver is heated. filled with salt, and 

normal serpentine flow is established. 

Direct comparison of energy collected from the April 8 early start-up using 

cavity heaters and the May 21 start-up using helioststs is misleading. On 

May 21, an attempt was made to balance the power from the east and west 

receiver zones by offsetting the aim points to the west (see the discussion 

of section 5.2). Additionally the CRTF collector field varies somewhat with 

time of year, and the two tests were performed 1 1/2 months apart at a time 

of year when changes are fairly pronounce.d. (Sunrise. on April 8 occurred at 

6:07 solar time, and on May 21 it occurred at 5:30.) As A result. the total 
power of the receiver for the two cases was different after the full field 

had been brought onto the receiver. Rather than making a direct comparison 

of the energy collected for the two cases. the data of May 21 will be 

normalized to conditions of the April 8th start-up. Figure 6.4.10 shows 

total power from the start-up using the cavity heaters. and the projected 

total power based on a solar start-up. For the solar start-up. heliostats 

are assumed to come on target 34 minutes after sunrise, and power to ramp up 

over the following 6 minutes. Once all helioststs are on target and 

receiver power ramps up, the two cases are assumed to be the same. 

FIGURE 6.4.10 


START-UP POWER COMPARISON 
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The energy collected and the receiver outlet 

6> .4..11 & 12. Based on these data and 

are shmm 
assumption that !It start-up 

from overnight circulation would be to !It atart-up 

en.rgy collection forheater. Table 6-VIII presents 

methods. 

FlGUItE 6.4.11 

START-UP ENERGY COHPAJU SON 
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FIGURE 6.4.12 


START-UP OUTLET TEMPERATURE 
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TABLE 6-VIII 

THERMAL ENERGY COLLECTION COMPARISON 


Energy Energy Total 
collected collected start-up 
below 750 Q between energy 

(kWh) 750· and 1050" (kWh) 
(kWh) 

Solar start-up 23 663 686 
Cavity Heater start-up 132 741 873 

Overnight Circulation 132 741 873 

Relative to a solar start-up, starting with the cavity already hot at 

sunrise collected an additional 187 kWh. Of this energy, 109 kW was 

collected in the form of extra salt at temperatures below 750"F and 78 kW of 



salt above 750'"" but leas; 'thAn 1050",., S'alt: Weith a 1:~'I:'atw:. Ius t' 
750·' was returned to the cold its ~'I:'a't~ the 


energy was not lost:. bow~,"r. hat ~d to tha cold tad!: r@~6:. t::.M 


energy required to bter Ml'II.t the salt to l05{)"". Salt ~ 750'" w:u .cat 


to the hot whicb its temperature l'm ~nt thet 


upon its salt • but to its total eMrgy. 


collected and consumed 


overnisht cireulation Is shown in Table 6·IX. 


A negativ. value, indlcat(ull IIIOr\lll \IIIMl'lY c@'ftsUIlMd. or blU 1)rod'Jc4Ifd, than for 

a solar start-up, 

TAIU 6-IX 

TOTAL ENERGY DIFFERENCE RELATIVE TO 


SOLAR START·UP 


Cav! t:y Heat<lu: ·144 kWh +187 kWh 


Overnight Circulation +708 kWh ·665 kWh 


Un of the cavity heater "l1ow. additional collection of thcll:,ul erun.'g)' in 

the mornings, but not sufficiently to ofhet the electric CCH1sumpt101'1 of the 

heater, given that no ilion than 30 percent of the thermal energy can be 

converted to electricity. Overnight circulation, however, lllakes substantial 

savings in electric consumption by substituting thermal energy. Some of 

this thermal energy is Blade up by extra energy collection, IlInd the balance 

reduces the useful power that can be extracted from storage during the day. 

Since electricity is more valuable than thermal energy. this should 

represent Ill. major savings for a commercial plant.. The amount of savings 

would depend upon the value of electricity consumed in the evening compared 

to. the value of electric power produced during the day. 



To conclude the energy comparison, several qualitative points should be 

made. First, the heat-trace operating strategy employed in this receiver 

may not be optimal with regard to energy consumption. The system operated 

continuously, cycling heaters on and off to maintain piping temperatures 

overnight and also on days when the plant was not operating. It should be 

possible to turn off portions of the heat trace in the evening, after 

sufficient time to allow the receiver to drain. Then it could be turned on 

again early in the morning, allowing sufficient time for the piping to heat 

up and to melt away residual salt in the system. This would require more 

sophisticated control than that available with the Acurex heat~trace 

controller, but could save substantial amounts of electricity. Second, the 

extra energy that can be collected at sunrise by using the cavity heater, or 

by continuously circulating s~lt, may represent only a portion of the extra 

energy that could be collected. Often because of weather or other 

operational conditions, start-up does not occur at sunrise. For a 

midday start-up, for instance after elouds burn off, continuous circulation 

or the use of a cavity heater would allow more rapid start-up than if a 

solar warm-up of the panel were required to start flow. At sunrise, only a 

small amount of energy is missed in the approximately 30 minutes required 

for a solar start-up. At midday much more energy would be lost (as much as 

2.25 MW-h). This leads to the conclusion that the method of thermally 

conditioning the receiver will affect the amount of energy that can be 

collected in various weather conditions and therefore on an annual basis. 

Operationally, the cavity heater offers tllS simplest process for starting 

the receiver. Because the tubes are always hot, the receiver's fill 

sequence can be initiated at any time. and because the receiver is drained 

at night, no monitoring of the process is required. Continuous circulation 

simplifies the actual start-up operation even further, since no filling of 

the receiver is required. Overnight, however, the presence of salt in the 

system, and the operation of the circulation pump would require an operator 

to monitor the system and initiate a drain if a failure occurred. This 

operator might not be required, however, if the system were further 

automated. Solar start-ups are relatively the most complex. The warm-up 

pattern of heliostats and aim points must be developed as a function of time 

of day and time of year. In addition to this, some operator action is 
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6.5 

required to 'nne tuM' 'the pauem and Khl~ a elfon 

in partially d~y ~t;~ b ..ret INt can be &ChinN •• 

of t.he cavity door to aUw the paMI'1i to, and rata1n 

the cavity's beat Wdle el_. pus. 

Evaluation of the receiver". controllability 18 diacuaaed for autoaat1c and 

operator control. Control and IIIiOt\i,todnc by ." are MC4iUtHry fol' 

perior.in, receiver at.rt~up••hut~. and. r.e~ry from trip e~!t1Ofta or 
emlu'leney dt'tatioM. '.i:"he ablHty to automatteaUy control c:1oud nM'l~hfnU 

b c::ruehl to u'ldmld:n, nceiver ootput and. MliftWItl .Mr,y production. TMI 

evaluation is relaeive to the receiver'. control dlt~isn of i~ctiQn 

3.9, the operation&l cheek-out tests of Section ~.1.5, and o~r&t1onal ta.tt 

of S$<;tion 5.2.2. theu aeeUona 1!1 MUUUY to \mo.nund 

tht evaluation below, 

Alleuing the abiUty of opuators to control and lIIKmitor the ncdvu WAI 

baud on ObliiuvoIiUonll Md. of opnaton .!! well •• thd.r cOWIIenU d1.u:!nl tht 

cOl.lru 0'.£ tutln&, No ipcu::U'le tutlng wu to addnu thb luUI 

technicd ly. Therefore. this evaluation was b.ll~ on perceived 

Iffeetlvflnu.$ 11'1 the IUln/llUu:hin41 interface with the computer-

Dalla process control (1&11.1 NIT.90). 

I this section pnsentlll the test dAta and an evaluation of receiver 

controllability. In addition, the lIIocHflcationl to improve this 

controllability and their evaluation au • al well .s the 

comparison of actual l'asul ts against thcle by the McDonnell 

Douglas receiver simulation. 

Ihe controls were initially evaluated relative to an analysis of linear 

controls to determine closed-loep stability at different power levels. From 

thb. the ability to optrrate (under control) at derated conditiOil.S was 

determined. Than the ability to automatically control cloud transients was 

evaluated relative to simulated and natural clouds. Finally. the ability of 

operators to control and monitor the receiver is presented. 
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Since there were two eontrol zones (ea8t &we.t) , two independent Receiver 

Control Algorithms (RCAs) were used for control. These control zones were 

physically identical, so both RCAs were structurally and functionally 

identical. Therefore, the RCA is referred to herein as a single entity. 

6.5.1 Tunin~ & Derated Operation of the Control Al&oritbm 

The hot flow tuning given in Sectl.on 5.1.5 provided improvements in the 

ability to control the RCA over the original tuning conltants used in 

dmuhtion. The operational tests described in Section 5.2.2 further 

refined the tuning of the RCA. The modifications and the evaluation of the 

results are presented here. 

The RCA was tuned using partial power transients and outlet temperature set· 

point changes. Modifications were made to the design configuration of the 

RCA in order to improve its temperature response to both power transients 

and set point changes. 

The improvement in outlet temperature response to set-point consisted of 

modifying three of the components within the RCA (RCA components are 

discussed in Section 3.8.1): 

1) Adaptive gain functions of the outlet temperature controller, 

2) Adaptive gain functions of the controller using back-tube 

temperatures, and 

3) Set-point generator for the controller of the back-tube 

temperatures. 

These modifications became necessary because of stand-off errors and the 

inability to the outlet temperature controller to integrate out errors in 

derated conditions. These errors were the difference between set point and 

actual outlet temperatures. 
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The stand-off error was caWlled by the us. of ~ 

conerol!er of ~ back-tube t~rat:ure&. The 

and the generator set the back- tube t~rature 

the outlet temperature set point as follows: 

set once the actUAl outlet temperature achieved its 

indicated that the proportionality factor (K) vas not 

new .et 

the .et-point generator wa~ changed to account for the 

temperature range aa follows: 

- K (TSETOT - ~50) + 550. 

Thh method ululted in /II; larger K, which produced thf!1 requiud 

in the back-tube tempElrl!l.turEI ut point and improved the match between 

ut and actual b&c.k-tube temperature. Mon important, the ut· 

point change produced 11 hrger eontrollu output, or flow- rate 

C01"lnqu.enely, the fund-off error was reduced significantly (±IO' F). 

The stand-off error was practieally impossible to eliminate totally since 
the average back-tube temperature wa~ dependent upon the flux distribution. 

Different flux distributions with the same total energy content produce 

different average back-tube temperatures. The of this problem Is 

unknown, due to a limited amount of operational it was perceived 

to be quite small. 

The second modification was required to correct the of the outlet 

temperature controller to integrate out errors in derated conditions. This 

manifested itself early in the morning and late in the afternoon, or 

whenever low flow rates (12,000-18,000 Ib/h) occurred. It was observed that 

the back-tube controller was counteracting practically every attempt by the 
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outlet controller to integrate out its temperature error; this was similar 

to a tug-of-war game in which neither side wins. 

The outlet temperature controller had to dominate control in order to force 

the outlet temperature to its set point. Initially, the outlet temperature 

controller's integrator adaptive gain function was modified to an anti 

windup only configuration rather than a linear plus anti-windup 

configuration as illustrated by Figure 6.5.1. This increased the 

integrator's gain at low flow rates as required, and stability was still 

maintained. However. this improved the situation only slightly; it simply 

increased the intensity of the tug-of-war game. It then became necessary 

to adapt the back-tube temperature controller's overall gain in order to 

reduce its effect at low flows. This adaptive gain function was equivalent 

to that used for the outlet temperature controller's overall adaptive gain 

function. The combination of these two modifications produced the desired 

result of providing the ability to integrate out errors in derated 

conditions. 

FIGURE 6.5.1 


OUTLET TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER ADAPTIVE INTEGRATION GAIN FUNCTION 
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The improvement in outlet temperature response to power transients consisted 

of modifying two items within the RCA: 

1) Outlet controller tuning constants, and 
2) Back-tube controller constants. 

These tuning constants were relative to the constants by 

the receiver sil'lNlation. The thrust was to increase the constants until 

marginal stability (oscillations) occurred. In the case of the back~tube 

controller, which USflS deriVative control, the constants wer. incre8l..ed 

unt:Ll noile amplification becl!Jl'&e a Once these conditionlll Wiiu,e 

found. the overall for each contro11er was reduced by 3d! , or 29 

percent, to provide adequate stability margins. 

The find c.onstants for the outlet controller were: 

KSC - ADAPTIVE (0.20 @100 percent) 
KP ... 1.0 

KI ... ADAPTIVE (Anti-Windup Only with 1. 5 @ 100 percent) 

KD ... O. 

The final values were different from the simulation results. The overall 

gain (KSC) was twice as high, even though the linear adaptive function was 

unchanged. The proportional gain (KP) was unchanged. The integral gain 

(KI) was less by 25 percent, and the adaptive function was changed from 

linear plus anti-windup to anti-windup only, as depicted by Figure 6.5.1. 

The derivative gain (KD) was changed to zero, or simply not used because 

there was essentially no value added by using it. During design its use was 

thought to be beneficial during large transients. HoweVer, testing showed 

this was not the case. 



The final tuning constants for the average back-tube temperature controller 

were: 

KSC - ADAPTIVE (2.0 @100 percent) 

KP - 0.32 

KI 0 


KD 0.046. 


The overall gain was changed to an adaptive function and was twice as high. 

The adaptive function was linear and identical to that used for the overall 

gain of the outlet temperature controller. The proportional and integral 

gains were unchanged. The derivative gain was four times as high as 

predicted. 

The difference between the actual tuning constants obtained and those 

predicted by the simulation was relatively small. yet significant from a 

performance point of view. The generally higher values of the tuning 

constant indicated that the actual response of the receiver was better than 

predicted. which was the case demonstrated by the natural response given in 

Section 5.1.5. This actual natur~l response of the receiver indicated a 

general ability to increase gains by a factor of 2. which was indeed the 

general case. 

Also, this response indicated that conservatism existed in the simulation. 

The time delay used was over-estimated by a factor of 2, which resulted from 

a judgmental error; apparently water/steam simulations require this 

additional time delay, and molten-salt simulations do not. The 12 percent 

discrepancy in the time constant was relatively small and apparently was a 

result of over-estimating the amount of thermal mass actually present. 

Derated Operation 

Testing demonstrated the ability to operate the receiver in derated power 

conditions. The RCA was able to control the outlet temperature even though 

response time was c~nsiderably longer (10-15 minutes) in derated conditions. 

This time is d~~eptive for operators, since they tend to expect a similar 
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response under all conditions. This will never be the cue, 1110 operators 

need to be trained for the variable nature of the receiver'. response. Only 

a limited amount of was performed in derated conditions, however the 

results obtained were considered representative and very 

6.5.2 Automatic Cgntrol Purina Cloud Irln$itnts 

The operational data obtained according to the tests performed, 

described in Section 5.2.2, are evaluated here relative to the ability to 

automatically control cloud transients. The concern about themal 

stresses. which were caused by temperature ramp rates And flow mismatching 

flux, significantly impactsd the testing performed. The modifications, test 

results, and the evaluat' 1 are presented. 

The ability to automatically control cloud transients dealt primarily with 

the receiver control algorithm (RCA). The functional objective. of th~ RCA 

were to maintain the outlet salt temperature at set (desired value) 

and prevent tripping the receiver off~line because of high temperature so 

tl1~t the receiver output was maximized. Because of stress-related problem., 

an additional objective of minimizing fatigue stress becama necuury. 

Minimizing stress was counter to the original objective of maximizing 

output. Consequently, a trade-off existed between maximizing output and 

lifetime. An in-depth evaluation of this issue is presented in the 

thermal/structural evaluation section (7.1), The modifications made to 

reasonably reduce stresses without seriously the receiver's output: 

are presented here along with a discussion of the condition with which a 

commercial system that maximizes output will have to deal. 

Automatic control of cloud transient is addressed relative to simulated and 

natural cloud transients. Simulated transients were used to evaluate the 

outlet temperature set-point generator, or sliding set-point mechanism. 

Natural cloud transients were used to in~roduce and evaluate a new "dual 

control strategy." 



Simul,ted Cloud Transients 

Simulated cloud transient tests demonstrated the requirement for the sliding 

set-point mechanism, since high-temperature trips occurred when it was not 

used. This mechanism was originally designed to automatically derate the 

receiver output to prevent high-temperature trips when clouds clear. To 

address the temperature ramp-rate problem, the up and down set-point ramps 

generated by the mechanism were adjusted in order to control ramps within 

allowable limits (± 0.75°F/s). 

The parameters of the sliding set-point mechanism consist of the following: 

1) Bias (error limit), 

2) Down-ramp rate limit, 

3) Up-ramp rate limit, and 

4) Minimum limit. 

These four parameters determine the nature and speed of the outlet 

temperature recovery to a cloud transient as explained in the design section 

(3.12). 

Even though a complete param~ric study was not accomplished, three tests 

were performed as shown in Table 6-X. 

TABLE 6-X 

SLIDING SET-POINT TEST PARAMETERS 

PARAMETER IESI 1 IESI 2 IESI ~I 
BIAS (OF) 50 25 25 I 
UP RAMP (OFIS) 0.50 0.50 0.75 I 
DOWN RAMP (OF/S) 0.75 0.75 1.50 I 
MIt! LIMII COr) 850 §5Q 85Q I 

Test 1 was the base-line configuration, and it took 7.4 minutes for the 

outlet temperature to return to rated conditions as illustrated by Figure 

6.5.2. The large 50°F bias made it difficult for the controller to maintain 

set-point. 
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Test 2 was the same as Test 1, except the bias was changed to 25·F. This 

improved the controllers ability to follow the set point but derated the 

temperature longer, as illustrated in Figure 6.5.:3. It tO'ok 8.9 minutes for 

the outlet t:~rature to' recover, or an additional 20 percent with 

Test 1. This resulted in better control at the expense of receiver output. 
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Test 3 was the same as Test 2, except that the down ramp was increased by 

200 percent and the up ramp was increased by 50 percent. This increase 

resulted in a deeper derated set-point, but it also recovered more quickly, 

as illustrated in Figure 6.5.4. However, the actual temperature was unable 

to track this set point. The recovery time was acceptable at 8.2 minutes, 

or an additional 11 percent compared with Test 1. 
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Parameteu of Tut 2 were used through the remainder of because of 

good However, these parameters wer4i not 

In all three tests the outlet temperature went high when the cloud cleared 

This spike was due to the flux-feed forward gain being set to achieve 

lOSO°F, which it did very nicely. However, the set point was not l050"F. 

An improvement could be made here by adjusting this gain according to set 

point; however, this modification was not tested. 

Preliminary results indicated that all three components of the RCA were 

required. Limited testing (one test each) was performed when the flux 

control where .the back- tube temperature control was not used. Both 

tests resulted in temperature trips of the outlet. 



Initial testing was done with the RCA in the design configuration. However, 

this configuration commonly produced temperature ramp rates of Il-F/a as 

well as mismatched flow with incident flux for a significant period of time. 

This situation resulted in high stresses in tube-to-header connections and 

in the tubes themselves. 

To help alleviate the stress problems, the RCA wu modified into a dual 

strategy configuration. The design configuration stayed intact but became 

switchable from one strategy to another. During normal operation the RCA 

was in the design configuration, or normal temperature control. When 

extended cloud coverage occurred, the RCA was automatically switched to flux 

feed· forward control only. This control method essentially eliminated the 

tube stress problem since the flow was forced to match the flux independent 

of temperature. However f the tube-to-header stress problem stUI existed 

even though the temperature ramp rate Was reduced by one-half (6°F/.). The 

response of the system to a natural cloud with the entire receiver at inlet 

temperature is; illustrated in Figure 6.5.4. Figures 6.5.5 .nd 6.5.6 show 

the corresponding average flux and flow rate. 
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switching logic was 

The 10g1c used outlet 

temperatures and timers to determine when to switch from one to the other. 

When the outlet temperature went below S50'F for 30 seconds, control was 

switched to flow- flux control. When the outlet temperature went above 850"r 

for 30 seconds, cont~ol was switched to normal temperature control. The 

850"F breaKpoint was chosen because temperature control was possible 4t and 

above this outlet temperature and because 8S0 9 F was the minilll'..ll'I set point. 

This logic has not been optimized. 

This testing demonstrated the ability to control cloud transients and the 

fact that ± 6~F/s ramp rates have to be tolerated. If the ± O.7soF/s ramp 

rate had been a strict operational limit, the receiver would not have been 

allowed to operate in cloudy conditions. Because clouds are always. 
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prevalent, this limitation would seriously degrade annual energy production 

and make this technology uneconomical in future applications of the 

technology. 

6.5.3 Control & Monitoring by an Operator 

This evaluation focuses upon the control-room operators who monitored and 

controlled the overall process of the experiment. Two primary operators 

wer~ required; one for the process control and one for heliostat field 

control. Since no specific tests were performed to evaluate the operators' 

effectiveness, real-time observations and comments were noted and an 

informal discussion was held with the operators. The evaluation 

concentrates on four specific areas: 

1) Procedures, 

2) Digital process computer, 

3) Supporting computers, and 

4) Improvements. 

Final procedures from the MSEE Experiment were used after adapting them to 

this receiver and the new process computer. Control of the process was very 

effective using these procedures. However, in a commercial power plant two 

sets of procedures should be utilized. One should be for training purposes, 

with detail such as the procedures used on this experiment, and a second set 

should use one-line instructions for operators familiar with the equipment. 

These procedures could be easily installed into the process computer and 

called up on the CRT as required by the operator. 

Digital Process Computer 

All of the operators agreed that the state-of-the-art digital process 

computer is very effective in controlling a solar power plant. Ease of 

operation of the process computer was the most favored aspect. They also 

liked the basic arrangement of the keyboard and the flush keys. The active 
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graphics and the alarm page easy response to .... """',.".,

all agreed that more in the process is 

response to emergency situations. tha ea,fle of 

graphics WillS favorable in the digital process computer. 

Howver, 

i..,dbu 

the 

Several other computers were U1II4U:l to auppott the pro<:e.ul computer; 

the heliostat computer. the heat-trace c,omputer and the 

computer. The operators that using these multiple computeu mad@ it 

more difficult to operate and control the process of the It 

abo required An additional operator to control the heHostats 

As experience WAS however, computers did not present Any 

with the operators mon:I.:toring And eontrolHng the experlMnt. 

The that the main in control would b. to 

integrate all thE! supporting computers into OM control systllil that would 

control all aspects of plant operation. Thh would apply espechlly to Ii 

commercial solar power plant. Second, all of the start-up, operations, and 

shutdown sequences should be programmed for automatic nqulllneing the 

master-control system computer. However, manual overrides should be 

provided for the operator. Finally. the master-control system computer 

should be programmed to automatically respond and save the systlll in 

emergencies, These em~rgencies could be displayed on the CRT with specific 

one-line procedures to save the system, allowing operator intervention and Ii 

quick recall of what should be implemented in Ii given emergency situation. 

6.6 Overall Performance Predictions 

Prediction of energy collection on an annual basis is of great importance to 

system designers. The receiver's capability to collect energy is Ii function 

of its thermal efficiency. which is a function of absorbad power and also 

its operating characteristics, especially with respect to start-up and 

operation in cloudy and other off-design conditions. As a result, annual 
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efficiency depends upon the annual weather in which the receiver operates. 

This section SUlllllu!rizu the test results for receiver efficiency and then 

discusses the ability to start and operate the receiver under various 

conditions. The description is based on capabilities demonstrated in the 

tests and attempts to provide a system designer with sufficient information 

to predict annual energy collection. given weather conditions for a specific 
site. 

6.6.1 Average Steady-State Performance 

Receiver losses were measured by two different methods; 1) subtraction of 

the measured output power from input power calculated with the HEllOS 

program as discussed in Section 6.1, and 2) by flux-on lou tuting AlII 

described in Section 6.3. Receiver efficiency can be calculated based on 

losses derived from both methods, and these can be compared to efficiency 

predictions made with the CAVITY-2 computer code as discuued in Section 

6.2. Receiver efficiency is plotted in Figure 6.6.1 and thermal 10I11III is 

plotted in Figure 6.6.2 as a function of receiver absorbed power. DAta 

points are shown for the measured input method and the flux-on test method, 

as well as predictions made by the CAVITY-2 program for the nominal ca•• at 

100 llnd 50 percent power. The results of the CAVITY·2 program are in 

general agreement with the test results. Thermal loss predicted by CAVITY·2 

does not include the effects of the wing panels: however. this don not 

greatly affect the losses or efficiency predicted by the code. The power 

incident on the wing panels was only 4 percent of the total incident power 

or 210 kW at solar noon. Losses from the wing panels are estimated to have 
been less than 25 kW. 
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The results of the CAVITY· 2 code indicate that the thermal 1088 is a 

function of absorbed power. The calculated input-loss data did not show 

this trend, but the variation shown by CAVITY was within the scatter of the 

calculated input data. 

The flux-on loss test results show generally lower losses and therefore 

higher efficiencies than the CAVITY predictions or calculated input 

measurements. The flux-on loss test results, however. appear to be 

unrealistically low. This is because for three of the five measurements, 

the measured losses were less than just the radiative loss predicted by the 

CAVITY·2 code. The reason for this discrepancy is not cleari however, the 

flux-on loss test results are very sensitive to the flow measurement. The 

estimated flow measurement uncertainty is large enough to account for the 

poor results (see Section 6.7) 

6.6.2 Annual Energy Considerations 

This section describes the conditions under which direct normal solar 

insolation is available for collection bi the receiver, based on the test 

results. 

In addition to the receiver'S steady-state efficiency, other aspects of 

receiver performance that impact its ability to collect energy on an annual 

basis are the ability to operate at low power and the ability to start up 

and operate under partly cloudy conditions. An analysis of power production 

for the Solar 1 plant in Barstow [37] identified two related factors that 

reduce annual energy production. They were the "operating days 

availability" and "useful insolation availability." "Operating days 

insolation availability" refers to the fraction of the horizon-to-horizon 

direct normal insolation available on days when neither winds nor cloudy 

conditions prevent operation of the plant. "Useful insolation availability" 

refers to the fraction of the direct normal insolation on operating days 

that allows collection of useful energy. For 1984, these two factors 

reduced the output of Solar 1 by 26 percent. Obviously these factors must 

be included when estimating the annual energy production from a solar 

receiver. 
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The Solar 1 dces not set criteria for 

a.vailabiUty" but. of the two factors C01lltltitlUt,ing 

or low insolation 1s a receival' liBitation and 

field limitation. The eriterion 'f..UM:d for "useful 

1s the fraction of insolation abov~ sao 
limit is convenient, it is an over-simplification 

receiver start-up and operating U.h:at':ionB. 

lnaolaUon 

coMit1ona 

winds are III collector 

insolation 

of a 

A cU..euaaion of insolation avanabUity IIWSt address the 

aeca:lver tl.lrnoow ratio. 

Ability of the receiver to opeute at low pO'IflIIr. and 

of th. enel"SY collecud. 

Ability of tho receiver to operate in lntllnittent: douds, 

Ability of the receivar to start up in partly cloudy condition•. 

The turndown ratio of the tnt. recdver wu 3.5 to 1 baud on a full load 

flow of 42.3 thousand lbs/h at an absorbed power of 4.5 M'Wth and /I IIlinill!tUlll 

controllable flow rate of 12.0 thousand Ibs/h. Rated outlet temperature 

(1050·F) could be achieved with absorbed therul power as low as 1. 3 MY. 

This would correspond to an operation with An insohtion of roughly 275 W/m2 

at solar noon, or operation 70 minutes after sunriu (as discusud in 

Section 6.4) when the insolation would btlll appro%imattlllly 800 W/m2. but 

coliline, shading and blocking effects in the collector field are large. 

At power levels below 1.3 MYth. (a limitation of the 12 klb/hr flow rate) 

the test receiver did operate and collect energy. This energy was returned 

to the molten-salt storage subsystem as salt with a temperature below the 

rated 1050'" outlet temperature, which is called "warm" salt. This energy, 

however, was retained within the storage system. The CRTF lIIIOlten-salt 

storage subsystem generally accepts salt at temperatures less than 750·' 

(eorre$pond!ng to .65 M'W absorbed power) into the cold tank, and sends salt 



above 750"F into the hot tank. Warm salt returning to the cold tank 

preheats the cold salt used to feed the receiver. When adequate sun 

returns, higher receiver flow rates are achieved while maintaining the rated 

outlet temperature. The increase in flow is proportional to the amount of 

preheating of the cold salt, and thus the energy collected at salt 

temperatures below 750°F contributes to useful energy at rated outlet 

conditions. In order to allow this contribution. however, two limitations 

of the receiver and the storage system must be met. First the receiver must 

be capable of the higher flow rate. The test receiver is designed to 

collect 4.62 MY with an inlet temperature of 590°F (see Section 3.5), and 

test results confirm that these flow rates can be achieved. The second is a 

limitation imposed by the thermal storage subsystem. The maximum cold 

storage tank temperature is 600°F at the CRTF. If operation below .65 MY 

occurs for a long enough period, this temperature will be reached, and the 

receiver will have to be shut down. 

Operation at power levels between .65 MY and 1.3 MY (minimum flow 

constraints) results in receiver salt outlet temperatures between 750"F and 

1050"F. This salt is returned to the hot tank. Mixing warm salt into the 

hot tank reduces the temperature of the hot salt stored in it. In a steam 

Rankine electric power plant. this would affect the steam generation 

subsystem and the eventual production of electricity. Normally, the steam 

generator's outlet temperature would be reduced. The net result depends 

upon the minimum allowable turbine steam inlet temperature and the turbine 

efficiency as a function of inlet temperature and steam flow rate. 

At some minimum power level, the energy collected will not be sufficient to 

balance the additional power consumed by the receiver'S operation relative 

to stand-by conditions. This power level depends on the system's electric 

conversion efficiencies. which are beyond the scope of this study. Some 

insight is gained based on the operating conditions of the test. The test 

receiver consumes approximately 170 kW more electricity when operating than 

in a standby mode (see Table 6-XI), Assuming a 30 percent power conversion 

efficiency. operating the receiver with thermal power below 565 kW is not 

justified. 
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TABLE i-Xl 


HCElVElt PARASITICS 


Molten-Salt Pumps 144 Idl 

Trace Heat 


Riser/Downcol!Ier 17 'ltW 30 kW 

Receiver 
 B kY 35 kY 

Collector Field and Controls 52 kY 

Totals 228 kY 65 kY 

Operation with Intermittent Cloyds 

Operation with intermittent clouds has all the issues and difficulties of 

low-power operation, plus a number of new issues relating to the receiver's 

response to transient conditions. Transient conditions require the control 

system to act, attempting to maintain outlet temperature without over,hoot, 

and to some extent minimize thermal/struotural conoerns. The receiver 

demonstrated a good ability to collect energy while operating on several 

days with aotual clouds. A typical day is presented in Figures 6.6.3 thru 

6.6.9. 



FIGURE 6.6.3 
DIRECT NORMAL SOLAR INSOLATION 
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FIGURE 6.6.4 
20-MINUTE AVERAGE DIRECT NORMAL INSOLATION 
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FIGURE 6.6.6 

20-MINtlTE AVERAGE RECEIVER POWER 

April 20, rronsient Test 
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FIGURE 6.6.7 
RECEIVER INLET AND OUTLET TEMPERATURES 

April 20. Transient Test 
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FIGURE 6.6.8 
BULK AVERAGE SALT TEMPERATURE FOR THE HOT TANK 
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Figure 6.6.3 shows solar insolation for April 20', 1987. Intermittent cloudy 

conditioruit prevailed until approxillllltely 2 p.m. when the clouds cleared. 

The. 20-minute average insolation is illustrated in Figure 6,6.4. Until 

noon, the average insolation was approximately SOO W/m2 , At noon, clouds 

became less frequent, and the 20-minute avenge insolation rose to about 90'0' 

2
W/m. Around 1 p.m., a large, thin cloud p~ulsed over, and after that. 

conditions cleared. Receiver power is shown in Figure 6.6.5, and 20-minute 

Ilyera,ge power is shawn in Figure 6.6.6. The receiver achieved an average 

power of about 1.5 MW until noon, then exceeded 3.5 MW when conditions 

improved. After 2 p.m., when clear conditions prevailed, simulated cloud 

trlii.nsients were performed, resulting in the power spikes illustrated in 

Figure 6.• 6 .5. 



The receiver outlet temperatures are shown in Figure 6.6.7. During the 

worst of the clouds, the outlet temperature varied quite a bit, but after 10 

a.m. I the temperature was approximately 950°F, and by 1 p.m., it was above 

1000·F, as shown in Figure 6.6.8. The total energy collected until 3 p.m. 

was approximately 11 MYth' as shown in Figure 6.6.9. 

The ability to operate in such poor solar conditions and collect useful 

energy is a major advantage of molten-salt receivers. Although the outlet 

temperature was degraded somewhat, 1000°F salt should be sufficient to 

operate a normal power plant with only slightly reduced efficiency. 

Rapid, early morning start-up is important to take full advantage of 

available solar energy. The receiver demonstrated two modes of start-up; 

one, used solar energy from the collector field to heat the panels, the 

other used either the electric cavity heaters or overnight circulation to 

keep the cavity warm for immediate sunrise start-up. Both capabilities are 

discussed in Section 6.4.4. Solar heating of the panel delayed start-up by 

approximately 40 minutes while the panel WOlt!: heated, salt flow initiated, 

and the full field brought on target. The additional energy collected, 

however, was small (187 kW-h) because the power availability near sunrise is 

small. When the additional parasitics of operating the pumps and collector 

field are factored in start-up earlier than 40 minutes past sunrise is not 

justified. In cloudy conditions, however, the cavity heaters (or 

alternatively overnight circulation) demonstrated a significant advantage. 

The test receiver was capable of starting under any conditions by using the 

cavity heaters with the cavity doors closed. This allowed the panel to be 

heated to 550°F and then filled and salt flow initiated. In addition to 

allowing the receiver to start at sunrise, it allowed start-up during partly 

cloudy conditions. If start-up were restricted to solar warm*up of the 

panel, 15 minutes of clear conditions would be required to heat the panel 

before filling it. On a cloudy day such as the one that occurred for the 



April 20 transient 1:1II.t:. vould ha'll'& be4ln until 11 
a .•. at the &ar110:$t, vith a loss of 1 of ubI' 

energy. 

The properties ()f the receiver that IBUSt be defined to allov of 

its to collect lIu)lar I.mergy 00 an IIInnual 'bash an: 

l) TheJ:"liIIi1 I!Ul a function of &bsorb~,,' pov~n'~ 

2} Definition of its at.rtaup limitaticns; and 

3) Definition of IiIfHtclfic limitations :regarding low p~r or 

condition operation. 

The test receiver d.monstnted an average daU, efficiency of 88.1 percent 

for 9 hours of operati()n. Start-up usinS cavity h••un (O'r overnight 

circulation) wu not limited at all by wuthEU' cond:l.tionll. When th. 

collector field HU uud for start-up, at hast 15 mlnutu of cloud-free 

condi tion.ll waa requind to allow heAt-up of the prior to .tart-up. 

Low power opera.t1on was limited only by the fact that below an IIIID,orbed 

power of 1.3 MW t.he outlet temperature is degraded Dec.un .of ult flowth , 

lim:!. tations. Generally, operation below a'bout 600 kW did not provide 

sufficient energy to offset the additional parasitics consumed by operation 

for the test receiver. For most applications. however, the energy collected 

at degraded salt temperatures would still be usable. The recaliver 

demonstrated the capability to operate in malt cloudy conditions, making use 

of the solar energy betwun clouds. 

No attempt 1s made here to give an actual annual energy estimate. A system 

designer should base such an estiute on typical weather data for a given 

site. making certain that cloudy conditions are well characterized so they 

can be compared to specific receiver 1imitations. This is necessary to 

develop accurate predictions. For the molten-salt cavity receiver, these 

limitations are fairly small, especially if the cavity is heated which 

eliminates weather effects upon start-up. The limitations imposed by solar 

start-up, however. can be quite significant, as shown by the April 21 
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transient test data. For an unheated receiver (including exposed mo1ten

.salt receivers) weather data must be evaluated carefully to segregate the 

"available" direct normal insolation from the total integrated annual 

energy. This available insolation would be the portion occurring only after 

conditions for start·up are met. 

6.7 Uncertainty of M@8surements 

With any measurement, there is some degree of uncertainty associated with 

the actual measured numerical va1u0. The quantification of uncertainty for 

certain measurements is useful in evaluating and determining the relative 

confidence in performance calculations. It is this confidence that 

determines how well we know actual performance. 

The term "measurement uncertainty" implies a statistical approach to 

quantification. Quantifying measurement uncertainty requires a method of 

characterizing measurement errors that is not overly restrictive and less 

arbitrary than simply stating some p1us-and-minus number. Characterizing 

measurement errors statistically is a rigorous approach and leads to a 

defendable result. In general, measurement uncertainty deals with 

quantifying the different errors into biases and deviations (precision 

index), properly combining these errors, and establishing the total 

uncertainty of the measurement. Accordingly, this approach requires an 

understanding of both statistics and the specific measurement process. 

The primary performance calculation used for the receiver is the basic heat 

balance equation: 

Q - C (Delta T) (Mass Flow Rate)p 

POWER - (Heat Capacity Coef.) (Temp. Difference) (Salt Flow 

Rate) . 

The measurements of salt flow rate through the receiver and the temperature 

difference (Delta T) across the receiver are two very important parameters 

for calculations of the receiver'S performance. Therefore, the uncertainty 
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6.7.1 

of these meaSUl:e1H;uts vas ooeEllnlined fo.r eacb o.f the two. receiver eoutrol 
zones. 

.It. detailed analysis of the uncertainty in the salt flow rate vas 

performed. The measurement process for flow rate vas 

unreliable flovme·ters. • the flov rate. tbe receiver vas 

correla.ted to the inlet pressure measurement of the as iii. lIW!ans of 

providing a reliable lIW!&sure. All errors for thh lIW!AIIHlrellW!nt procus were 

quantified, and It. total uncertainty was established. Thb wag 

determined to be approxiutely ± 3.000 Ibs/h. 

The detailed analysis that produced this r.sul t is 1n I. 

The correlation of receiver flow rate with inlet prenure WIUlI aecomplhhed 

receiver flov rate in a llingle zone by closing the inlet valve to the other 

zone, the inlet valve to the cold-SAlt pump sump and observing the 

sump level as a function of time. Sinee all salt leaving the cold pump lump 

passed through the receiver, and the diameter of the sump was known. salt 

flov for each zone could be calculated. Figure 6.7.1 illustrates the 

correlation of sump level with time for a single test. During the test, 

inlet pressure for the zone was also recorded. This experiment was 

for several flow rates for each receiver zone. Using these data points, iii 

fifth order curve was derived using a least square method to correlate flow 

rate with inlet pressure. These curve fits are shown in Figures 6.7.2 and 

6.7.3 for the east and west receiver control zones respectively. 



FIGURE 6.7.1 
COLO-SALT PUMP "SUMP DEPLETION" DATA 
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FIOURE 6.7.2 
FLOW CORRELATION WITH PRESSURE aa EAST ZONE 
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Second, becauu flow to one zona had to be stopped to allow flow in the 

other zone to be the experiments to establish flow in individual 

zones were conducted with no heat flux on the receiver. It was known, 

however, that salt properties change with temperature. This affects the 

rsceiver pressure drop for a given flow rate. To correct for this, a second 

set of "sump depletion" tests was conducted with the receiver outlet 

temperature at rated conditions. For these tests. a portion of the 

collector field was focused on the receiver and the controls were allowed to 

establish the proper flow rate to achieve a lOS04F outlet temperature. 

Thl!se tests were conducted near solar noon and with symm.:ltric collector 

field arrangements so that nearly equal flow was established in each control 

zone. '!'hen the inlet valve to the cold-salt pump sump was closed and the 

level change was observed to allow calculation of actual receiver flow. 



This test was conducted several times for a 50 percent, 75 percent and 100 

percent collector field. For each test,total "indicated" receiver flow was 

calculated based on the fifth order curve fit of the cold flow data. The 

ratio of true hot salt flow to "indicated" flow was then calculated for each 

point. These values are presented in Figure 6.7.4, along with a theoretical 

ratio derived from analytical calculations of receiver pressure drop for 

cold and hot flow conditions. 

Several things can be noted from this presentation. First, measured flow 

rates when in hot flow are significantly greater than those indicated by the 

cold flow correlations. This is true both for the actual data and in 

theory. Also, there is a fair amount of scatter in the measured data, and 

generally no trend, as a function of flow rate, can be discerned to the 

scatter. The average ratio of tt'ue hot flow to indicated flow for all data 

points was 1.06. For the purposes of data reduction, indicated flow rates 

were corrected by this ratio. 

FIGURE 6.7.4 
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A substantial effort was rude to try to deteBlne the unc4u"t,dntiu in 

measuring temperatures during the receiver tEUJ;ting. Four t@l!IIiHlIl'oIiU;;u1:e 

measurements were critical to its pe.rforrunce evaluation and they ven 

obtained from four Type-K theBOCouples located at the salt inlet and outlet 

positions for each half of the receiver. Even srull errors are important 

particularly during the flux-off loss testing. 

Uncertainties in temperatura measurement were not limited only to 

thermocouple errors. Errors vere also induced by the NET-90 procen control 

and data acquisition systems. Therefore, total uncertainties in measurement 

included errors associated with these two systems as well. The eXAct method 

used to determine the uncertainty in temperature measurement is provided in 

Appendix 12. 

The results of determining uncertainty in temperature measurelll~ni;; ""T'iI 
unable totally to account for errors in m€illllSurement obtained du',:ing 

operational check-out. For instancE!, both inlet thermocouples were loc<';t~,d 

at equal distances downstream from the cold surge tank. The salt flow yath 

was identical for each half, and as a result, the temperature drop b€'tla'"H!l'\ 

the cold surge tank and the two inlet thermocouples should have been eql1al. 

However, biases determined fOT each inlet thermocouple did not decrease the 

temperature difference to within its range of random uncertainty. 

For example, Table 6-XII shows the indicated temperatures obtained from each 

inlet thermocouple on March 25, 1987. Also shown are the resultant actual 

temperatures determined from the biases established for each thermocouple 

(see AppendiX I, Table 1.). 
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TABLE 6-XII 


THERMOCOUPLE BIAS VALVE 


~ 

Thermocouple Indicated Temp Bias Actual Temp 

(OF) (OF) (OF) 

TE100 587.8 -3.0 590.8 

TE130 584.6 -3.7 588.3 

Remember. these biases took into account errors produced by all parts of the 

system (thermocouples, NET-90 and data acquisition systems). Although the 

bias-correction decreased the temperature-spread. there remained a 2.5°F 

difference between each thermocouple. Next, the random uncertainties 

established for each thermocouple are shown in Table 6-XIII. 

TABLE 6-XIII 

THERMOCOUPLE UNCERTAINTY 

Thermocouple Actual Temp. Random Error Uncertainty Range 
(OF) (OF) (OF) 

TE100 590.8 ±0.82 I~I - 591.6 
TE130 588.3 ±0.80 587.5 - I~I 

Problems also existed with the outlet thermocouples. For example. with the 

cavity doors closed. thermal losses should have balanced for each side of 

the receiver. Therefore. if the salt flow rates through each side had been 

equal, the difference in outlet temperatures should have been small (less 

than 1°F at flow rates of 52,000 1b(h per side). More important, the 

temperature drop across each half of the receiver should have been equal in 

order to balance the thermal losses. Here again, the difference in 

temperature drop between the two sides exceeded the range of uncertainties 

established for each thermocouple. 



Due to a compressed t.est schedule. addU::ionel time could not be allocated to' 

resolve uncertainties in tellllperature ~asur_nt:. Therefore, indicated 

temperature data were used to generate the characteristics for 

the receiver. Reasonable measurement uncertainties of ±5·F (includ4l!ls bias 

and random errors) could be assumed from previous experience; however. this 

number is not. analytically defendable. 

We have two recommendations to possibly alleviate the problems described in 

this section. First, verify that each thermocouple is correctly calibrated 

and installed in its proper position. This is extremely illlportant for 

establishing thermocouple biases. Second, for accurate temperature 

measurement, directly install all thermocouples critical to evaluating 

receiver performance to Ii separate data acquisition system. The intent is 

to eliminate errors associated with the NET-90 proceSlii control system. 



SECTION 7 

RECEIVER DESIGN EVALUATION 

D. Smith - Babcock &Yilcox Corp. 

C. Carli - Foster Yheeler Corp. 

P. Bator - Babcock & Yilcox Corp. 

Proper design methods for the receiver will allow larger, scaled up receivers 

to be built with confidence that they will perform as intended. In this 

section, the design of the receiver will be evaluated relative to the results 

of the test. The intent of the design was to address the entire spectrum of 

conditions that the receiver would be subject to. The objective of testing a 

small-scale subsystem is not only to confirm the design methods used, but to 

reveal unanticipated aspects I or combinations of events that were not 

addressed. By performing such evaluation, design deficiencies can be 

addressed before larger units are built. As a result, the risk of scaling up 

to large units can be dramatically reduced. 

7.1 Receiver Panel Design 

The most critical component of the test receiver is the heat absorption panel. 

The design of the panel is very solar unique and, as such, it is one of the 

main subjects of the test. The panels were designed for efficient receiver 

operation, and for long life. The test results are examined in this section 

and compared to design conditions to assess how well these objectives were 

met. The receiver employed two types of panels, one fabricated by the Babcock 

&Wilcox Company and the other made by Foster Yheeler. The evaluation of each 

type of panel is addressed in each of the following two subsections. 

7.1.1 Evaluation of the B&W Panels 

The receiver panel has been evaluated relative to its design in several ways. 

In some cases, it is possible to determine if the design was proper from the 
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short term testing that was done. For "''''''_p...... 

compared to predictions. For other illlSUfls. auto as indiract: 
evaluation is possible. The teat program could not be 

if the panel lIMt its fatigue life objectives (30 year life). 

of measured flux 
but 

to a.seg. 

measurellMnts. and fatigue limits wore made to judge indirectly if 

objectives wore met. The following sW>sectioM each address IIIn aspect of tho 

panels performance relative to the dedgn. 

Ihermal(Hydrlulicl 

The preslllun drop through the FOlter 'I...·heder wing panel and the Babcock /I. 

Wilcox receiver panols, was computed using the computer program SRPAN4A 

Receiver Parameter Analysis, Version 4A). This code calculates the pressure 

drop through the heated and unheated portions of the receiver tubing u well 

as the safe ends. headers and inter-connecting pipe as the ult flows from 

pass to pass. The code takes into account the changes in fluid properUes lilI 

the salt is heated then sums up the pressure drop from each pass, aafe end, 

.) header. and inter~connecting pipe. Each pus is divided into nodes of aqual 

length. I foot per node for the receiver, and the pressure drop calculated 

using local salt conditions and tube properties. The properties for the 

tubing, safe ends, headers, and inter-connecting pipe are listed in Table 

3-XI. 

The predicted pressure drop is indicated by the solid line in Figure 7.1.1, 

The actual data for flow and pressure drop was taken using sump depleationa 

during cold flow. The data was taken over a complete range of flows and the 

resulting pressure drops compared to those predicted by SRPAN4A. The data 

taken compares favorably with that predicted over the range of flows with the 

predicted being about 7 percent higher than the actual at flows greater than 

the design point flow. 
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FIGURE 7.1. 1 

RECEIVER PRESSURE LOSS 
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Steady-State Full Load Flux Limits 

The sizing of the test receiver is based on the capability of the pane to 

absorb flux. Section 3.2 of this report discussed the development of these 

limits based on the fatigue properties of the tube material. During the test, 

the heat flux on the panel was measured using heat flux gages mounted in the 

panel. The measured flux is presented in Figure 7.1.2, along with the design 

flux limit, and the predicted flux limits. The measured values are taken from 

the solar noon steady-state data points. The values have been normalized to 

design power conditions by adjusting them by the ratio of design power to 

measured absorbed power. 



FIGURE 1. 1. 2 

HEAT FLUX DATA Al!m LIMITS 
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Several things should be noted from this figure. The measured heat flux is in 

general agreement with predictions but, when examined closely, measured fluxes 

tend to be higher than predictions in the middle of the receiver and lower 

toward the edge. Also, several of the measurements exceed the allowable 

curve. The range of accuracy for the flux gages is estimated to be 15 percent 

based on drift observed between subsequent gage calibrations. This error band 

in the measurement allows only the conclusion that the cavity layout 

generally yields the desired flux levels. The possibility exists that the 

limits are being exceeded due to the level of uncertainty. Designers of 

future receivers should bear ,in mind that programs that predict receiver flux, 

while generally correc't, cannot be confirmed with a high degree of accuracy. 

For conservative design, some margin must be included between the predicted 

flux and the limits. 
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Part Lold Ibermal Stre., 

The flux limi ts introduoed in Seotion 3.2 and disoussed in the previous 

paragraph art) based on full load steady-state operation. When operating lit 

lower loads heat flux is lower. but limits are also reduoed. This is beoause 

salt flow rate is reduced in proportion to the load and the resulting heat 

transfer coefficient inside the tube is lowered. The tube thermal stress 

results from both the temperature difference through the tube wall. and the 

average front wall to back tube wall temperature difference. If the thermal 

ret. btances were constant. tube temperature and thermal stress would be 

proportional to heat flux. Since the heat transfer coefficient is a function. 

of salt flow, tube stress is not reduced in direct proportion to heat flux. 

The relationship between tube stress and salt flow rate for the particular 

thermal/hydraulics of the test receiver is illustrated in Figure 7.1.3. For 

this receiver. tube thermal stress is found to be proportional to flow rate 

raised to the -.47 power times heat flux. This is of little importance for 

quasi-steady operation since tube thermal streSS nonetholess drops with heat 

flux. even if it is not directly proportional. The effect becomes important 

during rapid transients. however. when salt flow varies independently of heat 

flux. 

FIGURE 7.1. 3 


APPROXIMATE TUBE STRESS CORRELATION 
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During rapid transients. such lUI those caWled 

controlled in an attempt to. maintain the outlet temperature. when 

outlet temperature has dropped below the set , salt flow 15 reduced in 4 

proportion greater than the reduction in heat flux as the control system tries 

to increase the outlet temperature. If ebb .is-match betv~i'J4m flow and heat 

flux is large. severe tube stress can .....;cur. 

Figure 7.1.4 and 7.1.5 present hellt flux. salt flow, and tube stun as a 

percent of design values for si.ulated cloud transient tests on two. 

occasions. In both cases. the si.ulated cloud blocked the entire collector 

field long enough to allow outlet temperature to drop. When the heat flux 

returned, salt flow remained low fo·r a period, giving outlet temperature a 

chance to respond. During this period, the tube thermal stress peaked as much 
as 50 percent above the design value. The impact of this on fatigue life can 

be serious. For typical conditions I .. SO percent lncrealul in stnu (or 

actually mechanical strain) results in an order of magnitude reduction 1n 

fatigue life. A similar situation was also demonstrated during natural cloud 

transients as shown by Figures 7.1.6 and 7.1.7. 
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FIGURE 7.1. 4 

SIMULATED CLOUD TRANSIENT (5/22/87) 
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SIMULATED CLOUD TRANSIENT (5/4/87) 
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NATURAL CLOUD TRANSIENT (5/14/87) 
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Although the control algorithm does an excellent job of maintaining outlet 

temperature, it allows large thermal stress cycles to occur. This is because 

the problem was not recognized during the control algorithm development, and 

no performance goals based on fatigue were established. For a commercial 

receiver design, this problem must be addressed by improvements in receiver 

control, and by including the transient effects when stress limits are set. 

Panel Header Transient Thermal Stress 

Another quite different thermal stress problem can occur during transients at 

the panel headers. At each end of the receiver panels, the receiver tubes are 

welded to thicker walled "safe end" tubes which are in turn welded into the 

panel headers. This configuration is shown in Figure 7.1.8. A typical safe 
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end tube to header weld is shown in Figure 7.1.9. This type of weld is called 

a "J" groove weld. Th~rmal stresses develop at this location whenever the 

salt temperature changes significantly, because the tube responds more quickly 

to changes in temperature than the header. The temperature difference that 

occurs results in a thermal stress. The magnitude of the stress depends 

primarily on the temperature ramp rate. Because the largest temperature 

changes occur at the outlet of the last receiver pass, this is the location of 

the worst stresses, and because the stress is cyclic, fatigue will eventually 

occur. 

FIGURE 7. 1. 8 


BABCOCK &WILCOX HEADER ARRANGEMENT 
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Temperature rAmp rate limits were set for this cot:'IMction baud on it 

simplified stress analysis performed during the design of the receiver. Them~ 

limits are presented in Table 7-1. 

TABLE 7-1 

TEMPERATURE RAMP RATE LIMITS 


FOR THE BABCOCK 6. WILCOX PANELS 


Normal Operation 0.8·'/8ec 

Emergency (Few Cycles) 8.0·F/sec 

Receiver outlet temperature ramps occur when~ver the receiver is started up, 

shut down, or during clouds if outlet temperature cannot be maintained. 

During receiver testing, it was found that the normal operation limit was very 

restrictive and could not be met under some conditions. For start-up, the 

condition was met by applying power to the re<:eiver gradually. This was 

accomplished by seq•.umcing the beliaststs of the collector field onto target 

every six seconds with 1I'U:lximum receiver flow. Onee the full 



field was on target, the temperature control algorithm was activ4ted and set 

for 1050· F outlet temperature. The algorithm wu modified to limit the outlet 

temperature set-point ramp rate to 0.75-F/sec to meet thia limit. The outlet 

temperature for a typical start-up is shown in Figure 7.1.10. 

FIGURE 7.1.10 


START-UP OUTLET TEMPERATURE RAMP (MAY 26) 
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To shut down the receiver, the outlet temperature set-point was first reduced 

to 750·F. The control alg~rithm would reduce the outlet temperature to this 

value, if possible, according to its temperature ramp limit. It was not 

always possible to achieve this outlet temperature because of the maximum flow 

limitations of the system. The controls drive the receiver control valves 

open to increase receiver flow and thus reduce outlet temperature. Once fully 

open, maximum flow is achieved. resulting in minimum outlet temperature for 

the given receiver pow~r. Once minimum outlet temperature was achieved (or 



150*F), the collector field could be ~f~$d. 
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The power ramp up when a cloud cover clears the collector field is simply too 
large to accommodate mild temperature ramps. Significant solar energy is 
available in clouds, however, as discussed in Section 6.7. Fortunately, 
better alternatives to the NJ" groove weld exist. These alternatives can 

significantly improve the thermal fatigue resistance of the tube-to-header 
joint. In the next generation of receiver designs, this issue should be 
addressed up-front in the design stage, and more transient tolerant designs 

used. 

The Babcock & Wilcox receiver panels were instrumented with linear 
displacement transducers to monitor panel thermal expansion throughout the 
test. The six transducers were connected between the receiver structure and 
the bottom of ~e receiver pass to measure thermal expansion of the receiver 
panel. 

The average tube temperatures were used to predict the panel expanllon. The 
maximum predicted thermal expansion for any given panel il 46 mm (1 13/16 in.) 
at l050·F. Figure 7.1.12 showl the thermal expansion of palses 3 through 18 

with the receiver operating at an outlet temperature of 1050·F. The 
displacement of each pass is less than that predicted during the design of the 
receiver thermal expansion system. 



noon. 1.1.12 

lAST ~~ EUAEl€m 

Figure 7.1.13 ahows tM approximate location of tha main instruments of PV 

Panel 3\1. Since passes 9 and 14 were tha IiIlOSt: critical (see Section :3.2), 

they were heavily instrumented with thermocouples (TE), flux gages (Fe), 

strain gages (SG), and displacemant transducers (ZPD). Instruments that have 

tMir symbols "filled" (Figure 7.1.13) were connected to the Bailey NET·90 

control system, and their data were available on tape or diskettes through the 

data acquisition system (DAS). The others were connected to a. 

recordar. Not shown are the~ouples connected to the Acurex System, which 

were only available through computer print-outs and were not recorded becl!.lI.J;se 

of with the DAS. 
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FIGURE 7.1.13 

PANEL 311 INSTRUMENTATION 
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fnuure Drop 

The pressure drop through the FW panels (including tube entrance and exit 

losses and the unheated inlet and outlet jumper tubea--the bent portion of the 

tubes used to connect the panel tubes with the headers) was computed by the 

computer program SOLAR.TH. using the Darcy-Yeisbach formula with friction 

factors from the Colebrook equation [38]. 

Because of the temperature dependence of salt properties. SOLAR.!H computed 

the pressure drop through the panel in O.3-m (l-ft) elements along the flow 

path, using local salt conditions. The sum of the individual pressure drops 

gave the total pressure drop for the pass. Inlet and outlet header losses 

were calculated according to FW design standards. 
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FIGURE 7.1.15 

PANEL 3W PRESSURE DROP (4/28) 
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Foster Wheeler cavity Panel 3W was equipped with four linear motion 

transducers. Two (ZPDl20 and ZPDl2l) were connected between the receiver 

structure (fixed end) and the bottom header to measure the pane1'a thermal 

expansion (growth) in the vertical direction. The other two (ZPD122 and 

ZPDI23) were connected between the receiver structure (fixed end) and Tubes 3 

and 33 (at a mid· point between the upper and middle support linkages) to 

measure the movement of those tubes in the forward or backward (north/south) 

direction. 

SOLAR.TN calculated the average tube-wall temperature at each nodal point, 

using an equation that takes into account the nonuniform heat flux 

distribution [4J. The average tube-wall temperatures were used in the program 

to predi~t the vertical. thermal expansion of the panel. At design point 
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Figure 7.1.17 represents the thermal expansion of the pan~l (movement of the 

lower header) during the test conducted on the morning of April 28, when the 

reeeiver was operating during a heating period, followed by steady-state 

operation and by a cloud transient operation. Vertical thermal expansion of 

the panel followed closely the incident solar flux &nd outlet salt 

temperature. A comparison between the salt outlet temperature data and the 

thermal expansion data indicates that there is about a 2-minute lag between 

the two (i.e., it took about 2 minutes after the panel reached a steady-state 

ttmperature for it to stop growing). 

FIGURE 7.1.17 


PANEL 3W THERMAL EXPANSION 
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Figure 7.1.18 represents the horizontal deflection (front-to-back) of the mid

point between upper and middle supports for tubes 3 (pass 9) and 33 (pass 14) 

as measured by displacement transducers ZPDl22 and ZPD123 (Hg~lre 7.1.19). 

They indicate that the tubes essentially did not move (bow out) during 
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FIGURE 7.1.19 

PANEL 3W SUPPORT .LINKAGE 
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Figure 7.1.20 shows support linkage temperatures as measured by thermocouples 

CH620 through CH624 during the test conducted the morning of April 28. The 

data from CH620 through CH622 confirm the assumption is conservative that the 

design temperature for the support rod and clips is approximately equal to the 

outlet salt temperature of the panel. The data from CH624 confirm the design 

assumption that the temperature of the vertical support beam is approximately 

equal to the ambient temperature. 



FIGURE 7.1.20 

PANEL 3W LINKAGE TEMPERATURES (4/28) 
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During some tasts, some very high temperatures (above 593"C [UOO"F]) were 

measured by thermocouples CH620 and CH62l. We believe thay were the result of 

gaps that opened between the tubes, allowing the solar flux to impinge 

directly on the collars and support rod, causing the high temperature 
readings. 

The problem was solved by adding extra insulation between the support linkage 

and the tubes. This was a temporary fix; it is imperative that some way be 

found in future receiver designs to prevent the solar flux from impinging on 

the support linkage. 



Uneven flow distribution >and flow red.re'Ulation can lead to e~ces.!ll:!.vet"'-Ibe -wall 
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conditions. 
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CH:361 is the outlet temperature thermocouple oftheeo.ge tube of !:hellan.,.l.ltl 
pASS 14. The higher measured temperatures iridicate that the edge 
experienced a higher heatup than the others .whUeoperating withh".atflux., 
and it cooled fAster than the others when the. solar flux.was removed from the 
receiver. The explanation is that, since this is the. edge tube, more 
surface was exposed, allowing it either. to absorb more heat during. heat 
operation or lose heat faster during cool-down periods. 

The flow distribution analysis--made during the design of the panels •• 
indicated that the wing panel operating at low flow had the greatest potential 
for uneven flow distribution and flow recirculation. Unfortunately. the 
temperatures of the six thermocouples, installed by FW with the specific 
purpose of checking the flow condition in the wing panel pa.. 2, were not 
recorded because of incompatibility between the Acurex system and the DAS. 

Incident Heat Flux 

Since peak tube-wall and salt temperatures are closely related to distribution 
of incident fluxe., five heat flux gages (three water cooled and two passively 
cooled) were installed in Panel 3W to measure actual solar flux at critical 
locations and compar~ it with predictions. Locations of heat flux gage. are 
shown in Figure 7.1.13. The water-cooled gages ceased to function (plugged) 
very early in the test program and Were never replaced. Thus data were 
recorded only from flux gages FGI04 and FG10S. 

Figure 7.1.22 presents the predicted design·point incident 801ar flux acrosa 
Panel 3W at two levels: at the centerline and at 0.4 m (16 in.) above the 
centerline. The measured values at 1 p.m. on April 10 are plotted in the 
figure. This particular time was selected for detailed analysis because the 
receiver was operating under steady-state, n~ardesignwpoint conditions. 

Figure 7.1.23 shows the predicted designwpoint incident heat flux in passes 9 

and 14. For comparison, the heat flux measured by FGl04 (pass 9) at 1 p.m. on 
April 10 is plotted. 
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Iimperakur, Profile 

Metal temperatures were predicted for the design condi tiona by the computer 

program SOLAR.TH described in Section 3.2. Three temperatures were predicted 

at each location: peak tube-waLl (O.D.), film salt (1 .D.), and salt bulk. 

Figure 7.1.24 presents the predicted tube-wall and temperatures for pass 9 

under conditions during the 1 p.m. test on April 10. Superimposed on the 

predictions of salt bulk temperature are the data obtained by thermocouples 

TEllO thru TEl13. Excellent agreement was obtained. 

FIGURE 7.1.24 

PANEL 3W/PASS 9/TUBE 3 TEMPERATURES (4/10) 
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Figure 7.1.25 presents the predicted tube-walland salt temperatures for pass 

14 under the same conditions at 1 p.m. on April 10. Superimposed on the 

predictions of salt bulk temperature are data obtained by thermocouples TEl18 
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IL. 

The dip in the data is not fully understood. A probable explanation is that 

the jumper tubes were poorly insulated and a significant amount of heat was 

lost between the end of the exposed (active) panel area and the headers. 

Figure 7.1.26 presents the loci of predicted peak tube wall (O.D.), peak film 

salt (I.D.), and salt bulk temperatures under the conditions existing at 1 

p.m. on April 10. Superimposed on the predictions of salt bulk temperature 

are the temperature data given by thermocouples TEllO through TE120. 

Excellent agreement was obtained between predicted and measured values. 

FIGURE 7.1.26 

PANEL 3W PEAK TEMPERATURES (4/10) 
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The solar receiver was 111::[II.1n gape; fQUJ! ;:f tbd 

were of the resistance type t:he other four wan of th4 

capacitancll type (SG-105 to I,~th types of gagelll wen caUb!:&tllld 

ua:l.ng the data provit:Md the unufacturer a. wen ae additional datA frolll 

tuting in Fostlll.' \lIb.flltler' a laboratoriu. Aft.I" their th4 3tU1n 

galGS were lIIlOunted on the 7.1.13. 

Initially. we1'Q!; co~et@d to the llIyilum. 

However. beca\uu!; 0.£ difUc:ul1:1... with the data .Yllum, the ;age. 
ware later dhe:onnEu:ted. 

The data from the ga,•• Wfn:. rcu!.Qrdlid Oft :;il.U'1:1!I a chart ncorder) 

.. continuous plot. with dAta at l-hour interval.. The Itnin pg. 

data Vere read from the charta and entered into FOlter 

'Wheeler' a fo·r and 6valWltion. All oth~n~ 

dAta for attain evalWldo.n, lllueh &UI nux lind ullP*ratun 
distribution., were avaUable at 1 4 1111nut. lntervab from tM cr••tad 

the data 

Post-processora were wt:itt.n on the FWDC computer system to interpret the data 

1:fl,,:elved from the lter• .1n I&gu. The -processors u.. th_ strain gage 

calibration to convert tha voltage to strain.. To aceount 

for the un.&itlvi ty of the .train g",IUI, data from FWD<: 

calibration t&/itll and the manufacturer' Ii wlilre built into the 

post-processor. 

To determine the adequacy of tM tiMioreUcal calculations, we made a set of 

analyses to predict the strains at the given conditions. As will be seen 

later, the da~a for the capacitance gages showed excellent agreemant with 

calculations. The data from the resistance gages weretheoretical 
unsatisfactory; a detailed study is needed to clearly understand the 

performance of the resistance gages. 
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The tubes in the panel consisted of a straight section and a small loop. The 

tubes were supported by three intermediate supports with the tube ends welded 

to the headers. The tube-to-header joints were only partial restraints. as 

the headers were allowed to rotate. To determine the effect of the partial 

restraint at the tube ends, we considered two sets in the analysis: a first 

with hinged ends and a second with fixed (rotating) ends. 

The loading on the tube was the thermal loading induced by the variable heat 

flux, both around the circumference and along the length. and the internal 

preuure. The problem clearly WI!UiI thrllul-dlmenldonal. However. by using the 

following simplifying assumption., the problem was reduced to a combination of 
loeal (2-D) and global (I-D) analyses: 

• 	 Heat transfer in the axial direction of the tube is negligible. 

• 	 In the stress analysis, the tube cros. section remains plane aftor 
deformation (no warping). 

Using 	these assumptions, the tube was analyzed in the following steps: 

A local analysis of the tube cross section was performed to 

determine the detailed temperature distribution for a peak flux of 
1 MW/m2, 

Assuming that the film coefficient does not vary dong the tube 

length, the temperatures along the entire tube were determined by 
scaling them. 

A global analysis of the entire tube under a linear diametral 

thermal gradient. varying along the length, was performed to 
determine the bending strains. 

The change in strain at each strain gage location, as a result of 
the unit change in peak heat flux on the tube, was determined. 
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To deterab__ tM detaUed t~rat:ltte d1atr:ll:NUI!IQ i.D tM t~ !trifles 

we _de a local of tM tube. By the e~ter prograa 

the tIlIeeady-stat. dlat:rl~til!lQ was deterDined. ~ 18 

by N tlO """"..."',"' ..... tMl"1'ilIIIIil and IItres.purpose progrsa 

th1ek·waUed 

loadina 

and atedab. TM 

It U)' COftSbt of an 

combination of interMl aM eat.mal tractiOftB, ub1 

bendlnl. and an arM.tnry t~r&tw'. distribution. Elude, 

and cr••p undI!!r 'Yllu:yina load cy<:lea and oold tilMUI can be doM 

thb progrsa. ~. 18 eOMld11!lll'ably 111.8 to run than 

fln1t.~el_nt proar... , 

Peak Flux (HW/at ) 

ru. Coefficient [ld/IB2-"C(.Btu/h· ftl-" F) J 
Thermal 

[W/'fAtI ..-C(Btu/h'ft,-OF)} 

1 

8490 (1500) 

74.7 (13.2) 

1 

7640 (1350) 

74.7 .2) 

The linearized front-to-back temperature variation (Delta T) was then 

deterIBined by integration. The value of Delta Twas 180"C (325"F) for tubes 

in pass 14, and 195"C (352"F) for the tubes in pass 9. 



FIGURE 7.1.27 

TUBE MODEL USED FOR LOCAL ANALYSIS 

Global Analyais 

The entire tube was modeled as a beam by using finite-element analysis. Two 

shapes were considered in the analysis: a large loop at the ends and a small 

loop at the ends. Typical finite-element mesh is shown in Figure 7.1.28. The 

tube was supported by three intermediate supports. Two types of boundary 

conditions were considered at the ends of the tubes--one fixed against 

rotation and the other free rotation. Axial expansion was allowed along the 

entire tube. The loading consisted of a linear diametral thermal gradient 

along the length in the exposed area. The magnitude of the gradient was 

varied in the ratio of the expected flux distribution. The peak thermal 

gradient in each case was as determined in the local analy~is [i.e .• l80°C 



Large bend in PUIiI 14 - 'tube 1 

Large bend in PUll 9' - ~ 36 

SaaH bend i:n Pau 14 - ~ 3 

Saall bend in Pasa 9 - Tube :n 

FlCUl.E '7.1.28 

PANEL HODEL USED ro&l CI,oIAL ANALYSIS 

"1....... 
~, 

l6.l.\..1 
14' --, ~----......-...... ~ _ lieu.... 

_I.......,...-------...---
I¥pected Strains It Gale Locations 

The strain change for a unit change in peak flux (1\:1/m2) was obta.ined from the 

bending momenta determined in global analysis by the simple beam formula: 

HD/2EI, 

where .. It - ..... , .. ' ....".15 moment: 



D - Tube 0.0. (1 in.) 

E - Young's Modulus (21 x lOGpsi) 

1 - Moment of inertia of tube cross section about its diameter 


(0.02097 in.·), 

The variation of bending strain at the back of the tube is shown in Figures 

7.1. 29 and 7.1. 30. Figure 7.1. 31 shows the bending strain for the tubes in 

pus 14 for the large and small bends with both p inned and fixed- end 

conditions. Figure 7.1. 30 shows the same for tubes in pus 9. As these 

figures show, neither the boundary conditions at the ends of tubes (fixed or 

pinned) nor the bend geometry (large or small) had significant influence on 

the strains. An interesting point to be noted in these figures i. that the 

strains in the tube near the headers were extremely small for all conditions, 

indicating that these areas of the tube were of little concern from a stress 

point of view. Howen!r. the results did not address the Btrau concentrations 

near the tube-to-hea~~r joints and transients. 

FIGURE 7.1.29 

STRAIN IN TUBES (PASS 14) 
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SnAm IN 'f'IJBU 

FIGURE 7.1.31 
STRAIN DATA PaCK RESISTANCE GAGES 
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Processing Strain Gale Readin&, 

The data from the gages were recorded on charts as continuous plots with 

printed data generated at I-hour intervals. The s~rain gage data were read 

manually from the printed charts and entered into Foster Wheeler's computer 

system for postprocessing and evaluation. Other supporting data needed for 

strain evaluation were the flux and temperature variations at the gage 

locations. The supporting data were obtained from the tapes created by the 

data acquisition system at the site. The data were processed by the computer 

program developed at FWDC. This program took the readings from the strain 

gages, flux gages, and thermocouples, and evaluated the strains according to 

calibration rules developed by FWDC. The output from the program ~ontained 

two files: 

A file containing flux VB. strains; and 

A file containing change in flux and change in strain between 

two sequential time increments. 

The output files were used for plotting the results. Plotting,!~a. done by 

using FWDC in-house software. Figures 7.1.31 and 7.1.32 show the variation of 

strains with peak flux data obtained experimentally. Figure 7.1.31 presents 

the results from resistance gages and Figure 7.1.32, capacitance gages. Both 

figures also show the least square fit line between the peak flux and strain 

for each gage. The slope of the least square line, which represents the 

ch&nge in strain for unit change in flux, was used for comparison with 

theoretical results. The slopes obtained from experimental data are plotted 

~n Figures 7.1.29 and 7.1.30, which also show the theoretical results. 

Excellent agreement was observed between the data obtained from capacitance 

gages and theoretical predictions. Agreement between results obtained from 

resistance gages and theory was unsatisfactory. Noting that the resistance 

gage SG-l04 and the capacitance gage SG-l08 were at the same location in the 

panel, one would expect identical data from the two gages, but the measured 

values deviated considerably. We have concluded that the resistance gages 

need additional study before they can be used for the strain prediction on 

receiver panels. 
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FlGUU 1.1.12 
SDAIB DAn ntI! CAJI'ACltTAlIICE 

The result. of the data analysis of the FW indicate excellent agtElfllllwmt 

between the predictions and the actual data.. Th. agreement w.u better than 

expecte.d and confirms the validity of the FW raodel/programs as well 

as the design assumptions. This is particularly true regarding FW predictiOt'lS 

of panel pressure drop, partel thermal expansion. flow distribution, heat 

absorption, tube-wall temperatures, and tube stress/strains. 

The capacitor strain gages worked very well, but the resistor-type gages did 

not. It is difficult to deterilline what was wrong with the resistor-type 

capacitors., since the strain gage data were not recorded until lIIid.-March; thwl 

critical strain gage data for the first few months of panel cycling were lost. 



The analysis as well as 

tube-to-header junction were small t'orasteady~.tate loading. 

the effect of IItr... concentrationatthIsloc:atlon was 
Transient conditions could. however. i.nduce higherlltnsse•.. 

Because of constraints imposed by the project'. cost and time, a detailed 
analysis of the transients was not made; we highly recommend including this 
task in future studies on the subject. 

1.1.3 Rtcliy.r P,int Eyaluation 

The receiver panels were painted with Pyromark series 2500 black paint. This 
paint a. applied in the field after the receiver assembly at the CRT' Was 
completed. The paint was cured according to the manufacturer's specifications 
by operating electric heaters inside the receiver cavity with the receiver 
door closed. This careful curing and vitrification of the paint resulted in a 

uniform coating with good optical and mechanical properties. 

After the painting was completed the absorptivity of the paint was measured in 
the solar spectrum using a solar spectrum reflectometar. The reflectivity 
reading was corrected for the effect of the curved tube surface, then 
subtracted from 1 to yield absorptivity. The results of the.e me.surements 
are presented in Table 1-11. 



Vertical 

Location (ft.) 

9.5 

5.75 
2.5 

Vertical 

Location (ft.) 

9.5 
5.75 

2.5 

Vertical 

Location (ft. ) 

6 

2 

0 

In Table. 7-11, 

heated 

assembly. The 

'fABU I-II 

RECl:l'\I'E.R PANEL lliIl'IAL ABSOU1'IVI'fY 

EAST :tom: 

Panel: 

Tube: 

4*!ast 

I) 18 HI 

)-hst 

20 30 

2·E.tat 

10 20 30 

0.972 
0.972 

0.972 

0.912 

0.972 

0.972 

0.913 

0.973 

0.973 

0.913 

0.913 

0.973 

0.913 

0,913 

0.973 

0.973 

0.971 

0.975 

0,915 

C.975 

0.972 

0.973 

0.973 

0.972 

WSTZONS 

'aMI: 
Tube: 

2-W.llIt 

10 20 

3·We&t 

30 10 20 

4·Welllt 

30 10 20 

0.973 

0.912 

0.972 

0.973 

0.971 
0.972 

0.972 

0.973 

0.971 

0.976 
0.971 

0.972 

0.972 

0.978 

0.973 

0.976 
0.972 

0.972 

0.973 

0.972 
0.972 

0.972 

0.971 
0.972 

WING PANELS 

Panel: 

Tube: 
i-East: 

3 12 
l-West 

1 10 

0,972 0.971 0.972 0,972 

0.970 0.971 0.970 0.967 

the vertical location is in feet from the bottom of the 

and the tubes are counted from the east edge of each 

of the back panel was .973 and of the 



panels was .971. This is very closet:othe ma;UIlu.ua 

with pyromark paint, and is an indication that 
for comparison, the initial absorptivity of the Solar 
cured at operating temperature only (approximately 700··F average) 

[39]. 

In addition to the solar spectrum measurements, the emissivity for 

300·C black body spectra were also measured using an infrared reflectometer. 

These readings were taken at just a few locations, and are presented in Table 

7·111 and Table 7-IV. 

TARLE 7-III 

RECEIVER PANEL 100·C BLACK BODY EMITTANCE 


EAST ZONE 


Vertical Panel: 4-East 3-Eaat 2-East 
Location (ft. ) Tube: 6 18 10 20 30 10 20 30 

9.5 0.865 0.834 0.854 0.844 0,871 0.857 
5.75 
2.5 0.854 0.865 0.842 

WEST ZONE 

Vertical Panel: 2-West 3-West 4-West 
Location (ft. ) Tube: 10 20 30 10 20 30 10 20 

9.5 0.843 0.862 0.877 0.883 0.859 
5.75 
2.5 0.889 0.848 0.862 0.871 

http:ma;UIlu.ua


'.l'AIl.I 7·III 

VIle p~..s 

VerHeal l·!ast: 

LeeaHen (ft.) 3 12 


0.804 C.Il! 0.859 0.164 

2 0.144 0.357 0.835 

o 0.85 0.878 0.8S7 0.$75 

TABLE 7·IV 

RECEIVER PANEL lOO·C .BLACK BODY EMITTANCE 


EAST ZONE 

Vertical Panel: 3·!,ut 2'!&st 

Location (ft.) Tube: 10 20 30 10 20 30 


9.5 0.78 

5.75 0.778 • 0.769 

2.5 0.78 0.78 • 0.761 

WEST ZONE 

Vertielill Panel: 2·West J-West 2-wut 

Location (ft.) Tube: 10 20 30 10 20 30 10 20 


9.5 

.5.75 0.806 . 0.806 0.83 0.807 

2.5 0.807 0.784 0.802 0.802 . 



TABLE 7-IV (CON'T) 


WING PANELS 


Vertical Panel: l-East loWest 

Location (ft.) Tube: 3 12 1 10 

6 0.817 0.769 0.809 0.762 

2 0.787 0.791 0.807 

0 0.834 0.806 0.761 0.796 

The average 100 0 e and 300·0 emittance values are .860 and .792 respectively 

for the back panels and .856 and .794 for the wing panels. These also provide 

evidence that the paint was cured properly [39]. 

After approximately 240 hours of solar operation, on Jun~ 5, 1987. the solar 

absorptivity was measured again to see if any changt's were occurring. Only 

the back panel was examined. The results are presented in Table 7-V. 

TABLE 7-V 

RECEIVER PANEL ABSORPTIVITY AFTER OPERATION 

EAST ZONE 

Vl1lrtical Panel: 4-Ea.st 2-East 

Location (ft.) Tube: 6 18 10 30 10 20 30 

9.5 .976 0.978 

5.75 0.978 0.979 0.978 0.978 0.977 0.979 

2.5 0.977 0.978 0.977 0.978 0.978 0.978 0.977 



Vertical 

Location (ft.) 

9.5 

5.75 

2.5 

The 
.977, III 

nfhc:tolleter. 

Panel: 

Tube: 

TABU 7-"1 

WEST ZeM: 

2-Vest l-~!u: 4-Vest 
10 20 10 10 20 30 10 

0.91€! 0.917 
0.979 0.fn7 

1),919 0,918 0.977 0,978 0.977 0.977 

240 noun of wu 
the i1 p~rcant accuracy of th~ 

0.972 

lnauffic1&nt 511!rvicQ tima has b4um accumula.ted to d~tl'}rmina if the will 

wi th tiu. At Solar 1, thh bec:alMl , how~ner it 111£1 have 

ruulted from th. initial cure. In a.ny (IIvent, ehill recdver 

job has dtHDonstratflcd that I<l.Iboratory" value81 for can b. 

IIchhVGd on a solar recdver in the field. Thue are by propGr 

application and prop~n, curing of th. paint, and r<!llilUlt in system 

of sevlI)ral percent. 

The receiver in 13 local areas where molten-aalt leak&d 

from pin holes in tube attachment cl welds on the backs of tubes. Th$ 

blemishes ranged in size from about 2 inches in diameter to the largest which 

was 18 inches long by 10 inches wide. Approximately 2\ of the surface was 

affected. Figure 7.1. 33 is a photograph of one of the large blemishes. 
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FIGURE 7.1.33 

PAINT BLEMISH 




In addition to the af the bulk of the. 

to character!:.. tbe of ~ blea1li1he$ ~re aah. bad leued oato 

the surface. Meuureaenu "1"0 taken at I·inch intenab ao'aln the verUed 

centerline of one of the larger blMllishes. The lIl'e in 

Table 7-VI. 

TABLE 1-V1 

SOUlt ABSORPTIVlTY OF THE PAltn' 1l.J)fISHIS 

Top 1" 2'" 3" Bottom 
Absorptivity .912 .9U .972 .836 .8U .893 ,955 

The 4"18'1:'\116 me••ured ab.llorptiv1ty of the spoe b&.IIed on ell.lile medUJUretMlntll 11 

.901. 

7.2 

7.2.1 

Ins trumlimtat icm in the receiver included thermocouples. flow meters. 

level sensors, pressure gages, dhplaceme1lnt meters, fll.1X sensors, and strain 

,_g\llili. A detai1eld lht of instrumentation is provided in Appendix C. 

Location. of' the instrumentation 15 illustrated in Figure 7.2.1. Overall, the 

instrumentation provided for good control of the receiver, but as II. result of 

several problems with spec ific instruments, only fair IIUUI.!Urement of 

performance. Problems with instrumentation were auociated with either the 

high flux .solar environment or the molten-salt environment. 
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FIGURE 7.2.1 

RECEIVER SUBSYSTEM 
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Thermocouples used were sheathed type K thermocouples. Critical inlet and 

outlet salt temperature thermocouples were calibrated to allow compensation 

with respect to the standard curve for type K. The thermocouples worked quite 

well, although there were some problems with digital conversation and the 

recording of the readings. 

The salt flow meters did not perform well. The receiver employed three 

venturi-type flow meters in vertical piping runs. The pressure difference 

across the venturis was measured using oil filled double isolation type 

pressure transducers. The transducer calibration did not remain constant 

during testing due mainly to zero shifts. Apparently the problem was with the 

oil used to isolate the salt from the actual transducer since the type of 

transducer used is known to be reliable. The region of the diaphragm 

separating the oil must be heated to prevent freezing of the salt. The 



dia.phragms were llGiint:ained at: 5CO'"r the 'U.S.a of el..etric band he4Urs:, Tn. 

011 used in the tranud.tten b At the ~lII.ht.1II 

that zero shifts could be associated with the uae of this on dnce it. vapor 

pressure becollGis significant at this temperature. Since the transducers did 

not give good readings. flow: measurement was derived from the inlet pressure 

reading for each zone. This pressure was uallured vlth IId.Uar traMdueen, 

but the range of the uasurlill.llent was zero to 300.s to zero to 200 

inches of vater. Zero shifts that may have been the result of oil ~~~••~ 

would be insufficient on this range. All dbcualu~d in Section 6.7. this Menod 
of flov measurement was adequate for control, but resulted in 

uncertainty bands in performa.nce mCUllilurements. 

Two types of salt level IIIIlnset's were used 1n the reedverMCone for the vented 
hot: surge tank, another for the pnuurb.6ld cold auraE!! tank. keh w~u'e 

pressure lensing devices. The hot lIurgfl tank level tranamitter me&lIIuud the 

pressure of the bottom of the t. Ik by lIonsins. the pnnun in an dr fUbd 

tube extending down to the bottoll of the tank. 'I'M t.ube WB.S kept full of aLr 

by passing III lov volume rate flow of air down the tube bttifii it bubbh up 

through the tank. The pressure transmitter sensed jUllt ambient temperature 

air pressure, and the device worked very well. For the pressurized cold surge 

tank, two double isolation delta pressure transmitters similar to those used 

to measure venturi pressure difference were used. Thes. exper1eneed zero 

shifts similar to the flow meters. As II result, differences in the 

of the two sensors were commonly as high as 20 inches. These provided only a 

gron indication of tank level, but were adequate to support emergency trip 

indication. For control of tank level t pressure in the trapped air space in 

the tank was used. 

Aside from their use in level and flow sensors, pressure vas measured at the 

inlet of each flow zone, across the Foster Wheeler panel, and in the cold 

surge tank. All but the cold surge tank gage used an oil filled double 

For cold surge tankisolation transmitter t and these p~rformed well. 

pressurf: , the ullage air pressure was sensed with an ordinary air pressure 

transmitt&:t'. This worked well, but if the tank was over-filled (as on two 

occasions) salt filled the ~ir line and transmitter. Both times, the salt was 

washed out, and the transmitter, once re-calibrated, still worked. 
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Displacement meters were located on several lower headers to measure vertical 

growth. and one on the panel tubes to measure lateral deflection. These 

instruments worked well through the test. 

Two types of flux sensors were used in the test. Both employed the same type 

of sensing element. but different methods of cooling. One gage was air cooled 

and had solid copper body extending through the insulation to a finned heat 

sink. The other employed water cooling. The air cooled gages worked well. Of 

12 gages, only one failed completely. The accuracy of the gages, however, was 

utimaUd to be only tlS percent balled on occasional re-calibration of the 

gages. 

Several water cooled gagell failed as a result of plugging of the small (less 

than 1 mm square) flow channel in the gage. This type of gage has inadequate 

cooling for the service and a bad tendency for plugging. There appears to be 

no reason why larger cooling channels could not be employed in the ,_,_ to 

resolve the problem. 

Strain gages were installed on the Foster Wheeler panel in several locations. 

Two types of gages were used·-resistance type and capacitance type. Good data 

was measured by the capacitance gages, while the ruistance gages did not 

yield good data (see Section 7.1.2). 

Instrumentation was digitized and displayed by the RaUy Network·gO process 

controller. Data was subsequently passed on to the Hewlett-Packard data 

acquisition system where it was recorded. This system worked well for most 

data. Two exceptions, however, were high resolution thermocouple 

measurements. and strain gage readings. High resolution thermocouple data was 

required for flux-off loss tests. The Network 90 did not have sufficient 

resolution in its standard thermocouple inputs to accurately measure 

temperature differences on the order of 10°F. For the strain gages, no 

standard input channels were of the required type. These are generally not 

drawbacks for process control. For specialized and detailed measurements of 

this type, an instrument dedicated to the device is required. 
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7.2.2 

The function of the heat trace syste. was to heat the 1II.11;1t 

salt melting pol.nt and meintain that teJDpllt"atun. 'l'he 
abQve the 

of such 1£ IIYIIUIJi 

iii to do. this vi th lIII!inilWl'l uintenau@ and lIII!ini_ control The heu 

sOlie .yate•• : howevet t WU'" still encountered. 'I'M 
follovlns IIItH::tiona CUIIC\UUl these main luW)1II and the specific 

encountered with the sy.t••. 

In , the heat trace 8y.t•• ll1'plemented on the te.I: receiver walll Able to 

heat the reuiver salt cOIIpoNntlll to operating tell'per&ture and ulnt&1n tMir 

temperatun. Tha Mthods used for i!z1ng the heat tnce ruulted in a system 

that could ulntdn .uiUd.nt pre-heat In all weather condition. for lIIOlllt of 

the 

dhcu8IIIed below. 

Yhen II mineral insulated (HI) cable 1. applied to a long run of piping. it 

supplies a constant watt density along the length of the pipe. Any variation 

in the insulation applied to the line, or in tM boundary conditions ruult in 

temperature variations. In most cases these variationa are moderate (less 

than 200-F from the coldest to the hottest thermocouple), but in some cases 

the differences are worse. This condition can also occur when multiple 

components are included 

nature of insulation and 

virtually impossible to 

in a single control zone. Because of the imprecise 

the variability of boundary conditions, it is 

achieve good uniformity in heat loss. In each heat 

trace zone, a number uf thermocouples were applied for aonitoring and control. 

In general, once the system was installed and checked out, the thermocouple 

that generally had the lowest reading was selected for control with a minimum 

set point. The other parts of the zone would then generally run hotter than 

this. This lIleth.od worked well, but it was found that 200°F variations from 
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cold spot to hot spot in heat trace zones were common, and some variations 

were greater. In most cases, this did not cause problems because the piping 

(all 304 stainless steel) and the heat trace could tolerate operation at the 

higher temperature, 

The worst temperature difference of this type occurred on the lower drain 

header (heat trace zone 45). This Une is lllust:\:'ated in Figure 7.2.2. 

33' 

FIGURE 7.2.2 
POWER DRAIN HEADER 

CH438 

This line runs under the receiver flooring for most of its length, then exits 

for part of its length where.the outside of its insulation and lagging is 

exposed to the weather. There are three thermocouples on this line, two are 

outside, and ene under the floor. While the thermocouples outside operate 

near 500°F, the protected one operates at 940°F. While far from ideal. the 

circuit does operate and essentially must be accepted. 



In other hO'lll'e..,.r. thh ean bad to ~ , .. eJiil.w:. 

transducers used on the reeeiV@cr a aill~ eil fill-fhaid 

from the molten-salt: by a thin atainl.as st...l G1'.lrll,P 

be heated to ,reV@cnt of the but the en eant't!Ot tohrate 

teiBperature. above 600"". Originally. 14 tr~ra in various loeadone bI. 

the receiver wer@ all haated. by a C~ eootrcll.r on a C~ lI'LONI. 'l'hh 

reaolved by ualng ••parat. tNlper(~tur. controllers for ...eh or set 

of dlaphrap8 at a location. the reA.on 111 that heat lou ratu 
can vary a great &!ial due to. local vadationa in condltl~, A eleHte 

tolerance on a cOiBpo.nent'. temperature can be maintained 

individual heaten:. and contro.l to compensate for tM",e variation•. 

In additio.n to. los. balance proble.. , some component. uniform .~.a~.,~m 

as well. The receiver flow control valves employ heaten on deMr !iI1de 

of the squan bonnet nange to heat th. hfil10wlii of tM valve. 

Originally the heater on ON! dde wail ,owered , and tM otMr ruervllld &UI .. 

redundant heater, It was found that this uneven heating caused thermal 

.tr••••• in the valve which lead to salt leaks. Thi~ wa, .IIravat. 

the fact that the four valve. were temperature controlled by a 

controller, resulting 1n some valves running above their 600-F 

temperature (the valve bodies are carbon steel). This problem was resolved by 
powering heaters on both sides of the flange in parallel, and separate 

controllers for the east and west zone valves. 

In addition to the balance problems, two situations developed where the heat 

trace could not maintain component temperature. The first of these occurred 

in the "safe end" tubes of the Foster Wheeler panel. In order to fill the 

panel, it must be heated above the salt freezing temperature. A particularly 

difficult area to heat was the receiver tubes between the header and the part 

of the panel exposed to the cavity. This region is illustrated in Figure 

7.2.3 for both the Foster Wheeler panels and the Babcock & Yilcox panels. 

Heat trace is a.pplied to the headers, and to the panel tubes at the point 

where they exit the insulation into the cavity. Between these points, the 

tubes bend out of plane, making them difficult to heat trace. 
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The original design called for insulating this area fully to prevent air 

circulation and anticipated that conduction into these tubes would heat them 

sufficiently. In the Babcock and Wilcox panels, this worked well. In the 

Foster Wheeler panels, however, the longer safe end tubes could not be 

maintained hot by conduction alone. Eventually, it became necessary to remove 

the insulation in a cavity between the out of plane safe end tubes and place 

strip heaters into this cavity. This resolved the problem at the expense of 

additional heat. 
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The heater was operated to keep the bellows above the salt freezing point. 

This vorked well during standby III.Ode with the receiYer drained. However, when 

550°F salt flowed through the valve. such as in standby circulation mode, or 

draining, the thermocouple reading dropped to around 4oo·F. The reason for 

this was that since the therlll.OcoUPIe was a dis tance away from the heater. a 

body temperature signIficantly greater than 550°F was required to get the 

bonnet temperature up to 550"'. With salt flow, however, the body was cooled 

to salt temperature. and the bonnet temperature decayed to a lower 

http:differ.at


temperature, indicating that the valve bellows was too cold to move the valve. 

To avoid this problem in future valve application., care should ·be taken 

place the heater and the thermocouple at the critical location-~the bellows: 

Heat Trace Controls 

The active control methods employed in the test receiver's heat trace system 

was simple, but worked fairly well. The control logic was implemented on an 

Acurex data logger that was capable of opening and closing contacts in 

response to temperature alarms. For each heat trace zone. several 

thermocouples were installed to monitor temperature, but a single one was used 

for control. This normally worked well, as the temperature differences 

between thermocouples normally constant. Appendix L presents a listing of 

heat trace zones along with their corresponding thermocouples, and average. 

maximum and minimum temperature measurements for a shutdown period. This 

information was available through the Data Acquisition System (DAS). 

Informational and control channels are marked along with control set points. 

Normally the lowest temperature thermocouple in a zone was used for control 

with a set point of 525°F. This allowed the zone to shut off when salt was 

flowing in the system since the cold salt temperature was above this set 

point. In several zones, this convention could not be followed because of 

peculiar circumstances. This included zones where different thermocouples 

read lowest under different conditions, or where thermocouples were located 

too close to heating elements and thus responded too quickly to heater 

activation. In future applications, a more sophisticated heat trace 

controller could provide some advantages. Logical operations on temperatures 

such as "and" and "or" functions would be useful, along with fault checking 

logic to eliminate shorted or open thermocouples. significant benefits could 

be realized by incorporating the heat trace control into the master process 

controller, or providing communication with the process controller. This 

would allow actively turning off zones with flOWing salt, and monitoring of 

valve bonnet temperature to prevent operation of cold valve bonnets. 



The heat trace system is one of the largest and most 

supporting the operation of the receiver. It requ.ired extensive maintenance 

often on a daily basis to keep the test in operation. Host of the maintenance 

items became routine and the te¢hnicians became at 

troubleshooting and correcting the problems. Thh :resulted in minimal 

on the telllt, but a Significant expend.iture of IUnpOwer for maintenance. Some 

of the most common items are discussed below. 

A common failure in the heat trace system was the shorting or open-circuiting 

of a NI cable hot to cold junction. This occurred on any occasions 

the test program. To fix this required that the fault be found. This 

required cutting out the junction on one end of the cabb, then 1f the fault: 

remained, the junction at the other end. If one of the junctions was the 
fault, the ends would be re-brazed and the cable re-lIlllllllembled and put back 

into service. On the first indication of the failure, it was illl:pOsslble to 

tell if a hot-to-cold junction had failed or if the cable itself had failed. 

If the cable was bad, the redundant cable had to be put into service. During 

the teat program, three cable failures occurred, one in zone 45 on the lower 

drain header (which had the worst temperature imbalance), one on a Foster 

Wheeler safe end region (which was eventually taken out of service in favor of 

IiItrip heaters) and one on the hot surge tank vent line (which is discussed 

below). In all cases, the redundant cable operated adequately to complete the 

program (when a redundant cable existed). 

The heat trace of zone 62, the hot surge tank vent, was added to the heat 

trace system fairly late in construction. Originally it was thought that this 

line would be left without heat trace, assuming that a single overflow would 

not plug the line. Because of safety concerns, this approach was dropped and 

NI cable was applied to the line. A Single cable was applied without 

redundant. This cable failed part way through the test program.. This failure 

~hasized one of the major drawba~ks of HI cable. Because cable is applied 



along the entire length of pipe that is being heated, when a cable must be 
replaced, the insulation has to be removed from the entire line. This makes 
the replacement of any MI cable a major task. Of course,both apdmary and 
redundant cable were applied during the replacement, but the effort resulted 

in several days of down time for the test. 

Strip and 8and Heater Maintenance 

The strip heaters and band heaters used on the valve.. sur,e tanks, and 
transmitter isolation diaphragms experienced failure. for a number of reasons. 
First, the electrical terminations are made on the heater itself, and they 
therefore operate at the temperature of the heater. Brazed connections to the 

terminals on all such heaters failed and many heaters were replaced as a 
result. Mechanically tying the lead wires to the terminal stud with the nut 
provided proved much more reliable than a brazed connection to the lUI. 

Another source of failure was salt leaks. Although the.e heaters are enclosed 
in sheaths, the sheaths are not tightly sealed. If even a small amount of 
salt leaked from a flange with this type of heater, the salt entered the 
heater and shorted it nut. This occurred several times on transmitter 
isolation flanges and on the receiver control valve bonnet flanges. 

Although many failures of these heaters occurred, they benefitted from their 
compact nature. This made the heaters relatively easy to replace by removal 

of only a small window in the insulation. Once installed properly, the 
heaters proved fairly rugged. This combined with their ability to b. replaced 

with relative ease makes then a good choice for any component capable of 
distributing heat within itself by conduction from one or several of these 
heaters. 

7.2.3 Emereengy Flow System 

The receiver subsystem design includes an emergency flow protection system in 

the event of loss of power to the heliostat field or a pump trip. In either 
event, the hot and cold surge tanks were sized to maintain flow to the 

receiver for a period of 90 seconds. The flow provides cooling for the 
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The Actual flow w •• maintained without addltiol\&l pr••surizationfl'OIIl'air 
bottles and decayed natt,lr.lly .tI the pre.$ure decreased in the CST. The 

actual flow falls below that predicted due to the fact the code LOP, which 
predicted the flow, asSUlllSS a constant valve position during the.vent. 

Actually, the flow-control valve. adjust to .maintain flow while the pressure 

drops off. Figures 7.2.6 and 7.2.7 show the decaying tank pressure and level 

a8 compared to that predicted by LOP. 
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The flow-control valves for the predicted flow and pressure have been set to 

initial valve which occurred during the actuel event. The initial 

pressure of the CST when the pump tripped was also prograll!lllad into LOP for 

comparison. 

Overall, the emergency flow system performed as expected and was capable of 

maintaining flow to the receiver until the heliostat field was removed. 
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The objl/lCtives of the test program were outlined in Section 1.3. Thulil 

objectives were addressed by the test program. Many of the objectives were 

qui te broad in nature and could not be fully met, but generally all the 

objectives were met, at least in part, by the t.est program. Table 8-1 lists 

the specific objectives listed in the introduction to this report, and 

summariZes the results and accomplishments of the test program. The balance 

of this section presents a summary of the entire test program broken down by 

maj 0 r tasks, and presents the significant conclulII ions drawn and 

recommendations offered for future designs. Recommendations are generally 

directed at a scale up of the test receiver to a larger intermediate 

demonstration plant, or commercial scale plant. 

TABLE 8-1 


TEST PROGRAM RESULTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENT SUMMARY 


Specific Objectives Results and Accomplishments 

Demonstrate receiver performance and 
operation under steady-state, transient, 
and emergency conditions. 

Receiver efficiencies determined 
from data in reasonable agreement 
with analytical predictions; error 
band on efficiency data 
identified. 

Panel Thermal Expansion as 
expected. 



TABLE S-l 

Define the operating range, flexibility 
and Ibltitations of the receiver ueS.ljii7l. 

Obtain. evaluate and document receiver 
efficiency to verify and 
uncertainties. 

Investigate the effecti:wmess of the 
emergency design. 

Verify the ability of the therul 
expansion/contraction delign to prevent 
axee••ive thermal .tre••••• 

rates 
which !la.IIl_I'!:' 

Identified II; mis-Keen cf ule 
flo\! &00 absorbed flux 
cloud tun.tenu for which t~ 
stresses are 50 percent over 

Salt leaks at tube 101 
not reedvel' 

Emergercy cooling system opera
tion/st'ategy worklil. 

The use of a software 
protection system (EPS) was 
delDOnat:rated. 

Verify receiver thermal-hydraulic Receiver pressure drop agrees 
characteristics. well with predictions. 

Turn down ratio of 4:1 was 
achieved. 

Develop efficient operational methods On-line energy collection at 
and control systems to maximize receiver sunrise demonstrated using 
output. cavity heaters for pre-sunrise 

warm-up. 



TABLE 8-1 (CON'T) 

Solar start-up at sunrise without 
cavity heaters demonstrated. 

Significant energy colleotion 
during partly cloudy conditions 
demonstrated. 

Algorithm was developed which 
controls receiver outlet 
temperature within reasonable 
limits, minimizing trips. 

Flux gages are a necessary and 
important part of receiver 
control. 

Demonstrate the operation, performance 
and reliability of critical receiver 
components, overnight thermal 
conditioning operations, cavity doors, 
and door seals. 

Receiver panels have performed 
well; however relatively low 
number of equivalent design 
thermal cycles to date. 

Bellows seal valves, for both 
control and isolation service, 
have performed satisfactorily; 
in particular the nested bellows 
design in the control valves shows 
promise. 

Incremental improvements in the 
design and operation of heat 
trace systems have been made. 

HI cable provides satisfactory 
heat trace capability with active 
control. 

Strip heaters are a viable 
alternative to HI cable in certain 
applications. 



Investigate panel absorber surface 
coating durability. 

Insulating heat traced 
a flexible inner 
is better than 
silicate alone. 

piping with 
of blanket 

calcium 

Pa.nel insulation performed 'Ir(@IU; 
no degradation due to shine 
through. 

provided 
and response for th. 

receiver outlet temperature 
control. 

Sal t side I low 
DP measurements (flow level) 
continue to be less 

Overnight thermal conditioning 
methods were demonstrated: 
--circulation 
-·cavity heaters. 

Cavity doors and door seals 
operated and performed reliably. 

Proper coating application and 
curing are required for good 
coating absorptivity and long 
life. 

A laboratory measure of 
absorptivity (0.97) is achievable 
in field installations with proper 
curing. 



TABLE 8-1 (CON'T) 

Coating absorptivity has remained 
essentially unchanged throughout 
the test period. 

Salt leak sites (tube clip weld 
leaks) locally damage the coating 
and degrade the absorptivity. 

Demonstrate panel tube-wall conditions Heat flux was shown to be 
compatible with 30-year life. consistent with 30-year limits. 

Cloud transient flow/flux mis
match showed tube overstress not 
consistent with 30-year life. 

8.1 Receiver Fabrication 

The receiver was fabricated by conventional means employed commonly in the 

boiler industry. The most solar unique facit of the receiver, from the 

standpoint of fabrication was the use of thin (1/6 mm, .064 inch) walled alloy 

800 tube3. Although alloy tubes are often used in boiler, thin-walled tubes 

are unique to this receiver design where pressures are relatively low, and 

heat fluxes are high. The following issues were found to be critical in 

receiver fabrication, primarily due to the thin-walled tubes employed. 

8.1.1 Welds 

Receiver panel welding remains a critical fabrication process. Proper control 

of heat input to the welds reduces the potential for burn through of the 

receiver tube. An automated welding process is recommended for the tube 

attachment welds and tube butt welds of a commercial panel offering control of 

heat input' and repeatability. 



8.1.2 

A gas "soap bubble" leak test located the tuOO leaks. of tM 

receiver Future inspection of receiver WIlds sMuld in<!lu~ 

this test addition to Il dye penetrant to l1Ii.ssure WIld 'luaUty . 

8.2 

Several conclusions were drawn from the. the erection 
of the test receiver. Recommendations 

are presented to promote the success. of future receiver installations. 

8.2.1 

• 
An erec.t:ion schedule VIIlIll developed. using t.he criticd method 

computer schedulins software. CONitruction activitilUiI and span tiM el'ltim&t.u 

were determined as a joint effort between Babcock & Wilcox and Sandia; 

material deliveries were supplied by vendors. The use of & 

schedule offered an effective means of updating the schedule and 

critical activities. Realistic span time estimates are essential to effectlve 

scheduling and should be obtained from the best source of experien<:e. 

8.2.2 

Measurp.s taken to ensure quality during construction are also 

commercial receiver construction. 

8.2.3 Daily Status Meetings 

Daily status meetings, conducted at the site, were effective in resolving 

problem areas and schedule conflicts, and aided day-to-day planning. In 

commercial construction, daily status meetings are recommended between the 

responsible construction personnel and contractors to review work in progress 

and plan near term activities, identifying potential problem areas and any 

conflicts. 

to 



8.2.4 

Potential problem areas can also be identified through design reviews avoiding 

lengthy and costly delays during construction. 

8.2.5 Material Inyentory 

Careful handling of material inventory is necessary to maintain quality 

control. Material deliveries should be checked against the specifications, 

purchase order (quantity) and inspected for damage. 

Material certificates for stainless steel piping were checked for minimum 

carbon content. Low carbon stainless steel is commonly used by industry and 

therefore easy to obtain. Because of the high operating temperature at the 

receiver, the Code requires the use of high carbon stainless steel. To 

prevent accidental substitution of the low carbon stainless steel, this 

requirement should be emphasized to the piping vendor. 

Equipment failures often occur during initial operation. Both the customer 

and the vendor should be present to witness checkout of critical equipment for 

early detection of problems. Vendor involvement is recommended for 

ins,tallation of equipment such as pumps where fit-up is critical. Equipment 

warranties occasionally expire before equipment is installed and operated. 

Every attempt should be made by the purchaser to obtain a warranty that cOVers 

initial operation of critical equipment such as pumps, valves and 

instrumentation. 

8.2.7 Heat Trace 

Heat trace cable was purchased in bulk (coil) and field terminated. Numerous 

hot-to-co1d junctions were rejected. Shop fabricated terminations are 

recommended to improve the quality of the connection and reduce the potential 

for failure. 

8.2.6 

8.• 7 



Heat trace 

test the cable. In difficult of tbe cahllll 

would be to aini.!:e the ootent fQ·r eM c.able IU A resul t 

of the installation. 

heaters. Repl,<c~ment heaters use.d liI.'&chatnlcal connections. Band heat@n were 

used on transmitter to provide a unHorm of tM tnnli4t11 tt:er 

However. numerous pressure transmitters were from of the 

Syltherm oil in the of the transmitten . An attempt to lMintain 

eemp'u' a l::u1'. aVAilable var:!.aes (pauiv(J control) W,IUI unsuceusoful. 

Individual controllers wen then add41d to each transmitter heater 

zone controlling temperature between 510·' and 520·,. The 

tranlilmitter , Rosemont, recommended that the not exceed 

GOO"F. Consideration should b~ to the use of transmitters with 
temperature fluids sueh as "NAK.N 

Many of the safe-end heaters were incapable of maintaining temperature. 

Heaters were installed on the headers and the tubes were heated by conduction. 

Insulation was modified as necessary to improve the conduction. In the cllSe 

of the Foster Wheeler lower header. insulation was removed and the heater wu 

heated radiatively. The oven heater arrangement was effective in the 

ufe end tubes and is recommended in futun 

Future heat trace systems should include some provision for heater 

replacement. Heater elements with mechanical connections are recommended for 

difficult areas such as the header-safe end region of the receiver. Compact 

heater'elements using mechanical connections should he used to the maximum 

extent in future electrical heat trace systems to promote uniformity of 

hardware and improve serviceability. 

Redundant protection of indh-ic1,ual heaters should be considered to prevent 

overheating in the event of a failure of a primary controller. 
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8.2.8 bJ..D.t. 

The Pyromark 2500 receiver paint was adequate for the test receiver, however, 

application is critical. The specifications described in Section 4.2 are 

recommended for a paint procedure developed for a commercial receiver. 

8.3 Receiver Operation 

The experiment was effectively controlled by one operator using the NET-90 

digital control computer. The heliostats were controlled by an additional 

operator because the configuration in this experiment used a separate 

heliostat computet. The uae of three monitors in the digital cont~ol system 

was very useful and allowet' he operator flexibility in aelecting various 

subsystems to be displaJ'~ and controlled. In addition, the active graphics 

were important in allowing the control room operator immediate access to 

critical information in cases of emergency. In future commercial scale 

facilities, a master control system should be integrated into the design of 

the overall system. This would allow a single control room operator not only 

to control the process but also the heliostat field. The master control 

system computer could then command the heliostats as required, on and off the 

receiver, which could lead into a completely automated system. 

8.3.1 Basic Operation 

The operations consisted basically of start-up, normal operation and shut

down, with an additional test: overnight conditioning. The start-up of the 

receiver was relatively easy because the cold and hot surge tanks were the 

same size and relatively large. This relieved the operator of concerns of 

spilling salt from the hot tank vent. The start-up sequence could easily be 

automated and should be in a commercial-scale facility. Early morning start

up using heUostats, cavity heaters, or overnight salt flow worked very 

effectively in collecting the energy during the early morning hours, From an 

operational standpoint, any of these methods could be used for early morning 

start-up. 



Subsequent to the start-up 

steady-state operation was and the 

digital control systelB. transient conditions and actual clOYd 

conditions, the receiver control algorithIB 2lutoaatically controlled the flow 

rate on each half to maintain the correct outlet telil!perature. the 

receiver was basically reduced to observing the alarm page on one CRT in order 

to react to any emergency condition. Ellwargencies involving lou of e~rd.d 

power. were simplified greatly because uninterruptible powflr Wl:'8 

installed on the field control computer and control roOl'il. monitors. In the 

event that a control computer failed, the automatic hello. tat SCRAM would be 

initiated, removing the heliostats from the recdver. In a commercial-scale 

power plant uninterruptible power supplies shOUld be installed on all critical 

control hardware. Automatic system trips should also be incorporated in the 

controls to protect plant equipment. 

The shut-down of the operations was simplified greatly because the .urge 

tanks were the same size and also because the cold surge tank could be vented. 

This allowed for an easy gravity drain with equalized pressures 

throughout the receiver. This sequence could also be automated and should be 

automated in a commercial-seale plant. 

From an operational standpoint, the overnight conditioning, in which salt 

flowed through the receiver, was very effective in maintaining the receiver 

above the freezing temperature of salt. It also allowed the receiver's 

temperature to be increased as soon as insolation was acquired, because the 

receiver was already in salt flow. Useful energy was collected immediately 

upon acquiring insolation. This sequence could easily be automated in a 

commercial-scale power plant. 

The use of radiant heaters to preheat the receiver panel could also be 

effectively used in a commercial plant, with the process computer controlling 

a timer to turn the heaters on at the appropriate time, ensuring proper panel 

temperatures are ready at sunrise. 
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8.3.2 Procedures 

The procedures used to control the receiver's start-up, operations, and 

shutdown could very easily be adapted to a commercial-scale plant, assuming a 

similar receiver configuration. Two separate sets of procedures should be 

considered for a commercial plant; one to train the operators in the control 

room to operate the receiver (and the complete facility) and a second set as 

"one line" procedures for operators already familiar with the liIystem. These 

"one line" procedures could be installed in the process control computer and 

displayed on the monitor in the control room for easy access. EVen the 

automatic start-up, operational, and shutdown sequences could be displayed on 

the monitor. 

8.3.3 Equipment Operation 

From an operational standpoint, only four basic pieces of equipment are 

discussed here·-trace heat, valves, pumps, and piping. The receiver'. trace 

heat was actively controlled and was cycled on and off as required to maintain 

Ii proper temperature on the components. This system functioned very 

effectively, but could be refined for a commercial plant by integrating 

control into the overall control system. Each zone should be integrated in 

the process control computer, and critical components such as valves should be 

interlocked by temperatures in the process control computer. This integration 

would not allow the control room operator or the computer to move the position 

of the valve and possibly damage the bellows if its temperature were not 

acceptable. 

The relatively small control valves used on this experiment operated 

effectively; however, the valves were constantly "hunting" throughout the 

experiment. As a result, maintaining constant flow was difficult. 

In summary. from an operational standpoint, this receiver was very forgiving 

in start-up. normal operations and shutdown, and the procedures can easily be 

automated and adapted to commercial-scale plants of similar receiver 

configuration. 



8.4.1 

The use of a cO!IIIpUter dllilUlat;ion of the. l!'@H::etvar oodng 

simplified the bule eont.rol atrueture. Even Ii.U'''''''''l!>I1 the $illilUlation did not 

perfectly match the actual perform&nce of the reea1ver, the similarity was 

quite good. 

The real uaefulnea.. of .. aimulation is to 11m of 4nd 

insights into the to be controlled. Alao, different control 

st:rategitUi can be evduated l'@lative to OM anotMr, 80 that tho•• 

atrategie. that hold can b. t~st.d on the real .ystem. Thi. redue•• 

start-up and teat time conaiderably, th~ .imulation 

emulates the real 

8.4.2 

It is highly reeomm0nded that controls and mechanical engineers coordinete 


their efforts relative to receiver tube stress and fatigue in future 


designa. Thh issue has or for the operation, 


controls. annual and lifetime of the receiver. 


During a cloud transient, the entire collector field remains focussed on the 

receiver. As a result, all of the available solar energy is absorbed by the 
to maintain l050'Fsalt. The control algorithm for this receiver was 

outlet salt temperature to the maximum extent possible. Test results, however 

revealed tn.t this can result in severe fatigue cycling of the receiver. In 

order to reduce the cycles, it will be necessary to make a compromise 
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In a conventional molten-salt 
of the salt collected by the receiver governs the 
that can be produced by the steam 'generator. This 
efficiency of the turbine that drives the electric generator, 
the overall thermal-to-electric conversion efficiency of 
determine. if the turbine can even operate. Given knowledge 
effects, the control algorithm could be designed for. best plant 
and the fatigue impact would be factored into the receiver 

8.4.3 Automation 

Further automation of solar power plants is possible, and it is recommended 
that this b. pursued. Automation of solar power plants would provide: 

1) Reduced operation and maintenance cost; 
2) Remote observation &plant management; and 
3) Maximum system performance. 

However, initial costs and capitalization would be higher and the initial 
system design should consider providing theabillty to achieve this goal. To 
do this, all control and monitoring of the process, heat trace, and ideally' 
the collector field would need to be integrated into one control system. 



8.4.5 

response ·and 

reliable. In addition, cold surIe tank pre.aaura 1. 'lllQX'e 

maintaining receiver flow control. Level ia but It b &<:W~q~lIu:e 

just 'lllQnitor level and issue an al&:t1II to the operator if it goes cut of range. 

Measurement of raeed.vex- salt flow is to the control of the 

receiv~r'" outlet temperature. Thb uku a relbbl& flow deunt 

important in /lny receiver design. In addition, accurate flow lH&.!IUrelHnt is 

required for evaluating receiver performance. In ehh nedv.r. the flow 

meters were found to be unreUab1e. Con.llequently. inltle pnuure '!flU! 

calibrated with flow and uud in the control algorie". In addition, for 

more accurate maaSUrllllMnt.l, cold sdt pump "sump depletions" were used (thb 

being Ii "bucket: and stopwatch" type lHthod.). Thh proved adequat:~ fot' the 

test, but di.rect flow m4UlSI.U.'ement would be prehrable r .nd further 

of molten-salt flow seMon merits further invutigation. An idUrnlAte flow 

mEHUIUl.'Elmlilnt method, such lUI the sump depletion method should allio b. 

incorporated in future designs as Il backup for "on line" recdibration of flow 

meters. 

Flow-control valves are also Il critical element in receiVer control. In the 

receiver, valves with short strokes were used as a compromise to reduce the 

she of the bellows seal. This resulted in poor valve perfol'F...ance as the 

valve positioner was not accurate enough for this stroke. Care should be 

taken when specifying control valves to assure accurate control. 

8.5 Receiver Performance 

One of the lIKlst important characteristics of the receiver is its ability to 

collect energy. The most important aspect is the basic steady-state 

efficiency. Significant solar energy, however, may be available in less tha.n 

ideal steady conditions. It is therefore also important to characterize the 

receiver'S ability to start up under various conditions, and its ability to 

operate and collect energy in partially cloudy conditions. 



Performance of the collector field is also important toche ability to collect 

energy. The collector field provides not only the operating flux, but also 

can serve the function of preheating the receiver. Proper aiming is required 

to serve these functions. 

8.5.1 Steaqy-State Performance 

The basic receiver efficiency was calculated by two methods. The first, and 

most straightforward is the "calculated input" method discussed in Section 

6.1. The second method is the "method of complementary field partitions" 

(flux-on testing) discussed in Section 6.3. Both methods suffer from fairly 

la.rge uncertainties in the resulting efficiency meuurements. The steady 

state efficiency derived by both methods is presented in Figure B.S.l. 
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8.5.2 

of about 19 percent. a few 

complimentary field illl:eaBUl'l:'l:I!IIents support tM 

at the higher power levels, the 

method are probllbly bIlsed on of radiative 

losses. The data also supports the the CAVITY code 

also shown in 8.5.1. This is vel''! as such eo<hu can allow 

optimization of the drawback in the data is the wiM b.md of 

uncertainty, shown in 

in this evaluation. , current haa not yet 
flow .elllliUt"fUlumt Mvice of operating in a molten·.alt 

environment. Therefore, to accurately measure flow rat•• of 5.1t, eold·salt 

lIump etiona will have to be continued future tut 

ture IlUiaaUrementlll, howflver I can b. accurate if care hi taken in 

thermocouple application. 

Three methods of the receiver were demonstrated. On most , thQl 

heater was , allowing the receiver to be filled with 

the receiver door closed, prior to focusing solar energy on the raeeiver. 

This was the most convenient method of start-up, but a penalty was paid to 

power the heater overnight. A cheaper alternative was start-up using solar 

energy to warm the panels. This method required more operator involvement in 

the start-up. If done at sunrise on a clear day, only a small amount of power 

is lost while the plant is started. Approximately 45 minutes are required to 

heat the panel, fill the receiver with salt, and bring the full collector 

fi~ld on to target. cloudy conditions can make solar start-ups 

difficult, even though a significant amount of solar energy may be available. 

The third start-up method is similar to the first in that the cavity is heated 

overnight. With this method stored, solar energy is substituted for the 
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electric cavity heat by circulating salt through the receiver. Not only is 

this a more economical way to heat the cavity, but it carries the additional 

benefit of substituting stored solar heat for most of the electrical heat 

trace on the receiver piping as well as that on the riser and downcomer. For 

the test, the main salt pumps were run and the flow was throttled back to 

perform the test. Because the main pumps were used, the pumping power for 

this was greater than all the heat trace saved, but the required pumping power 

was small. A small pump could have done the job for a fraction of the heat 

trace power saved. 

All three start-up methods were demonstrated, and there is a high degree of 

confidence that any of them would work on a scaled-up plant. The most 

efficient method is salt circulation in the receiver. It makes a big cut in 

electrical parasitics, and gives the flexibility tu operate any time there is 

sun. The other two methods are workable, but carry some limitations. 

8.5.3 Partjal Cloud Performance 

Another aspect demonstrated by the test is that energy can be collected by 

this type of receiver in partially cloudy conditions. Analysis of the Solar 

1 plant performance showed that on an annual basis. this can make a big 

difference in the "bottom-line" energy produced at a plant. At Solar 1, 

almost 25 percent of the integrated annual solar direct insolation is 

considered not "available" due to cloudy conditions or wind (37) (wind is a 

limitation on collector field operation and the two effects are not separated 

in the analysis). This is a big advantage for molten-salt plants with 

storage, allOWing better annual efficiencies. Although energy collection was 

demonstrated, some mechanical challenges were discovered that must be 

addressed as discussed in Section 7.1. 

8.5.4 Collector Field and Aiminz Strategies 

One of the most important methods for maximizing the receiver's performance is 

to optimize the collector field's aim-point locations. For example. to 

minimize spillage, it is best to locate the heliostat aim points at the center 

of the aperture. Although this aiming strategy would minimize spillage, flux 
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r .. sult, locations are I:lpre.au the vartical centerline of tha 

race i ver . Each aim point, re:uined in the: aperture plane. 

The nOX1ll&l operationel aiming str.ategy used for the: receiver ..<iiii effecti-..c in 

reducing spillage and lIIinimizing the inddent power on the nonahsorb 

panels. Flux gage data also indicated that flux levels did not exce4td IMxi~ 

allowable flux limits on the absorbing of the norul 

aiaing is still Lack of test ti~ a 

detaUed evaluation of daily lII.bsorbed eoorgy as a function of &:lJII-p01n1.: 

locations. 

The collector field strategies developed for warming the receiver 

panels were successful in achiaving .tart-up without the use of 

heaters. Rec.dver warm-up was accomplished at both sunrise and 

two separate warm-up p&ttern&. Each pattern wu developed by trial·and-error 

basis in o1'dllr to obtain panel temperaturu betwun 500"F and lOOO"F. In 

addition, each pattern was capable of warming the receiver in 

approximAtely 15 minutes. Tranlllitioning to l::'0ceiver start-up wu done by 

the helio.tats off target, d(\5'i'!"lg rhe cavity door. and beginning salt 

flow to the receiver. Future testing could refine this start-up procedure, 

minimizing the transition time from warm-up to normal operation. 

8.5.5 

the current effort for the test receiver using the CAVITY computer 

code indicates the global receiver thermal efficiency is invariant within a 

few percent with most parameters investigated, although front surface 

temperatures vary considerably, particularly with the ~ype of convective 

submodel used. Parameter variations affected local distributions more than 

significant convective lIIodeling efforts may not be necessary. 

the global results. Therefore, the modeling detail required is dependent on 

the data desired. If strictly global efficiency estimates are required, 

If additional 
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information is desired, such as local temperature distributions, a more 

detailed model is warranted. Optimizing the design of the receiver or 

understanding the effects of design or material changes on the receiver's 

thermal conditions both require models that realistically portray the cavity's 

energy transfer, as demonstrated by these results. 

8.6 Desien Evaluation 

The receiver"and its component equipment must be able to stand up to the 
,< 

intended service and provide the required life. Although the receiver was 

designed for the test conditions, not all situations can be anticipated. This 

is one of the main reasons for performing small-scale system tests, so that 

any short comings with design methods can be identified and addressed before 

larger plants are built. 

8.6.1 Receiver Panel 

The main solar· specific component of the receiver is the receiver panel. 

Sizing of the receiver panel is based on considerations of fatigue of the 

panel, and the panel must accommodate normal and transient operation to 

achieve the required life. Because the test is of short duration, relative to 

the panel's intended lifetime, failures alone cannot be used as an indication 

of inadequate design. The test conditions must be analyzed to determine if 

the panel would be expected to achieve the required life. 

Steady State Panel Flux 

The panel was designed to withstand a basic operating solar flux level (based 

on thermal stress fatigue limits). The receiver cavity geometry was laid out 

to achieve fluxes that approach, but do not exceed the limits. The test WaS 

not nearly long enough to confirm if these limits are truly valid. but long 

lifetime is likely, as long as the flux limits are not exceeded. The 

measurements of the flux gages confirm that the actual flux levels were close 

to those predicted for the design. This is discussed in Section 7.1. The 

accuracy of;;he gages, however, Cis not good enough to confirm the predicted 

solar flux with precision. 



During transient operation, the induced tube strelillUIiS that 

contribute to fatigue are no longer cha:ract.erized by the level of solar 

flux. This is because the salt flow rate is being controlled in an attempt 

to maintain a desired outlet temperature. not to uintain of 

the tubes in proportion to the flux level. As shown in Section 7.1, this can 

lead to stresses that exceed the level as mueh as SO percent, This 

can hilve large implications on fatigue life liS a 50 percent incl:'flas4!I in 

thermally induced stress (or more precisely: mechanical strain) can ruult: 

in reduction of fatigue life by Ii factor of 10, This mu.!H: he addruud from 

two points of view. For the mechanical engineer setting flux limits bu~d on 

thermal fatigue, an allowance must: be made for transient ~ffllt.cu; that is 

during transients, the salt flow rate cool the tub~ WAll will not 

be proportional to the flux. The controls must thAt 

temperature control is not the only objective e·[ the controls. Flow control 

in transients will have a marked influence on the lifetime of the receiver. 

Another objective of the centrol algorithlll must be to lIinimiu the 

service of the receiver. 

When the panel is heated, it must be free to expand so strenes and 

todistortions do not result. The receiver panel ..upport system is des 

control the pos.ition of the panel, while allowing for this growth. The 

receiver was built with panels of two different types: one by Babcock & 

Wilcox and the other by Foster Wheeler. Section 3.2 includes a description of 

the panel support systems of both types of panel. The Babcock & Wilcox design 

employs lateral supports, or "buckstays" that are attached to the structure 

using rollers which allow the panel to grow longitudinally. Individual tubes 

are each held to the buckstay with clips that allow the tubes to move relative 

to each other to account for individual expansion. The Foster Wheeler 

supports use a rotating link to attach panel buckstays to the structure. 

These links allow the panel to grow longitudinally similar to the rollers. but 

result in a small amount of horizontal motion of the panel as the link 

rotates. The tubes of the Foster Wheeler panel are attached to the buckstay 
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by a slotted clip. Thh slot allows fora tube"to-tubeexpanslori,; 

several months of operation while conducting .. thetest, recorded .panel 
displacements, and observations indicate that;botbexpansion systems work 

well. Longitudinal growth of the panels matches design predictions , and 

lateral deflections of the tubes are small. No permanent tube deformations 

were observed, however, tube deformations are time dependent and could 

potentially develop in continued operation. Regular visual inspection of the 

panels is recommended for future receiver testing. The lateral movement 

imposed by the rotation of the Foster Wheeler links has resulted in no ill 

effects. In several locations in the panel. the tangent tube construction has 

allowed gaps to develop between tubes, but these have been relatively small, 

and no damage to insulation or buckstays has been observed. 

tub. Clip Welds 

One deficiency in the panel support system has become apparent. The tube 

clips of both designs are welded to the back of the tubes. In both case., a 

manual "TIG" (tungsten inert gas) welding process was used. Small leaks have 

developed in the welds in locations where IIburn through" occurred. BUrn 

through occurs when the tube-wall metal under the weld melts through the full 

wall thickness. When the metal solidifies, it shrinks, and can leave a small 

hole. Several holes were detected and repaired during fabrication and 
erection, and some appeared after the receiver was operated. Although the 

holes are very small, salt for the leaks migrated to the front of the tubes. 

where it reacted with the paint causing blemishes on the panel front 

surfaces. The leaks were small enough that they probably would have never 

been detected in a water system. Salt. however. does not evaporate and tends 

to creep along hot surfaces in a very thin film. The damage to the receiver 

paint occurred at 13 locations. Most of these were small (about an inch in 

diameter) and some of them appear to have stopped growing as if the leaks 

have become plugged. A i!lfew of the blemishes have grown quite large (18 

inches long by 8 inches wide). At the end of (this phase) the testing, 

approximately 2 percent of the panel surface was affected. 



The problem is one of fabrication 

additional of weld prc)Cedwrea 

occur. For a 

improve the quality of the weIde. 

It 

control, no leab would 

.hould be UII.<1 to 

One additional deficiency w•• found with the panel design. Thi. was with the 

duign of the headers, and the tube to Meder welde. Salt tIlmperatl.Al'@ rlmps 

up or down eaeh tiM th. receiver is started up, shut or a <:101.14 

puses. ThQse t~rat:ur. ralllpill see I.Ap th.ru1 &1:1"eu., in the headen as 

different parts respond to the temperature changes at different ratu. Tho 

two different huder design. employed in the receiver had deUd.ncin when 

deaHng wi1:.h th. rapid tGimperature ramp. that occurred. Tha problems wen 

different in each h.ader d••iln. 

In the Babcock & 'Wilcox hudul, the cdtical loeadon w.,. the wdd where the 

".safe end" tube wall welded to the h."der. A "J" groove type weld WIUI 

here. Thh of weld is not A full penetration weld, and thh results in It 

streS!! dser at the root of the weld. The temperature ramp rate limits 

allowable for this type of joint were often exceeded during norul testing. 

Although no failure has occurred, it is recognized that the deSign is 

deficient: in this area, 

In the Foster 'Wheeler header I heavy wall tube JIItubs wen welded to the header I 

lifter which they were drilled through. This allowed a full penetration weld 

with no stress riser and little discontinuity in wall thickness between the 

stub and header. This configuration did not have the temperature ramp limit 

of the Babcock &wilcox design. However, the Foster 'Wheeler header design did 

have a temperature ramp limit similar to the Babcock & wilcox design as a 

result of combining several pass headers into a single assembly with divider 

plates separating the header chambers. These divider plates are subject to 

large thermal stresses during temperature ramps. 
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In a subsequent receiver design. this limitation should be eliminated by 

design. This would be possible by combining the best features of both headers 

employed by this receiver. 

A final component of the panel to consider is its paint. The paint used was 

Pyromark series 2500 to blacken the panel surface for high absorptivity. The 

paint is applied by ordinary methods, then cured to achieve its final 

properties. The solar absorptivity of the paint was measured before and after 

testing. The solar weighted absorptivity of the paint after its initial cure 

was an average of .973 based on readings taken at 57 locations on the panel. 

Individual absorptivities ranged from .967 to .975. These measurements are 

indicative of fully cured paint. After testing. absorptivity measurements 

were taken again. No degradation was apparent. 

The performance of the paint is apparently the result of the careful curing 

process used in the cavity receiver. By using electric heaters inside the 

closed cavity, paint curing procedures were followed exactly. Properly cured 

paint has high absorptivity, adheres well, and does not degrade rapidly in 

service. Care should be taken to insure a properly cured paint coat. When 

applied properly, Pyromark paint is an excellent receiver coating. 

Balance of the Receiver 

Aside from the receiver panel, there are many aspects of the receiver 

subsystem that are specific to molten- salt or solar applications. These 

include the cavity enclosure and apert~re frame. the door, heat trace, molten

salt valves and piping. and instrumentation. Conclusions from the tests, and 

recommendations for future plants in these areas are presented here. 

Cavity Enclosure and Aperture 

The insulation board. framing the aperture. and the blanket insulation used in 

the cavity and attached to the backside of the panels remained intact 

throughout testing and .showed no signs of degradation. The cavity enclosure, 



receiver door. and aperture structure were effective heat lo~. 

from the receiver To attain Il!axifllUl'l cOMmlu'e1d 

receiver design. field-installed cavity and insulation is re<:ommend&d, 

This approach eliminates the need for and panel- to· 

cavity joints that are likely to contribute to heat loss. 

Receiver Door 

The receiver test was successful in 

the design modifications to the door rollers and ual. tha receiver 0001' 

performance exceeded expectations. The door demonstrated uliable 

Iilnd excellent sealability. The larg~ll:' door of oil commercial receiver du 

however, would require greater adjustabilley of th~ seals and better ion 

for seal replacelKnt. Flanged rollers are tecomllWnded for future door SY8t(111UI 

to assure reliable service. 

The new features of the heat trace system in this test receiver were act:1v. 
control, more extensive user of strip heaters, and a new vendor for the HI 
cable. Active control of the heat trace generally worked well: Thti molten

salt piping system could be maintained hot over a br.oad range of weather 

conditions. A key point, however, is that large variations in temperature 

within a zone are likely. This can result in overheating some regions since 

the coldest spots must be kept above the salt freezing temperature. For 

components that are sensitive to temperature, such as valves or 

instrumentation, separate control zones must be used. Although the data

logger used on this experiment was adequate for control, it would be a great 

improvement to integrate the heat trace into the main process controller. 

This would allow more flexible control by allowing such activities as shutting 

off heat trace on flowing lines, better control logic by checking for the 

lowest thermocouple measurement tn a zone, and interlocking of valve movement 

based on acceptable bellows temperature. It also would reduce the number of 

separate computer systems needed to operate the system. 



Regarding the heaters themselves, the key aspects are reliability 61t1d 

replaceability. The change in heat trace vendor to Pyrotenax made II. 

significant improvement in reliability of the MI cable. Hot to cold junctions 

continue to be a maintenance problem, but this can be field repaired. The 

bigger problem with MI cable is still replaceability. Although the cable was 

more reliable, some cable failure still occurred. A redundant cable helps, 

and no cable replacements were required during the test (where a redundant was 

available), but in longer term service, replacement could eventually be 

necessary. This would be a big problem with the MI cable installed as it is 

on this receiver. The strip and band heaters, on the other hand, did not have 

high reliability. In particular, they were sendtive to sdt leaks. They 

were, however, very easy to replace. For applications like the cold surge 

tank, where several are required, they tend to provide Ii certain amount of 

self-redundancy. That is, a few can fail, and the rest still keep the tank 

hot. Because of this, these heaters should be used wherever possible. 

Overall, the heat trace methods used for this test Were adequate, and could be 

employed on larger plants. There still is a great deal of room, however, for 

improvement before heat trace would loose its position as the most troublesome 

aspect of any molten-salt system. 

Pipin~ and Valves 

The piping system presented no real problems for the test. Standard welded 

construction, with stainless steel used for hot salt lines and carbon steel 

for cold lines performed well. When setting design temperature, however, 

consideration should be given to heat trace conditions which may result in 

greater temperatures than expected, especially in stagnant salt lines. 

Flanged connections should be avoided because they can leak, but with adequate 

care, they can be made to work where piping must frequently be disconnected. 

Bellows seal valves did their jobs adequately, but the failure of two bellows 

in the redundant receiver control valves serves as a reminder of how delicate 

they are. It is imperative that control valves not be moved with frozen salt 

on the bellows. The nested bellows in the receiver control valves were a big 

improvement relative to convoluted bellows as they resulted in compact valves, 

and the bellows were kept hot by salt flow. This allowed valve heat trace to 
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8.6.2 

The inst~ntAtion employed in the r~c$iver i3 listed in Table S-II, 

Overall. the inatl't.lIlKttntation VIIlS 	 ad$qU4u to Q;yerate and control the recdver. 

Savard of the instrwllenta did not vork as &ntic hovever, 

alternative. had to be used. 

TABLE s-n 

RECEIVER INSTRUMENTATION SUHMI\RY 


Type K, sheathed 

Salt flov riser and both Venturi, double isol&t~d 


control zon~Ul pressure differential 

transmitter (oil filled) 


Both flow control zones 	 Receiver inlet pressure 

vs. flow, double isolated 

absolute pressure gage 

(oil filled) 


Salt level cold surge tank 	 Pressurized tank double 
(pressurized) 	 isolated pressure 


differential transmitter 

(oil filled) band 


Hot surge tank (vented) 	 Vented tank, bubbler type Worked well 

Pressure inlet of both Double isolated absolute Worked well 

flow control zones pressure transmitter 


(oil filled) 


Foster Wheeler Panel, Double isolated 'Worked well 

Inlet to outlet differential pressure 


transmitter (oil filled) 


Transmitter (4-20 mA 'Worked well 
output) 



TABLE 8-11 (CON'T) 


Vertical displacement Transmitter (4-20 rnA Worked well 
panels 2,3,4-East and output) 
3-West 

Solar FlUX GI&!i 

All panels 
All panels 

Air cooled 
Water cooled 

Worked well 
Water cooling 
passage plugged 

hnel 3-W Resistance 	 Failed to produce 
useful data 

Peme1 3·W Capacitance 	 Produced some 
useful data 

The most serious of the problems occurred with the low range differential 

pressure transmitters employed with the Venturis (to indicate flow) and with 

cold surge tank to sense level. In both cases, large zero shifts occurred as 

a function of time making the gages unreliable. In the cue of flow, an 

alternative indication was derived from the high range inlet pressure 

measurements. The problem with the low range transmi ttars was apparently 

related to the syltherm oil fill fluid. At the operating temperature of the 

gage, the vapor pressure of the oil is significant relative to the measurement 

range, and may have affected the readings. The transmitter itself is known to 

be reliable in this pressure range. Alternative flow measurement using either 

a different transmitter fill fluid (NAK for example) or other types of sensor 

should be developed. 

The second important failure was that of the water cooled flux gages. Several 

of these failed from overheating when the cooling passages in the gages 

plugged. The balance were taken out of service due to the plugging problem, 

leaving the air cooled gages to serve for control and monitoring. The problem 

with the plugging of the water channels could probably be solved by working 

with the gage vendor and specifying larger flow the plenums. (Standard gages 

of this type are available.) 

The failure of the resistance strain gages is not of great concern since this 

type of detailed instrumentation would not be required on a commercial design. 



Overall, adequate instrumentation exists to ~uppcrt 

receiver, or a scaled up • 1.£ not 

would be desirable for flow measurement. 

receiver at the end €If the next of testing. 

A detailed inspection of the recdver panels should b6 perforlMd. 

the mAgnitude and location of tube deforutions will serve alii a benchmark data 

for continued receiver tesCing. The condition of pAnel and 

insulation should be documented noting any signs of wear or overheat. Thh 11 

particularly true where large panel gaps exist \~re&ting highfIJr than normal 

temperatures. Flux gages and their supports should be inspected for 

resulting from receiver operation. 

The salt-side surface of the receiver tube should be inspected for corrosion. 

Critical areas to check for corrosion include the welds and heat affected zone 

(HAZ) of the tube to safe end connection and the HAl of the tube attachments. 

Corrosion inspection should be made near the receiver outlet where salt 

temperatures are highest. 

Receiver Paint 

Paint thickness should be measured and documented. Taking measurements at 

var4,ous loeations on the surfa.ce of the receiver would show uniforlility of 

thickness. Thickness is critical to heat absorption. 
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